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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation is about land, colonization, and Indigenous people. While focusing 

broadly on Algonquian peoples, special attention is given to the Spruce Island Cree of 

Cumberland House in northeastern Saskatchewan. The use of the Nehinuw (Cree) 

language and cultural historical knowledge provides new factual information, and new 

conceptual understandings on the issue of land and adjoining matters that critique, 

reaffirm or challenge existing assumptions and misconceptions regarding Indigenous 

peoples, Algonquian peoples, and the people of Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island 

(Cumberland House). 

 

This study begins with a review and critique of twentieth century scholarship on 

Algonquian land tenure which mainly arose as a consequence of Indigenous land claims.  

This literature is analysed and critiqued using Cree conceptual knowledge and 

understanding. Methodological issues surrounding the use of Cree Nehinuw narratives 

and oral history are analysed. The historical dynamics, developments, and events that 

have impacted the people and the land will be examined including: the discovery 

doctrine, Rupert’s Land, the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the fur trade, smallpox, the 

Metis, the First Nations treaties, and the discriminatory pressures of government policy, 

law and the influx of European settlers. Examples of cultural exchange stemming from 

the interaction between Europeans and Indigenous people will be presented, for example, 

a review on how the view of the land as Mother Earth evolved in English as well as its 

unique four stage development in the Nehinuw (Cree) language. As a response to the 
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limitations of existing academic research and a re-examination of the history especially 

as it pertains to Cree and Algonquian lands, the use of Nehinuwehin (Cree language) and 

Cree understandings provide the evidence and overview of the Kaminstigominuhigoskak, 

Spruce Island (Cumberland) Cree concept of territoriality.  

 

Nehinuwehin (Cree language), Nehinuw (Cree) content and Cree methodological devices 

including grammatical analysis are used to examine relevant and meaningful key 

Nehinuw concepts such as nituskeenan/kituskeenuw our land, our national territory; 

pugitinasowin, which does not mean gifting but instead means a tributary offering; major 

forms of Cree narrative including ahtotumohina, (stories of events), achimohina, ( stories 

of activities) and achunoogehina, (legendary stories); and Keewetin, the “going home” or 

north wind and its connection to glaciers. Conjointly with this new historical evidence of 

Cree conceptual understanding, this research exposes the far-reaching effects of 

colonization and racism that continue to be reflected in words, narratives, and actions. 

New analysis using the Cree –gan concept of artificial substitution exposes the far-

reaching tentacles of colonization and racism that are deeply entrenched in the very 

grammar of the Cree Nehinuw language. Ogimaw, the genuine leader or chief of a 

traditional Cree nation, literally became ogimagan, the subordinate artificial chief or 

leader in the new Indian Affairs Chief and Council system.  When it comes to the 

specific case of land, uskee, the genuine land of the whole becomes uskeegan, meaning 

the artificial plot of land or private property. While the land of the whole nation 

continues to be referred to as our land and our national territory, the more specific 

individual or “family” private property becomes uskeeganis or the little artificial plot of 
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land. For the European, private property is elevated as an essential part of “civilizing” 

ideology while the Cree looked upon it as being an artificial substitute of the genuine 

land of the whole.    

 

Cree Nehinuw knowledge, methodology, and perspectives provide the foundational base 

in this research. The decolonization of historical methodology requires constructive 

critical action at the specific language and cultural historical levels of a particular 

Indigenous Nation which in this case is the Kaminstigominuhigoskak or Spruce Island 

(Cumberland) Cree. This study outlines specific Cree Nehinuw methodological devices 

and the substantive finding that the Cree Nehinuw term for “our land” and “our country’ 

and “our national territory’ is “nituskeenan/kituskeenuw.”  This finding directly 

challenges the existing research which limits the Cree or Algonquian concepts of land as 

being based on the individual or “family” rather than the nation. New Cree geopolitical 

territorial concepts that include use, resources, camps, homelands, places of existence, 

gathering centres and shared lands are introduced to provide the substantive basis and 

critical contextual shift from the Euro-centred view on the issue of land to a more 

balanced perspective where Indigenous language and understandings are given a more 

thorough and substantive recognition.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Authority and jurisdiction over Indigenous lands and territories have historically been, 

and continue to be, contested issues in Canada as well as globally. Misconceptions and a 

lack of knowledge concerning Indigenous people’s history and rights to the land are 

commonplace. Research has been done on Alquonquian lands from the early 1900s  but 

even the central issue  of what constitututes the Indigenous understanding of  the 

territorial meaning of  “our land or our country” still remains unclear. This research will 

therefore utilize a more intensive examination of the Nehinuw (Cree) language, 

knowledge and understandings about the Nehinuw (Cree) concept of land. The 

knowledge and understanding of a particular language and culture are integral to the 

writing of history. In this dissertation, the constructive critical use of Indigenous 

methods, language and understandings will be utilized to re-examine the the colonial 

impact, the historical dispossession of Indigenous lands and the remains of the  

traditional Indigenous concepts of land and territory of a particular Indigenous nation. 

This study uses Nehinuwehin (Cree language) and Nehinuw (Cree) 1 methods and 

understandings to examine the territory of the Kaminstigominuhigoskak (Spruce Island) 

Cree of Cumberland House and places their history within the larger context of 

Indigenous land dispossession particularly of Algonquian peoples in Canada and the 

United States.  The use of the Nehinuw (Cree) language and cultural historical 

                                                 
1 In this dissertation, Cree Nehinuw, Cree, Nehinuw (Cree) are used interchangeably.   
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knowledge provides new factual information, and new conceptual understandings that 

critique, reaffirm or challenge existing assumptions and misconceptions regarding the 

land issues of certain Indigenous peoples, Algonquian peoples, and the people of 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island (Cumberland House). Despite colonization, the 

traditional concepts of land and nationhood have endured in the Cree language and in the 

practice of the Cumberland Cree.  Given the limitation of existing research, Nehinuw 

(Cree) methodological devices and understandings will be used to examine, among other 

things the Cree Nehinuw terms “nituskeenan/kituskeenuw” which mean “our land” and 

“our country” and “our national territory”. This view directly challenges the existing 

research which limits the Cree or Algonquian concepts of land as being based on the 

“family hunting territory” or “communal land” and instead posits a conceptual view 

which examines the territorial land of the Spruce Island Nehinuw (Cree) as being based 

on Indigenous nationhood. 

   

Kaminstigominuhigoskak (Spruce Island) or Cumberland House is located close to the 

Manitoba border in north-eastern Saskatchewan. It is strategically situated in the 

transition zone between the pre-Cambrian boreal forest and the deciduous parkland that 

includes maple, elm, birch, alder, willows, ash. Cumberland House is on an island in the 

Saskatchewan River Delta between the Saskatchewan River to the south, Cumberland 

Lake to the north, Bigstone River to the west and the Tearing River on the east. At 

10,000 square kilometres, the Cumberland or Saskatchewan River Delta is the largest 

freshwater inland delta in North America with an ecosystem that is biologically diverse 

and rich in plants, berries, and wild life. 
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Cumberland House is an isolated Cree community of about 2,000 Metis2 and First 

Nations people that only got road access in the 1960’s and a bridge in 1995. In 

Cumberland House, the word Nehinuwuk or Crees, applies to both First Nations and 

Metis people. The term for referring to other people including Euro-Canadians is 

Anisinniyuk. The Cree word Inniyuk for Indigenous peoples is inclusive of both Metis 

and First Nations people. On a more specific level, First Nations people are called 

Iskoniguneenniyuk, which literally means the left-over land people or the Reservation 

People and more recently First Nations. Reserve land is called iskonigun and includes the 

local place designation as Iskoniguneek, meaning at the reserve. The word Metis was not 

used in Cumberland House until the late 1960s and early 1970s. Instead, Apeetuhigossan 

was used in Cree, while Halfbreed was used when speaking English. Additionally, when 

people were speaking in English, some people tended to say they were part Scottish, 

English or French, whereas in the Cree language the Metis were referred to as Nehinuhi-

Apeetuhigosisanuk or Cree Half Breeds. It is interesting that the colonial Eurocentric 

positioning was emphasized when speaking English whereas the Indigenous identity was 

emphasized in the Cree language. There was also a recognition of the rise of European 

patrilineal thinking as the word for Halfbreed or Metis, Apeetuhigossan literally means 

                                                 
2 In this dissertation, I use the spelling Metis unless quoting another source that uses the spelling Métis. 

Much of the early literature has used the more Euro-centered terms like Métis for the French Métis or 

English and Scottish Halfbreeds. Indigenous centered terminology like Nehinuhi-ahpeetuhigossan or Cree 

Halfbreeds that has been used in Cumberland House or elsewhere with the Saulteaux or Dene Halfbreeds 

have been excluded until more recently. I am therefore using Metis to be inclusive of all Metis.   
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“half the son of”. Apeetuw means “half” and nigosis means “my son.” Since Cree 

descent was bilateral through the mother or father, the reference to the son and not the 

daughter may have signaled a shift towards the recognition of patriarchal markers such 

as the genealogical and family use of the man’s last name especially with the children of 

European fur traders, baptismal naming and recording, and later the schools.  

 

In the late 1800s some of the “Metis” families such as the Goulets, Carrieres and 

Chaboyers  had originally come in from Red River/St. Laurent country and had married 

into Cumberland House and area. The Goulets still spoke Saulteaux, Cree and some 

French, while the Chaboyers could speak more French. As they moved into Cumberland 

they were speaking the N dialect Cree by the 1920s. Others like the McAuleys had been 

raised in the TH dialect community of Montreal Lake then spent a few more years at the 

Y dialect community of Red Earth. They were already speaking mainly in the N dialect 

of Cumberland by the 1950s but the Y dialect they learned in Red Earth was still quite 

discernible.3  

 

Nicole St. Onge who wrote about St. Laurent Metis states there was a difference between 

the  more well to do Metis who had come in from Red River who would later deny 

“vehemently” of  “being Métis” while their “hunting –and- gathering brethren” more 

                                                 
3 More specific research needs to be done on language change with specific languages and dialects so that 

a more complete historical analysis can be done. 
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closely identified with the “ local Saulteaux Population.”4 In another book, scholar 

Father Guy Lavallee identifies Michif-Cree, Michif-French, Ojibway and Swampy Cree 

but he also states that he couldn’t find the historic origin of Michif and assumes that it 

was brought in from outside. He also states that Cree and Ojibway were on the wane in 

the 1940s and 1950s.5 Like the word Metis, the terminology of Michif, the Michif 

Language or Metif as used by Father Lacallee and others was not used in Cumberland 

House except as an academic discussion in recent times. The Metis in Cumberland just 

as the Treaty First Nations identify as Inniyuk (Indigenous people) and Nehinuwuk 

(Crees) but also as Apeetuhigossan (Metis) and Iskoniguneenniyuk (Reservation People). 

Macdougall centers Metis world view in the northwest as being grounded “in the social 

philosophy of Cree cultural experiences and spiritual knowledge.”6 While much of the 

earlier discussion of Metis had been focused on the French, English and Scottish 

“halfbreeds” which is a more Euro-centered view, the more recent new scholars have 

now included the Indigenous side and foundations of Metissage. I have included  the 

southern examples here but Cumberland people did come from and intermarried with 

different areas including the Pehonan area (Fort La Corne), Montreal Lake, Beaver Lake 

                                                 
4 Nicole St. Onge, Saint-Laurent, Manitoba: Evolving Métis Indentities, 1850-1914 (Regina: Canadian 

Plains Research Center, 2004), 94-95. 

5 Guy Lavallee, The Metis of St. Laurent, Manitoba: Their Life and Stories, 1920-1988 (Winnipeg: Self 

Published, 2003), 108-116. 

6 Brenda Macdougall, One of the Family: Metis Culture in Nineteenth-Century Northwestern 

Saskatchewan (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2010), 129. 
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(Denare Beach), Pelican Narrows, Opaskiyak (The Pas), Grand Rapids, Norway House, 

Cross Lake, Oxford House, as well as Red River and St. Laurent.   

 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak refers to the gathering centre that in English was called Pine 

Island and renamed Cumberland House, but Kaminstigominuhigoskak is also the name of 

the whole traditional territory that includes smaller centres such as Pine Bluff, Pemmican 

Portage, Birch River, Torch River and Bud’s Point. Given its historical position as a 

major fur trade centre, it was also called Waskahiguneek, or The House. Immediately 

adjacent to Cumberland House and straddling the Saskatchewan River was Pemmican 

Portage which in Cree is called Kiskachiwunohk, the Saskatchewan River Place. 

 

Whether it’s First Nations or Metis, people in the whole territory of 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak identify as Nehinuw (Cree). People will also identify as Cree 

Indian, Cree Metis or more popularly as the Cumberland Cree. While Metis as an 

ethnonational term only started being used in the 1960s, it is not clear how far back 

Halfbreed had been used. Some of it would have started in the fur trade period of the 

1800s and the stands taken at Red River and Batoche but for Cumberland House it was 

most likely emphasized when scrip lands and reservation land were designated and 

surveyed. Even so, many First Nations and Metis lived the same lifestyle together in the 

practices of fishing, hunting, trapping, and gathering. While there were rules and laws 

that tried to forbid this interaction from federal and provincial governments, the 

intermarriages, partnerships, friendships and other sociocultural practices made it 

difficult to police. In terms of everyday knowledge, when I was growing up in the 1950s, 
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scrip lands were hardly ever mentioned but the reservation land areas were well known. 

To reiterate, Kaminstigominuhigoskak is used to mean the specific main gathering centre 

as well as the name for the whole territorial area. When Metis and First Nations were 

using the terms for “our land or our territory” they meant the land of the whole territory 

rather than any form of private property or reserve land. It was also understood that all 

these partitioned lands were part of the lands of the whole. 

 

Historically, Kaminstigominuhigoskak was a major gathering centre for Indigenous 

peoples and a major centre for trade since it was at the crossroads of the vast networks of 

lakes and river systems. During the expansion of the fur trade in the late 1700s, 

Cumberland House achieved importance for its strategic location at the intersection of 

major east-west and northern river systems. From Cumberland House, Indigenous and 

European fur traders could use three different routes to Hudson Bay. They could also 

connect with the route to the Great Lakes by way of the Saskatchewan River, Lake 

Winnipeg then on to Lake Superior via the Rainy River system as well as the Red 

River/Souris/Assiniboine river systems. Access to the Athabasca and Arctic regions was 

also possible by way of the Sturgeon-Weir River and Churchill River, via the Reindeer 

Lake, Fond du Lac River or the Clearwater/Athabasca River systems. It was also directly 

connected going west and southwest to the Rockies through the North and South 

Saskatchewan River systems. 

 

 Cumberland House became an important fur trade centre in 1774 when competitive 

pressures from the Canadian fur trade companies forced the Hudson’s Bay Company to 
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build its first inland post in this community. The new post was also located at the 

intersection of three major Cree language dialects (N, TH, and Y) and various regional 

Cree peoples including Kiskachiwunohinniyuk, the Fast Water Indigenous Peoples (or in 

the Creeicized English form “Saskatchewan Indians”), Muskoskahinniyuk, the Grassy 

River People, Muskegowuk, the Muskeg People (Cree) [glossed as the Swampy Cree], 

Asinskahinniyuk, the Rocky Area People or the Rocky Cree, and the Puspuskonniyuk or 

Puskauhinniyuk, the Plains People.7 It was also in the trading range of other Algonquian, 

Siouan and Athapaskan peoples. Given its strategic geographical, cultural, and linguistic 

location and the early interaction between Indigenous peoples and Europeans in Western 

Canada, Cumberland House provides a unique and rich context for research on land 

issues. 

 

Cree language and knowledge of the land are key aspects of this study, so I am including 

a brief overview of my personal history and experiences.  I am Nehinuw from 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak and Nehinuwehin (Cree) is my first language.  I was born in 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak in 1946 and was raised as a fluent Nehinuwehin speaker in a 

                                                 
7 Muskegowuk, the Muskeg People (N dialect) live in the east coast of James Bay/Hudson Bay, the 

Nelson/Hayes River systems to Grand Rapids/Cumberland House. Cumberland and The Pas don’t 

generally use  the Muskegowuk term, and as well, they use Ninehinuwan for “I speak Cree” versus 

Nitinineemon for the Muskegowuk. The Rocky Cree (TH dialect) people or Asinskahinniyuk start 25 miles 

from Cumberland House at Sturgeon Landing and west to Montreal Lake to La Ronge, Southend, Brochet, 

South Indian Lake and Nelson House. Muskoskahinniyuk,was the name given to the people that lived in 

the Grassy River area. 
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trapping, fishing, hunting and gathering context. In the 1950s most families including 

ours were out in the bush on the trapline from the end of February until breakup in early 

May. We trapped at Kawchoospeeskasik or the Place of the Alders with Aligooschas 

(Alec Morin) and his family and the chief’s son, Alotchee (Rod Settee). Both were 

Treaty First Nations from Kaminischigauchugasik (Pine Bluff). At another time we 

trapped at Achapaskonigapseek (Elm Portage). We always looked forward to being on 

the trapline not only because we lived a healthy lifestyle but we could go back home to 

sell our pelts and share a lot of smoked muskrat, our main spring food with community 

members and relatives. Depending on the season, we did tagumiginosewehin (spearing 

fish), kauskepichigehin (angling) and pugituhauhin (net fishing). At a very early age, we 

learned to hunt birds and slowly graduated to noochipinewehin (hunting grouse).  I often 

went hunting by myself or with others after school.  We also learned how to snare rabbits 

and trap smaller animals. As we approached teenagehood, as young boys, we were on 

the land camping on our own and hunting ducks, geese and even swans which were 

plentiful before the hydro dam was built in 1962.  

 

All the Indigenous community members were fluent Cree speakers and our language was 

spoken throughout the community except for the schools, churches, RCMP depot and the 

Department of Natural Resources. I learned English as my second language when I 

started school in 1953.  

 

When the residential school at Sturgeon Landing burned down the nuns who taught there 

were transferred to Cumberland House as well as one of the priests. Most of the nuns 
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were French speakers but they taught us English as well as Latin songs, prayers and parts 

of the church service.  When I went to Prince Albert for grades 11 and 12, it was the first 

time I was immersed in an English only speaking situation for the full day. After 

receiving a scholarship, I attended the University of Saskatchewan in 1965-66 and then 

Stratford and North Bay Teachers’ College in Ontario. In 1967-68, I was directly 

involved in developing, adapting and revising the curriculum from an Indigenous 

standpoint when I taught grades 2-4 in Aroland and grade 6 in Moose Factory, Ontario 

from 1969 to 1971. In 1973, while a student at the University of Saskatchewan, I taught 

the first fully accredited Cree language course (Anthropology 140) offered through the 

linguistics section of the anthropology department. 

 

From 1974 to 1976, I lived and worked in northern Saskatchewan as a Cree language 

consultant and program developer. The parameters of this position included the 

development and knowledge of Cree language writing systems, Cree curriculum and 

materials development and the use of Cree pedagogical grammars and punctuation. In 

the following three years, I served as program developer and faculty member of the 

Northern Teacher Education Program from 1976 to 1979 where I also taught university 

Cree classes. Following that, I served as the principal of the La Ronge Regional 

Community College which delivered various programs such as diamond drilling, a 

trapper apprenticeship program, women-in-trades training, bush pilot training, 

administration and various other developments. In1982, I started work on my master’s 

degree in education. While working on my M.Ed. I served as the Executive Director of 

the Gabriel Dumont Institute from 1984 to 86. 
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 In 1986, I completed my M.Ed. on curriculum and instruction. My master’s thesis used 

oral history of the Sandy Bay Cree to study the effects of hydroelectric power 

development. Not only did this research reveal new evidence and means of analysing the 

impact of hydro development on land and people; it reinforced the view that Indigenous 

languages were a vital and significant part of Indigenous studies in history and 

education. Immediately following my degree, I became an elected member of the 

Legislative Assembly (MLA) in Saskatchewan from 1986 to 2003. As the first 

Indigenous cabinet minister in Saskatchewan history I was honoured to have been 

involved in all major government decisions including Treaty Land Entitlement, the Métis 

Act and northern development. My Cree and English speeches in the Legislature were all 

recorded in audio-visual format. I also provided a written recorded sample in Hansard 

using the Cree alphabet and syllabic systems. I have interacted and worked with Cree 

elders in different dialect contexts, and more recently as a consultant to an elders’ 

advisory committee on land use and occupancy with the Métis local and the Cumberland 

House Cree First Nation. These experiences have all made me strongly aware of the 

critical need for research that uses the Cree language and Indigenous methods to 

examine the Cree perspective of land pursued in this study. I will start with the recent 

decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada as it relates to land.  
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In the beginning all lands of the Americas were the lands of Indigenous peoples.8 During 

centuries of Indigenous/European interaction through trade, wars, diseases, treaties, 

Metis scrip, settlement, land speculation, the creation of new countries, provinces and 

territories, Indigenous people lost most of their lands. Today Indigenous reservation 

lands in Canada total 2/10ths of one percent of all lands in Canada and 4 per cent in the 

United States of America. Indigenous peoples however, have long argued that their 

rights to land were not restricted to reservation lands. It has long been the position of 

Indigenous peoples that their land base, rights and jurisdiction extended beyond the 

reserves and community centres. While governmental policies on land have been mainly 

restricted to reservation lands, First Nations peoples have continued to base their 

arguments on their claims to their traditional or ancestral territories that have seen 

positive developments with recent Supreme Court decisions in Canada.  

 

Supreme Court decisions beginning with the 1973 Calder Case and Delgamuukw 

decision of 1997 have opened new possibilities for negotiating Aboriginal and Treaty 

Rights and Aboriginal title. Since then, new decisions such as the Haida 2004 and 

Tsilhqot’in 2014 have laid down the duty to consult and accommodate on 

traditional/ancestral lands and territories. The implementation of these decisions lays the 

groundwork for a constructive critical re-examination of traditional Indigenous ancestral 

lands.     

                                                 
8 Indigenous peoples include First Nations, Metis and Inuit. The peoples in this dissertation are Metis and 

First Nations.  
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The Supreme Court summation on Haida 2004 emphasized that the federal and 

provincial Crown cannot cavalierly run roughshod over Aboriginal interests. It must act 

honourably, with a duty to consult and accommodate as part of a process of fair dealing 

and reconciliation. The duty arises when the Crown has knowledge, real or constructive, 

of the potential existence of the Aboriginal right or title and contemplates conduct that 

might adversely affect it.9 In the 2014 Tsilhqot’in Supreme Court decision Indigenous 

culture was examined to determine sufficient occupation and Aboriginal title and the 

court ruled that, “The Crown is required to consult in good faith with any Aboriginal 

groups asserting title to the land about proposed uses of the land and, if appropriate, 

accommodate the interests of such claimant groups.”10 These two decisions and others 

by Canada’s highest court have provided venues for greater debate and understanding of 

Indigenous cultures, languages and histories throughout the country. It is my hope that 

this research will make a contribution to these debates and understandings.  

 

Nituskeenan or kituskeenuw11 (our land), motherland, fatherland, reservation, Mother 

Earth, Metis scrip, my property, my land, my area, my district, and our country are some 

of the many different ways that people have learned to express their various attachments 

and connections to the land.  When these concepts confront issues of land claims, leased 

                                                 
9 Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), 2004 SCC 73 (CanLII), [2004] 3 SCR 511. 

10 Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British Columbia, 2014 SCC 44, [2014] 2 S.C.R. 256. 

11 An explanation of these terms will be forthcoming. 
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land, community pastures, agriculture, environment, pipelines, forestry, recreational use, 

chemical spraying, resource development, mining, and parks, they can evoke a strong 

sense of passion, emotion and even anger. For Indigenous peoples, specific areas of 

contention have included land claims, specific claims, treaty land entitlements, 

traditional lands, and the impact of development including hydroelectric power and 

control dams.  These issues have triggered and galvanized opposing viewpoints and 

sometimes outright conflict. While many Europeans of the Americas have been quite 

familiar with their own private property deeds, their leased land, regional settlement 

patterns and the pioneer spirit, they know far less about Indigenous people’s historical 

conceptions of land.  

 

At the present time, lands, environment and resources are a central concern in 

government and corporate policy circles. Most policy makers have based their 

formulations on European concepts of property law, private property and Crown lands. 

The only major challenges to these Euro-centred views have come from Indigenous land 

claims and from the updating of knowledge and the changes in law and the constitution 

gained from stands taken on treaties, and on Metis and Inuit rights and Aboriginal title 

throughout the past century. By the 1980s, in addition to governmental, community and 

business concerns, Indigenous people’s knowledge and views were starting to be 

acknowledged in the scientific community. In 1987, the World Commission on 

Environment and Development led by an international team of scientists acknowledged a 

connection between sustainable development and Indigenous peoples’ knowledge. These 

scientists recognized that society as a whole could learn a great deal from Indigenous 
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peoples “in sustainably managing very complex ecological systems.”12 Although many 

have advocated the need for Indigenous ecological knowledge and traditional 

knowledge, scientists, governments and corporations, have made limited progress in 

understanding Indigenous land concepts especially in connection to mining, forestry, 

ecosystems management, settler incursions and education. Supreme Court decisions on 

Aboriginal title and more recently on the duty to consult and accommodate have 

provided a new impetus on issues regarding land and resource development. But the few 

initial statements of support and the attempts at formulating new partnerships in research 

and development along with new information from Supreme Court decisions have 

largely been hampered by slow limited government action. Research from a strong 

Indigenous perspective regarding Indigenous lands has also been in short supply.  

 

Over the past century much research on Indigenous lands focused on debates about land 

tenure, the origins of family hunting territories and the nature of tribal communal 

territories. Chapter 2 presents an overview and critique of these Algonquian13 land 

debates.  In the literature, variations and differences existed especially on the issue of 

territorial lands. The direct application of Nehinuw (Cree) knowledge, language and 

conceptual understandings will be used to critique, clarify and challenge the 

shortcomings of existing academic research. Basic new terminology that refers to 

                                                 
12 World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1987), 114-150.   

13 The Cree language is part of the Algonquian linguistic classification.  
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national territory rather than family hunting territories or a weak vague form of 

communal lands will be introduced and explained. It will provide a contrast to the more 

recent evolution of Nehinuw land that has been partitioned or made into private property 

or private property-like forms. 

 

Most scholarly research on land tenure was done in eastern Canada among the Quebec 

Cree and other easterly Algonquian peoples but little or no work had been done in 

Western Canada. This research aims to advance an understanding of the historical 

development of ancestral land concepts and land tenure held by a particular western 

Canadian First Nation and Metis community, the Cumberland House Nehinuw (Cree) 14 

in northeastern Saskatchewan, Canada. It will also trace contextual interconnections with 

what was happening in the rest of Canada particularly with Algonquian peoples and the 

relevant parts of the United States.   

 

Chapter 3 focuses on methodological issues in historical research from a Nehinuw 

perspective. Nehinuwehin has grammatical structures and understandings that are 

pertinent to the interpretation of history as well as a new introduction to the three major  

Cree narrative forms and examples of the subforms.  Indigenous oral history and oral 

tradition were largely ignored or rejected by historians and other scholars right up to the 

second half of the 20th century. Although oral sources are indeed the oldest form of 

                                                 
14 I will use Cree Nehinuw, Cree, Nehinuw (Cree) interchangeably.   
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history, it was not until the 1997 Delgamuukw Supreme Court decision that Indigenous 

oral sources were officially recognized and legally affirmed in Canada. In contrast, oral 

sources from European politicians and parliamentarians have long been accepted as 

evidence in the writing of history. Even though the trustworthiness of politicians is 

ranked low in comparison to other professions, their words and speeches have been 

quoted as a legitimate and important part of historical writing. Yet, Indigenous peoples 

had to wait 500 years after European contact before official recognition was given to 

their oral histories by Canada’s highest court.    

 

In addition to the need for recognizing the substantive content found in oral sources, 

methodological issues will be addressed. Recently historians, ethnohistorians and oral 

historians have been gradually paying more attention to the cultural history but a more 

intensive analysis  on language needs to be done. Numerous scholars have built upon and 

have gone beyond the early works of Franz Boas, Edward Sapir, Leonard Bloomfield, 

and others who began to pay serious attention to Indigenous languages in the early 20th 

century. Yet a substantial methodological use of Indigenous languages in the writing of 

the history of Indigenous peoples has yet to be fully realized. Few researchers have had 

the requisite historical translation skills or have collaborated with Indigenous consultants 

that were fluent in the languages of their people. This research emphasizes Indigenous 

historical knowledge, complemented by use of Cree Nehinuw conceptual structures and 

devices as a dynamic part of the historical methodology and by doing so, gives the 

language of the community of Cumberland House, the Cree Nehinuw language or 

Nehinuwehin, its rightful place in history.  
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The inclusion of Indigenous methodology does not mean that European ideas and 

practices are left out. In the Nehinuw viewpoint, the idea of kiskeneetumowin or 

knowledge is not enough in and of itself; it has to be strongly reinforced by 

nistootumowin or understanding in all its multidimensional aspects including the 

interaction between the Cree and Europeans. A similar level of complexity and 

understanding is also reflected in the Cree language which distinguishes between two 

main levels of discourse. Ayumihin is the Nehinuw term for daily ordinary conversation 

while peegiskautumowin refers to the more critical speeches and discussions by elders, 

leaders, or other adults with the experiential base and capacity to partake in more formal 

presentations, meetings, exchanges and gatherings. The latter term is therefore a form of 

constructive critical speech. This study combines all these forms, from knowledge to 

understanding, from ayumihin to peegiskehin, with historical practice that is also 

inclusive of European sources and methods. Strategic key developments in the history of 

Euro-Canadian policy relating to land and Indigenous peoples will also be integrated into 

the study.  

 

More recent history is easier to verify as compared to the more ancient history. Chapter 4 

explores an aspect of oral history as represented by the term kuyaseskumik, during the 

time of the ancient lands. An ancient Cree narrative regarding the glacial age is presented 

regarding the four directions and the specific role played by Keewetin, the North Wind. 

An 1823 documented Cree narrative will be used as evidence in the analysis of 

Keewetin. A further Cree grammatical analysis will be used to help solidify the argument 
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that the naming of Keewetin as the North Wind or literally the Going Home Wind 

symbolized the north as the direction that from whence the glacier had come and would 

then later go home to. 

 

Chapter 5 traces the origins of Indigenous land dispossession in the theological and legal 

justification provided by the Doctrine of Discovery, 1493. Royal Charters including the 

1670 HBC Charter which claimed most of western Canada as Rupert’s Land with no 

knowledge of these lands and no interaction or consent from Indigenous peoples will be 

critiqued.  As one of the longest serving employees of the HBC who would become its 

governor, Henry Kelsey made it clear that when he took his historic inland trip into the 

west, he was there to visit the lands of Indigenous peoples and to learn their languages. 

He was not checking up on Rupert’s Land. Not only did the French military traders as 

the major competitors, not recognize the Charter, they actually captured and defeated all 

British forts/posts except one. Kelsey was taken to France then back to England.   

 

Chapter 6 covers the major changes that were taking place in the second half of the 

1700s. It was a period of wars, trade and diseases. The Seven Years War was followed 

by a 1763 Anglo-Indigenous War which then influenced the Proclamation of 1763 and 

the Treaty of Niagara 1764. Rather than fight costly wars, the Proclamation proposed not 

only a new standard for nation to nation treaty making but it also solidified strong 

policies including lands for the settlers and the military. At the time that smallpox was 

impacting the war, it was also ravaging Indigenous populations. It was in the summer of 

1763 that eight British forts were destroyed by Pontiac and his allies as a counter 
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General Amherst’s strategy was to “eradicate the vermin” by various means including 

the use of smallpox blankets. Historians have since debated the smallpox germ warfare 

idea. 

 

 New traders from Montreal were coming into the west so the HBC established an inland 

post at Cumberland House in 1774. Just as the fighting broke out with the American War 

of Independence, there was an escalation of the fur trade wars between the HBC and the 

North West Company. Smallpox was impacting the war with the Americans and in 1781-

1782 the smallpox horror devastated the lives of Indigenous peoples throughout the west. 

On December 11, 1781 smallpox had reached Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Cumberland 

House. 

 

In Chapter 7 the influx of settlers onto Indigenous lands became one of the most 

significant factors in the dispossession of Indigenous lands. At the end of the American 

Revolution and the Treaty of Paris 1783 half of Quebec in the Ohio Valley had been 

transferred to America. As well the “Indian Hunting Grounds” were also lost as settlers 

were pouring into the country. The British may have been defeated but the Indigenous 

people were holding their ground. As it turned the first two armies that George 

Washington sent in to protect the settlers were defeated by Indigenous forces. One of 

these major military forces would lose about 1000 soldiers, their largest defeat. After 

much preparation by the Americans, the Indigenous forces were finally defeated and this 

was followed by a questionable treaty. 
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After the Scots were defeated by the English in the Battle of Culloden in 1746 the 

clearing of the land for raising sheep forced many Scots to immigrate. After strategically 

involving himself with the HBC Lord Selkirk would get land from the HBC that was 

seven times the size of Scotland. The HBC leaders and the governor implemented top 

down authority to benefit their company and the settlers by trying to control pemmican 

trade but that only ended up infuriating the North West Company, the Metis as well as 

First Nations. A battle did ensue where 21 HBC/Selkirk forces and 1 Metis were killed. 

It is often stated that Metis nationalism and the Metis Nation emerged from this 

encounter. This was later reinforced with the Sayer trial for free trade in 1849 and the 

Red River Resistance of 1870, the Manitoba Act and the Battle of Batoche, 1885. 

 

Chapter 8 examines the history of treaty making. As European settlers and the military 

were receiving 160 acres up to 5000 acres, Treaty settlements in the east were based on 5 

to 6 acres and 15-16 acres in the mid-1800s, then maxing at 128 acres in Treaty 3, 1873. 

Comparative examples for settlers, the military, the clergy and the corporate interests 

including the special case of the railroads are also presented. Problems of translation and 

interpretation including the surrender clause are discussed and Indigenous oral views are 

included. 

 

Chapter 9 examines the enduring concepts of traditional territorial land as well as terms 

that have evolved more recently. In addition to the new development of private property, 

it was not until the late 1980s that Mother Earth started being used in Cumberland 

House. A summary of the debate and a critique of the different aspects of the term are 
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presented using both English and Cree. What was most intriguing was the four different 

conceptual variations of Mother Earth that have evolved in the Cree language.  

 

The most significant finding in this dissertation about the Nehinuw (Cree) view of 

territorial land is the recognition that the Nehinuw concept of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw 

which means our land, our country, and our territory, is presented as a more detailed and 

accurate representation of Nehinuw (Cree) territorial land. The different levels of land 

use, camps, homelands, places of existence and the gathering centre provide a more 

complete analysis and framework for territorial land, jurisdiction and nationhood. 

Chapter 10 summarizes the main findings of the dissertation that include a call for 

further research that incorporates the use of Indigenous understanding and languages in 

the study of history. My intent in this study is to further the understanding of Nehinuw 

kituskeenuw/nituskeenan as well as to encourage continued development and refinement 

of a constructive critical approach which integrates the strategic and analytical use of 

Indigenous languages and the cultural historical knowledge and understanding 
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2.   INDIGENOUS TERRITORIAL LANDS 

 

By the beginning of the 1900s, over 99% of Indigenous lands had already been 

dispossessed. Dominion land policies including legislation had been enacted to favour 

settler immigration, railroads and other corporate interests. With the influx of settlers and 

settlements, Indigenous peoples continued to be pushed out from what little land they 

had left. When challenged, Canadians tended to say that the situation was far worse in 

the USA. In actual fact, on the key issue of an adequate land base, the reservations in the 

United States were actually 20 times the size of the land base of reservation system in 

Canada. Although certain First Nations had held out for more land during the time of 

treaty, the Treaty Commissioner and Lt. Governor Alexander Morris had been adamant 

that the reservations would be kept deliberately small. Although the buffalo as the major 

food and trade source was already in the process of being rapidly exterminated there was 

still a lingering fear of the political military potential of Indigenous peoples. As it would 

turn out, it was Indigenous peoples who needed to be fearful, as their land base for self 

determination was being unfairly relegated to small reserves. Just as settlers were getting 

free homesteads Indigenous treaty First Nations people were losing their lands and 

reservations through illegal means and transfers to speculators, settlers and corporate 

interests. Even the small reservation land base that had been a legitimate part of the 

treaties had not been completed or legally fulfilled until the Treaty land entitlements of 

1970s to the modern day. For the Metis the whole mess regarding government wrong-

doing and the scrip issue would not be officially dealt with in the Supreme Court until 

2013. Although the law and the government had not been fair or just, Indigenous peoples 
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continued to bring these land matters before the courts. Most of the research in the 20th 

century was therefore a response to legal cases and government policy. These comments 

are made to provide context to the review in this chapter. The issues regarding Metis and 

First Nations will be further dealt with in chapters 7 and 8.  The following review will 

therefore focus on the key debate that evolved about family hunting territories and 

communal lands. 

 

Review of the Algonquian Land Debates 

Just as many Cumberland Cree men were leaving their traplines to fight for Canada in 

World War I, American anthropologist Frank G. Speck was introducing a new 

Algonquian land tenure theory based on family hunting territories. He presented his 

ideas in four articles written in 1913 and 1915. In his 1915 article for the Canadian 

Geological Survey, Department of Mines, he wrote, 

…the main bond of union and interest in these groups is the family hunting 

territory, in which all the male members share the right of hunting and fishing.  

These hunting "lots" or territories (nok i ’waki’ “hunting ground”) are more or 

less fixed tracts of country whose boundaries are determined by certain rivers, 

ridges, lakes, or other natural landmarks, such as swamps and clumps of cedars or 

pines.15  

                                                 
15 Frank G. Speck, Family Hunting Territories and Social Life of Various Algonkian Bands of the Ottawa 

Valley (Ottawa: Government Printing Bureau, 1915), 4; Speck, “The basis of Indian ownership of land and 

game,” South Workman 43 (1914): 35-38. 
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These words set off a debate on Algonquian land tenure that lasted through most of the 

twentieth century. By this time colonialism, racism, treaties and the dispossession of 

Indigenous lands were already an entrenched reality in the United States, Canada and the 

Americas. So, how did the main academic and research scholars present their cases as 

Indigenous peoples continued to take a stand on what was left of their lands? What were 

their main arguments and what linguistic, cultural, and historical evidence from 

Algonquian peoples did they use? Who were the main debaters and who was Frank 

Speck?    

  

Frank G Speck was born in 1881 in Brooklyn, New York. By 1903 he had written a 

series of articles on the Mohegan language and legends after consulting with Mohegan 

Elder Fidelia Fielding from Uncasville, Connecticut. He travelled to communities and 

lived with the people with whom he was researching such topics as land tenure, legends 

and the cultural life of Algonquian peoples.  In a remembrance, A. Irving Hallowell 

wrote, "Language, ethnobiology, technology and decorative art already have been 

referred to, but myths and tales, religious belief, ceremonialism, social organization and 

music, to say nothing of hunting territories, were perennial interests that likewise recur 

as leit-motifs in his work."16 Speck’s aim was also to defend Aboriginal people’s rights. 

                                                 
16 A. Irving Hallowell, "Frank Gouldsmith Speck, 1881-1950," American Anthropologist 53 (1951): 72. 
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In one of his 1915 articles, he stated, "I should at least like to show that the Indian tribes 

in eastern and northern North America did have quite definite claims to their habitat."17  

 

When Speck was doing his research about Algonquian peoples in both the USA and 

Canada, it was a very challenging time for Indigenous land claim issues because most of  

Indigenous lands had already been lost, taken away or dispossessed. It was a period 

when colonialism, racism, Christianization, residential schools, homestead acts, parks 

and the land rush were intermeshed with nationalism and a strong private property 

ideology. European notions of discovery, sovereignty, conquest, terra nullius, and 

“primitive” nomadism had been part of the rationale for the takeover of Indigenous 

lands. In addition to the private family hunting territory idea Speck also reinforced his 

observations with Indigenous conservation. On the latter, Speck wrote in 1915 that, “the 

Indian, obeying a natural law of conservation, which is worth more than any written law 

to him, never destroys all the members of a beaver family. He knows enough to spare a 

sufficient number for the continuation of the family and the propagation of the colony. 

He takes care of the beaver as well as other animals that live in his family territory, as a 

                                                 
17 Frank G. Speck, “The Family Hunting Band as the Basis of Algonkian Social Organization," American 

Anthropologist 17 (1915): Reprinted in Bruce Cox, ed. Cultural Ecology: Readings on the Canadian 

Indians and Eskimos (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1973), 58. 
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farmer does of his breeders.”18 But given the progressive nature of his stance, how was it 

that he bypassed any discussion of the key Innu territorial term like “nitassinan,” which 

meant “our land, our country or our national territory?”19 How did other scholars 

respond? Are there specific terms for conservation in the Cree language? How did these 

debates compare with other historical evidence and the Cumberland Cree concept of 

land? 

 

During this time, Boasian “historical particularism” was challenging social evolutionism 

while Clark Wissler was advancing the concept of the culture area as a means of 

describing Indigenous people’s relations to the land. Wissler had written that, “the right 

to the exclusive use of certain plots by the social group, gens clan, etc., was clearly 

recognized. Yet the true communal character of the systems appears when we note that 

almost everywhere there was an annual allotment of fields to the households of the 

group, thus distinctly demonstrating each individual’s equality in the ownership of 

community land. Real estate, or property in lands, seems to have been foreign to the New 

World.”20 While Wissler expressed a view that there was “a true communal character of 

the systems” held by Indigenous peoples he did recognize the exclusive use and 

                                                 
18 Harvey Feit, ‘The Construction of Algonquian Hunting Territories,” in George W. Stocking, ed. 

Colonial Situations: Essays on Contextualization of Ethnographic Knowledge (Madison: University of 

Wisconsin Press, 1991), 115-127; .Speck,  Family Hunting, ibid. 

19 An explanation will be forthcoming on the terms. 

20 Clark Wissler, The American Indian (New York: Douglas C. McMurtrie, 1917), 173-174. 
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allotments to households of the social group and the gens or clan. Yet he also recognized 

that the “true communal character” was based on “community” ownership of land.  

 

Robert Lowie was the first well known anthropologist to support Speck. He studied 

under Franz Boas and completed his PhD in 1908. His research, interviews and field 

trips included the Crow, Mandan, Hidatsa, Chippewa, Hopi, Shoshone and Blackfoot. 

His major work was on Crow culture and language. His book Primitive Society in 1920 

had a major impact on theories of social organization and anthropology for nearly 30 

years.21 In this book, Lowie wrote, “Thanks to Professor Speck… it must now be 

regarded as an established fact that in parts of North America….hunting-grounds 

themselves were the property of individual families.”22 Lowie further added that since 

“hunting is a masculine employment” ownership or “titles” are held by the male head 

and his male descendants and not by women or the bilateral unit.23 After the earlier 

discussions of matrilineal societies, matrilocality and clans in the latter half of the 19th 

century, European ideas of patriarchy, property ownership and individual families were 

in the ascendance and becoming the predominant view in anthropology including land 

tenure theories. But there were still alternate views. 

 

                                                 
21 “Robert Lowie,” [Online]: http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Robert_Lowie. 

22 Robert H. Lowie, Primitive Society (New York: Boni and Liveright, 1920), 211. 

23 Ibid., 212. 

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Robert_Lowie
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The first major challenger to Speck was Diamond Jenness.24 In his book, Indians of 

Canada in 1932, Jenness publicized his counter position, when he wrote,  

“Real property” he had none, for the hunting territories and the fishing places 

belonged to the entire band… it is true that in eastern Canada individual families, 

or groups of two or three families very closely related, have possessed their 

private hunting-grounds within the territory occupied by the band… 

Nevertheless, it does not appear at all certain that this system of land tenure 

predates the coming of the Europeans.25 

Jenness basically stated that the land belonged to the band as a whole rather than the 

family as described by Speck. He claimed that in eastern bands, families or small groups 

of families possessed private hunting-grounds but added that these only evolved after 

European influence. While Jenness agreed that there were “private hunting grounds,” he 

also clarified that they were still part of band territory. The concept of “real property” or 

private property as land held outright in fee simple did not apply.  

 

Diamond Jenness was Canada's chief anthropologist at the National Museum from 1926 

to 1948 succeeding Edward Sapir. In addition to his most well known text, Indians of 

Canada which was re-issued seven times from 1932 to 1977, he wrote over 100 works 

                                                 
24 Siomonn Pulla, "Resisting Regulation: Conservation, Control, and Controversy over Aboriginal Land 

and Resource Rights in E astern Canada, 1880–1930," International Journal of Canadian Studies, (2012): 

467-494. 

25 Diamond Jenness, Indians of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1977), 124. 
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on the Inuit and First Nations people.26 In his book on the Ojibwe of Parry Island he 

again emphasized that, “the entire band owned all the hunting territory, and likewise all 

the fishing places and maple groves; for the land was not subdivided, except temporarily, 

among the different families.”27  

 

Debates about Indigenous lands were also heating up in the United States.  In 1933 after 

the election of Democratic President Franklin D Roosevelt, a new commissioner for the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), John Collier, a progressive sociologist, was hired. 

Collier had founded the American Indian Defense Association for the protection of 

Indigenous religions and the protection of tribal lands. He was opposed to assimilation 

and the policies of individualism while idealizing the collective nature of tribal 

cultures.28 There had to be a new way of dealing with the continuous loss of land and the 

existing colonial governance, so the Dawes Allotment Act of 1887 was scrapped and 

replaced by the new Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. With the previous 

implementation of private property allotments through the Dawes Act, 66 per cent of 

reservation lands had already been lost, when these private allotments were 

discontinued to prevent the further erosion and loss of land.  

                                                 
26 Diamond Jenness, [Online]:  http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/diamond-jenness/. 

Jenness was critical of government policy but he also foreshadowed the 1969 Liberal government White 

Paper by supporting assimilation and doing away with Indian status.   

27 Diamond Jenness, The Ojibwa of Parry Island, Their Social and Religious Life, Bull. 78, National 

Museum of Canada, Dept. of Mines, Anthropological Series, No. 17, (Ottawa: Acland, 1935): 4. 

28 Hauptman, Laurence, The Iroquois and the New Deal (New York: Syracuse University Press, 1988). 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/diamond-jenness/
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As the head of BIA, Collier was in a better position to effect change than Speck, the 

scholar, but as a government bureaucrat he faced strong opposition. Collier’s support for 

Indigenous people included the idealized belief that Indigenous traditional culture was 

superior to that of modern America. The numerous powerful interests that continued to 

profit from the sale and management of Indigenous lands thought that his proposals were 

highly controversial. Congress revised Collier's proposals and preserved oversight of 

tribes and reservations by the Bureau of Indian Affairs within the Department of the 

Interior.29 But even with the opposition and criticism within and outside Congress and 

government, 174 tribes/nations did sign onto the Indian Reorganization or Wheeler-

Howard Act. However, 78 choose not to sign because it was seen as another BIA 

inspired plan and as well, it would upset the newly evolved power structures in the 

Indigenous communities. Importantly the privatization of Indigenous reservation lands 

was terminated and slowly over the years, 8,000,000 acres were returned into band/tribal 

lands. In order to deal with these land issues prior to the Indian Claims Commission of 

1946, experts (mainly anthropologists) were hired in the mid-1930s to do research 

reports that could be used as part of decision making.  

 

In 1936, one of the anthropological experts, Julian Steward, wrote a report that he titled, 

“The Economic and Social Basis of Primitive Bands.” He followed this up with Basin-

Plateau Aboriginal Sociopolitical Groups in 1938, and “Cultural Causality and Law: A 

                                                 
29 “Indian Reorganization Act.” [Online]:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian Reorganization_Act. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian%20Reorganization_Act
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Trial Formulation of the Development of Early Civilizations” in 1949. His major final 

work was the Theory of Culture Change: The Methodology of Multilinear Evolution in 

1955. In his 1968 history of anthropological theory Marvin Harris stated that Steward’s 

work was, “among the most important achievements of modern anthropology.”30 Bruce 

Trigger, the author of Natives and Newcomers: Canada’s Heroic Age Reconsidered and 

The Children of Aataentsic: A History of the Huron People to1660, stated in his review 

of archaeological theory that Steward’s multilinear and ecological theory was a “more 

empirical approach to the study of cultural evolution”.31 Even the critical scholar Tim 

Ingold called the theory the “locus classicus.”32 It was not until 1999 that a more critical 

perspective on Steward’s theories about Indigenous lands and social organization was 

presented in Julian Steward and the Great Basin.33 This would later be followed by 

                                                 
30 Marvin Harris, The Rise of Anthropological Theory: A History of  Theories of Culture  (New York: 

Harper & Row, 1968), 666. 

31 Bruce Trigger, A History of Archaeological Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 

291. 

32 Tim Ingold, “On the Social Relations of the Hunter-Gatherer Band,” in Richard B. Lee and Richard 

Daly, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Hunters and Gatherers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1999), 402. 

33 Richard O. Clemmer, L. Daniel Myers and Mary E. Rudden, Julian Steward and the Great Basin,The 

Making of an Anthropologist (Salt Lake City: University of  Utah Press, 1999). 
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Pinkoski’s 2008 article on Steward’s colonialism and Pulla’s critique of his brand of 

evolutionism in 2011.34 

 

Speck and Steward had different theories about the family as a sociopolitical concept and 

its connection to Indigenous land tenure. Speck saw the idea of family as integrally 

linked to territory, while Steward by the mid-1950s, concluded that the Shoshone, the 

Paiute and the Ute (also the Inuit) did not have a basis for land claims because their 

sociopolitical structures of family and kinship were too primitive. Steward stated that 

with the Shoshoneans, “practically all the features of the relatively simple culture were 

integrated and functioned on a family level. The family was the reproductive, economic, 

educational, political, and religious unit.”35 The Shoshone were, “not organized in 

extended family or lineage groups.”36 In sum, the “irreducible minimum of Shoshonean 

society was the nuclear or biological family” and given the absence of socioeconomic 

unity, kinship became relatively more important as it - “supplied the knots and made a 

                                                 
34 Mark Pinkoski, “Julian Steward, American Anthropology, and Colonialism,” Histories of Anthropology 

Annual Vol. 4 (2008): 172-204; Siomann Pulla, “A Redirection in Neo-Evolutionism? A Retrospective 

Examination of the Algonquian Family Hunting territories Debates,” Histories of Anthropology Annual, 

Vol. 7 (2011): 170-190. 

35 Julian Steward, Theory of Culture Change: the Methodology of Multilinear Evolution (Urbana: 

University of Illinois Press, 1955), 54. Shoshoneans were part of the Numic linguistic proup which 

included the Shoshone, Paiute, Ute and the Comanche. 

36 Ibid., 102. 
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fabric of what otherwise would have been a skein of loose threads”37 He emphasized that 

there were no community bonds beyond kinship and friendship.38 Since the Shoshone 

had no social organization beyond the levels of kinship and family, and because they 

lacked the status of tribe, let alone nationhood they had no right to claim land.  

 

Consistent with these views Steward argued that Shoshone leaders were simply 

headmen, talkers or “chiefs” with “no authority” and by implication with no real political 

power or structure.39 He interpreted their cultural philosophy as- “every man for himself 

and family.”40 He did agree that higher levels of sociocultural integration occurred, but 

added that these developed, only after the whites had entered the country and horses had 

been introduced.41 In the 1950s, Steward testified against Aboriginal land claims holding 

that such claims could not be sustained for people organized only at the primitive family 

level. As for band formation he stated that it occurred only after European contact and 

                                                 
37 117  

38 58 

39 115. See also Elmer R. Rusco, “Steward, the Western Shoshones, and the BIA,” in Julian Steward and 

the Great Basin; the Making of an Anthropologist, eds. Richard O. Clemmer, L.Daniel Myers, and Mary 

Elizabeth Rudden (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1999), 87. 

40 Julian Steward, “The Economic and Social Basis of Primitive Bands,” Essays in Anthropology 

Presented to Alfred L. Kroeber, edited by Robert H. Lowie, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1936), 335. 

41 Sheree Ronaasen, Richard O. Clemmer and Mary Elizabeth Rudden, “Rethinking Cultural Ecology, 

Multilinear Evolution, and Expert Witnessses: Julian Steward and the Indian Claims Commission 

Proceedings,” in Julian Steward and the Great Basin, 189.  
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cultural influence. The colonial idea of primitivity was therefore attached directly to the 

Indigenous concepts of kinship. In these cases, kinship reductionism, which assumed no 

other strong forms of Indigenous social organizations such as partnerships, clans, tribes 

and nations, also became the rationale for attacking the collective unifying forces of the 

peoples so that the legal and “scholarly” justification for the take-over of Indigenous 

lands could be more easily attained. Ideologically, even the more liberal-minded 

supporters of Indigenous peoples believed in the fundamental centrality of kinship, 

family and the individual. 

 

Upon reviewing Steward’s recommendation to deny the Shoshone and Paiute land 

claims, the Bureau of Indian Affairs Superintendent Alida Bowler and Commissioner 

John Collier rejected his position. In a letter to Collier, Bowler wrote that she was 

“unshakably skeptical about the scientific thoroughness of Dr. Steward’s work.” She 

pointed out that Steward had not bothered to talk or consult with the chief Treaty 

negotiator and signator, Chief Muchach Temoak who, she stated, was one, “who stands 

out both among Indians and white people as a thoroughly honorable, reliable Indian.”42 

Steward had referred to Chief Temoak as a “so-called chief” and furthermore claimed 

that “Formal delegation of power to enter agreements binding on everyone was utterly 

foreign to native political institutions.”43  Upon reviewing actual field research, 

Ronaasen et al, reported that anthropologists Fred Eggan and Omer Stewart “ascribed a 

                                                 
42 Rusco, 101. 

43 Ibid., 89. 
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localized territoriality to Northern Paiutes, Utes, Southern Paiutes, and Western 

Shoshones.”44 Much later, Pinkoski would critique Steward’s work on Indigenous lands 

as a paradigm of colonialism. In turn, Ned Blackhawk concluded that, “Steward’s text 

produced fixed, categorical understandings of the Great Basin Indians and reduced 

vibrant, resilient, and infinitely complex peoples to static, ecologically determined 

generalizations. Such generalizations fundamentally obscure the innumerable ways in 

which these Indian peoples express and represent themselves. The meanings, beliefs, and 

values they give to themselves, their lands and their histories never enter into Steward’s 

work.”45 

 

Returning to Canadian discussions, historian Alfred G. Bailey in 1937 used the Jesuit 

Relations and other early documents to reflect on Speck’s theory of family hunting 

territories in a book on eastern Algonquian cultures. He began by quoting Lahontan who 

wrote that, “The Savages are utter strangers to distinctions of Property, for what belongs 

to one is equally anothers.”46 Lahontan added that, “they agree among themselves, as 

they are Travelling, to allot each Family a certain Compass of Ground, so when they 

arrive at the place they divide themselves into Tribes. Each Hunter fixes his House in the 

                                                 
44 Ronaasen et al, 189. 

45 Ned Blackhawk, “Julian Steward and the Politics of Representation,” in Julian Steward and the Great 

Basin, 218. 

46 Alfred G. Bailey, The Conflict of European and Eastern Algonkian Cultures 1504-1700 (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 1968 orig. 1937), 84. 
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Center of the Ground which is his District.”47 More specifically on the Micmac, Bailey 

quoted LeClerq, “It is the right of the head of the nation …to distribute the places of 

hunting to each individual.”48 Bailey went on to add that land ownership had been 

originally vested in the band but it had shifted to patrilineally inherited territories. With 

regard to the Montagnais, Bailey acknowledged that their great sense of group solidarity 

was complemented with an emphasis on band ownership of land and food supply with 

seasonal leasing to individuals.49 

 

In his 1939 research in James Bay, Rev. John Cooper concluded that the Cree hunting 

ground system was pre-Columbian and “aboriginally” based, and therefore not a by-

product of the fur trade.50 He stated that the real holders of the land were individuals 

rather than families and that these rights to land were permanent and not just based on 

usufruct.51 He concluded that sovereignty was largely centred in the family or kin 

group.52 

 

                                                 
47 Ibid. 

48 85. 

49 86-87. 

50 John Cooper, “Is the Algonquian Family Hunting Ground System Pre-Columbian?” American 

Anthropologist 41 (1939): 82-89. 

51 69. 

52 71. 
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In 1928 Cooper founded the journal Primitive Man which later became the 

Anthropological Quarterly in 1953. In 1939 when Cooper published his article on the 

Algonquian family hunting ground, another Roman Catholic priest, Rev. M. Rossignol, 

who had been writing on Cree cross cousin marriages and religious beliefs, wrote on the 

property concepts of the Rocky Cree of northern Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Rossignol 

wrote, “The territory belonged to the tribe in common. It was the country of the Cree. 

There were no well marked divisions of it, either among families or among individuals.53  

He described the system in detail; “[I]n small scattered groups the tribe passed the 

winter, some of the groups living in plenty, and sometimes certain others in want. 

However when, for want of game or of fish, famine conditions developed at any given 

place, the members of the group there, if they had the strength, endeavored either to 

reach the nearest other group where they would be able to find assistance, or else to go 

and establish themselves in some other locality where the hunting would promise a better 

chance to make a living…. At the beginning of June, after the hunt, all these various 

groups of the same region got under way, left their winter quarters, and converged 

towards a single place of assemblage which had been decided upon the preceding 

summer. Here all the groups held a feast together, offered sacrifices, and talked over the 

events of the year.”54  Although Rossignol was a fluent Cree speaker who lived among 

                                                 
53 M. Rossignol, "Property Concepts among the Cree of the Rocks," Primitive Man 12, no. 3 (1939): 61-

70; M. Rossignol, "The Religion of the Saskatchewan and Western Manitoba Cree,” Primitive Man 11, no. 

3/4 (1938): 67-71; M.Rossignol, "Cross-Cousin Marriage among the Saskatchewan Cree," Primitive Man 

11, no. 1/2 (1938): 26-28. 

54 Ibid. 
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the Cree for 38 years in Nelson House, Pukatawagan, Pelican Narrows and Ile a la 

Crosse, his work was never acknowledged by contemporary researchers on Algonquian 

land including John Cooper, the founder of the journal in which he wrote.   

  

In 1942 Speck and his former student Loren Eiseley reopened the debate. In this critique 

they included a quote from Lewis Henry Morgan’s book, Ancient Society which stated 

that, “Lands as yet hardly a subject of property, were owned by the tribes in common.”55 

In contrast Speck and Eiseley reiterated Speck’s position that the family hunting territory 

had Aboriginal precontact origins. They identified two types of hunting territorial 

systems. The first was a, “nomadic and communal structure as regards the grouping of 

biological family units to form a collective band. It occupies the tundra north of the 

forest zone where the Barren Ground caribou is an economic mainstay. The second type 

is used on the more sedentary limited nomadic family principle and seems to remain 

confined to the coniferous forest area.”56 Rather than basing their conclusions on the 

earlier cultural historical work of Speck, they cited regional ecological variations as key 

factors. In beaver country they argued that family hunting territories were based on 

mutually agreed seasonal allotments or loose patrilineal inheritance which held sway as 

people hunted and trapped beaver whereas northern hunters who lived by mainly 

                                                 
55 Frank G. Speck and Loren Eiseley, “Montagnais-Naskapi Bands and Family Hunting Districts of Central 

and Southeastern Labrador Peninsula,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 85, 2 (1942): 

239. 

56 Ibid., 219. 
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pursuing caribou in the tundra used a communal band based system.57 Greater weight 

was now given to the ecological distributions of the beaver and caribou rather than to the 

geopolitical concepts and practices of Indigenous peoples.  

 

In 1954 anthropologist Eleanor Burke Leacock triggered a major shift in the debate on 

Algonquian territoriality. In addition to her fieldwork with the Natashquan Innu, 

Leacock re-examined the fieldwork of Frank Speck. She concluded that Algonquian land 

tenure was traditionally based on communal ownership and that the family hunting 

territory was an outcome of the fur trade. She challenged earlier patriarchal, patrilineal 

and patrilocal assumptions and claimed that family hunting territories were based on 

bilateral descent and bilocal residency whereby couples went to live with either the 

wife’s or husband’s people. She argued for the egalitarian nature of Algonquian societies 

and emphasized the strong role played by Innu women in her book, Myths of Male 

Dominance (1981). She was one of the first Algonquianists to deal directly with the issue 

of colonization, both in Women and Colonization: Anthropological Perspectives (1980), 

and in her introduction to a 1972 reprint of Frederick Engels’s The Origin of the Family, 

Private Property, and the State, in the Light of the Researches of Lewis H. Morgan 

where she reviewed the Algonquian land debate.  
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In 1986 the debate was re-kindled and updated in a special issue of Anthropologica, Who 

Owns the Beaver? Northern Algonquian Land Tenure Reconsidered.58  There were 

articles by Adrian Tanner, Jose Mailhot, Robert David Sack, Fikret Berkes, Toby 

Morantz, Charles Bishop, Robert Brightman, David Preston, Krystyna Sieciechowicz, 

Colin Scott, Brian Craik, Janet Chute, Charles Bishop, and Edward S. Rogers. The main 

issues raised included conservation, boundaries and trespassing, and family and kinship. 

Other issues mentioned were climate change, game cycles, spatial distribution of wildlife 

and plants. There was new research and discussion on the topics as mentioned, but 

surprisingly what was left out of the debate was an intensive look at the concept of 

collective national territory. While most of the focus was on the pros and cons of the 

family hunting territory and the usual reference to communal land, it was Jose Mailhot 

who introduced the possessive form  nitassi:n:an  to mean “our land”  and that it referred 

to band territory or to an “ill defined territory” claimed as “Indian land.” 59 In her later 

work on the Sheshatshit, Mailhot presented a variety of situations finding out that the 

southwestern area (of greater European contact) tended to individual hunting territories, 

with the proviso that they could be exchanged or transferred. In contrast private 

ownership was “totally unknown” in Davis Inlet where the land and resources were 

collectively under the band. In Labrador, land occupancy could not be dissociated from 

                                                 
58 Charles A. Bishop and Toby Morantz, eds., "Who Owns the Beaver? Northern Algonkian Land Tenure 

Reconsidered," Anthropologica 28,1-2 (1986). 

59 Mailhot, in Bishop and Morantz, eds., 95. 
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kinship while in Lake Meville it was subdivided.60 In agreement with Leacock she also 

stated that, “the Innu rarely lived from year to year, or even one season to the next, with 

exactly the same set of individuals. By the end of his or her days, every Innu would have 

lived with an enormous variety of relatives.”61 But again there was no clear examination 

on nituskeenan/kituskeenuw which means our land, our country, and our territory. 

 

In 1991, anthropologist Harvey Feit wrote a critical review of the Algonquian territorial 

debate. He concluded, “In short, there are now strong reasons to think that it was 

erroneous to claim that Algonquian territoriality ever was, or was becoming, a kind of 

private property system.”62  In 1999, Janet Chute published an analysis of her Micmaq 

data, reviewing the contributions of Frank G. Speck. She recognized Speck’s work as 

useful but argued that “ownership to land was not so much owned as the rights to 

resources.”63 She also stated that, “periodic land allocations… of the Mi’kmaq territorial 

system…reaffirmed the presence of collective values… Chiefs and councils decided 

                                                 
60 Jose Mailhot, The People of Sheshatshit: In the Land of the Innu, translated by Axel Harvey (St. John’s, 

Newfoundland: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1997), 131-133. 

61 Mailhot, 147. 

62 Harvey A. Feit, “The Construction of Algonquian Hunting Territories: Private Property as Moral 

Lesson, Policy Advocacy, and Ethnographic Error,” in George W. Stocking, ed., Colonial Situations: 
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63 Janet Chute, “Frank Speck’s Contributions to the Understanding of Mi’kmaq Land Use, Leadership and 
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whom they would allow to take resources from their lands and demanded tribute 

(referred to as “rent”) from outsiders such privileges.”64 With regard to the idea of tribute 

and tolls, Heidi Bohaker also wrote, “ the question of who had access to which land and  

to which resources, who could pass freely through a given space, and who was subject to 

taxes or tolls was answered by a complex nexus of kinship connections and alliances.”65  

 

Critique of the Algonquian Land Debates 

After a retrospective examination of the sources on which the Algonquian land debate 

relied, Pulla concluded that, “An effort is therefore needed to shift this discussion away 

from purely ethnohistorical and anthropological sources to a conversation that also 

incorporates and represents unique indigenous perspectives on territoriality.”66 

Accordingly this research will begin with a discussion and recognition of Nehinuw 

(Cree) perspectives on land and territoriality. I will start by analysing the key Nehinuw 

(Cree) words for land as territory and country.  
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65 Heidi Bohaker, “Nindoodemag: The Significance of Algonquian Kinship Networks in the Eastern Great 
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Nituskeenan and kituskeenuw are the strongest words used by the Cumberland Cree 

when we talk about “our land, our country, or our national territory.”  The strong 

connection between Nehinuw people and the land and the people’s way of life is 

powerfully expressed and structured in a grammatical form that is quite distinct from 

English. Algonquian language speakers including the Nehinuw (Cree) of Cumberland 

House have two different ways of stating, "Our land, our country, our national territory."  

The translated comparison is as follows - 

This is our land.     Nituskeenan ooma. (exclusive, our land, not yours)67 

This is our land.    Kituskeenuw ooma. (inclusive, both our land and yours) 

Whereas English has only one structural form for first person plural, Cree has two. Its 

possessive forms distinguish between inclusivity and exclusivity. The exclusive form 

immediately tells listeners that they are not included in the country or land that is 

mentioned. In this case “our” (exclusive) begins with ni- and ends in –nan. The inclusive 

form starts with ki- and ends in –nuw. When an English speaker says “our” or “we,” 

listeners usually require further information to find out whether they are included or 

excluded. In Cree, listeners immediately know by the grammatical form whether they are 

included or not. Whereas English and Cree speakers each have a form which refers to the 

position of the speaker, the Cree inclusive form also takes into consideration the 

positioning of listeners in the first person plural. In other words, listeners immediately 

know whether or not they are part of the country that is being discussed.  

 

                                                 
67 Bold for emphasis and comparision. 
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To elaborate further, a Nehinuw person from Cumberland House would use the 

exclusive form, nituskeenan when talking about the Cumberland territory to anyone from 

outside the territory. When talking to someone from within the territory, speakers would 

use kituskeenuw, the inclusive form. This inclusive form can also be used to clarify an 

understanding on a broader scale. If a Cree from Cumberland House were talking to a 

fellow Canadian about Canada, the inclusive form kituskeenuw would be used but if an 

American was addressed in their midst, the exclusive form of nituskeenan would be used 

to differentiate Canada from the United States. In questioning or translating court 

proceedings regarding land, territory or other matters it is important to know whether the 

inclusive or exclusive version of Cree is utilized. Without specific clarification, a 

researcher or judge might easily misconstrue the intended meaning of jurisdictional 

control and authority. Cree to English translations are regularly challenging but they are 

even more so in certain key Nehinuw grammatical constructions and contexts. Whether 

in the courtroom or elsewhere, accurate translation is a requirement. 

  

In the mid-1970s the Hudson’s Bay Company Archives were moved from London to 

Winnipeg and some scholars began using the records more intensively as resources for 

the debate on land. Possibly because of their intensive focus on family hunting, they 

somehow by-passed the two relevant sources on the subject: the writings of HBC factors 

James Isham and Andrew Graham. Isham’s Observations of 1743-49 included a sixty 

four page section of English to Cree vocabulary with a series of everyday sentences. 

Given his knowledge of Cree protocol, the Rupert’s Land HBC Charter and his 

understanding of the central Cree issues that were regularly communicated to him 
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directly or through his Cree wife, it is noteworthy that he recorded, “U’tars ke” as “a 

state or kingdom” with regard to the country of the Cree.68 Not long after, another HBC 

factor, Andrew Graham, who worked for the company from 1749 to1775 recorded a 

similar translation of "Tuski" as representing “A country.”69  These two examples 

provide the earliest confirmation that the Cree Nehinuw concept of uskee or land 

represented a sovereign domain that would be conceptually similar to the English 

understanding of kingdom, country or state. Furthermore, these oral to written 

translations by the HBC factors captured the essence of the actual Cree Nehinuw 

collective national territorial terms nituskeenan and kituskeenuw.  

 

In 1670, Thomas Gorst was the first Englishman to describe Cree territorial land and 

leadership along Hudson Bay. He recorded that, “The Indians of certain Districts, which 

are bounded by such and such Rivers, have each an Okimah as they call him or Captain 

over them...” The Okimah or Ogimaw, “is their Speech-maker… every Spring and Fall… 

[they] settle the Disposition of their Quarters for Hunting, Fowling, and Fishing. Every 

Family have their Boundaries adjusted, which they seldom quit, unless they have not 

success there in their Hunting, and then they join in with some Family who have 

                                                 
68 E. E. Rich, ed., Isham’s Observations and Notes 1743-49 (London: Hudson’s Bay Record Society, 

1949), 17.  

69 Glyndwr Williams, ed., Andrew Graham's Observations on Hudson’s Bay, 1767-1791 (London: 

Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1969), 208. 
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succeeded."70  North West Company trader Daniel Harmon made a similar statement in 

the early 1800s - "every tribe has its particular tract of country and this is divided again, 

among several families, which compose the tribe.… The Indians who reside in the large 

plains, make no subdivisions of their territory.… But the case is otherwise with the 

inhabitants of the woody countries.”71 Both writers spoke of large land areas bounded by 

rivers which Gorst called districts and Harmon called “tracts of country.”  In both these 

descriptions, the collective land base was divided up Harmon added that the Plains 

people did not make any subdivision.  

 

Gorst also identified a Cree ecological principle of conservation where hunters left a 

particular area to rest and regenerate while they joined others in another area where game 

and resources were more plentiful. Although Gorst and other early writers did not 

identify specific Cree words for the conservation of land, Cree speakers do have a 

specific term for letting the land rest. Anepi means to rest and anepeeta uskee means let 

the land rest. Other Cree words include kunuheneeta which means keep, guard, watch 

over and take care of something including land. As used in traditional Nehinuw (Cree) 

                                                 
70 Thomas Gorst in J.B. Tyrrell ed. Documents Relating to the Early History of Hudson Bay (Toronto: 

Champlain Society, 1931), 382. 

71Frank Speck, "The Family Hunting Band As the Basis of Algonkian Social Organization" in Cultural 

Ecology: Readings on the Canadian Indians and Eskimos, edited by Bruce Cox (Toronto: McClelland and 

Stewart, 1973), 73; Daniel Williams Harmon, Sixteen Years in the Indian Country: Journals of Daniel 

Williams Harmon  edited bt Kaye Lamb (Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada, 1957)), 237. 
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culture, a derivative of this key term for keepership or guardianship is 

ogunuheneechigew, the keeper or guardian. This traditional word which was used for a 

special managing guardian in the community is now used as the modern day term for a 

conservation officer. Nanupacheeta uskee means to take special care and attention to the 

land and pegeeta means keep it clean, while pumeeta kituskeenuw means to give special 

attention and care to our land.72 Gorst’s observations referred to a land management that 

was sometimes mediated by a leader or “Okimah” in a large “district bounded by rivers”, 

while Harmon focused more on the tribes and their “tracts of country”. Both writers 

surmised that these districts or tracts were divided into dispositions or allotments. Both 

also used the word family, but they left the term undefined as to whether this included 

friends, partners, and allies as well as family and non- family members.  

 

The observations of the four early writers just mentioned find a significant parallel in the 

language of the Royal Proclamation of 1763. The Proclamation explicitly recognized 

Indigenous peoples as “Nations or Tribes” and as possessors of land or “Hunting 

Grounds”  

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to our Interest, and the 

Security of our Colonies, that the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom 

                                                 
72 These key introductory Cree ecological and conservation concepts are included as a response to different 

writers including Shepard Krech III’s book, The Ecological Indian: Myth and History (New York: W.W. 

Norton, 1999). Shephard Krech III, assumed that there was no concept of conservation or ecology in 

Indigenous thought and practice. Krech who relied on the written record did not use or critically analyze 

Indigenous knowledge and language about the environment or ecology.  
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We are connected, and who live under our Protection, should not be molested or 

disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our Dominions and Territories as, 

not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of 

them, as their Hunting Grounds.  

Although “Nation” was used more often in early terminology, the additional introduction 

of the word “Tribe” in the official text also affirms Indigenous “Hunting Grounds”. Not 

only were collective Indigenous national territories recorded in historical written records 

from the 1700s, they are still confirmed today with a greater degree of specificity and 

context in Indigenous oral history. 

 

Cree concepts of nituskeenan and nituskeenuw which mean “our land, our country or our 

national territory” are interconnected with naming of the people or nation. In essence, 

people are connected to the land and the land is connected to the people. For example, to 

the east of Cumberland House the locational centre of the Opaskwayak Cree Nation 

(OCN) is named Opaskiyak. The latter part of the word –yak (or -ayak) in Opaskiyak or 

Opaskwayak refers to the structure or formation of the land while the frontal stem opa- 

or opas- refers to height or elevation in the area. Indeed there is a small rise in the land 

upstream from The Pas to Big Eddy but it is most likely a regional term that takes into 

consideration the Pas Moraine to the east and the Opasquia Hills that are highly visible 

to the southwest. With regard to the identification of the Opaskiya Cree territory, 

“Opaskiya-Inniyuk otuskeeyau” is used and this translates as “the Opaskiya People’s 

land.” When one references the people or nation Opaskiya- the descriptor for the land is 

combined with Inniyuk, the people, to create Opaskiya-Inniyuk, the people or nation of 
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Opaskwayak. The naming of this particular place is connected to the land formation. The 

term Inniyuk is the plural form for inniw, a person, and when the plural is combined with 

the locational centre it expresses the nationhood of a particular Cree people Inniw or 

Ininiw means a resourceful, self-determining people. For example, “e inineesit” means 

that the person has the resourcefulness, initiative and determination to act on something 

in a respectful fashion.  As added examples, Misipahistigo-Inniyuk, the Big Rapids 

People, are the Cree Nation of Grand Rapids, while Pimichiguma-Inniyuk are the Cross 

Lake Cree Nation. In Cumberland House the more elderly Nehinuw Cree will use 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak or Spruce Island as a specific location or as the territorial 

gathering centre. The Cumberland Cree Nation or people are traditionally identified as 

Kaminstigominuhigoskahi-Inniyuk the Spruce Island Cree people.73  

 

In addition to the evidence on national territory, a closer examination will be made on 

family in “family hunting territories.” Cumberland House Nehinuw language usage 

along with written evidence from Cree dictionaries will be used in this analysis. One 

early dictionary which included the major Cree dialects from Québec to Alberta was the 

1865 Rev. E. A. Watkins dictionary. This dictionary was revised and updated in 1938 by 

eminent Cree speakers, the Ven. J. A. McKay, Ven. R. Faries, Rev. Canon Edward 

Ahenakew, Rev. R. B. Horsefield and the Right Rev. J. G. Anderson as A Dictionary of 

                                                 
73 Note that regionally they are also called Waskahiguneeniyuk, the House People which was the usual 

name given to “Home Guard Indians” from Hudson Bay/ James Bay to the west by historians. See a 

further explanation on pages 122-123. 
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the Cree Language as spoken by the Indians in the Provinces of Québec, Ontario, 

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The authors made an important point in their entry 

for "family" in the dictionary: "There is no clear Cree word for this."74  

 

In a dictionary compiled by Arok Wolvengrey and a Cree editing council in 

Saskatchewan in 2001, the definition for "one family" is peyagoskan. An additional 

entry, witogemakan- is translated as "one who lives with the family."75  The French -

Cree dictionary by Father Lacombe in 1874 translated family as kistootew and used 

peyakoskan to denote one band and, nijoskan as two bands and nistoskan as three 

bands.76 The 1998 revision of this dictionary called the Alberta Elders Cree Dictionary 

translates peyakoskan as "one family, one band, one tribe and one nation." The entry 

kistotew is defined as "being together with the entire family."77 From a morphological 

perspective, the pre-verb stem kist- generally references respect and richness in kistootew 

while -ootew refers to walking or taking a journey. From a Cree Nehinuw perspective, 

                                                 
74 Ven. R. Faries, ed. A Dictionary of the Cree Language as  Spoken by the Indians in the Provinces of 

Québec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta (Toronto: General Synod of the Church Of 

England in Canada, 1938), 72. Note that the TH Rocky Cree dialect was not included in this dictionary.  

75 Arok Wolvengrey, nehiyawewin: itwewina Cree: Words, vol. 2 (Regina: Canadian Plains Research 

Center, University of Regina, 2001), 353. 

76 Albert Lacombe, Dictionnaire de la Langue des Cris (Montreal: C.O.Beauchemin & Vallois, 1874), 

146.  

77 Nancy LeClaire and George Cardinal, Alberta Elders’Cree Dictionary, edited by Earle H. Waugh 

(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press and Duval House Publishing, 1998), 304. 
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this term has the connotation of a respectful journey of togetherness, but it is not a 

kinship relational term that translates clearly or directly as family. Rather than being 

relational, kistotew is about a situational state while pehegoskan is about quantitative 

collective units. 

 

From the dictionaries one can ascertain that pehegoskan refers to one family or more 

specifically to one collective unit. It can also be used with other living entities. For 

example the word neesoskan can refer to two collective family units of people or beavers 

living in the same lodge. The prefix pehek- refers to the number one and neeso- is 

number two; therefore neesoskan refers to two collective units. The stem –skan refers to 

a collective expanse or unit. While peyagoskan can indeed be used for a family unit the 

focus is on a collective unit rather than a family per se. This idea of unit is the reason 

why the Alberta Cree elders use pehegoskan for other collective units such as the band, 

tribe and the nation. A further differentiation between the Cree Nehinuw concepts of 

pehegoskan and kistotew and the English concept of family will now be examined in its 

grammatical relational form.  

 

Generally, as in the English language, Cree relational structures and practices are 

confirmed in actual grammatical use and form. Peyakoskan and kistotew do not conform 

to Cree grammatical relational forms. For example, wagootowin or the Cree kinship 

relational forms are stated in a similar fashion to the English relational forms of “my 

family, your family, his or her family.” They may be translated as follows - my relative 

(niwagomagun), your relative (kiwagomagun) and his or her relative (owagoomagunu). 
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However, the preceding English and the Cree relational structures cannot be used in the 

cases of pehegoskan and kistotew. For example, 

niwagoomagun        my relative         but not      nipehegoskan   or   nikistotew 

kiwagoomagun        your relative       but not      kipeyegoskan   or   kikistotew 

owagoomaguna       her or his relative    but not    opeyegoskan  or  okistotew 

Pehegoskan is a quantitative term while kistotew is a situational term but neither term 

can be used relationally. Again, the literal and actual meaning of pehegoskan is a 

singular collective unit. That is why it can be used for one family unit, one band, one 

tribe and one nation. 

 

Three other Cree Nehinuw words approximate the idea of family. In each of these cases 

the grammatical relational forms such as my family, your family etc. can be used. One of 

the forms, weetsaneetowin, means family membership. The word stem weeti- and 

weechi- in this case refers to the interconnectedness of parent-child. The word stem -san 

refers to parentage, lineage or ancestry. In this specific example, neetsan means 

descendancy from either parent -- that is, bilateral rather than unilineal descent. Neetsan 

is essentially a biological connection to the children of either parent from a previous 

marriage, the present partnership and/or even outside marriages. Even though they may 

live in different communities or countries they are still "family members." It is a concept 

of family membership rather than family.  
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Sometimes it is stated that "family" means extended family and extended family plus.78 

Part of this reasoning comes from Cree Nehinuw words that approximate the concept of 

“family.” These words are weechuhamitowin and weetogemagun. Weetogemagun means 

a co-resident or a person who lives in the same dwelling. It is stated in relational terms as 

neetogemagun for my co-resident, keetogemagun for your co-resident and 

weetogemaguna for his or her co-resident. Note that this is different from the 

Wolvengrey dictionary which defines under “family” that witokemakun means "one who 

lives with the family."79 As mentioned previously neech-, weech-, or weet- or the wit- 

refers to interconnectedness and belonging and being with. Rather than a shared 

residency with a "family" it signals shared residency inside the same dwelling or home. 

Co-residency may be with kin or non-kin, as the focus on the term itself is on shared 

residency rather than kin. Sharing of a space within a dwelling includes both family and 

non-family members. English usage places a greater focus on kin and as such, the 

kinship terminology of family is more readily used. Weetogemagun is therefore a special 

relational term that is used in cases of shared residency or co-residency.  

 

The other related term, weechuhamitowin also approximates the idea of "family" or more 

appropriately an extended family plus. The main idea behind weechuhamitowin is the 

                                                 
78 Sometimes extended family has been used to take into consideration the nuclear family plus the 

grandparents, great grandparents and other relatives so I am including extended family plus to take into 

consideration all of the preceding plus nonbiologically related persons.  

79 Arok Wolvengrey, nehiyawewin; itwewina Cree: Words, Volume 2 (Regina: Canadian Plains Research 

Center, 2001), 353. 
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living together of people in a dwelling or cluster of dwellings that are in close proximity 

to each other. As Cree culture has become more individualized, the meaning of the word 

has shifted to refer to one common dwelling rather than a cluster. People who live 

together in this situation may or may not be related. Weechuhamitowin is also a concept 

that blends with the broader concept of extended family plus, which can include non-

biological relations or through intermarriage or otherwise.  

 

Nowadays, Cree Nehinuw people have started using the term word wagootowin to mean 

the “extended family” concept as in English, where it is used, in the narrower sense of 

the nuclear family as well as the inclusion of family, grandparents and in-laws. In the 

traditional Cree sense wagootowin included people who were not related biologically but 

were nevertheless treated as extended family plus. To reiterate, a broader more inclusive 

terminology such as neechahumagunuk, those with whom I commonly dwell or 

neetogemagunuk, those with whom I share the same dwelling are used. Neechamagunuk 

continues to be used more often. Both weechuhamitowin and wetogemagun are similar in 

the sense that they revolve around the concept of a shared dwelling while the former can 

include a cluster of dwellings in close proximity as well. While discussions on family 

have tended to focus on the genealogical, intermarital, and biological side, the Crees 

have expanded and emphasized its cultural dimensions within a shared dwelling or 

shared space idea.   

 

In summation, Speck’s concept of family hunting territory can be re-evaluated in light of 

this discussion. As noted, a major Cree language dictionary written in 1865 and re-edited 
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by fluent Cree speakers from eastern and western Canada in 1938 stated that in Cree, 

there was no clear word for family. Late dictionaries also expressed no clear agreement 

on the definition of family.  Second, the English and Cree concepts of family are 

qualitatively different. Although the family concept has been debated in the cultural 

sphere with the recognition of marriage and in-law relationships, the English concept of 

family has traditionally tended to emphasize the biological and sociobiological nuclear 

unit. In the case of the Cree Nehinuw, the realm of family concepts includes a 

sociobiological term neetsan, for membership, but it is mainly composed of cultural 

terms that refer to collective units and co-dwellers. Third, although pehegoskan can be 

used as a nonrelational term for a family unit, it can also be used for other collective 

unitary terms such as tribe and nation. Fourth, weetsaneetowin is basically a 

sociobiological term that focuses on family membership rather than family. Fifth, 

weetogemagun is a relational concept that focuses on co-residency under one roof. 

Finally, weechuhamitowin or the act of co-dwelling is the closest relational term that 

approximates the extended family, extended relatives or the kin plus concept of the Cree 

Nehinuw as well as non-family members. After integrating the European idea of the 

patrilineal family, the Nehinuw Cree of Cumberland House now utilize the word family 

to mean the full range of concepts from the nuclear family to the extended family plus 

tradition. While Speck did selectively use Algonquian language terms, it appears that his 

central concept of family as in “family hunting territory,” drew upon his own 

observations and English language approximations rather than upon a close examination 

or an effort to secure direct translations from Algonquian language users. 
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There is also a problem with Speck's utilization of the term “hunting” in “family hunting 

territory.” Although northern Indigenous subsistence patterns included gathering, trade 

in agricultural produce including wild rice, fishing and trapping, outsiders have tended to 

label northern people as hunting societies and to describe their national territorial lands 

narrowly as hunting grounds. For Algonquian peoples, however, hunting is only one of 

many activities on the land which include trapping, gathering medicines, harvesting 

berries and maple syrup, snaring and fishing and so on. Frank Speck's own ethnographic 

descriptions include many of these different activities. Second, the emphasis on hunting 

reinforced a dominant male centred world that devalued women's various activities such 

as gathering, hunting, agriculture, medicinal healing and other matters in Algonquian 

territories. There is a specialized term of honour, omachee-inniw, the big game hunter 

but this is used only for a highly skilled top level hunter. Furthermore, the idea of 

excellence is used for all activities by placing neeta in front of the activity such as neeta 

muhiso, one is a very good berry picker, neeta pimiskaw, one is an excellent paddler, 

neeta pageginoogew, one is an excellent hide maker, neeta meegistuhigew, one is an 

excellent beader, etc. 

 

To portray Indigenous peoples solely as hunters, perpetuates the savage/civilized 

dichotomy between Indigenous hunting and European agriculture and accompanying 

property rights that John Locke and others had highlighted by the late 1600s. Locke’s 

experience throughout the Carolinas and the northeastern seaboard would have exposed 

him to the fact that Indigenous peoples were agricultural producers in corn, beans, 

pumpkin, squash and so on, but because he was focused on developing his own theory of 
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property, he reduced Indigenous existence to natural right and hunting as a contrast to 

natural law and agriculture. According to Barbara Arneil, Locke shifted the debate from 

the older idea that land ownership was defined by occupation, which would then include 

Indigenous peoples, to the idea that ownership and the right to land could be claimed by 

people who “tilled, enclosed and cultivated the soil.”80 Locke and the colonists had 

known very well that Indigenous peoples supplied agricultural produce and medicines 

when they were confronted with scurvy, disease, starvation and hunger but this was 

quickly forgotten or deliberately disregarded as settlers moved in to takeover Indigenous 

lands by various means.81 To them it didn’t matter much whether Indigenous ownership 

and jurisdiction over land included hunting, fishing or agricultural lands. As Alan Taylor 

states, "Colonial ideology systematically obscured Indian cultivation and Indian villages, 

and the intimate Indian understanding of fishing, hunting, and gathering places."82 

Locke’s ideas of agrarian natural right and the power of God and King to grant land 

                                                 
80 Barbara Arneil, John Locke and America: The Defense of English Colonialism (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1996), 18. 

81 Stuart Banner, How the Indians Lost their Land: Law and Power on the Frontier (Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2005); Blake A. Watson, Buying America from the Indians: 

Johnson v. McIntosh and the History of Native Land Rights (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 

2012); Jean M. O’Brien, Dispossession by Degrees: Indian land and Identity in Natick, Massachusetts, 

1650-1790 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997); Daniel M. Friedenberg, Life, Liberty, and the 

Pursuit of Land; the Plunder of Early America (Buffalo: Prometheus Books, 1992). 

82 Alan Taylor, The Divided Ground: Indians, Settlers, and the Northern Borderland of the American 

Revolution (New York: Vintage Books, 2007), 34. 
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would go on to influence politicians, preachers and legal scholars like Blackstone, Vattel 

and Paley.83  

 

In the preceding half century of the late1800s, one of the main ideas that had been 

merged with the goals of colonization, civilization and assimilation was an emphasis on 

European forms of individualism.  When contextualized with Indigenous peoples, 

individualism, especially possessive individualism was used as a symbolic representation 

of civilization and a policy device to assimilate Indigenous peoples. There were 

deliberate attempts to “abolish” and break-down the various collective forms of 

Indigenous unity including the tribe or nation. Doing away with treaty and land rights 

through enfranchisement which included an enticement of a private lot and the removal 

of Indigenous children from their parents and their land were two of many examples in 

this colonial endeavor. Some of this information will be given more intensive coverage 

in chapters 7 and 8 but it does provide some historical context to the debates which 

would ensue in the 20th century. 

 

While much Algonquian research focused on discussions of hunting grounds or hunting 

territories, the formal demarcation of these lands in Cumberland House did not take 

place until the establishment of the modern trapline system after World War II. The only 

other major subdivisions prior to this were reservation lands, iskoniguna and Metis scrip 

lands which were called uskeegansa. The Cree term for traplines is wuneehigeskunuwa 

                                                 
83 Arneil, 19. 
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or trapping trails or traplines. It is a compound word made up of wuneehige, to trap and 

meskunuw, the trail or road. However, even after the creation of formal trapping blocks 

and traplines by government in the late 1940s, people continued to practice a greater 

flexibility of land use by carrying on the practice of exchanging traplines with one 

another. There is no question that a more dynamic and flexible system of 

wuneegeskunuwa or traplines existed prior to the creation of the modern trapline system 

but it was used in conjunction with other more specific geopolitical terminologies that 

transcended the idea of “family hunting territory.” To emphasize the point, the use of 

wuneegeskunuwa or traplines reflects the importance of trapping in the fur trade era 

between the European and the Cree Nehinuw but trapline practices whether they were 

old or new continued to be subsumed under a broader system of geopolitical control by 

the Nehinuw Cree. Even the modern traplines were affected by traditional and more 

flexible practices. 

 

Several specific terms demarcate significant resource areas. A rich muskrat harvesting 

area is called noochuskaunaneek or the place where a lot of muskrats are regularly 

harvested. Any rich muskrat area can be referred to as wuchuskuskee or literally muskrat 

land where the focus is on the muskrat and wuneegewuskee or trapping land where the 

focus is on trapping (wuneegun is a trap) but this is also true for other species and it is 

not limited to trapping or the fur trade. Amiskoskaw is a place where there are plenty of 

beavers; moososkaw for plenty of moose; meensiskaw for plenty of berries; 

minuhigoskaw for a spruce area; meetoskaw for a poplar tree area; kinoseskaw, for a 

place or time where there are plenty of fish, sugimeskaw means there are hordes of 
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mosquitoes and so on. In daily conversation, the Cumberland Cree frequently mentioned 

the traplines (before the destruction caused by the dam) along with moose hunting or the 

duck/goose hunting spots, berry picking sites and place names. While families, friends, 

partners and allies shared areas of land for different purposes, a specific form of “family 

hunting territories” was not a regular form of conceptualization.  

 

Uskee and Uskeegan - Land & Private Property 

In his 1923 article on the Mistassini Cree hunting grounds, Speck introduced a new term 

otestci, for the possession of a family hunting territory which he translated as “his land.” 

Otestci or otuskee actually translates as the person’s (either a man or woman) land; there 

is no gendered third person “he” or “she” in Algonquian languages. In addition to the 

problem of gender, meaning and classification, Speck may have initiated certain 

question/answering sequences that were based on the assumption that an affirmative 

reply could be translated as proof of private property ownership. Cree sequencing in this 

instance is actually very similar to English language questioning. If Canadians are asked 

whether Canada is their land, they will usually answer yes but this does not mean that 

they own Canada. People do not own countries; they belong to countries. Similarly, 

Crees may answer in the affirmative in reference to a certain property or area, but that 

does not necessarily mean that they actually own it as private property. While the 

preceding form can be used in cases of private use, a new specific Cree Nehinuw word 

evolved to describe the phasing in of the Europeans concept of private property. 
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How did the Nehinuw Cree traditionally deal with the idea of private property? At the 

most general level, just as there is a distinction between national state property of 

countries and private property, there is also a contrast between the sovereign national 

territory of a particular Cree Nehinuw nation and the peoples individual land use and 

private property. Whereas Europeans looked upon private property as a marker of 

civilization and progress, the Cree Nehinuw viewed the European concept of private 

lands or private property as an artificial construct or substitute. Private land or any other 

land parceled off (usually by fences or survey) is called uskeegan. The final stem -gan 

connotes artificiality rather than genuineness, and as such the new construction is given a 

subordinate or secondary status. The land of the whole nation, nituskeenan or 

kituskeenuw is the genuine land of the nation or people while private property is called 

nichuskeeganis or literally my little artificial plot of land. While the Cree did have a 

concept of individual and private land use, they did not have a formal concept of private 

property, so how might this have evolved? 

 

The first little artificial plots of land or private property would have evolved from the 

Cree observations of Mistigoosiyuk, the Wooden Boat People (Europeans) who arrived 

in Hudson Bay. The first Wooden Boat People initially set up tents and small log cabins, 

and then they built fences or forts. While there was a concept of traditional individual 

land use and private ownership of food clothing and implements in Cree, there was no 

concept of land as individual private property. Individual ownership in Cree is stated in 

the first person is nitipeneeten (I own it) and nituyan. Interestingly the latter notion with 

the stem -uyan refers to a pelt or clothing. Wuchuskuyan is a muskrat pelt while uyanis is 
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cloth and uyanisa is clothing. Nituyan, “that which is mine” generally refers to clothing 

and tools but not to land. Tipeneetumowin is a broader term which connotes ownership, 

authority over, or jurisdiction. The first precursors to the notion of land as private 

property was introduced when fur trade companies were given permission and allotted 

the use of lands for trade purposes by the specific Indigenous nation whose land they 

were on. From the Nehinuw perspective the initial conceptualization of land around a fur 

trade camp or post right up to the fort would have engendered the beginnings of the 

private property idea of small artificial plots or uskeegansa. Initially the setting up of 

pugaunigumiga, tents and kupesihina or camps would be replaced by nupugigumigosa, 

flat-topped cabins as well as waskahiguna, houses and fenced off buildings or inside 

palisaded forts. While the traditional Nehinuw words for tent and camp remained the 

same for the newcomers, new European-style cabins and houses required a new 

vocabulary. Hudson’s Bay Company posts and forts were usually fenced off or enclosed 

by palisades, introducing the Cree to the beginnings of private real estate. They were the 

first uskeegana or the first artificial plots of land that were allowed in Cree territories. 

Nituskeegan, my artificial piece of land or private land claimed by an individual or 

subgroup, was contrasted to nituskeenan, our land, the real collective territorial land of a 

particular Cree nation. Over time the diminutive form nichuskeeganis, my little artificial 

plot of land, would be used to signify the evolving private property concept. For the 

promoters of European colonization these posts were the centres of Rupert’s Land, but 

for the Indigenous peoples these were artificial plots of land for the use of Europeans 

allies in the facilitation of a mutually beneficial trade arrangement.   
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The traditional Cree Nehinuw home was called meegiwap, meetigiwap or meetigiyaup 

while the European-style dwelling waskahigun or nupugigumigos was a description of a 

building rather than a name for a home. Settler buildings and houses were referred to in 

terms of their function. Atahigumik, the store, was translated as the buying place or 

building. Atawe means to buy and atawage means to sell. From a Nehinuw perspective 

the European was otutawew, the buyer while the Cree traders were otutawagewuk, the 

sellers. When Cree people purchased European merchandise, the roles were reversed. 

Atawagehin the generic term for trade was used for trade items but not for land. The 

Nehinuw Cree followed ancient established protocols for receiving, inviting, and 

allowing traders to set up in their camps and posts for reciprocal exchanges of trade 

goods for mutual advantage on their national territory.  

 

In Cumberland House it was not until after the Metis scrip issue in the early 1900s that a 

certain number of Metis-Cree were directly introduced to private property. Fences, 

palisades and gates at the posts or forts were the first symbolic manifestations of claims 

to private lands, bounded with restricted access but it was not until after WWII that more 

contemporary fences started being built. Government buildings, the RCMP, the 

churches, the farm, the stores and the main school at Cumberland House were all fenced 

in. While people did live on their own lots using traditional spacing practices usually 

without fences, it was not until the 1970s with new legislation on northern municipalities 

that new community planning standards and housing policies paved the way for a more 

official wide-spread private property system.  Although the older generation still uses 

nichuskeeganis for private property, the new generations are starting to use nituskee, my 
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private property (literally my own plot of land). At the same time, just as it is with other 

nations, the Nehinuw Cree of Cumberland House continues to retain their sovereign 

national territorial terminology of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw long after the rise of private 

property on their territorial lands. 
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3.  ORAL HISTORY, CREE NARRRATIVES & METHODOLOGIES 

 

Methodological questions are an important part of doing research and writing history. In 

the previous chapter following the history of the academic debate on Algonquian land 

tenure, previously unidentified Cree conceptual structures of national territory, nation, 

conservation and “family” were introduced to provide an explanatory base for the 

upcoming chapters. The idea of uskeeganis or private property was also introduced to 

conceptually differentiate it from national territory. This new information provided an 

introductory preview of central concepts including the unique grammatical constructs. 

This chapter presents concepts that are central to understanding Cree oral history and 

narratives and addresses key methodological issues. In 1986 I completed my Master’s 

degree using oral and written sources. My analysis draws upon this experience which 

included interviews with Sandy Bay Cree elders from northeastern Saskatchewan. I then 

present an update on current oral history research with a special focus on oral 

history/oral tradition and its place in recent Canadian Supreme Court decisions. 

Discussion of Cree narratives and discourse structures will lead to a final commentary on 

other methodological matters. 

  

Oral History & Oral Tradition 

Oral history is the oldest form of history, but as scholars sought to professionalize 

history and elevate its standing in the 1800s, the use of oral sources, ancient legends and 

myths as evidence was being challenged. By the time Frank Speck was writing his major 

article on Algonquian territorial ownership in 1915, another anthropologist, Robert 
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Lowie could declare that, “I cannot attach to oral traditions any historical value 

whatsoever under any conditions whatsoever.”84 This stark disparaging rejection of 

Indigenous oral traditions under the guise of scientistic “objectivity” and cultural 

relativism would have no doubt influenced many scholars to disregard or treat m,ore 

lightly the sources, evidence and understandings of Indigenous peoples. Because Lowie  

had written over a dozen books on Indigenous peoples including a major work on 

ethnological theory, his voice and opinion would have impacted not only scholars but the 

public as well.85 Given that much of his research would have originally been from 

Indigenous oral sources, his rejection and refusal to validate and respect those sources 

was not only a case of Eurocentric condescension, it was also an outmoded form of 

academic elitism.  

 

My research with the Sandy Bay Cree in northeastern Saskatchewan involved the 

translation of oral interviews from Cree to English and the comparison of oral and 

written sources. My literature review on oral history included the following authors: Jan 

Vansina, Paul Thompson, David Henige, Ron Grele and Willa K. Baum. Jan Vansina’s 

work was the first major book to deal substantively with oral history and oral tradition 

and as such it would be debated in legal cases up to the Supreme Court of Canada.86   

                                                 
84 Robert Lowie, “Oral Tradition and History,” American Anthropologist 17 (1915): 598. 

85 Ibid.   

86 Jan Vansina, Oral Traditon as History ( Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985); Paul 

Thompson, The Voice of the Past; Oral History (London: Oxford University Press, 1978); David Henige, 
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Vansina made a distinction between sources used by oral historians and sources drawn 

from oral tradition when he wrote that, “The sources of oral historians are reminiscences, 

hearsay, or eyewitness accounts of events and situations which are contemporary, that is, 

which occurred during the lifetime of informants. This differs from oral traditions in that 

oral traditions are no longer contemporary. They have passed from mouth-to-mouth for a 

period beyond the lifetime of the informants.”87 In his 1985 revision he did concede that 

the preceding statements were a working definition and that other specialists do “fuse 

oral history and oral tradition” but this issue would prove to be problematic in the court 

system.88 Vansina concluded that, “There is no reason to neglect oral traditions, or to 

denigrate them. The research process may be longer, the researchers may need more 

patience and more interdisciplinary collaboration, but in the end, reliability of a high 

order can be achieved.”89  

 

Paul Thompson’s book on doing oral history has gone through four editions since 1978. 

The new 2017 edition included Indigenous sources and a constructive critical review of 

oral history theory and practice, evidence, memory, the interview and the issue of 

                                                 
Oral Historiography (New York: Longman, 1982); Willa K. Baum,  Transcribing and Editing Oral 

History (Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1977).  

87 Vansina., 12-13. 

88 Vansina, 29. 

89 Vansina, 200. 
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interpretation.90 According to Thompson, oral history is a dynamic two-way process: 

“oral evidence comes from a living source. If it seems misleading, it is possible to ask 

more. And an informant can also correct a historian who has misunderstood. Documents 

cannot answer back, but oral history is a two-way process.”91  

 

In my research on the Sandy Bay Cree and the impact of hydroelectric power 

development using oral and written sources, the elders alerted me to the issue of primary 

versus oral secondary sources as I was planning to do the interviews.92 Their distinction 

in Cree oral history paralleled the distinction made about primary and secondary 

evidence in regular documented history. The elders advised me to start with the people 

who were most directly involved and knowledgeable about the event. In addition to 

secondary sources, I was therefore able to interview people with direct experience right 

from the beginning, researching the different phases of the industrial “frontier” 

development that was taking place in Cree territory at the border area of northern 

Saskatchewan and Manitoba.  

 

                                                 
90 Paul Thompson with Joanna Bornat, The Voice of the Past: Oral History 4th ed. (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2017). 

91 Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past: Oral History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 13. 

92 Keith Goulet, “Oral History as an Authentic and Credible Research Base for Curriculum: The Cree of 

Sandy Bay and Hydroelectric Power Development 1927-67, an Example,” (Master’s thesis, University of 

Regina, 1986). 
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There are different ways that primary or secondary sources are used in Cree language 

interaction. When important stories are being told, a person may preface a story by 

clarifying that they are using achimowin, one of the three major forms of Cree narrative, 

or another form called tapachimowin, a derivative form of achimowin. Tap- in tapinum 

means one puts something together again while tapustaw means putting something back 

in its proper place. The stem tap- includes a range of related meanings – restating, 

putting together, reconstructing, reassembling, refitting and reflecting. Tapina means the 

reassembling of broken or disconnected parts or pieces. Tapachimowin is therefore the 

proper reassembling and accurate retelling of a story especially in cases where issues of 

survival and other various level of significance are concerned. Whereas achimowin can 

be used for primary and secondary sources the use of tapachimowin signals the use of a 

secondary source. You are retelling a story that you’ve heard. Another way of explicitly 

identifying a remembered story is to preface the story with a qualified remark. 

Storytellers usually qualified their discourses and stories by stating that they were 

observers of the event or situation. A person would state, “Ewago ni gee ochitsapaten 

(“Yes I was there to actually observe or see it happen”). In other cases, the story teller 

may state that the story was passed down by a specific person or people. While special 

attention and respect were paid to people who were directly involved in different 

situations, secondary sources and retold stories were also accepted and valued. The 

important criteria was that accuracy, truth, reliability and constructive critical scrutiny 

were being applied to both primary and secondary sources. 
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While care has to be taken in any Cree to English translation, historical accuracy using 

Cree terminology is also very important. New words are continuously emerging and 

changing with new situations in all languages. For example, when I was interviewing the 

late Angus Bear on the topic of resource development for my Masters thesis, he 

introduced pisiskeehigimaw as the term for a conservation officer. I immediately knew 

that the word signified “animal boss,” but because we used ogunuheneechigew, 

signifying keeper or guardian back home in Cumberland, I was intrigued. I had first 

come across the ideas of goose, beaver and hunting bosses from my readings about the 

James Bay Cree. When I asked Elder Bear about it, he smiled and said that 

pisiskeehigimaw was indeed a new term that he sometimes used with the younger 

generation, but, for the record, the Sandy Bay Cree also used the traditional word 

ogunuwetheechigew, keeper or guardian. If I had not asked for clarification about the 

traditional term, then the more modern and narrower concept of animal boss would have 

been inserted into the Indigenous historical record. Without a critical appraisal, the 

traditional Cree idea of guardianship or keepership, which has a broader view of 

conservation would have remained hidden and replaced by the narrower view of “animal 

bosses.” In another story, Elder Bear made a further clarification that the traditional term 

of keepership and guardianship was not only about the management and protection of 

wildlife; the term also encompassed the management of people, the environment, and 

resources. In the process of translation one must pay critical attention to historical 

changes in the use of Cree and other languages. 
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My findings confirmed the importance of using both oral and written sources. In certain 

cases, information was corroborated by both oral and written forms and at other times it 

was available only in the oral or the written form. The Sandy Bay story was unique as a 

record of the Indigenous perspective at the time of the “frontier” stage of northern 

mining development that included the mines, a smelter and the building of a 

hydroelectric power dam. In 1927, Indigenous people were therefore hired to guide the 

bosses and engineers to Kaminstigochiwak, the Island Falls site in their home territory. 

The building of the Churchill River Power Corporation dam would lead to both positive 

and challenging experiences.  

 

The narratives I collected documented among other things the apartheid-type policies 

that had evolved at the Island Falls site. During the early phases of the development 

Indigenous and non-indigenous workers were integrated throughout the site. After the 

construction phase which provided bunkhouses, about forty new houses were built with 

hardwood floors, electricity, sewer and water lines, along with a movie theater, curling 

and skating rinks and even a golf course to accommodate the wives and families of the 

workers. However, except for the workplace, the facilities were off limits to the 

Indigenous workers who had been part of building the project and whose land this 

development was on. Even the store where they used to shop freely was now closed off 

and they were now forced to order through a window from the outside. In the mornings 

on their way to work they would order food and other items and pick them up after work. 

In many cases the produce was old, stale, and moldy as it was now selected for them. 

They complained about the situation so the company finally relented and built a small 
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“Indian store.” Since the official records of Island Falls were mainly positive and 

sanitized, this type of critical information was left untold except in the Sandy Bay Cree 

community. The elders’ narratives covered land related information such as uskeeganis 

(a private property lot), geopolitical concepts such as eehitawina (places of existence), 

sowunacheechigehin, the destructive impact of the project and other matters. The 

information was told through different forms of narrative, shared disclosures or 

weetumatowin, and other forms of discourse. In addition to comparing factual 

information, a significant finding of the research was the introduction of new Cree 

evidence, new concepts and categorical frameworks that were not available in written 

form. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Since my research on Sandy Bay there have been several major books on oral history 

theory and practice including two handbooks.93 Discussions about the use of written 

documentation and audio tapes had now shifted to an emphasis on digital video 

production. Ironically, after much ink had been spilt over the privileging of written 

documents, and the begrudging acceptance of oral sources, a greater inclusivity was 

being made possible by the new technological advances of video history which now 

                                                 
93 David K. Dunaway and Willa K. Baum, eds., Oral History: An Interdisciplinary Anthology, 2nd ed. 

(Walnut Creek, California: Altamira Press, 1996); Robert Perks and Alistair Thomson, eds., The Oral 

History Reader 2nd ed. (London: Routledge, 2006); Donald A. Ritchie, The Oxford Handbook of Oral 

History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012);  Thomas L. Charlton, Lois E. Myers, and Rebecca 

Sharpless, eds., Handbook of Oral History (Lanham, MD: Altamira Press, 2006); Lynn Abrams, Oral 

History Theory (Milton Park: Routledge, 2010). 
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captured action-oriented representation as well as the inclusion of written, oral and 

material/environmental sources. Video productions which can record the action and the 

event have become important additional sources for historical representation. Video 

records facilitate in-depth examinations of interviewing for example, comparisons of oral 

historical interviews and journalist interviews. They open doors to “history from below”- 

the inclusion of people who were formerly left out such as women, working people, 

ethnonationalities and others whose “voices” can be heard in the making of history. 

 

The dynamic interactive nature of oral interviews, which includes the interviewer, the 

interviewed and the context of the interview, requires a thorough understanding of 

subjectivity as well as inter-subjectivity in all its multi-dimensional aspects. Abrams 

writes, “Subjectivity and intersubjectivity are present in every interview… This means 

that individual memory stories are shaped (not determined) by the intersubjective 

relationships present in the interview and that what we as researchers hear are narrative 

constructions of memories… or at least a version of the past created within a specific 

context and for a specific purpose.”94 The pros and cons of memory and the focus on its 

limitations had also become part of the debate. In midst of this new research and 

publications there were also legal cases relating to Indigenous peoples in Canada. 

 

Over 500 years after Columbus, in the 1997 Supreme Court decision on the Delgamuukw 

case, Indigenous oral history and oral tradition were both finally recognized as history. 

                                                 
94 Abrams, 2010, 59. 
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But earlier at the BC Court of Appeal stage, Justice Allan MacEachern had rejected the 

oral history evidence and thereby rejected the ownership and jurisdiction of land by the 

Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en First Nations. Historian Robin Fisher observed that the judge 

had harkened back to the old view that history was based on written records whereas 

anthropology devoted to Indigenous people was based on oral and material sources. 

Furthermore, exclusive reliance on written documents ensured the hegemony of the 

colonizers.95 Later, the Supreme Court of Canada justices ruled that Justice MacEachern’s 

findings were “fatally flawed” in their treatment of the Indigenous oral histories.96 The 

trial judge had erred when he gave no independent weight to these special oral histories. 

Three forms of oral histories had been identified and accepted as evidence.97 This evidence 

was to be recognized such that “the laws of evidence must be adapted in order that this 

type of evidence can be accommodated and placed on an equal footing with the types of 

historical evidence that courts are familiar with, which largely consists of historical 

documents.”98  

 

                                                 
95 Robin Fisher, “Judging History: Reflections on the Reasons for Judgement in Delgamuukw v. B.C.” BC 

Studies No. 95 (1992): 46-47. 

96 Delgamuukw v British Columbia [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010. 

97 See Delgamuukw, para. 92 and discussion in James [Sákéj] Youngblood Henderson, “Proving a 

Constitutional Right to the land for Aboriginal Peoples of Canada” 

fngovernance.org/ncfng_research/proof.pdf 

98 Delgamuukw, para 87, 1069. 
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The Supreme Court justices also affirmed that Aboriginal title was a collective right to 

land held by all members of an Aboriginal nation and not by individual Aboriginal persons. 

Aboriginal title included the right to exclusive use and occupation of land, sustainable land 

use and an inescapable economic component. 99 The Supreme Court justices furthermore 

ruled that “aboriginal title does not raise the problem of distinguishing between distinctive, 

integral aboriginal practices, customs and traditions and those influenced or introduced by 

European contact. Under common law, the act of occupation or possession is sufficient to 

ground aboriginal title and it is not necessary to prove that the land was a distinctive or 

integral part of the aboriginal society before the arrival of Europeans.”100 

 

The literature on the roles and uses of oral history in the courts has grown and matured. 

Bruce Granville Miller, Arthur J. Ray, Renee Hulan and Renate Eigenbrod have 

provided key analysis and commentaries as advocates for oral history101 The books by 

Miller and Ray provide introductions and analysis to the issues surrounding oral history 

and oral tradition in the courts. On the government side several expert witnesses and 

                                                 
99 Delgamuukw, para. 166, 1111-1112. 

100 Delgamuukw, para. 145, 1016. 

101 Bruce Granville Miller, Oral History on Trial (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2011); Arthur J. Ray, Telling it 

to the Judge: Taking Native History to Court (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2011); Renee 

Hulan and Renate Eigenbrod eds.,  Aboriginal Oral traditions: Theory, Practice, Ethics (Halifax: 

Fernwood Publishing, 2008). 
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academics whose role was to challenge the evidence from oral history sources included 

Alexander von Gernet, Mitch McAdam and Tom Flanagan.  

 

In 1996, the federal Indian Affairs department hired anthropologist, von Gernet to do a 

research report on oral history and later to appear as an expert witness. Von Gernet 

would quickly become a leading voice and critic of the oral histories presented by 

Indigenous peoples and their expert witnesses. In the 2003 Benoit case, Justice Nadon 

stated that von Gernet’s approach was undeniably a proper approach.102 But, in the 2007 

Tsilhqot’in BC Supreme Court case, Justice David Vickers criticized von Gernet’s 

arguments,  

Despite what Canada has agreed, I was left with the impression that Dr. von 

Gernet would be inclined to give no weight to oral tradition evidence in the 

absence of some corroboration. His preferred approach, following [Jan] Vansina, 

involves the testing of oral tradition evidence produced in court by reference to 

external sources such as archaeology and documentary history… Trial judges had 

received specific directions that oral tradition evidence, where appropriate, can be 

given independent weight. If a court were to follow the path suggested by Dr. von 

Gernet, it would fall into legal error on the strength of the current 

jurisprudence.103 

                                                 
102 Benoit v. Canada, 2003 FCA 236. 

103 Tsilhqot'in Nation v. BritishColumbia, 2007 BCSC 1700 para 154. 
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Later in the 2016 Daniels Supreme Court case, Justice Phelan added a forthright 

criticism when he stated that von Gernet exhibited little understanding of the case or the 

issues of the Court.104 

 

Von Gernet’s main source for oral historical expertise was Jan Vansina whom Justice 

Vickers had indirectly criticized. Robin Ridington also disapproved of Vansina’s 

conceptual understanding and the language he used for describing oral histories as 

hearsay and oral tradition as “historical gossip.” In actual fact, animoogemowin or gossip 

is not included as part of the three major subdivisions of the Cree narrative system as it is 

dealt separately as a unique category by itself. Vansina’s analysis of oral tradition as 

gossip does not therefore apply to Cree or Algonquian language users. With regard to 

hearsay evidence, Vansina’s research did not analyze its use in Euro-based law and the 

broader question of secondary information so a closer examination of interrelated 

concepts as used in different cultures and new developments in law needs further 

work.105 In addition, the use of personal reliability and reputation in English common-

law from the late 1600s can be used as an exception to the hearsay rule.106  Ridington 

even recommends that First Nations oral historians should be granted an exception from 

the hearsay rule of evidence.107 Even after oral evidence was accepted in the courts there 

                                                 
104 Daniels et. al. v. Her Majesty The Queen 2013, para. 178. 

105 Robin Ridington, “Dane-zaa Oral History: Why It’s Not Hearsay,” BC Studies no. 183 (2014),37-61. 

106 Miller, 150. 

107 Robin Ridington, “Dane-zaa Oral History: Why It’s Not Hearsay,” BC Studies No.3 ( 2014): 60. 
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was also the issue of weighing the evidence, where Indigenous oral evidence was 

deemed to carry so little weight that it was relegated to insignificance. The acceptance of 

oral history/ tradition has been improving but a lot still depends upon the background 

beliefs, knowledge, skills, underlying ideologies and the understanding of expert 

witnesses, the lawyers and especially the judges. Arthur J. Ray writes, “…in the end, it is 

the judges who in their reasons for judgements write the ethnographies that matter most 

to Aboriginal people. Rights are recognized or denied on the basis of judges’ 

perceptions.”108  

 

Cree Narratives  

One of the earliest documented statements describing a type of Algonquian narrative was 

written by the Jesuit priest, Father Paul Le Jeune in 1634. He translated nitatahokan in 

Montagnais (Innu) as, "I relate a fable, I am telling an old story invented for 

amusement."109   Although Le Jeune identified only one of the three major narrative 

structures of Algonquian peoples, his commentary on this one recalls to me an important 

aspect of my childhood understanding of Weesagechak/ Weetigo stories. Weesagechak’s 

special ability to outwit Weetigo and even the people and animals was always a great 

favourite for entertainment especially from a good storyteller. Although I knew and 

heard these stories as a child and young person, I was not aware of the significant 

underlying historical knowledge and concepts that were embedded in them. I will 

                                                 
108 Ray, 158. 

109 R. G. Thwaites, ed. The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents (New York: Vanguard Press, 1954), 52.   
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therefore begin by examining the most basic aspects of Ojibwe and Cree narrative 

structures. Existing analysis limits the narrative structure to two forms but there is 

actually a third major form in Cree Nehinuwewehin. I will therefore be introducing a 

third major form of Cree narrative. Not only will this broaden the structural analysis it 

will also introduce a more uniquely specific perspective on the old debates about myths 

and legends, and the literature/history divide.  

 

Anthropologist A. Irving Hallowell wrote that the Ojibwe word tabatcamowin relates to 

anecdotes or stories referring to events in the lives of human beings while atisokanak 

were "sacred stories."110 He further stated, "Ojibwa myths are considered to be true 

stories, not fiction.  The chief characters are immortal, other than human persons whose 

past adventures furnish the content of these narratives. The recitation of myths was taboo 

except on long winter evenings.”111  Another anthropologist, John Honigmann wrote that 

the Attawapiskat Cree used tipatciimuwina for real accounts and atajyokiiwina for tales 

of make-believe.  Edward S Rogers and Mary Black Rogers in their work with the 

Weagamow Lake Anishnabe provided a somewhat different view of the two main forms 

when they wrote, "For the people… the separation of myth and historical fact is not that 

clear. True, they use the term a.tiso.hka.n for tales of legendary times and a.cimowin for 

                                                 
110 A. Irving Hallowell, "Ojibwa Ontology, Behavior and World view," Culture in History: Essays in 

Honor of Paul Radin, edited by Stanley Diamond (New York: Columbia University Press, 1960), 56-7. 

111 A. Irving Hallowell, The Ojibwa of Berens River, Manitoba (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 

College Publishers, 1992), 65. 
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accounts of events personally experienced. But we heard from them a number of stories 

that they could not quite fit into either case."112 The use of a.cimowin by Rogers and 

Rogers for the Anishnabe is very much the same as achimowin used by the Western 

Cree. It appears that there is a geographical shift wherein achimowin is used in the west 

while tipatcimuwina is used in the east. In more recent works, the Ojibwe dictionary by 

John Nichols and Earl Nyholm renders narrative as dibaajimowin, while the Eastern 

James Bay Cree Dictionary has it as tipaachimuwin.113  

 

Hallowell and Honigmann reached different conceptual understandings of these 

categories.  Hallowell stated that achunoogehina were “sacred and true,” while 

Honigmann countered that they were tales of make-believe.  Hallowell showed a more 

respectful tone for the stories but his assertion that all myths and legends were 

considered to be sacred and true may be qualified. While achunoogehina stories may be 

"true" as accurate retellings and true as an explanation of certain natural/historical 

occurrences, they might not be true in the sense that all aspects of the story represent a 

real life situation. In most cases these stories have been recast and retold in forms that 

would provide the memorable cognitive, linguistic and cultural domains of the people. 

                                                 
112 Edward S. Rogers and Mary Black Rogers, "Who were the Cranes? Groups and group identity names in 

northern Ontario," in Approaches to Algonquian Archaeology, eds., Margaret G. Hanna and Brian 

Kooyman  (Calgary: Archaeological Association, University of Calgary, 1982), 156. 

113 John D. Nichols and Earl Nyholm, A Concise Dictionary of Minnesota Ojibwe (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1995), 259; Ruth Salt et al, Eastern James Bay Cree Dictionary: Southern 

Dialect (Chisasibi, Quebec: Cree School Board, 2012), 545. 
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Underlying these narratives were the interactive challenges of combining the natural and 

historical events of the past.  

 

Achunoogehina or the stories of ancient legendary beings represent the conditions and 

challenges of an ancient time that have been recast metaphorically, cognitively and 

linguistically. When ancient place names are embedded in traditional legendary 

narratives, we can surmise that the people's connection to these places was not just a 

recent phenomenon. Not only do place names and other aspects of the story represent 

historical significance in the regular everyday achimowina stories of people's activities, 

they also carry an ancient historical significance in achunoogehina, the legendary 

narratives.114 The Rogers and Rogers observation that there is not a clear separation 

between myth and history is therefore an insightful assessment. But it must also be 

reiterated, that the Cree, Ojibwe/Anishinabek and other Indigenous peoples do make a 

separate classification for legends and regular stories. Both similarities and differences 

therefore exist between the two forms. Because of their ancient nature, a greater degree 

of constructive critical analysis is therefore required in the analysis of myths and 

legends. But it must be stated that historical absolutism and the simple use of literal 

interpretation or translation, which would dismiss all myths and legends as entirely 

ahistorical are nonstarters.  

 

                                                 
114 For a strong presentation on place names see Keith H. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and 

Language Among the Western Apache (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996). 
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The three major forms of Cree narrative are achunoogehina, achimohina and 

ahtotumohina. It is most interesting that in most analyses of Cree narratives, the third 

major form of Cree narrative, ahtotumohina, has been left out. Much of the existing 

work on Cree narratives refers to achimowina or achunoogehina. Achimowina (plural) 

are stories about people, animals and other living entities and their experiences while 

achunoogehina are the stories about the most ancient legendary and mythical beings or 

life force spirits called achunoogunuk. The most common legendary beings include 

Weesagechak, the “trickster” spirit being and Weetigo, the ice cannibal being.  

 

Achunoogehina are about the experiences of legendary beings in the most ancient times. 

One of the many different stories throughout the world as told also by the Nehinuw Cree 

is the story of a flood. While the idea of one great flood for the whole world has been 

discredited, great floods have indeed occurred especially during the glacial age and are 

told in many different languages and cultures.115 The following is a shortened form of 

the flood story as told by the Cree Nehinuw - 

After some conflict the land was submerged by a major flood so a legendary 

being called Weesagechak, works with other animals in trying to bring back the 

land. Weesagechak asks the otter and the beaver to dive deep into the water to 

bring back some earth, but they both fail. With extraordinary effort and after just 

about drowning, it is the lowly muskrat that succeeds in bringing back a tiny 

                                                 
115 David R. Montgomery, Rocks Don’t Lie: A Geologist Investigates Noah’s Flood (New York: W. W. 

Norton,  2012) 
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morsel of land. From this small piece Weesagechak reforms, rebuilds and 

recreates the land for all.116 

Variations of this narrative occur in other Indigenous cultures including a 1632 rendition 

in the Jesuit Relations recorded by Father Paul Le Jeune.117 This story is about the 

ancient long-term connection between the people and the land as represented by 

legendary beings and animals. It represents the long struggle and challenge of people and 

nature. It is also an egalitarian story of sacrifice and perseverance where a lowly ordinary 

muskrat can rise to the occasion where other stronger and skillful animals could not 

succeed. It is a story of self-determination on behalf of all. 

 

A good many stories also dealt with challenges that ancient peoples encountered in the 

context of ice and snow. Besides Weesagechak, there was Weetigo, the terrifying being 

who appeared as a cannibal monster during the harsh periods of starvation in the winter 

and early spring. Stories of the dreaded Weetigo also gave expression to the people’s 

great abhorrence and fear of cannibalism because it was not only a mythical legendary 

being, it could also represent an actual temptation and grim reality for people in times of 

severe stress, extreme cold and starvation. People including traders were put to death if 

they were suspected of a Weetigo transformation and committed an act of cannibalism. 

 

                                                 
116 Keith Goulet, narrative memories when I was growing up.  

117 Edna Kenton, ed., The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents (New York: Vanguard Press, 1954), 53. 
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In a book titled The World of Wetiko: Tales from the Woodland Cree, as told by Marie 

Merasty from Pelican Narrows in Northern Saskatchewan, translator Bill Merasty writes, 

“In its hunger, the Wetiko literally ate its own lips. The patch of ice on its back made it 

even more frightening. There is no good explanation for this condition, which lasted 

right through the heat of the summer, but many stories, especially about those about the 

death of a Wetiko, mention ice which seemed to have replaced living tissue.”118 As 

Weetigo transforms into a powerful ice being s/he is difficult to kill unless a strong final 

counteracting force such as iskotew or fire is invoked by burning the dreaded being.119  

This story is not only about the yearly seasonal challenges and the bitterly cold winters; 

it also reflects the ancient challenge of how Keechi-Muskumee, the Great Ice or glacier 

forced the people to retreat to the south. Many lives were surely lost during horrendous 

and devastating floods as glacial dams broke and glacial lakes carved out rivers, valleys 

and lakes. The destruction of animal life and other food sources would have led to 

extremely difficult circumstances including starvation. The strong Cree metaphorical 

connection to winter, as well as the description of Weetigo as a powerful cannibalistic 

spirit with a cold hard heart of ice reflects the powerful imagery of the glacial age. As 

people followed the retreating glacier back to their homelands in the north, iskotew or 

fire was used not only for cooking and the warmth to withstand the deadly freezing 

temperatures; it was also symbolically recast as the final lethal blow in the killing of a 

                                                 
118 Marie Merasty, The World Of Wetiko: Tales from the Woodland Cree, edited by Candace Savage, 

translated by Bill Merasty (Saskatoon Saskatchewan Indian Cultural College, 1974), 3. 

119 Ibid. 
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Weetigo, the cannibalistic ice being in Cree narrative. It is also not surprising that the 

naming of the confederacies by the Siouan and the Anishinabek nations invoked fire as a 

symbol of their unity. See chapter 3 for a further discussion of this issue under Keewetin, 

the North Wind.   

 

The most common type of Cree narrative is achimowin. Achimowin is generally a 

recounting of people’s experiences or of animals, birds, and other life force beings while 

achimisowin is a more personal story genre which focuses on oneself. After the 

missionaries came, this autobiographical or personal history type of story was 

furthermore adapted to incorporate the Roman Catholic practice of confession; 

achimisowin therefore signified the act of telling of your sinful activities to the priest or 

confession. Achimostatowin is a related dynamic interactional form in which stories are 

reciprocally exchanged from pairs to larger collective gatherings.120Achimostatowin is 

usually in full display in community events, meetings, celebrations, weddings or 

funerals. Many of the same issues of authenticity, credibility, and bias including the 

unique aspects of oral, written, material and environmental sources have to be considered 

in the process of doing history.  

 

The search for truth and accuracy is often reflected in everyday narrative/discursive 

devices. In Cree, when someone is telling a story and others know it to be true or 

                                                 
120 In most cases the medial stem –ato signifies interactivity or interactive sharing as opposed to other 

directed or self directed. 
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reliable, listeners may respond by saying "tape" or “tapwe, tapwe” meaning “that’s true 

that’s true.”121 Tapwehin or tapehin is the Cree Nehinuw word for truth. Not only is the 

idea of truth tied in with thought, action and representation, it is tied to speech or 

linguistic accuracy. Tapwehin may actually be a shortened form of the word tapowew 

which means that a person has immediately voiced with exactitude that which they have 

just heard. Accuracy in representation and accuracy in retelling continues to be a highly 

valued skill.  

 

Cree narrative has a unique cognitive grammatical structure that is partly similar to 

English but it is also conceptually and grammatically different. The three main narrative 

forms of achimowin, achunoogehin and ahtotumowin are classified in the inanimate form 

in Cree and the neuter gender in English which is similar. The verb forms achimo, 

achunooge and ahtotu are also stated in the inanimate form. English and Cree stories are 

created by people in both cases but there are a couple of interesting differences. It is 

fascinating that the major debates on the conceptualization of history are uniquely 

portrayed and grammaticalized in Cree. Among the various theories and structures, 

Michael Stanford, in his book, The Companion to the Study of History presents the 

different arguments for history as action, and history as events.122 In an intriguing 

                                                 
121 During conversational speech the Cumberland House Cree speakers will oftentimes drop the w in tapwe 

to say tape. 

122 Michael Stanford, A Companion to the Study of History (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1994), Chapters 

2 and 7.  
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parallel, the Cree conception of history distinguishes between history as action 

(achimohina and achunoogehina) and history as events (ahtotumohina), as different 

narrative forms.  

 

Moreover, the unique Cree narrative distinctions are also formalized and encoded as part 

of the grammatical animate/inanimate system. The Cree say “ahtotu anima (inanimate)” 

in the case of ahtotumohina, the narrative of events but when there is a focus on the actor 

and agency then “achim ana (animate)” is used in the two other narrative forms of 

achimowina and achunoogehina. Whereas all the three major forms in Cree are 

classified as inanimate, the grammatical structure changes to an animate form when the 

focus is on agency and the actor. In English, it is still a story, it is still an event and it is 

still the actor but in Cree, the inanimate form is used in ahtotu and the animate form for 

achim. As background an outline of the animate/inanimate classification is presented in 

Appendix C, page 332.123 The animate/inanimate terminology which has been borrowed 

from 17th century physics is problematic so I have introduced a new terminology called 

the life force system where the “animate” is the life force and inanimate is the life force 

emanation. When the discussion shifts to the idea of aboutness, agency or what the story 

is about, the level of abstract complexity changes along with Cree verbal terminology. 

These stories may be literary or historical. Ahtotumowin also includes people and other 

                                                 
123 See a further more intensive discussin in - Keith Goulet,"Animate and Inanimate: the Cree Nehinuw 

View." In Material Histories: Interpreting Fur Trade Collections in Scotland. (Aberdeen, Scotland: 

Marischal Museum, University of Aberdeen, 2007). 
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life force beings as in achimowin but the main focus is on the event whether it’s cultural, 

natural or both. This brief description of the Nehinuw narrative structures reveals the 

interplay of agency, activities and events, as well as the complex interplay of the 

narrative system and the animate/inanimate or life force system.  

 

In a presentation at the Canadian Historical Association meeting in 2007, I outlined 

fourteen different subtypes of achimowina and ahtotumohina.124  There were also other 

types of quasi-narratives and discursive structures.  One of the most widely used 

everyday form is weehtumatowin.  This category includes regularly shared informational 

stories or disclosures of recent events, the experiences of the people and even analytical 

forays into ancient topics.  Animoogemowin or gossiping actually stands on its own as 

one of the most ancient and popular discursive forms in Cree, but it is not part of the 

three major narrative forms in Cree. Miseegemowin is another specific form that involves 

telling on someone or revealing information to others, or to those in authority. While 

there is a serious side to miseegemowin, it is also similar to the English concept of the 

tattletale. Keskeegemowin is used when giving a sermon or counseling someone to 

change their ways.  These selected examples highlight the diversity and range of Cree 

narrative substructures and discursive structures.  

 

                                                 
124 Keith Goulet, “The Cree Historical Narrative,” Canadian Historical Association Session, Congress of 

the Humanities and Social Sciences, Saskatoon, May 28, 2007. 
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As in all nation-centred storytelling, Cree historians face the problem of enhancing or 

exaggerating the position of one’s people while engaging in excessive criticism of 

others. The thirty or so subtypes of Cree narratives included in my 2007 presentation 

provided an extensive understanding of the many different forms of subjectivity in the 

telling of narratives (see Appendix B). While a good storyteller is quite aware of these 

different forms, it is usually the listeners who classify the stories into their various 

subtypes from an interactive second person situation or from third person positioning. Of 

course, different situations require different types of stories. Even in daily speaking there 

are differences between regular interactions, formal oral interviews, and formal 

speeches. For example in Cree speeches, a specialized formal language of protocol is 

used. The various narrative forms elicit different types of feedback from listeners on the 

effectiveness of their content and structure. The stories also reveal internal self-criticism 

or may offer critiques of external relational structures such as colonization, dependency, 

and issues of self-determination.  Taken as a whole, these many different Cree narrative 

forms and subtypes provide a multidimensional perspective on Cree culture and history. 

They also introduce new concepts and perspectives to the existing debates about 

subjectivity and intersubjectivity as well as objectivity. 

 

In summation, the Cree Nehinuw concept of history requires a new constructive critical 

and inclusive approach to all the three major forms of Cree narratives – achunoogehina, 

achimohina and ahtotumohina. The old historical absolutism that rejected myths and 

legends has faded in the social and natural sciences as well as in the realm of the courts 

but it still has a way to go. The introduction of ahtotumohina, as a third major form of 
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the Cree narrative shows the importance of a more intensive analysis using language and 

cultural history. The debates about history as action or event are given a new conceptual 

framework to advance the debate. Other complementary structures including various 

forms of speech, dialogue and discourse need further examination. With regard to the 

animate and inanimate distinctions, a closer examination will need to be made of how 

and to what degree the lifeforce (animacy) systems impact cultures, languages and 

scholarship. In conclusion, the writing of history requires attention to both narrative 

structures and non-narrative systems that are based on the lived reality of practices, 

activities, events and happenings in the cultural and environmental context. Hopefully 

this short overview will provide a step towards a better understanding of the 

complexities of Indigenous thought, oral history and the narrative discourse system. 

 

Cree Methodological Insights and Issues 

Several interesting features of Cree grammatical structures present challenges to the 

classical conundrum of the objectivity/subjectivity debate. It has often been assumed that 

objectivity is somehow embedded in the use of the third person. English-speakers also 

may assume that the English-language form of the third person is universal. The Cree 

Nehinuw form of the third person contradicts and challenges both these assumptions. 

First of all, the Cree Nehinuw third person has two forms. In Meet Cree: A Guide to the 

Language, Wolfart and Carroll provide a basic explanation of what linguists label as the 

proximate and the obviative. They write that, "Cree has forms that can distinguish 

between two ‘third persons’ - one that is close at hand, which is (called the proximate), 
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and another that is further away (called the obviative)."125 They then comment that, "It 

may be helpful to consider the dimension of obviation as a measure of focus: the 

proximate form indicates the centre of attention in a discussion - the main point of 

interest and often the first person mentioned-while the obviative form marks a person 

less important in the conversation - perhaps a figure in the background or one mentioned 

later."126 The obviative is therefore a more distant abstract and generalized view of the 

third person. 

 

If the logic of third person objectivity were to be followed then the abstract distancing of 

the Cree obviative form of third person would be even more "objective" than the English 

form of third person. But close examination shows that this would pose a major problem 

for determining historical agency. The leaving out of the dynamic actions of agents as 

expressed in the proximate form of the unique Cree third person would not be 

acceptable. In any case, historical reality cannot be limited to the different forms of the 

third person conventions of any language. Historical reality does not “objectively” 

disappear just because one decides to use second or first person singular and plural rather 

than the third person only. This example shows that the attempt to theorize, universalize 

or objectify history without a comparative analysis of the grammars and structures of 

other languages may lead to faulty conclusions and misconceptions. A comparative 

                                                 
125 H. Christoph Wolfart and Jane F. Carroll, Meet Cree: A Practical Guide to the Cree Language  

(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1973), 20. 

126 Ibid. 
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analysis not only of the sources but also of the languages in which the histories are 

embedded provides new dynamic possibilities in the recording and examination of 

history, and for the advancement of historical theory and methodology.  

 

In addition to the Cree proximate and obviative forms in the third person, Cree gender 

classification reveals a significant contrast with English. Whereas first and second person 

singular are similar in Cree and English, the English third person gender form of 

"she/he" is replaced by the animate/inanimate class in the Cree language. Cree third 

person gender usage does not differentiation between masculine and feminine; there is 

no “she/he” or "him/her." This is the reason why Crees often continue to interchange 

“he” and “she” even after attaining good fluency in English, while English speakers who 

are learning Cree have great difficulty in sorting out the animate/inanimate distinction in 

nouns, verbs and other parts of speech. While there are indeed similarities between the 

Cree and English third person forms there are also qualitative distinctions.  These 

examples show that historical discussions and interpretations, can become better 

informed when greater care and attention is paid to the cultural linguistic specificity of 

Indigenous languages. 

 

The history of the relationship between Europeans and Indigenous peoples is reflected 

not only in narratives and other forms of discourse but it is also embedded in the very 

grammar of the Cree language.  I have labelled these transformations as the -gan concept 

of artificial substitution. While this concept deals with Indigenous/European relations, it 

is also reflective of traditional Indigenous thinking. At the most general levels, Crees 
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draw a contrast between natural categories and cultural creations, or between that which 

is real and genuine and that which is artificially created or substituted. Some, though not 

all of the words paired below, also reflect the impacts of colonization and the colonial 

relationship. 

    peesim (sun)                                         peesimoogan (clock) 

    seepee (river)                                       seepeegan (canal, ditch, dike) 

   kistun (plentiful, resource rich)            kistigan (garden) 

   simagunis (police, warrior, soldier)      simaguniseegan (Aboriginal soldier, headman)              

   ogimaw ( leader, owner, manager)       ogimagan (chief) 

   umegimaw (priest, preacher)                umegimagan(Aboriginal preacher) 

   uskee (land)                                           uskeegan (private lands)  

                                                                  uskeeganis (private property) 

 

Peesim, the sun is a powerful life force entity for the Cree Nehinuw. Not only does it 

affect the land, the sky and universe; it also symbolizes historical time. When the Cree 

ascribed a name for the European clock it was called peesimoogan or literally the 

artificial sun meaning the artificial timekeeper. Conceptually the clock became an 

artificial substitute in contrast to the sun which evokes a natural flow of time in Cree 

imagery. On another example, kistun is used when referring to a rich natural, bountiful 

area while kistigan or the garden is the artificial creation of bounty or plenty.  Kistun 

ooma uskee, this land is rich and bountiful is often appropriately stated along with words 

of gratitude. Knowing and understanding the land, waters and the life were important for 

self-determined living as well as the ingenuity required in traditional science so that 
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kistigan as the cultural production of plenty would give rise to the evolution and 

development of corn, potatoes, beans, squash, pumpkins, etc. Seepee, the river is a 

natural phenomenon while the dike or ditch as seepeegan is an artificially created canal 

or stream. This -gan concept of artificially creating substitutes in place of the natural 

order also impacted the social relational side of life. 

  

The most striking thing with the Cree concept of artificial substitution is the reflection 

and the embeddedness of colonization and racism in the very structures of Cree language 

thinking. By the latter half of the nineteenth century the interaction of the 

European/Indigenous socioeconomic and political systems and the destruction of key 

food sources including the buffalo had gradually shifted the resource base and the power 

relations between Europeans and Indigenous people. As a result, the lives of Indigenous 

peoples in many aspects of life were gravely impacted including that of Indigenous 

leadership. The records clearly show that at the beginning of contact, ogimaw, the chief 

or leader was the term used for Indigenous leadership. Gorst records it as “okimah” 

around 1670 and in the 1745-1749 Isham records “A Captain or Cheif[sic]” as 

“U’kemah” while Mackenzie translates “Haukimah” as Chief and great leader in the late 

1700s and then in 1817, Lieut. Edward Chappell has it as “Hook-e-mow” for a 
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“Chief.”127 For greater clarification, ogimaw was used for all ethnonational groups or 

nations including Indigenous peoples and Europeans. 

 

The first record of its use for Europeans was HBC factor Andrew Graham who in his 

1767-1791 as was then used for the new leaders of the Wooden Boat people and later for 

other key forms of leadership including traders, business leaders as well as the store 

managers. With the recognition of the eroding impact of colonization, racism, 

government and Indian agents, a corresponding shift took place in the Cree language. 

Instead of using the more respectful traditional term of a genuine real leader called 

ogimaw, “Indian” chiefs started being addressed as ogimagan. The literal translation of 

the word ogimagan meant an artificial or subordinate leader. In the more northern areas 

like Cumberland House the traditional term ogimaw for traditional distributed or 

dispersed leadership for the First Nations and Metis leaders continues to be used. But, in 

the case of the First Nation, the official term for the reserve chief has shifted from 

ogimaw to ogimagan, since the 1960s. Ironically, after many years of Indian Affairs rule 

to subordinate and remake Indigenous leadership, ogimagan was brought into the 

community after the chiefs and council members attended the legislative assemblies of 

the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians (now the Federation of Sovereign Independent 

Nations). Although Cumberland First Nations were still using ogimaw as their term for 

                                                 
127 Gorst in Tyrrell, 382; Isham, 16; Alexander Mackenzie, The Journals of Alexander Mackenzie: 

Exploring Across Canada in 1789 & 1793, (Santa Barbara: Narrative Press, 2001), 91; Lieut. Edward 

Chappell, Narrative of a Voyage to Hudson’s Bay (London: Crown Court, 1817), 258. 
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chief until the early 1960s, the majority of people are now using ogimagan as the 

specific term for the chief.  

 

In general though, even today, Cumberland people still use the term ogimaw for other 

First Nations and Metis Cree leaders. Instead of a singular hierarchical leader in the 

community, the traditional leadership system continues to be distributed or dispersed 

throughout the community. Additionally, another term ogimagasowin signifies a 

pretentious leader or one who exaggerates their leadership abilities. There is presently a 

move to reclaim the traditional Cree term ogimaw in certain First Nations communities 

where colonialism and neocolonialism are deliberately being challenged by self-

determination. The stronger more respectful terms are being reclaimed for the official 

elected leaders as well. 

 

Simagun, the spear or spearpoint is the frontal stem for simagunis, the spear point 

protector or warrior or as it is used today, the police or soldier. Simagunseegan, the 

artificial warrior is a special constable, an Aboriginal soldier and even a band councilor 

in certain communities and areas. Colonial subordination was already fully in place by 

the time Indigenous soldiers came back from the World Wars. The traditional idea of 

simagunis as the genuine spearpoint protector of the people or the warrior was replaced 

by the new term simagunseegan, meaning the artificial warrior or soldier. This term was 

also used for band councilors and headmen.128 It is interesting that the English word for 

                                                 
128 Tony Cote, sharing history with Keith Goulet in Yorkton on February, 2011. 
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headman had been translated as simagunseegan, the artificial warrior. Umegimaw, the 

priest or preacher is literally a prayer boss or prayer leader while umegimagan is a 

subordinate Aboriginal preacher or substitute priest.  

 

Pimachihisohina are the resources for life and survival as well as the self-determined 

means of using these resources. These resources were shared with the community, small 

groups and individuals. With the coming of the Europeans and the dispossession of 

Indigenous lands the existing concepts of land, national territory and private use required 

a new formulation for private property. Individual use and initiative such as 

neepuhistumasowin, standing up for the self, atoskestumasowin, working for the self, and 

mamitoneneetumasowin, thinking for yourself were valued while possessive or excessive 

individualism in its many forms including weetenimisowin or snobbery and 

pehegenimisowin excessive self-serving individualism (pehek means one so it is literally 

thinking of number one) were seen as contrary to positive and compassionate values.  

For the Cree and other Indigenous peoples, private use was welcome but the possessive 

individualism in how Europeans treated land as private property prevented a more 

dynamic shared management system that created a better balance between private 

ownership and the need for greater and flexible access in certain situations and reciprocal 

sharing with regard to land. 

 

 The -gan concept of artificial substitution reflected two dimensions artificiality wherein 

a regular standard case like peesim, the sun as a timekeeping natural phenomena and 

peesimogan which but it also represented how racism and colonialism were now 
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embedded in the “White” colonial authority in the very naming and grammar for 

Indigenous leadership in the Cree Nehinuw language. Since the dispossession of land 

was at the very heart of European colonialism it is not a surprise that uskee, the word for 

the land itself, would be modified once it became a descriptor for private property as 

uskeegan, the artificial plot of land or nichuskeeganis, my little artificial plot of land. For 

Indigenous peoples, the focus continues to be nituskeenan or kituskeenuw as the 

collective national territory or the genuine real land of the people or nation. As of this 

time, the strong national collective terms for our land, our country, our national territory 

in Cumberland House have not been displaced by any form of private use or the rise of 

private property whether it is in the form of nichuskeeganis or nituskee. 
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4.  ANCIENT HISTORY, NORTH WIND & ARCHAEOLOGY 

 

The study of ancient history has always been a challenge because much of the research 

was limited to that which was written and to that which was more easily observable. 

New scientific instrumentation and methods which now analyse water, soils, ice and 

other matters are continuing to change some of our understandings. Research on 

language has also been evolving for the more ancient periods of time.  In this chapter I 

introduce one of the Cree concepts of ancient history which is tied to the land as well as 

a specific analysis of a key concept which is tied to the glacial age in ancient history. 

This major concept is not only tied in with the pipe ceremony it is also recorded in 

narrative form from the early 1800s. Cree grammatical analysis is also used as part of the 

explanation. 

  

Kuyaseskumik, During the Time of the Ancient Land 

Kuyas which translates as “long ago” is a form of greeting used by the Cumberland 

House Nehinuw (Cree) when they haven’t seen a particular person or group for a long 

time.129 A related greeting, mitoni manimaga kuyas is used to emphasize a much longer 

separation. When people are talking about the more ancient periods, they use a word that 

refers directly to land, kuyaseskumik which means “during the time of the ancient 

land.”130 For the Nehinuw Cree, this explicit and distinctive recognition of land within a 

                                                 
129 For emphasis kuyas, kuyas is also used. 
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concept of historical time that spans earth’s beginnings to the modern times, 

acknowledges an important linkage between land, people and history.131  

 

Nehinuw (Cree) narratives acknowledge a time prior to people, and the land represents 

one of our basic links to the ancient past. This Cree Nehinuw idea of historical time 

which is connected to land counters the technological determinism and the human-

centred anthropocentric stance that has long dominated most historical writing. Various 

multistage social science theories of socio-historical evolution including Lewis Henry 

Morgan’s model of savagery, barbarism and civilization, the hunting-agriculture-

industrialization theories and the technological focus of the stone, bronze and iron ages 

have serious limitations.132 These stage theories have reduced dynamic historical 

changes to a trajectory of human progress with paramountcy given to its technological 

end products. Myriad technologies have had a great impact in history, but when 

technology is given a privileged position and priority over human creativity and 

knowledge as well as relational and organizational systems, the impact of diseases and 

                                                 
130 Kuyas means long ago but when land is fused into the medial stem -esk- in kuyaseskumik  and -umik it 

creates a functional compositional structure to represents ancient time. 

131 The morphological meaning of -umik includes larger functional compositional structures like land and 

smaller units like buildings. 

 

132 Lewis Henry Morgan, Ancient Society; Researches in the Lines of Human Progress from Savagery, 

Through Barbarism to Civilization (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1877) 
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all other biological interactions, climate change and the total ecological environment, it 

becomes an excessive form of technological determinism.  

 

Aside from the inadequacies of stage theories and technological determinism, one 

overarching technology that continues to be embraced and celebrated uncritically is 

writing. Writing was a great innovation in history, but when it is positioned as the only 

technology which determines the separation between history and prehistory, its 

significance is exaggerated in an aura of superiority and privilege. This over-blown 

scriptocentrism also serves to mask, sanitize and camouflage the old savage-civilized 

dichotomy.133 The expulsion of peoples from the realm of history into a realm of 

prehistoric beings simply because they didn’t write or had an unrecognized writing 

system is an outdated remnant of classical historical bias, elitism and colonialism.  

Rather than continuing to privilege pen and paper, historians need to embrace and 

examine all evidence, oral, visual, written, material and environmental as well as data 

from new technologies and methodologies in a non-privileged regular historical sense. 

As already noted, language evidence in its many forms needs far more attention for the 

light it sheds on alternative ways of thinking and doing research. Language is a 

preeminent dynamic archive of life and history. 

 

                                                 
133  The term scriptocentrism was introduced by Mamadou Diawara as a critique of the historical practice 

of separating people with writing from those who lacked it. Jorn Rusen, ed., Western Historical Thinking: 

An Intercultural Debate (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2012), 149. 
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As ancient peoples found their way throughout the world, their connections to the land 

have survived as archaeological evidence as well as in their languages. In addition to the 

conceptual intertwining of land and history in kuyaseskumik, other Cree Nehinuw 

narrative and non-narrative concepts express these linkages.134 Another term which 

captures the links between ideas of ancient time and Cree discourse is kuyasi-eetauhina 

or ancient sayings. This term blends kuyas or long ago with itew which means s/he is 

speaking. But how far back can one go in terms of making a connection between history 

and language?  

 

Linguists have hesitated to draw conclusions about ancient language shifts and changes, 

but recently they have extended the timeframe of their discussions. The methodological 

focus on words and sound systems formerly led many to believe that linguistic changes 

could not be traced beyond 6000 years. But new research methods including one based 

on word set analysis now extend the timeframe for European languages origins to 15,000 

years.135 Since sounds and words change more quickly than grammatical structures in 

language, linguists have increasingly focused on such structures which evolve at a much 

                                                 
134 Other relasted words for kuyas include atamuskumik, underground while wuskituskumik is above 

ground and kesigohk is the sky.  

135 There will continue to be debates on these timelines but it is interesting that even in the case of words, 

University of Reading Professor of Evolutionary Biology, Mark Pagel and his team analyzed certain sets 

of words that could still be recognized today after 15,000 years. University of Reading, “Ice Age ancestors 

might have used words in common with us,” Science Daily, May 7, 2013. 
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slower pace. According to Lewis et al, 286 languages are still spoken in Europe, 1064 

languages throughout the Americas and 7,102 in the world.136 Languages are grouped 

into language stocks or families; thus, for example the Cree, Ojibwe, Shawnee and 

Blackfoot languages all belong to the Algonquian language family. Speakers of 

languages in the same language family will often not understand each other in 

conversation unless the languages are very similar. Analysis of the language families in 

North and South America has led to the significant finding that close to half of all 

language family stocks in the world are in the Americas.137 A far greater recognition 

of and emphasis on Indigenous languages research and revitalization therefore needs to 

be made, especially since so many languages are suffering an alarming rate of decline 

and extinction. The loss of any language diminishes the world’s Indigenous scientific, 

cultural and historical heritage.138  Ethnohistorical understanding of Indigenous 

conceptual, narrative and discourse structures requires much more attention. The sheer 

variety, complexity and numbers of Indigenous languages in North, Central and South 

America demands that much more serious research is needed regarding their histories, 

patterns of migration and other matters. While most mainstream scholars including 

geneticists have now acknowledged that Indigenous peoples were in the Americas by 

13000 to18000 years ago, others have estimated over 20,000 years. With the broader 

                                                 
136 Paul M. Lewis, Gary F. Simons, and Charles D. Fennig, eds. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, 

Eighteenth edition (Dallas, Texas: SIL International, 2015). 

137 Ibid. 

138 David Crystal, Language Death (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
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scaled linguistic methodologies such as grammatical patterns and other forms of analyses 

peopling the lands continues to go much further back in time. In her book, Language 

Diversity in Space and Time, Johanna Nichols estimated that the settlement of the 

Americas was underway around 40,000 years ago.139 As knowledge of genetics, geology 

and other scientific subdisciplines develop, the debates on timelines will continue to 

evolve. 

 

While there is a continued debate about the markers and evidence of long-term history 

how is historical knowledge reflected in Nehinuw concepts and frameworks? Before 

proceeding with a historical overview of the debates on Algonquian land tenure in the 

past century and the issues of Cree Nehinuw historical methodologies, I will turn to the 

specific case of Keewetin or keewetin, the North Wind, as an example of long-term or 

ancient history. 

 

As ancient people travelled and found their way throughout the world, cultural practices 

evolved to create a linkage between the survival of peoples and cultural knowledge about 

land including directionality. Cultural historical knowledge became embedded in 

ethnonyms, toponyms and other geopolitical and directional terminologies such as 

                                                 
139 Johanna Nichols, Linguistic Diversity in Space and Time (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 

6.  
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Keewetino-Inniyuk for northerners, Sawuno-Inniyuk for southern peoples.140 These 

directional terminologies were critical guides for travel, migrations, and survival in 

ancient times and they continued to be a strong part of ongoing cultural practices, 

thinking and understanding. A look at the Cree Nehinuw concept of the north wind, 

keewetin illustrates how ancient history has become embedded in modern day Cree 

narrative, science and spiritual ceremony. 

 

Keewetin, the North Wind 

Keewetin, for the Nehinuw (Cree) people has different meanings.  It is an everyday term 

which translates as, “it is the north wind or the north wind is blowing or the wind is 

coming from the north.” Keewetinohk is the direction of the north or towards the north. 

In addition to the natural phenomenon of keewetin, the north wind, Keewetin is also 

culturally represented as the spirit being source of the north wind.  Keewetin is 

recognized and given due respect in pipe ceremonies, both historically and today. So in 

Cree, the term Keewetin/keewetin refers to both the spirit being and the physical force of 

the wind. The frontal stem keewe means “go home” while -tin is a shortened form of 

nootin which means “it is windy.” But why would the Nehinuw (Cree) call the north 

wind, “the going home wind”? Who went home? Was it Kuyas-Inniyuk (ancient Peoples) 

                                                 
140 Sawunohk is the Cree directional term for the south. Interestingly the naming is also reflected in the 

name of one of the Algonquian peoples the Shawnee people or the People of the South. The dawn or the 

early morning light is captured in the morphological stem for the easterly direction, wapunohtak and it also 

used to name the homeland area of the eastern Algonquians called Wabanaki. The forntal stem waban- has 

the same meaning as the Cree wapun (dawn) and aki is a cognate of uskee (land). 
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or Kuyasi-Cheepuhauneewuk (ancient Dene) or Kuyasi-Uhiskeemewuk (ancient Inuit) or 

the Kuyasi-Nehinuwuk (ancient Cree) or was it another people or entity? 

 

At the May 14-16, 2007 conference on Indigenous knowledge in Banff, Anishnabe Elder 

Danny Musqua retold an ancient story about Keewetin that he had learned from his Cree 

paternal grandmother Harriet Musqua (nee Key) who was originally from Shoal River, 

Manitoba (around the Lake Winnipegosis /Red Deer River area). 141 According to Elder 

Musqua, Nehithuw Cree elders of the Lac La Ronge Indian Band confirmed and verified 

the existence of this same Keewetin story at a workshop.  

 

Similarly, using Cree oral tradition in 1823, James Settee documented the Keewetin 

story.  In this story, the powerful North Wind rides a storm that darkens the sky, hurls 

snow, breaks rocks and makes the water as hard as flint. Keewetin, the North Wind or 

Going Home Wind overpowers everyone creating the southward movement of snow, ice 

and glaciers with the result that people, animals and many lifeforms are forced to retreat 

to the south.142  What ensues is a battle of the winds from the four direction and two 

other beings, Pewahnuk or Flint, and Wahpus (Rabbit), the trickster. Later, with the help 

of Pinesiw, the thunder bird or thunder, the South Wind, Sawun is able to push back the 

                                                 
141 Danny Musqua, National Indigenous Knowledge Conference, Banff, Alberta, 2007. 

142 James Settee, “An Indian Camp at the mouth of Nelson River Hudsons Bay 1823,” in Jennifer S.H. 

Brown, An Ethnohistorian in Rupert’s Land: Unfinished Conversations (Edmonton: Athabasca University 

Press, 2017), 255-276.  
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North Wind. Iskotew, fire is required for warmth so Wahpus, the youngest brother, pelts 

Pewahnuk, the Flint with pebbles and breaks him into many pieces so many more people 

could now use it for making fires. Keewetin, the powerful north wind spirit, which had 

initially created the conditions for the southward movement of the ice, was later forced 

to retreat and go home by the unity of the South, East and West Winds and the other 

spirit beings. Not only do the plants and animals come back, the people also return home 

to their ancestral territories. As people followed the retreating glacier back to their 

homelands in the north, iskotew or fire was used not only for cooking and the warmth to 

withstand the deadly freezing temperatures; it was also symbolically recast as the lethal 

force to destroy Weetigo, the cannibalistic ice being in Cree narrative. It is not surprising 

that the Siouan people named their allies, Oceti Sakowin, the Seven Council Fires while 

the Niswi-mishkodewinan, the Council or People of the Three Fires was invoked by the 

Anishinabek nations as the symbol of their strength and unity.  

 

These narratives and the inclusion of Keewetin in the pipe ceremony provide the 

informational evidence that the north wind, which was literally the “going home wind,” 

was originally the wind of the glacier which had retreated back home into the north. As 

the glacier was retreating or going back home to the north the people too were returning 

home to their ancient territories. Even if there had been no knowledge of these 

narratives, the unmistakable distinctiveness of the “going home” idea of the north wind 

would have demanded an examination and explanation. But, when would this have 

happened? Given the present knowledge of glaciation and the origins/migration theories 

of ancient Indigenous peoples, this story would have dated sometime after the last glacial 
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maximus started retreating at the northern edges of the Missouri/ Mississippi River 

systems about 11,700 years ago.143 

 

The north wind or the glacier wind story gains further elaboration and verification 

through comparison of Nehinuw and English language grammatical structures and the 

underlying cultural cognitive concepts. Unless you use metaphorical abstraction to make 

a point in English, the “going home” idea is not the usual way that an inanimate or 

objectified entity like a glacier is talked about. In English usage, the “going home” idea 

can be applied when making a reference to people, animals or birds but not usually to ice 

or glaciers. In the Cree language, however, the glacier or ice is considered to be a life 

form or life force, whether in everyday conversation using the animate/inanimate 

classification form or in a metaphorical form. For emphasis, glaciers or ice and even 

snow are considered as living animate or life force entities.144 Life and life force beings 

                                                 
143 While the glacier was leaving the province of Saskatchewan to the north around 8300 years ago, it was 

retreating from Cumberland House between 10,000 and 11,000 years ago.  

144 There is a qualitative distinction between the animate classification of snow and ice as compared to the 

inanimate forms for water, lakes, rivers and land. Muskumee awa - “this is ice” uses the animate 

grammatical form awa while nipee ooma – “this is water” uses the inanimate designate ooma. Water and 

land are significant aspects of identity, self-determination, ideology, and life itself and call for a cultural 

historical analysis in addition to the linguistic classification system. Julie Cruikshank does a short 

overview of oral history using Dene narrative sources including stories of glaciers where glaciers are seen 

as life forms in her book, Do Glaciers Listen? Local Knowledge, Colonial Encounters, and Social 

Imaginations (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2005), 66-75. 
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possess a powerful force and energy as well as the ability to move on their own. From an 

everyday Nehinuw Cree perspective, it is quite ordinary to state that a life force being 

like the ice or glacier can indeed move and go home.  

 

The following examples clarify the grammatical differences between Cree and English 

with regard to the animate/inanimate distinction.  

It’s ice.                   Muskumee ana.    [animate]                                           

She is a child.         Awasis ana.         [animate] 

He is a child.          Awasis ana.          [animate] 

It’s land.                 Uskee anima.       [inanimate]    

It’s water.               Nipee anima.       [inanimate] 

In Cree the same pronoun “ana” is used for both the ice and the child, whereas, the 

English example uses the feminine/ masculine (she or he) distinction and the neutered 

term “it.” In Cree, ice is considered a life force in a similar fashion to biological life 

forms but English usage classifies ice as an inanimate object. Whereas the animate form 

“ana” is used in the case of ice, the inanimate form “anima” is used in the case of land 

and water. As mentioned earlier in a specific example, the Cree have difficulty in 

learning the third person gender class of “he, she and it” while English learners have 

difficulty with the Cree animate/inanimate classification in Cree grammar and thought. 

Because the Cree classification uses the life force system of the animate/inanimate 

distinctions rather than “he or she” of the English gender class it is difficult for a Cree to 

master the masculine/feminine distinction. Depending on the level of fluency, Crees may 

use “she” when referring to a man or boy and “he” when referring to woman or girl. 
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These usages can turn up in schools and courts of law and can lead to humorous or 

serious consequences. While the classification system may appear to be a simple rational 

grammatical mechanism, it is actually tied in with a more complex cultural and cognitive 

system that impacts learning and understanding. When it is tied to meanings, actions and 

events, grammar becomes a cognitive cultural classification system that influences 

speaking, thinking, culture and history.  

 

Keewetin also gained a place in the geological history of Canada. The name Keewatin 

was given to a particular layer of metamorphosed rock from the ancient Precambrian 

geological age.145 Precambrian rock yields most of the world’s gold and nickel and large 

quantities of copper, silver, radium and uranium.146 Joseph Burr Tyrrell who was well 

known for his documentary work on David Thompson, Samuel Hearne and Philip 

Turnor, was also known for his work in mining business ventures and geological 

exploration. One of his early exploratory excursions was in northern Saskatchewan. In 

his Report of the Country between Athabasca Lake and Churchill River in 1896, Tyrrell 

makes a fascinating connection between the ice and the north wind. After having 

consulted the Crees in northern Saskatchewan Tyrrell named the major ice sheet that had 

covered what would later become northern Saskatchewan, northern Manitoba, the 

                                                 
145 “Precambrian,” Infoplease. http://www.infoplease.com/encyclopedia/science/precambrian.html. 

146 Ibid. 
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Keewatin District and then the Northwest Territories, the “Keewatin glacier.” 147 

Although Tyrrell did not acknowledge a specific historical source in his report, the 

information must have been passed to him by the Neehithuw Misinipee Cree in the 

Reindeer Lake-Churchill River region. 

 

A very important part of the ceremonial protocol during the fur trade exchange and the 

treaties was the pipe ceremony, sometimes called the four or six directions ceremony. 

During the ceremony the pipe is pointed towards the east, south, west and north as well 

as the earth and sky. When the pipe is pointed towards a particular direction, it is 

symbolically represented by the spirit force of that direction. In the case of the north or 

keewetin it is represented by the North Wind spirit, Keewetin. This tradition continued to 

be respected until 1885, when John A. Macdonald’s Conservative government passed 

discriminatory legislation that banned major religious, spiritual and cultural practices 

including the Sundance and Potlatch. By the time the law was rescinded in 1951, the 

Christianization of Indigenous peoples through residential schools and the churches had 

been more or less complete. Even though most elders and chiefs were now Christians 

during the development of their political systems they still recognized the centrality and 

significance of the drum and the pipe ceremony in their councils, legislatures and 

institutions. As one of the six directions including the land and sky in the pipe ceremony, 

the ancient challenge of Keewetin, the North Wind was a foundational part of this respect 

                                                 
147 J. B. Tyrrell, Report of the Country Between Athabasca Lake and Churchill River  (Ottawa: S. E. 

Dawson, 1896), 20. 
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and honour. This recognition highlights the fact that history is embedded in all the 

different aspects of life including spiritual life force beings in ceremonies. 

 

The directional emphasis in the pipe ceremony highlights the complexity of the 

interconnection between cause, source and origins in Cree thought and their effects, 

results and emanations. A conceptual differentiation is made between the actual wind 

and the life force spirit of the wind. The North Wind as life force or spiritual source is 

conceptually and grammatically the cause or source while the direction of the wind as a 

natural phenomenon is its emanation. Linguistically, the wind as a spiritual entity is an 

animate life force while wind as a natural process is linguistically classified as 

inanimate.148 Keewetin, the North Wind symbolizes a special spirit being that is the 

source of the wind in the ceremony while keewetin as the everyday process represents 

the direction of the wind from the north.149 In the ancient Cree narratives and 

                                                 
148 http://dictionary.eastcree.org. The Eastern James Bay Cree call the spirit of the north wind, 

Chiiwetinisuu and the north wind Chiiwetin. “Keewetin awa” is the animate form that refers to the spirit 

being while “keewetin ooma” is the inanimate form referring to the wind. 

149 All processes whether natural or cultural are stated in the inanimate form. The cause or source of these 

processes, however, is animate. For example, thunder as the source for lightning, the rumbling and the 

strike (pastunuskuhigehin) is worded as, “Pinesiw awa” while lightning as stated in the inanimate form is 

“Wastepuniw ooma.” These examples show the creative capacity of language speakers to learn very 

different grammatical systems and challenge the a priori postulations of a universal grammar and the 

language instinct theories. 

http://dictionary.eastcree.org/
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ceremonies, the north is a challenging and foreboding force that has shaped Cree history 

including the land, plants, animals and peoples.150  

 

A few of the dialect and language variations of the north wind include keewetin (N), 

keeweetin (Northern TH and Northwest Y), Keewatin, chiiwetin (Eastern James Bay) or 

giiwedin (Anishinabe). In this section, weetumatohina (disclosures, news and 

informative pieces) about the north wind show that a given word or concept may have a 

variety of different applications in ceremonial practice, narrative, political national 

history, and science.  Whether language refers to the ancient times or the more recent 

past, every sound, every morphological stem, all words and their grammatical 

interconnections and combinations, have a history. The previous examples highlight how 

historical analysis can reveal different uses of the same word or concept in various 

historical situations. Most importantly Cree Nehinuw analysis of keywords as well as 

narratives and ceremonies provides new evidence for understanding key issues in ancient 

history. 

                                                 
150 Reflecting Cree thinking about cause and effect, the sun peesim is considered a living animate entity, 

while the natural process of the dawn wapun which emanates from the sun is inanimate.  The animate 

pronoun awa is used in “this is the sun (peesim awa)” the inanimate form ooma is used in “this is the dawn 

(wapun ooma).” As a further example of the complexity of the animate/ananimate distinction, note the 

change in the verb forms for wapiskisiw ana (s/he is white or the entity is white) in the animate and 

wapiskaw anima (it is white) in the inanimate. 
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5.  “DISCOVERY”, RUPERTS LAND & WOODEN BOAT PEOPLE 

 

Just a year after Columbus arrived in the Americas, the idea of rationalizing the takeover 

of Indigenous lands had already begun with the 1493 Doctrine of Discovery. The 

doctrine was a theological and legal justification for invading and seizing Indigenous 

lands along with their enslavement. A brief overview of the doctrine is presented 

followed by the experience of the French and Jacques Cartier in Canada. One of the main 

colonial devices was the use of a variety of companies including Royal Charters like the 

HBC in northern Canada. In addition to the actions of key leaders, and the 

documentation of company histories, the background information on the Civil War in 

England regarding the Divine Right of Kings and the Parliamentary challenge in England 

will be included. 

 

One of the early long serving employees of the HBC was Henry Kelsey. He started as an 

apprentice in 1684 and worked his way up to be a governor of all posts by 1718 to 1722. 

When Kelsey made his historic trip out west, he made it clear in his records that he was 

going inland to visit the lands of Indigenous peoples and to learn their languages. As he 

was concentrating on trade competition with the French, he makes no mention of 

Rupert’s Land. As the French military traders were the major competitors, they did not 

recognize the Charter or Rupert’s Land.  They captured and defeated all British 

forts/posts except one. Consequently, Kelsey was imprisoned and taken to France then 

released back to England.  
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The chapter also covers the experiences of Indigenous leaders as they took advantage of 

the competition between the Montreal traders and the HBC. New explanations in Cree 

are made of key concepts like the posts, strangers and other people. An examination of 

the Cree language dialects also shows that it was not the Plains Y dialect people that 

pushed their way up to the northwest with the gun but it was instead the Strongwoods Y 

dialect from northeastern Alberta that moved into the upper Misinipee (Churchill River) 

as well as the Dene after the smallpox of 1781-1782. 

 

The Doctrine of Discovery 

By the early 1500s, debates about Indigenous peoples were taking place in Europe. 

These debates on land, colonization and slavery set the stage for the complex 

relationships that developed over the next 500 years. On May 4, 1493, just a year after 

Christopher Columbus landed in the Americas, Roman Catholic Pope Alexander VI 

issued Inter caetera, one of three papal bulls which granted Spanish sovereignty over 

lands “discovered.” The Spanish were to “bring [the inhabitants] to the Catholic faith” 

and the pope would “give, grant, and assign forever …[the]countries and islands thus 

unknown and hitherto discovered by your envoys and to be discovered hereafter, 

provided however they at no time have been in the actual temporal possession of any 

Christian owner, together with all their dominions, cities, camps, places, and villages, 

and all rights, jurisdictions, and appurtenances of the same… Let no one, therefore, 
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infringe…he will incur the wrath of Almighty God.”151 With this declaration it was clear 

that the papal doctrine would only recognize Christians and Christian ownership of 

“countries and islands.” Non-Christians were not included or recognized. This papal bull 

also invoked an ideological claim of domination by “discovery” with no mention of 

Indigenous peoples except that they would incur the wrath of God (by war and conquest) 

if they protected their lands or opposed Christian indoctrination. They had no other rights 

except the right to be baptized.  Later, Spanish philosopher and theologian Francisco de 

Vitoria, in lectures between 1527 and 1540, challenged these views. He stated that 

Indigenous peoples had dominion over their lands, were true owners and should not be 

enslaved. 152  But regardless of Vitoria’s views the Spaniards vigorously pursued 

destructive conquests, subjugation, colonization, slavery and Christianization.  

 

As each European nation was setting up its own version of colonization, debate and 

criticism continued in Europe as exemplified by the 1537 papal bull Sublimus Deus 

issued by Pope Paul III,  

… Indians are truly men … They may and should, freely and legitimately, enjoy 

their liberty and the possession of their property: nor should they be in any way 

enslaved: should the contrary happen, it should be null and of no effect.153 

                                                 
151 Frances Gardiner Davenport, ed., European Treaties Bearing on the History of the United States and its 

Dependencies to 1648 (Washington, D C: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1917), 61–63. See online, 

“Inter caetera,” by Encyclopedia Virginia VI (May 4, 1493) March 20, 2013. 

152 “Francisco de Vitoria,” [Online]: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francisco_de_Vitoria.  

153 Peter A. Cumming and Neil H. Mickenberg, eds. Native Rights in Canada  (Toronto, 1980), 14.  
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Given the pressures by colonial authorities and the Pope’s support for slavery which 

included Indigenous peoples, this papal bull was rescinded in 1538. The debate and the 

official policy statements by one of the most powerful religious leaders of the day in the 

form of a Papal Bull had little or no effect on the policies of slavery, colonialism and 

empire building. Under the auspices of Charles V of Spain a further debate took place in 

1550-51 between Dominican Friars Juan Gines de Sepulveda who favoured Spanish 

landowners and enslavement, and Bartolome de las Casas who wanted a more humane 

approach to law and colonial action.154 Other European nations, including England and 

France criticized Spain for these actions but they in turn, aggressively pursued their own 

colonization schemes. 

 

With the rise of nationalism and empire building in Europe during the 1600s, European 

nations competed with one another by issuing royal charters and founding joint stock 

companies. It was also at this time that the buying and selling of African slaves as well 

as Indigenous slavery was set in motion in the Spanish, French and English colonies. A 

major defining and systematic feature of empire building was the dispossession of 

Indigenous lands throughout the Americas. Charter companies supported by monarchs 

and merchants were not only economic devices; they also provided the political and 

military muscle for the strategic control of trade, resources and lands. Merchants 

                                                 
154 Anthony Pagden, The Fall of Natural Man: the Origins of Comparative Ethnology (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1982), 119-145. 
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colluded with monarchs/states for profit and self-interest as mercantile traders and 

explorers.   

 

In 1534 Jacques Cartier set up a wooden Christian cross at Gaspe, unilaterally claiming 

the land for France in the presence of Donnacona, a chief of the “Laurentian Iroquoians,” 

the Stadaconans.155 Donnacona did not appreciate the symbolic ceremony so he 

reprimanded and rebuked Cartier on this act. Ramsay Cook reported his response, 

“pointing to the cross he [the leader] made us a long harangue, making the sign of the 

cross with two of his fingers: and then he pointed to the land all around about, as if he 

wished to say that all this region belonged to him, and that we ought not to have set up 

this cross without his permission.”156 Cartier would go on to name the land Kanata or 

Canada, an Iroquoian word meaning village or settlement.157  An effort at trade was 

initiated. The challenges of the new land proved difficult as twenty-five of Cartier’s men 

died of scurvy on their second sojourn. Many more would have died had it had not been 

for the sharing of Indigenous medicine by Donnacona’s son.  

 

                                                 
155 Ramsay Cook, The Voyages of Jacques Cartier (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), xxii. 

156 Ibid., xxiv. 

157  Canadian Heritage Services, “Origins of the name ‘Canada’” [Online], Available: https://www.canada. 

ca/ en/canadian-heritage/services/origin-name-canada.html; Cross reference Ganataje in Onondaga for 

city, town and village in Zeisberger Indian Dictionary (Cambridge: John Wiley and Sons, 1887) 89, 203, 

217. 
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Kanata or Canada was soon applied to a much larger area and by 1547, maps were 

designating everything north of the St. Lawrence River as Canada. Cartier also called the 

St. Lawrence River the “rivière du Canada,” a name used until the early 1600s. By 1616, 

although the entire region was known as New France, the area along the great river of 

Canada and the Gulf of St. Lawrence was still called Canada. Soon explorers and fur 

traders opened up territory to the west and to the south, and the area known as Canada 

grew. In the early 1700s, the name referred to all French lands in what is now the 

American Midwest and as far south as present-day Louisiana. The first use of Canada as 

an official name came in 1791, when the Province of Quebec was divided into the 

colonies of Upper Canada and Lower Canada. In 1841, the two colonies were united 

under one name, the Province of Canada.158 

 

Later on another occasion, Cartier seized and kidnapped Donnacona, his two sons, four 

children and three other adults. They were taken to France where they would all end up 

dying except for a little girl who was never found. When Cartier returned, he reported to 

the other Stadacona leaders that Donnacona had died and that his sons had gotten 

married and decided to stay in France. The local leadership did not favour Donnacona, 

nevertheless they were very suspicious of the French. In 1541-42, a French/Iroquoian 

war ensued with a loss of thirty-five men for the French. Other than Indigenous 

encounters with the Vikings, this conflict was the first major interaction between 

Europeans and Indigenous peoples in Canadian history. It was also the earliest of the 

                                                 
158 Ibid., Canadian Heritage. 
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French/Iroquoian conflicts which intensified from the early 1600s until the Peace of 

Montreal in 1701.  

 

In the early 1600s a few English expeditions made their way into Hudson Bay in the 

hopes of finding new riches and the Northwest Passage to China and India. In 1610, after 

working for the Dutch East India Company in New Netherlands (later New York), Henry 

Hudson shifted his allegiance to an English company and searched for the Northwest 

Passage in a bay that would end up bearing his name. In a context of extreme hardships, 

a mutiny by Hudson’s men ended when Hudson, his son and seven men were set adrift in 

the bay, never to be found. Mutiny meant certain death in those days but these mutineers 

who were charged with murder were set free. 

 

Close to ten years later, in 1619, a crew from Denmark led by Jens Munck and 64 men 

laid claim to the land at the mouth of the Churchill River. He would name this place 

Nova Dania, in honour of his country, Denmark. After a challenging winter only three 

men were left alive but they did make it back to Europe. The Churchill River from South 

Indian Lake to La Loche in northwestern Saskatchewan is called Missinipee by the Crees 

in this area but in northern Manitoba it is named Mantew Seepee or the Stranger’s 

River.159 It is possible that the river in the downstream section was renamed the 

Stranger’s River because of the tragic visit by Jens Munk and the Danes – or 

alternatively it may have been a boundary zone marker and a contested region of trade 

                                                 
159 Sometimes Achininee meaning the Other People has been wrongly translated as “strangers.” 
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and conflict amongst the Cree, Dene and Inuit. Suffice it to say that some of these 

“discoveries,” and declarations about land and sovereignty that were being made 

throughout the Americas by England, Spain, Sweden, Portugal, France, Denmark, 

Holland and Russia would end up providing a basis for trade networks followed by 

European settlements that led to the eventual dispossession of the Indigenous lands. 

     

In 1668, two years prior to the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Charter, a “treaty” was made 

between Captain Gillam and the Rupert House Eeyou (Cree). Treaties and contractual 

land purchases were already being used in the northeastern seaboard by the Dutch and 

English settlers while the primary focus in the north was one of finding a northwest 

passage and initiating a fur trade that was bolstered by quasi political military operations 

and posts.  The first English post was called Charles Fort after King Charles II but it was 

later renamed Rupert House after the first governor of the Hudson’s Bay Company, 

Prince Rupert, the Duke of Cumberland. More recently it has been officially renamed 

Waskaganish, the Little House.  

 

The early Cree names for these posts diverged from the English concepts of fort, factory 

or house.160 Similar to Waskaganish or Rupert House, one of the fur trade names for 

Cumberland House has been Waskahiguneek. This specific terminology waskahiguneek 

                                                 
160 Jennifer S.H. Brown, "Rupert's Land, Nituskeenan, Our Land: Cree and English Naming and Claiming 

around the Dirty Sea," in Ted Binnema and Susan Neylan, eds., New Histories for Old: Changing 

Perspectives on Canada's Native Pasts (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2007), 18-40. 
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meaning at the fort, post, factory or house was used not only for Cumberland House but 

also for most other HBC posts, forts or houses. Severn was called Washeo 

Whiskihiggan, Henley House was Shamataway Whiskihigganish, Moose Fort (Moose 

Factory) was Moosu Whiskihiggan, and Albany Fort, Kesichichewannock 

Whiskihiggan.161 From a comparative perspective waskahigun or “house” was and is 

used for European styled dwelling while meegiwap or meegiyaup is the name for the 

traditional Nehinuw Cree dwellings. The frontal stem meegi- denotes the idea of home 

rather than house or dwelling. This idea is captured in the first-person possessive noun 

form neegi for “my home.”162 From a comparative perspective the charters from 

Plymouth to Virginia were quite explicit in their goals for settlement while the 1670 

HBC Charter emphasized trade monopoly and the military protection of the posts, forts, 

factories and houses. 163 It is of interest that the Greek etymological root of the word 

economy from the 1530s meant household management (oikos meant house or dwelling) 

as it was in Latin, French, English, German, Greek or Spanish.164 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

The English notion of house was also extended to the people who lived at least 

                                                 
161 Glyndwr Williams, ed. Andrew Graham’s Observations on Hudson’s Bay 1767-91 (London: Hudson’s 

Bay Record Society, 1969), 251-255. Whiskihiggan is just a different spelling of Waskahigun (House) and 

Whiskihigganish (Little House) is the diminutive form.  

162 Other variations include meetigiwapa, the wood wigwams and cheepo-eegowapa, the pointed wigwam 

or teepee. 

163 “Economy,” [Online Etymological Dictionary]: https://www.etymonline.com/word/ economic. 

164 Ibid. 

https://www.etymonline.com/word/%20economic
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seasonally right by the posts.  Fur traders and their historians have labelled Indigenous 

people living adjacent to the forts as “Home Indians,” “Home guard Indians,” or “Home 

guard Cree” but the Cree designator Waskahiguneenniyuk does not include any literal 

reference to a home or the concept of guarding or guardianship. Waskahiguneenniyuk 

simply translates as the "Indigenous House People." It is a focus on the house rather than 

the home. The idea of household management which is part of the etymological history 

of European economics was appropriately replicated in the Cree terminology of 

Waskahiguneenniyuk the Indigenous House or Fort people. From a Nehinuw Cree 

perspective, of course, these early houses, factories, forts or posts were located on their 

campsites, homelands, and communities. Waskahiguneenniyuk were therefore the 

Indigenous peoples who lived around the house, fort or post of the new traders. As was 

the case for the Spruce Island Cree of Cumberland House these camps or posts were 

right in the middle of their own strategic gathering centres or their various geopolitical 

units.  

 

With regard to Indigenous names applied to the Europeans, Mistigoosiyuk, Wooden Boat 

People (mistik means wood and oosi is a boat), evokes the feature that most struck the 

Crees who first encountered the strangers. Agamuskeek is the specific word for Europe 

while Agamuskee-Inniyuk, Europeans or Across the Ocean People is also used.165 At a 

more specific level, the English were referred to as Agunasiyuk, or the people who were 

                                                 
165 It literally means the land across a wide expanse of water which is reflected in the naming of Akimiski 

Island off the shore of James Bay. 
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blown ashore by sails. The middle stem -asi refers to the flight of leaves, birds, planes, 

sails or anything else. Linguist David Pentland posits an alternative theory by stating that 

the Algonquians borrowed the name from the old French “les anglois” then transferred 

as cognates “zhaganash” in Ojibwe and “aklasiyew” in Mi’kmaq.166 In Cree nimitastun 

refers to being blown away from the shore line while agunastun refers to being blown 

towards the shoreline and pimitastun is being blown sideways. In Cumberland House, 

Agunaseemowin is the term for the English language while Agunasiyuk refers to their 

specific religious membership as Anglicans. Mistigoosiyuk, the Wooden Boat people is 

now used for both the English and the French. The French are also referred to as 

Pagauhisuk or the people who came by shallower waters as opposed to the English who 

came mainly by sailing ships through the deeper waters of Hudson Bay. Pagau means “it 

is shallow” while Pagau-ayumiyahin is the Roman Catholic faith and Pagauhisuk are the 

Catholics. To muddy the waters, the French language is also referred to as 

Mistigooseemowin. The common term “Whiteman” was actually an invention and self-

description of the English by the 1600s and not a Cree or Indigenous construct. 

 

Rupert’s Land and Royal Charters 

With the flick of a pen on May 2, 1670, King Charles II granted a Royal Charter to his 

“dear and entirely beloved cousin, Prince Rupert” and several other entrepreneurs, 

                                                 
166 Cited in Jennifer S. H. Brown, “Intangible Culture on Inland Seas, from Hudson Bay to Canadian 

Heritage,” Ethnologies: Intangible Cultural Heritage (Quebec: Universite Laval, 2014), 149.  
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conferring upon them the title of “The Governor and Company of Adventurers of 

England trading into Hudson’s Bay.” The text stated that the king: 

Doe give grant and confirme unto the said Governor and Company and theire 

successors the sole Trade whatsoever Latitude they shall bee that lie within the 

entrance of the Streightes commonly called Hudsons Streightes together with all 

the Landes and Terriroryes upon the Countryes Coastes and confynes of the Seas 

Bayes Lakes Rivers Creekes and Soundes aforesaid that are not already actually 

possessed by or granted to any of our Subjectes or possessed by the Subjectes of 

any other Christian Prince or State  …from henceforth reckoned and reputed as 

one of our Plantacions or Colonyes in America called Ruperts Land.167 

Although the king and his courtiers knew little or nothing about the Hudson Bay 

watershed, the area constituted about one third of present-day Canada extending from 

Labrador to Nunavut, to the western provinces and into northern parts of Minnesota and 

North Dakota. The French who continued to make war with the English did not 

recognize the HBC Charter. The French captured the English posts in the Hudson Bay 

region in the 1690s and held them until after the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. The HBC 

Charter was originally discounted by the French and they continued to disregard it until 

the British conquest of New France in 1760. For Indigenous peoples the central concern 

continued to be the development of trade and new partnerships so the charter had little or 

no significance.   

 

                                                 
167 “Royal Charter of the Hudson’s Bay Company” [Online]: http://www.hbc.com/hbc. 
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The HBC charter varied in some respects from charters for the English colonies farther 

to the south. In this case, the original 1608 Virginia Charter at Jamestown explicitly 

claimed land for settlement extending 50 miles inland and 100 miles to the north and 

south. In 1611, a third amendment to the Virginia Charter claimed lands 200 miles north 

and south and all lands to the Pacific coast including the northwest. The HBC Charter 

stated that the company could not lay claim to lands that were already in possession of 

any other Christian prince or state, so one might argue that their claim to the northwest 

would be invalid because Virginia had already made a prior claim to the same territory. 

Legal scholar Brian Slattery called these early charters and developments “Paper 

Empires.” He stated that conquest or cessions through treaties were required on the issue 

of territoriality and that occupation, settlement and perhaps discovery did not apply to 

lands held by Indigenous peoples.168  English charters also varied in their assertions 

about religion and Christianization. The Virginia Charter was explicit about the 

“propagating of Christian Religion to such People, as yet live in Darkness and miserable 

Ignorance of the true Knowledge and Worship of God, and may in time bring the Infidels 

and Savages, living in those parts, to human Civility, and to a settled and quiet 

Government.”169 Such wording as this, about “Infidels and Savages” was missing from 

the HBC Charter but it did recognize the “Christian Prince and State” of other 

                                                 
168 Brian Slattery, “Paper Empires: The Legal Dimensions of French and English Ventures in North 

America,” in Despotic Dominions: Property Rights in British Settler Societies, edited by John McLaren, 

A.R. Buck, and Susan E. Wright (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2005), 72. 

169 Samuel Lucas, Charters of the Old English Colonies in Americs (London: John W. Parker, West Strand, 

1850). 
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Europeans. In most cases, conquest, settlement and governance were the key factors in 

the formation of new colonies but in the case of the 1670 Charter, there was no military 

conquest. Although the unknown lands were called Rupert’s Land and were referred to 

as “Plantacions and Colonyes” the Charter wording at the very outset was to 

“grant…sole trade” with no explicit statement about settlement. In addition to settlement, 

the Virginia Charter is already promoting the idea of civilizing Indigenous people with 

the words, “human civility.” In the HBC’s case, the company governance was for the 

servants and staff while Indigenous peoples were left to their own governance. 

 

The largely unknown area covered by the HBC Charter was named Rupert’s Land after 

Prince Rupert of the Rhine, the Duke of Cumberland. Prince Rupert’s uncle was King 

Charles I of the Divine Right of King’s fame while his father was King Frederick of 

Bohemia whose wife Elizabeth Stuart was the sister of King Charles. As noted earlier, 

the first HBC post on the southeast coast of James Bay in 1668 was named Charles Fort 

after King Charles II, Prince Rupert’s cousin. Rupert’s title as the Duke of Cumberland 

also gave rise to the name Cumberland House as the first inland post of the Hudson’s 

Bay Company in western Canada. So how did a German-English prince’s name and title 

become entangled with a Royal charter, and the issues of land and the fur trade?   

 

It started with a conflict between King Charles I and the English Parliament. The 

monarch had wanted to raise money for his various projects that Parliament had not 

approved. The King therefore invoked the doctrine of the Divine Right of Kings wherein 

he declared that his powers came directly from God, and that he was therefore not 
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subject to any authority by people or Parliament.170 This dispute led to the English Civil 

War in 1642 and the death of 140,000 persons, and ended with the beheading of King 

Charles I in 1649.171  

 

The English Civil War was not only a major rift between the monarchy and parliament, it 

was also about religion and religious change. King Charles I’s marriage to Henrietta 

Maria, a French Roman Catholic, exacerbated his unpopularity with the Protestants.172 In 

addition to the anti-Catholic sentiment and the privileging of the High Anglicans, the 

persecution of Pilgrims and Puritans led to a migration of 80,000 people from the British 

                                                 
170 It was believed that the monarch could do no wrong because his or her power came directly from God 

and only God can judge an unjust king. Challenging a king or queen was considered sacrilegious. See 

“Charles I of England,” [Online]. Available: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles I of England. 

171 It was during this tumultuous period that Thomas Hobbes stated that the life of man was "solitary, poor, 

nasty, brutish and short" in Leviathan, 1662.  Hobbes’ set forth this ultra-negative view in the context of 

the English Civil War, Cromwell’s War with the Irish and the bubonic plague. Over 300 years later, this 

negative portrayal of “man” was quoted by British Columbia’s Chief Justice Allen McEachern as he 

proceeded to reject the land rights and oral tradition of the Gitsan Wetsuwetan. This decision was later 

overturned by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1997. Charles Carlton, Going to the Wars: The Experience 

of the British Civil Wars, 1638-1651 (New York: Routledge, 1992), 211. 

172 Capt. Thomas James in 1631 named the major point of land on the west coast between Hudson Bay and 

James Bay, Cape Henrietta Maria. The Omushkegowak Cree call this cape, ki-ni-ki-moo-sha-wow which 

means a barren or treeless headland. See Louis Bird , Telling Our Stories: Omushkego Legends & 

Histories from Hudson Bay, Jennifer S. H. Brown, Paul W. DePasquale, and Mark F. Ruml, eds., 

(Peterborough, Ontario: Broadview Press, 2005), 139. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles
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Isles to the Americas from 1629 to1640. Puritans would later become a significant force 

in the defeat of King Charles I. 

 

Prince Rupert was an accomplished horseman and a career soldier. As nephew to King 

Charles I and given his military experience, Prince Rupert was appointed commander of 

the Royal Cavaliers in their war against the Parliamentary forces at age twenty-three. 

After his initial successes in battle, he was given the title, the Duke of Cumberland in 

1644. Five years later in 1649 the royalist forces were defeated and Prince Rupert’s 

uncle, King Charles I was beheaded. The Prince was forced into exile for next ten years 

during the Interregnum when Parliament and Cromwell took over England. 

 

While exiled in France, Prince Rupert was tutored by one of the most well known 

thinkers and philosophers of England, Thomas Hobbes. Hobbes himself was self-exiled 

because his writing was controversial and also because he was a Royalist supporter of 

King Charles I. Thirty years before Locke wrote on Indigenous hunting versus European 

agriculture, Hobbes was writing about Indigenous culture, governance and land. His 

ideas continued to play a role right up to recent decisions on Indigenous land, law, and 

governance. As mentioned in the footnote on p.118, Hobbes’s name was invoked by 

Chief Justice Allan McEachern of the British Columbia Supreme Court in the 

Delgamuukw case, which cited his famous quote of, “…nasty, brutish and short.” A 

more complete rendition of Hobbes’ quote is as follows, “…the natural state of mankind 

is a ‘warre of every man against every man’…there is no place for Industry… no Culture 

of the Earth; no Navigation…no Knowledge of the face of the Earth; no account of 
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Time; no Arts; no Letters; no Society; and which is worst of all, continuall feare, and 

danger of violent death; And the life of man, solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short." 

He goes on to state that “…the savage people in many places of America… have no 

government at all, and live at this day in that brutish manner."  

 

This “nasty” quote by Hobbes has to rate as one of the most problematic pieces of 

armchair theorizing in philosophy. In his concept of the natural state the only people he 

mentioned were the “savage people” of the Americas. As he never did set foot in the 

Americas, his only knowledge of Indigenous peoples would have been the stories he 

heard while attending the Virginia Company meetings in London on a second hand, third 

hand and fourth-hand basis. While at the same time that hearsay evidence by Indigenous 

peoples has been rejected or continues to be given very little value, there is an historical 

duplicity whereby certain Eurocentric scholars like Hobbes who used hearsay evidence 

continue to be embraced and accepted at different levels of the courts and society.  

 

When the Crown was restored in 1660 with King Charles II, Prince Rupert returned. The 

Prince then got involved in the business of slavery and became a key player in the Royal 

African Company. He was then appointed as the first Governor of the Hudson’s Bay 

Company in 1670. When HBC built its first inland post in western Canada it would name 

it Cumberland House after Prince Rupert, the Duke of Cumberland. As a contrast the 

Nehinuw Cree name for Cumberland House, Kaminstigominuhigoskak means Spruce 

Island (usually mistranslated as Pine Island). In most cases regarding the naming of 

places, Nehinuw Cree and Europeans followed different principles. While Rupert’s Land 
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and many English place names honoured aristocratic or high-ranking persons, most Cree 

place names were based on land formations, water, wildlife, other geographic 

environmental features and events. 

 

Kelsey and the French Military Fur Traders 

Henry Kelsey was 16 or 17 years old when he was indentured as a servant to the 

Hudson’s Bay Company in 1684. The "Boy Henry Kelsey" as he is referred to in the 

HBC documents of 1688 was an adventurous character. Not only would he explore the 

area surrounding Churchill including Mantew Seepee, the Stranger’s River (Churchill 

River); he also volunteered to deliver mail from York Fort to Fort Severn when no one 

else wanted to do it. With the help and guidance of a young unnamed Cree partner he 

completed this grueling 700 mile roundtrip overland journey.173 These experiences and 

unnamed relationships with the Cree provided Kelsey with the diplomatic and social 

skills he needed when he met other Indigenous peoples.  

 

The strong central role Indigenous woman played in their own communities became an 

integral part of the new fur trade. In 1980, books by Jennifer Brown and Sylvia Van Kirk 

provided the different roles women played as partners, marital companions, cultural and 

                                                 
173  K.G. Davies, “Kelsey, Henry,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 2, 2003. 
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linguistic consultants as well as key players in diplomacy and alliances.174 Company 

officers often entertained Indigenous women inside the forts despite rulings issued from 

London that lower ranking servants like Kelsey were not allowed to bring them in. When 

Kelsey came back from his first inland 1791-92 trip to the Plains, there are indications 

that he had a Cree woman companion.175 Even if his superiors disapproved, Kelsey must 

have recognized her great value as an expert canoeist, a key interpreter and diplomat 

with a lot of knowledge and interrelational skills when dealing with the Cree, other allies 

and even strangers. Additionally, she would have been a knowledgeable medicinal 

person, an expert in making and mending clothing, repairing canoes, supplying country 

food and many other skills that were integral to survival and success. In any case, he 

brought her into the fort. 

 

Kelsey would have gradually learned the Cree protocols including the more specific 

forms on how he would have been addressed. As his Cree associates got to know him, 

Kelsey would have been addressed in a variety of ways. When he first arrived, he was 

only 16 or 17, so the first most likely term used would have been nitootem. This term 

exemplifies interactive openness and diplomacy that can then develop into friendship. 

                                                 
174 Jennifer S. H. Brown, Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Families in Indian Country (Vancouver: 

University of British Columbia Press, 1980). Sylvia Van Kirk, “Many Tender Ties”: Women in Fur-Trade 

Society in Western Canda (Winnipeg: Watson and Dwyyer, 1980). 

175 John Warkentin, “Introduction to the 1994 Edition” in Henry Kelsey, The Kelsey Papers (Regina: 

Canadian Plains Research Center, 2002), xxx. 
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Whether through work or play partnerships would form and he would then be addressed 

as neechiyaugun, my partner. He might also be addressed in kinship terms. For example, 

the brothers and male cousins of Kelsey’s companion would have addressed him as 

neestaw/neeschas (brother in law or cross cousin) and her brothers might  have talked 

about him as “our cousin” or kichiyauminuw or kichiyaumisinuw and addressed him as 

nichiwam, nichiyau or njiyau (my cousin).176  

 

In Cree social relations, partnerships could be established with both relatives and non-

relatives so they were not limited to wagootowin or the kinship system. The broader 

social network, inside or outside the community, provided a support system for a greater 

range of people in a variety of circumstances. The focus was on companionship, 

collaborative action and the need to expand weechihitowin, the helping/supporting 

relational system. Much historical and social science writing tends to focus on kinship to 

the neglect of other important aspects of the Cree social system. Anyone could work, 

accompany and play with both relatives and non-relatives. Sharing in this manner was 

                                                 
176 Note the difference with the usual formal written form nichiwam or nichiyaum which is 

conversationally pronounced as n’jiyau.The latter form n’jiyau is more prevalent in the Cree 

conversational style where the initial vowel is diminished or silenced and the second consonant is voiced. 

This occurs in the unvoiced and voiced consonant pairs from ch to j, k to g, p to b and t to d. As an 

example, the spelling I use for “my home” is neegi rather than niki or niiki.  Based on teaching, feedback 

and observation it is definitely more practical for both elders and students (see other comments in the 

preface). 
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seen as a sign of fairness and impartiality in political, diplomatic and work relations as 

well as friendship systems. There had to be partnerships, alliances and especially 

otootemitowin which is not only about openness to people but also openness to other 

aspects of the universe. Rather than pehegenimisowin or excessive individualism or 

looking after only your relatives, there was a preference for cooperative sharing with 

groups and the community. As a challenge to nepotism or favouritism, Crees will still 

regularly remind others and particularly their political leaders by stating, “Moona ina 

pogo kiwagoomagunuk” which means “It cannot be only be your relatives.”177 

 

The youthful Kelsey would have quickly been immersed in the language and cultural 

practices of the Nehinuw peoples. From a Nehinuw perspective Kelsey would also be 

learning other Cree cultural and social relationship structures such as otootemitowin or 

otootemiskatowin, the system of openness, diplomacy and friendship. In addition to 

addressing his partner as neechiyaugun, the young unnamed male Cree companion on his 

trip to Severn most likely also referred to him as nitootem. This latter term embraces a 

range of meanings from a close open friendship to diplomatic relationships.  When 

making a speech, an orator or speaker would start with the words, “Nitootemitik, 

niwagoomaguntik (“Friends, relatives.”).178 The translation of nitootemitik as “friend” is 

                                                 
177 In the late 1980s I asked Nimohsoom (my grandfather) Moise Dussion what was more important – 

wagootowin (kinship) or weechiyauguneetowin (partnership)? Without hesitation he stated that it was 

weechiyauguneeetowin because you had to rely on everyone in order to survive not just your relatives. 

178 Note that in formal address, the oral speech maker uses the special terminology of nitootemitik and 

niwagoomaguntik rather than the regular everyday terms, nitootemuk and niwagoomagunuk.  
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only an approximation, for the Cree term not only involves closeness but also respect, 

diplomacy and openness to others including animals, birds, fish, plants and other aspects 

of the natural realm including the sun, moon, stars, etc. This is often exhibited in the 

naming and renaming of children, youth, adults and various land forms. For the Ojibwe 

this connection is also made in the naming of the clans. Before one establishes 

friendships, partnerships, alliances and new kinship relations, there has to be some 

degree of ootootemiskatowin the interactive process of openness, trust and diplomacy. 

Nitootem, my companion, a term expressing openness, and otootemitowin as the social 

relationship of openness and diplomacy are a strong aspect of traditional Cree society. 

All other social relationship systems including kinship have a certain degree of enclosure 

whereas otootemitowin is openness to others, nature and the universe.  

 

Wagootowin can be broadened to include certain non-relatives in certain situations but 

because of cultural standards and practices such as permission on who you can marry 

there are also limitations. The ascription of kinship is also broadened to include the case 

of legendary beings and other entities/beings but the term still signals a concept of 

inclusive belonging within the kinship circles while otootemitowin is a concept that 

reaches outward to accept not only kin but also non-kin. It is not surprising that both 

were used in the formal greetings as well as in Cree oratory. In terms of meaning 

otootemitowin cannot be reduced to wagootowin or vice versa. 

 

Much of fur trade literature did not delve into an exploration of Cree kinship or 

wagootowin let alone other social relational systems such as weechihitowin (support), 
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otootemitowin (friendship), weechiyauguneetowin (partnership) and establishing 

weechiseechigemitowin (alliances). In The Treaty Elders of Saskatchewan by Harold 

Cardinal includes miyo-wicehtowin which he calls the "law of good relations" and has 

the meaning of "having or possessing good relations."179 All these relational systems 

were a strong part of the reciprocal sharing and generosity of the Cree and cannot be 

reduced to kinship only. This short explanation is therefore meant to correct a narrow 

view of relations with a broader existing array of social relations that exist in Cree and 

other Indigenous communities. 

 

By the time Kelsey made his 1690-91 inland trip, he may well have had a Cree woman 

companion though contemporary documentation is lacking given the early HBC rules 

against such relationships.180 In 1698 he would marry an Englishwomen, Elizabeth Dix 

on his return to England. They had three children but Kelsey was only able to return to 

his family in England in 1704, 1705 and 1713. From 1684 to 1722 he was mainly at the 

bay but no sources at the time mentioned the Cree women he was with.181 Kelsey served 

as governor of all the HBC posts from 1718 until his retirement in 1722. While he had 

the dubious distinction of being captured and defeated by the French on two occasions, 

                                                 
179 Harold Cardinal & Walter Hildebrandt, Treaty Elders of Saskatchewan (Calgary: University of Calgary 

Press, 2000), 14. 

180 Jennifer S. H. Brown, Strangers in Blood: Fur Trade Families in Indian Country (Vancouver: UBC 

Press, 1980), 53. 

181  Davies.                                                                                                      
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he was also made famous for being the first European to set foot in the west. When 

Kelsey made his exploratory journey out west 1690- 91, he wrote, 

 In sixteen hundred & ninety’th year 

 I set forth as plainly may appear 

Through Gods assistance for to understand 

 The natives language & to see their land.182 

Although he would have been aware of the Rupert’s Land Charter, he also understood 

that the lands out west were Indigenous lands. Earlier in his apprenticeship, he had 

already visited other Indigenous territorial lands along Hudson Bay and while out west 

he also specifically mentioned being at the border of “ye stone Indian Country.”183 

Kelsey’s understanding of the HBC Charter as well as his expertise in oral and written 

Cree, as displayed in the Kelsey Papers and the Bowrey dictionary that was ascribed to 

his authorship by linguists Wolfart and Pentland, adds some credibility and force to his 

records.184  

 

The 1690-91 inland trip by Kelsey was under Cree leadership as well as Washa of the 

Usinee-Pautuk or Assiniboines who took him to their home land areas. In the second 

year, they reached the upper Assiniboine River area and Good Spirit Lake and met with a 

                                                 
182 Henry Kelsey, The Kelsey Papers (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 1994), 1.  

183 Ibid. 

184 Wolfart, H. C. & D.H. Pentland, “The "Bowrey" dictionary and Henry Kelsey,” in W. Cowan, ed., 

Papers of the Tenth Algonquian Conference (Ottawa: Carleton University, 1979), 37-42. 
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people called the Naywatame Poets. Historians have debated whether they were the 

Atsinas (Gros Ventre), the Mandan or the Hidatsa.185 In a recent history of the Mandan, 

Elizabeth Fenn states, in agreement with Dale Russell (see footnote171), that these were 

probably the Hidatsa: “The Naywatame Poets could have been upper-river Missouri 

villagers…If so, they were more likely Hidatsa than Mandan…The Hidatsa were the 

more northerly nation, closer to the Assiniboines and closer to the Hudson’s Bay 

Company posts. They also hunted northward more often than the Mandans did.”186 The 

Assiniboines with Kelsey therefore may have been meeting and trading with the Hidatsa 

in the late 1600s prior to the arrival of horses around east central Saskatchewan at the 

headwaters of the Assiniboine River in present day Kamsack/Good Spirit Lake area. 

Given that the home land of the Hidatsa was in the upriver area of the Missouri and 

given that nutimihk or natimihk is the Cree word for upriver, I would argue that the 

                                                 
185 Elizabeth A. Fenn, Encounters at the Heart of the World: a History of the Mandan People (New York: 

Hill and Wang, 2014), 50; Dale Russell, The Puzzle of Henry Kelsey and His Journey to the West” in 

Henry Epp, ed., Three Hundred Prairie Years: Henry Kelsey’s “Inland Country of Good Report” (Regina: 

Canadian Plains Research Center, 1993), 80-85. I agree with Russell that they were Hidatsa rather than the 

Algonquian Atsina people. The use of Poets (or Pautuk in Cree) in Naywatame Poets clearly identifies the 

people as Siouan. Russell further states that the middle stem -wata refers to wati meaning the underground 

earth lodges of the Mandan and the Hidatsa. I believe instead that this is a reference to the upriver 

positioning of the Hidatsa on the Missouri. Nutimeek or natimihk means upriver or upstream. Moreover  

the Cree already referred to the Mandan as Wahti or Wahtee, “ the hole in the ground” people in reference 

to the under ground characteristic of their dwellings See also  Davies. 

186 Fenn, 50. 
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Naywatame Poets were the Upriver Siouan People of the Missouri River or the Hidatsa. 

During the trip, Kelsey was left alone as the Assiniboine were trading with the Hidatsa. 

The Hidatsa were enemies to the Cree but they were still trading from time to time with 

the Assiniboine who were Cree allies. 

 

These inland journeys could be highly stressful and sometimes dangerous. Kelsey writes 

about “Emynent Dangers” and “being oppresst.” He also added,  

And once in my travels I was left behind   

Which struck fear & terror into me.187 

There is no doubt that the words “fear & terror” as recorded in his 1690-91 journey were 

a distressing and terrifying memory for the  young man who has been memorialized as 

the first “whiteman” to set foot in the western plains, hunt bison, and to even kill grizzly 

bears.188 Although Kelsey went on to serve the Company in many different capacities 

including the governorship until 1722, he never would set foot in “native” country to the 

west again. In addition to acknowledging and recognizing that the lands were the lands 

of Indigenous peoples Kelsey also had to deal with the ever present danger of the French. 

 

From 1694 to 1713, the French exerted political military control of the HBC fur trading 

posts on Hudson Bay. French Commander Pierre le Moyne d’Iberville d took over all the 

forts in Hudson Bay except Fort Albany. Kelsey was taken to France as prisoner in 1694 

                                                 
187 John Warkentin, The Kelsey Papers (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 1994), 1.  

188 Ibid. 
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and 1697. In 1697, d'Iberville, defeated three English ships with a single ship and went 

on to again capture York Fort. The French did not accept or honour the legality of the 

HBC Charter. The forts would remain in French possession until they were returned to 

the British after the end of Queen Anne’s War and the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713. 

 

By the 1730s and 1740s the French were moving west of the Great Lakes and into the 

Red River, Assiniboine River and Lake Winnipeg area. An experienced French military 

officer Pierre Gaultier de Varennes Sieur de la Verendrye who had fought in Queen 

Anne’s War began building fur trade partnerships and alliances. In the Thunder Bay 

area, French traders examined with great interest, a map outlining a route to the west 

drawn on birchbark with charcoal by a Cree leader, Ochagach.189 The Cree leader also 

talked about a great lake with a river going west.190 On the way west La Verendrye’s 

son, Jean-Baptiste was involved in an attack into Dakota country. In a retaliatory strike 

around the Lake of the Woods he was killed along with a Jesuit priest Father Alneau and 

19 others. It was a reminder that swift strong reprisals could happen to those who raided 

enemies inside their own territory.  

 

In 1740 La Verendrye was on the west side of Cedar Lake to build Fort Paskoya between 

the present site of Opaskiyak, (The Pas) and Misipahistigook (Grand Rapids). The 

                                                 
189 “Ochagach,” [Online]: https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadian-west/ 052910/05291003_e.html. 

190 Lawrence J. Burpee, Pathfinders of the Great Plains: A Chronicle of La Verendrye and His Sons 

(Toronto: Glasgow, Brook & Company, 1914), 15. 

https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/canadian-west/%20052910/05291003_e.html.
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French began trading and later in 1753, another military officer Captain Louis de la 

Corne (also known as Chevalier de La Corne) built Fort Saint Louis near the present-day 

James Smith Reserve and the ancient gathering centre of Pehonan, the Waiting Place. Its 

name would later be changed to Fort a la Corne by the HBC. Because of their strategic 

crossroads location and their trade skills, the Cumberland Cree and their allies to the 

west were in an advantageous position in regard to trade with the arrival of the French 

fur trade competitors. 

 

In the 1740s the HBC began facing increasing criticism which reached the English 

Parliament. In 1747, Major Arthur S. Dobbs challenged the company’s Charter before 

the Privy Council and ultimately before parliament.191 Complaints centred on the 

company’s unwillingness to establish settlements and increase competition and its lack 

of success in the search for the Northwest Passage. As pressures mounted the HBC Chief 

Factor, James Isham was recalled and ordered home to testify as a key witness. He 

addressed the committee on October 1748 and stated that the climate made settlement 

and growing food crops extremely difficult, and that contrary to Dobbs, there was no 

practical passage to the northwest. He also argued that inland posts were needed. In 

March 1749, Dobbs secured the appointment of a parliamentary committee “to enquire 

into the state and condition of the countries adjoining to Hudson’s Bay and of the trade 

carried on there.” Another critic Joseph Robson, a stonemason who helped build the 

                                                 
191 Douglas McKay, The Honourable Company: A History Of the Hudson’s Bay Company (Toronto: 

McClelland & Stewart, 1936), 76-81. 
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massive stone Fort Prince of Wales for the Hudson’s Bay Company in 1733, also gave 

evidence before the parliamentary committee of 1749. His statements were critical of the 

company’s harsh trade standard with the Indians and their great reluctance to expand 

inland.192 Robson stated that the HBC was asleep at the edge of the frozen sea. 

 

The French were already at the mouth of the Saskatchewan River/Cedar Lake area by the 

early 1740s and Fort a La Corne at the forks by the early 1750s, so trade was being 

siphoned off so Isham sent Anthony Henday, Joseph Smith, Isaac Batt and Joseph 

Waggoner (who was of Indigenous ancestry) and others out west to assess the situation. 

In 1754 Isham instructed Henday to go inland with two Cree leaders, Conawapa and 

Attikosish. Conawapa was from York Factory while Attikosish (translated as Little Deer) 

was most likely from the Pegogamaw, South Saskatchewan River country because his 

name actually translates as antelope.193 They travelled the middle route through Minago 

                                                 
192 Joseph Robson, An Account of Six Years Residence in Hudson’s Bay: From 1733 to 1736, and 1744 to 

1747 (Toronto: S.R.Publishers, originally published In London: T. Jefferys, 1752), 76-83. 

193 Upischucheegos is the barren land caribou and sugawuteeg is the woodland caribou while 

upischimoosos is the deer. Although it means antelope, Attickosish also literally translates as a little 

caribou. I agree with the analysis of  Russell that Attickosish was a Pegogamaw from the South 

Saskatchewan River region. Peegogamaw refers to a river that is broken up with rapids, sandbars and 

cloudy muddy whirlpools.  Peegona means to break things and as an example peegotew are ashes or the 

broken up remains of firewood after it has been burnt into tiny little pieces whereas peegaugumin means 

murky or turpid waters.Dale R Russell, Eighteenth-Century western Cree and Their Neighbours (Hull, 

Quebec: Canadian Museum of Civilization, 1991), 143.  
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Seepiy (Spruce River) and Moose Lake.194 When they arrived at the French Fort 

Paskoyak on July 22, 1754 Henday was challenged by French traders who appeared to 

be laying claim to the area around Opaskiyak (The Pas). Henday wrote, “they asked me 

where the Letter was; I told them I had no Letter, nor did not see any reason for one, but 

the country belonged to us as much as to them; he made answer it did not, and that he 

would detain me there, and send me home to france…”195 The French were not only 

contesting his presence; they were acting as if they controlled the territory and had the 

power to seize him and send him to France. When Henday informed his Cree partner 

about the French threats, Attickosish merely laughed and said with confidence, “They 

dared not.”196 From a Cree Nehinuw perspective, this French/English jostling was an 

example of chipeneechumoogasowin or the pretense of authority.197 It was clear to 

Indigenous leaders that the land and territories were under their authority and not that of 

the English or the French. 

 

Indigenous traders recognized that fur trade competition added to their own bargaining 

power by selling to the highest bidder and forcing the issue of greater quality trade 

                                                 
194 The English translate the Minago River as Pine River but minuhik is spruce and oskatik is pine. 

195 Arthur S. Morton, A History of the Canadian West to 1870-71 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1973), 245. 

196 Barbara Belyea, A Year Inland: The Journal of a Hudson’s Bay Company Winterer (Waterloo, Ontario: 

Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2000), 58. 

197 The grammatical stems of chipeneechumoogasowin are tipeneeta meaning “having authority or 

ownership or jurisdiction over something” while –gasowin refers to fabrication or pretense. 
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goods. They could also trade on their own home ground rather than make the long 

arduous journey to Hudson Bay. Indigenous leaders determined the choice of travel 

routes for European traders and this included a preference for their own territorial 

regions. In 1757, Washiabitt, of the Sturgeon Cree brought Joseph Smith and Joseph 

Waggoner into his home grounds in the Swan River area. They returned to York by way 

of Little Playgreen Lake, the Echimamish River, and Oxford House and Knee Lake. 
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Map 1. Main waterways of the Canadian fur trade. Adapted from Eric W. Morse, Fur 

Trade Canoe Routes of Canada/Then and Now (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1969). 

 

One of the key leaders from the 1760s to the 1770s, was a Kiskachiwun Cree from the 

Cumberland House area by the name of Mousinnikissack, Miss’sin’keeshick or 

Metunikesik.198 There were canoe routes through the north on the Churchill River, and 

the more southern route through Oxford House/Norway House/Grand Rapids, but there 

was also the middle route through Cross Lake/Minago/Opaskiak but Mousinnikissack’s 

preference was the Hayes/Grass River/Cranberry Portage/Cumberland route. From the 

1760s to the 1780s Moosoneeegeesik had used this track through Grass River, Cranberry 

Portage and Cumberland track to guide William Pink, Joseph Smith, Anthony Henday, 

Samuel Hearne and others as a benefit to his home in Cumberland House and 

surrounding country. He was also well acquainted with Muskoskahi-Inniyuk, the Grass 

River Cree and the Opaskiya Cree. He also travelled in Peegogumaw Cree country, the 

Assiniboine/Cree Eagle Hills Country and the Beaver River Cree areas including the 

Blackfoot country. Upon reviewing William Pink’s four trips out west that were led by 

                                                 
198 Moosineegeesik, most likely meant Musket Ball Sky as it literally translates as moose stone sky. It is 

actually a name for a stone that is shaped like a moose dropping. Moosineee is now used for a rifle bullet. 
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Mousinnikissack, Dale Russell writes that, “Pink met the families of his companions at 

Cumberland House.”199 

 

Indigenous men travelled with their wives or rendezvoused with their families as they 

traded. In 1764, when Governor Ferdinand Jacobs sent Joseph Smith out west led by 

Moosoneegeesik, Smith was travelling with his Cree wife and child. On their return 

journey Smith died, but his personal wish was to leave some support to his Cree wife and 

child. This was honoured by the governor.200 Other competing traders whose base was 

Montreal included Charles Patterson and Joseph Isbister, as well as Charles Boyer who 

had partnered with Forrest Oakes and added Peter Pangman in 1774. Other European fur 

traders were making their way into the west following the end of the Seven Years War 

and a few French traders had decided to stay. In the early 1760s Alexander Henry, the 

Elder who had transported Amherst’s troops and supplies, was seeking his fortune by 

trading in the Great Lakes during Pontiac’s War after the fall of New France. As the 

English moved to takeover the French posts and forts, the former Indigenous allies of the 

French were not happy. When Henry arrived at Fort Michilimackinac in1761 he was 

confronted by an Ojibwe Chief Minavavana (Minweweh) who bluntly stated that 

“although you have conquered the French, you have not yet conquered us. We are not 

your slaves. These lakes, these woods and mountains were left to us by our ancestors. 

                                                 
199 Dale Russell, Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbours (Ottawa: Canadian Museum of 

Civilization, 1991), 99. 

200 George E. Thorman, “Smith, Joseph,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 3, 2003. 
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They are our inheritance; and we will part with them to none.”201 Although he was 

rebuked, Henry was allowed to remain. Two years later in 1763 the Ojibwe under 

Minweweh and Madjeckewiss staged a game of baaga’adowe, a form of lacrosse in front 

of Fort Michilimackinac.202 As the English soldiers were busy watching the game the 

Ojibwe stormed the fort. Twenty-seven men were killed. Four English traders were 

plundered and one was killed. Henry was captured but he escape death or torture as he 

was released under the care of Wawatum, an Ojibwe leader who had earlier adopted him. 

In the days following, other unsuspecting traders were waylaid including Captain James 

Tute and William Bruce. Bruce’s passionate hatred for Minweweh was avenged when he 

was involved in the killing of this leader in a Mesquakie (Fox) raid on the Ojibwe.203 

Bruce would leave the Mississippi to trade in Saskatchewan after “killing an Indian.”204   

 

In the 1760s and early 1770s more traders were venturing further into Saskatchewan and 

Alberta. Much of the trade was on the Saskatchewan River systems, the Red River, Red 

                                                 
201 John Borrows, “Wampum at Niagara: The Royal Proclamation, Canadian Legal History, and Self-

Government,” in Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Canada, edited by Michael Asch (Vancouver: UBC 

Press, 1997), 157.   

202 Pugumuw or pugumuha means to hit or strike someone or something. Today pugumatowe means to 

play baseball or softball (towan is the ball).  

203 Richard White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-

1815 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 332-333; David A. Armour, “Minweweh, Le Grand 

Sauteux,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 3, 1974. 

204 Harold A. Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970), 192. 
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Deer River in Manitoba and Alberta and the Assiniboine River country connecting with 

overland routes to the southwestern and central Saskatchewan and into Alberta. Fur 

traders set up camps and built houses and forts in the strategic gathering centres and 

central homelands of Indigenous peoples. The newcomers traded with the Cree, Dene, 

Assiniboine, Ojibwe and the Blackfoot peoples, the Dakota/Lakota, Atsina and Hidatsa. 

The Assiniboine traders were mainly in southwest Manitoba and southeast 

Saskatchewan. Traders also travelled inland from the forks of Saskatchewan River and 

south and south west from Nipawin.  

 

Following the uncertainty and excitement of the initial encounters between Indigenous 

peoples and the Europeans, and the new competitive scramble for new trade alliances, a 

greater attention was paid to learning cultural protocols, practices and Indigenous 

languages. From the Bowry Dictionary in the late 1600s, to Isham, Graham, Cocking, 

Mackenzie, Howse and others in the 1700s and early 1800s, some European traders were 

learning Indigenous languages as well as Indigenous modes of trade, navigation, 

transportation, and survival, and observed cultural protocols such as trading and pipe 

ceremonies, and gift exchanges. In addition to their fluency in other Indigenous 

languages, Indigenous leaders would also learn French and English. Key relational 

adjustments had to be made as the more egalitarian structures of Indigenous peoples 

were introduced to the multi-layered hierarchies in European leadership and social 

relations. While some traders became quite fluent in the Indigenous languages and 

socioeconomic practices, others achieved only a minimal basic understanding of 

Indigenous words, phrases and practical trade language.  
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HBC records provide varying amounts of information on key Indigenous leaders such as 

Attickosis, Conawapa and Wapinesiw. In 1755, Wapinesiw started trading at York and 

became a regular at the post for the next 15 years. Wapinesiw was also a major player in 

the competitive shift from the HBC to the newly evolving North West Company trade. 

His translated name “White Bird” as recorded by A. J. Ray in the Dictionary of 

Canadian Biography diminishes the power that it carried in Cree. The name pinesiw in 

Cree actually means thunder or thunderbird while wap- denotes whiteness, so his name 

actually meant White Thunderbird.205 When he first started trading Wapinesiw brought 

in 20 canoes of prime furs every year, but by the 1760s this number had grown to 30. In 

1762 Humphrey Marten, chief at York, listed him as one of the nine Cree trading 

captains who visited the post regularly.  

 

In the 1760s Canadian “pedlars” (a derogatory HBC term) invaded York’s hinterland and 

tried to entice Wapinesiw to their side but he continued to trade with the HBC. Finally, 

in the late 1760s, Wapinesiw shifted his allegiance by forging a new partnership with 

peddler Thomas Corry. His travel experience and expertise were now extended all the 

way to Michilimackinac.206 HBC factor Andrew Graham emphasized the special 

treatment that Wapinesiw received, “He lives in their house all winter, dines with the 

                                                 
205 Although there is a slight variation in pronunciation the word wapinehisiw means pale or paleness. 

206 Arthur J. Ray, “Wapinesiw,”  Dictionary of Canadian Biography, vol. 4, 2003.                                                                                                                          
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Master [Corry], and his family are clothed and [sic] fineries, and no favour is refused.”207  

Innis stated that, “Apparently few canoes, if any, reached the [Canadians on the] 

Saskatchewan in 1769-70 and only when the Canadians got Chief Wappenassew to assist 

them was the trade restored.”208 In 1760 the HBC at York Factory had acquired 33,000 

MB [made beaver], and in successive years thereafter 33,636 1/2 MB, 37,342 MB, 

25,505 MB, and 31,363 MB, but by 1768 the total dropped to 18,000 MB.209 In 1772, the 

importance of Indigenous leaders and communities in the west was reaffirmed by HBC 

factor Andrew Graham- “It appears to me that the only way of increasing the Furr Trade 

is to have an Inland Settlement to supply the Natives with Necessarys, Ammunition 

Tobacco & Brandy would be the Principal Articles, without the latter the Indians would 

not resort to Your House if they could procure it elsewhere.”210 Indigenous leaders were 

a strategic and significant force in the fur trade. 

 

The traders brought new European technologies that enhanced their competitive 

bargaining with Indigenous people as well as certain aspects of their way of life. Guns, 

gun powder, axes, saws and knives were a mainstay in the trade. The initial muskets 

                                                 
207 Glyndwr Williams, ed., Andrew Graham’s Observation’s on Hudson's Bay 1767-91 (London: Hudson’s 

Bay Record Society, 1969), 288. 

208 Innis, 191. 

209 E.E. Rich, editor, Hudson's Bay Company, 1570-1870 (Toronto: Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1959), 

37. 

210 W, Stewart Wallace, ed. Documents Relating to the North West Company (Toronto: Champlain Society, 

1934), 42. 
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were quite unwieldy and impractical for hunting but better guns were traded in time as 

Cree buyers demanded and received more practical guns at a better price. On a daily 

basis, it was mainly the women who used the axes and knives. Women also requested 

cloth (ayanis), beads (megisuk), needles (saponiguna) and thread (sestuk). The steel axe, 

cheeguhigun made it much easier to cut wood and build winter homes called 

meetigiwapa. The axe and the steel knife or piyaupisko-moogoman could also be used to 

build the meegiwap or home. Iskewuk, the women were very pleased with the knife in 

the preparation of food and the making of hides and clothing especially if it was 

accompanied with kiskimun, the file. While matuhigun, the hair removing tool used in 

preparing hides, was now inserted with a steel blade in certain cases, migeegaugun the 

flesh and fat remover continued to be made from bone. The steel knife was exceptionally 

good for the process called pansawehin wherein meat was cut into thin flat pieces and 

strips for smoking and drying.  Piyaupisko-apucheetahina, steel tools were useful for 

many purposes especially when kiskimun, the file was included. Some of the dried 

smoked meat could be eaten as jerky or pounded to make neeguhigunuk which was 

usually eaten with moose lard, other bird or animal grease and later with store bought 

lard. European lard [made from pig fat] hardened too much in the winter, so it was mixed 

with bear grease to give a more pliable texture as well as prevent it from freezing too 

hard.  

 

Indigenous traders of different nations competed. The Cree tended to have close working 

relationships or weechseechigemitohina with the Western Ojibwe or Saulteaux who they 

called Naguhahinniyuk and the various Usinee-Pautuk, the Assiniboine from the Rockies 
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to southern Manitoba. The Nakota Siouan speakers were called Assinee-Pautuk. Towards 

the north and northwest, the Crees also interacted with the Cheepuhauneeyuk or Dene, 

Achimospiguyuk, the Dogrib, and Amiskohinniyuk the Beaver. Still farther to the 

northeast were the Inuit or Uhiskeemewuk. To the south it was Pautuk, the Dakota/ 

Lakota. Puwawoseemowin is the Assiniboine language while Dakota is pautimowin. In 

Cree, Deschambeault Lake to the northwest of Spruce Island (Cumberland) is called 

Kimosoompautnak or My Grandfather the Dakota and the Ballantyne River is called 

Paut-Seepee, Dakota River.  

 

The A’aninin (Atsina) were Algonquian speakers who traded and lived in the South 

Saskatchewan region south of Prince Albert and Eagle Hills.211 Russell states that the 

Atsina were sporadic visitors to this area but it was not their homeland.212 The A’aninin 

are more closely related to the Arapahoe language and call themselves People of the 

White Clay while the Hidatsa gave them a name that referred to their connection to the 

buffalo. The people to the southwest were the Athapasakan, Tsuut’ine (Sarcee), and the 

Algonquian speaking Piikani (Peigan), Kainai (Blood) and the Siksika, or the Blackfoot 

to the Cree. 

 

                                                 
211 Dale R Russell, Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbours (Ottawa: Canadian Museum 

of Civilization,1991). 

212 Ibid., 215. 
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 The Cree generic term for the Blackfoot is Kuskitewunusituk. Kuskitehau means that 

something is black or blackened while -wun means "the placement of" and –sit comes 

from misit the foot. There are different explanations including the blackening of the 

moccasins by the soil or by the ashes of prairie fires. There is a river on the northwest 

part of Suggi (Pelican) Lake about 65 miles northwest of Cumberland House that is 

called Achinneeseepee or the Other People's River. Achinniyuk are Other People and 

from local knowledge, in this specific case it was Kuskitewunusituk or Blackfoot. It is the 

only specific reference that suggests that the Blackfoot were in the Cumberland area at 

some point in time in the past. 

 

Some times achininiw or achinniyuk has been wrongly translated as strangers but in fact 

the Cree use mantewuk or omantewuk for strangers. Achinniyuk in Cree simply means 

"other people." The word stem atsi or achi- means other, another or the outside outlying 

areas from a certain reference point. It is used in two different geopolitical senses. First it 

is a reference to the outlying areas within one's territory. Second, and more often it refers 

to the people and land beyond and outside the Cree nation’s territorial spheres. From a 

Cree viewpoint Achinniyuk can therefore refer to the Blackfoot, the Atsina, the Dog Rib, 

the Shoshone and others. 

  

One of the major points of debate in the identification of Indigenous peoples has 

concerned their movements or migrations. Until the more detailed research by Dale 

Russell, it was generally believed that the Cree came in from the east after the 1700s and 

after acquiring the musket, they displaced the Atsina, the Blackfoot, Hidatsa and the 
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Dene. A closer examination of Dene history however showed that the Dene were not 

pushed and displaced to the north by the Cree - they actually moved to more southern 

areas to partake in the fur trade following the smallpox epidemic of 1781-82 which 

decimated 50-90% of the people. At a much earlier date some Dene-speakers had 

migrated into the far south to become the Apache and Navajo nations but more recently 

in the fur trade era, especially after the smallpox, the northern Dene had moved into the 

upper Churchill River region, as well as central and even southern Alberta.213  

 

Dale Russell, after a close examination of fur trade journals and other written documents 

concluded that the Cree were already in the west prior to the 1700s. Russell also 

hypothesized that the Cree may have been moving up to northern Saskatchewan region 

but found no historic evidence to support or deny this.214 Other historians and 

anthropologists did assume that the Plains Cree Y dialect people had pushed their way 

into the Saskatchewan northwest. The problem with this position is that the Y dialect 

Cree that is spoken in northern Saskatchewan is not the Plains Cree Y dialect. The 

dialect spoken by the Cree of northwestern Saskatchewan is a Y dialect from 

northeastern Alberta that is often called the Strongwoods Cree. It is most likely that both 

the Dene and Strongwoods Cree moved farther south and east towards the fur trade 

                                                 
213 Beryl Gillespie, “Territorial Expansion of the Chipewyan in the 18th Century,” in Proceedings: 

Northern Athapaskan Conference 1971, edited by A. M. Clark (Ottawa: National Museum of Man, 1975), 

350-388.     

214 Russell, 215. 
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especially after the smallpox epidemic of 1781-82. By 1790, there were more Dene than 

Cree in Ile a la Crosse, but by the mid-1800s the most numerous population was the 

Strongwooods Cree and not the Plains Cree.215 Presently the only location in the area 

with the plains Cree Y dialect is Pinehouse just west of the TH dialect country of La 

Ronge. 

 

Before the Strongwoods Cree and the Dene moved into the upper Missinipee or 

Churchill River right up to the Sagituwak (Ile a la Crosse) region as well as the Beaver 

River Cree area from Beauval to Green Lake, who was living in this area? Peter Pond 

had recorded some words in the R dialect Arabasca Cree on the Athabasca River but we 

have no other evidence. The only significant record between La Loche and Clearwater 

River is the naming of Methy Portage which is written in the TH dialect. It would then 

appear that the Missinipee Cree who speak the TH dialect were replaced by the 

Strongwoods Cree and the Dene in the upper Churchill River after having been 

decimated by smallpox. The name for the burbot is meethachoos (TH) and meenachoos 

(N) but surprisingly, an Ile a la Crosse Cree speaker Larry Ahenakew, recently gave the 

Sagituwak Cree name as marachoos.216 This evidence about marachoos, not only 

provides an R dialect example but also explains why the burbot is commonly called 

                                                 
215 Hetty Jo Brumbach and Robert Jarvenpa, Ethnoarchaelogical and Cultural Frontiers: Athapaskan, 

Alonquian and European Adaptations in the Central Subarctic (New York: Peter Lang, 1989), 34. 

 

216 Larry Ahenakew interviewed by Keith Goulet in Prince Albert, June 25, 2016. 
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maria throughout the north. The Cumberland Cree also have some words with the letter 

r.217 Although the evidence is sparse, there is a possibility that an R dialect may have 

existed in close proximity with the Strongwoods Cree on the Athabasca River and maybe 

even the upper Churchill River.218 A more intensive examination of the vocabulary with 

the Cree in this whole region as well as other regions and other Indigenous languages 

needs to be done. 

 

One trader who spent many years in establishing Indigenous contacts in the 

Saskatchewan region was Louis Primeau (Primo, Primault). He started as a trader with 

Joseph Coulon de Villiers de Jumonville in Nipigon in 1749, but after the Seven Years 

War, he joined the HBC in 1763. For many years he wintered with Indigenous peoples. 

In the Lake Superior region, his experience with the Ojibwe would have helped him 

learn the Cree language and culture when he moved out west. His Cree name Nik' a' thu' 

tin which is stated in the TH Rocky Cree dialect refers to the wind.219 In 1770-71 he 

returned to York Factory with 131 canoes. In 1772 Primeau and Isaac Batt came down 

                                                 
217 In Cumberland Cree mathatsiw, manatsiw and mayatsiw are used to describe the ugliness of living 

beings but in addition maratsiw is used. Remnants of the “R” include miterigom (also in “N”) as snot, 

areegis or aneegis as frog, aragew or asagew as crab, aragagew or agugagew for bloodsucker, or and 

mitooroom as penis. The “N” dialect Cree from Fisher River uses arikis for frog in Ochekiwi Sipi Cree 

Nation, Ochekiwi Sipi Cree Dictionary (Fisher River: Fisher River Cree Nation, 2015), 35. 

218 In 1975 when I was teaching an accredited Cree class inLa Ronge, Bernadette Laliberte from Beauval 

mentioned that there had been a family that used the r but they were the last ones to do so. 

219 “Primeau, Louis,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 4, 2003. 
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with 160 canoes but they were waylaid and out maneuvered by their competition from 

Montreal. By the time they reached York Factory only thirty-five canoes were left. In 

1773, to the great consternation of the HBC, Primeau rejoined the competition, the 

“pedlars.” Pedlars and freemen were now putting pressure on York Factory as returns 

fell by one third to 21,577 made beaver.220 Primeau later built a post at Portage de Traite 

(Frog Portage) where he wintered in 1775–76. In 1776 and 1778, he was in Sagituwak, 

Ile-a-le Crosse.  

 

Other French traders included Bartholemi and Maurice Blondeau. One of the longest 

serving traders who spent a lot of time about 100 miles upstream from Cumberland at 

Neepuhauhineek (Nipawin), the Standing Place, was Saswee, Saswaus, Sirdaw or Shash 

as he was known by the Cree and other Indigenous peoples. The English referred to him 

as Franceways. He has been identified as Francois Jerome or Francois Le Blanc dit 

LaTour. According to an article by Ruth Swan and Edward Jerome he had worked with 

La Verendrye in the 1740s. He also traded in southern Manitoba and the Cedar Lake 

/Hudson Bay/Red Deer River area. His marriage to his Ojibwe wife Marie Jourdain in 

Michilimackinac was attended by French-Odawa leader Charles Langlade who was later 

described as the “Father of Wisconsin.” Saswe operated a post at Nipawin on the upper 

Saskatchewan River where James Finlay, a Scotsman, whose wife was also a 

Saulteau/Ojibwe woman would join him close by. There is no doubt that these two 

                                                 
220 “Louis Primeau: Hudson's Bay Man and Pedlar," in Free Library, [Online]. Available:  

https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Louis+Primeau.. 

https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Louis+Primeau.
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would have benefited from the knowledge and skills of their partners whose language 

was similar to Cree. 

 

Matthew Cocking who was hired as a writer for the HBC in 1765 quickly rose to the 

position of second in command at York Fort. While travelling inland to analyse the 

Canadian competition in 1772-73, he ran into Franceways/ Saswe around Nipawin.221 

Even though a few French traders were working for the HBC, French/ English animosity 

was quite apparent as Cocking referred to Franceways as “an ignorant old Frenchman.” 

Cocking made further negative comments about Saswe’s appearance, his 

accommodation of Indigenous beliefs and his flexible attitude towards allowing 

Indigenous peoples to come and go as they pleased without even posting a guard at the 

trading post.222 He lamented the fact that Saswe was so successful in the trade and 

mentioned the use of liquor but he failed to realize that a deliberate accommodation to 

Indigenous ways was one of the reasons behind Franceway’s trade advantage.223 

Arrogance and condescension are evident in Cocking’s comments, along with envy of 

                                                 
221 Dale Russell, Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbours (Ottawa: Canadian Museum of 

Civilization, 1991); Olga Klimko, “ Fur Trade History of the Saskatchewan River 1760-1850” in Nipawin 

Reservoir Heritage Study Volume 3, edited by David Burley and David Meyers, (Saskatoon: Saskatchewan 

Research Council, 1982). 

222 Ruth Swan and Edward A. Jerome, “Indigenous Knowledge, Literacy and Research on Métissage and 

Métis Origins on the Saskatchewan River: The Case of the Jerome Family” in The Western Metis: Profile 

of a People, edited by Patrick Douaud, (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center, 2007). 

223 Ibid. 
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his rival’s success.224 But earlier on in 1767, Tomison had described Saswe as a new 

ogimaw riding in the middle of the boat, “a poor-looking small man about 50 years of 

age, he seemed to have a great command over the men, he lay in the middle of the 

canoes with his wife and son, each of these canoes carie about 3 tons, his Indian 

conductor guide padled in a small canoe with his wife who was dresed [sic] very fine, 

when the wind favoured, they have a square sail which helps them greatly.”225 In the fall 

of 1773, Franceways/Saswe joined Joseph and Thomas Frobisher, Louis Primeau, 

Charles Paterson, and Jean Baptiste Cadotte around Cumberland House. In that year 

Primeau and the Frobishers built a cabin about ten miles from Cumberland House on the 

south east side of Usiskee-Saguhigunsees (Mud Lake) on route to Sturgeon Landing and 

the following year they were at Amisko-Sagahigunihk or Beaver Lake. Charles Paterson 

and Franceways (Saswe) went up the Saskatchewan. In addition to the push farther west, 

the HBC made a move into the northwest Misinipee (Churchill) River system. On 6 Oct. 

1775, Cocking took command of Cumberland House from Hearne and proceeded to send 

Robert Longmoor, Malcom Ross, and William Walker, among others to challenge the 

                                                 
224 Cocking ended up having three families with Cree women as well as another back home in England. 

From his writing one can easily ascertain that he had been well immersed in the Cree culture and language. 

One of his grandchildren was Henry Budd. He left most of his money in England but he also did leave 

some money to three of his Cree children.     

225 Victor P. Lytwyn, The Fur Trade of the Little North: Indians, Pedlars and Englishmen East of Lake 

Winnipeg, 1760-1821 (Winnipeg: Rupert's Land Research Centre, University of Winnipeg, 1986), 27.  
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pedlars.226 The competition was coming into full swing with Indigenous traders taking 

full advantage of the competitive situation. 

  

                                                 
226 “Cocking, Matthew,” Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 4, 2003. 
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6.  THE PROCLAMATION, CUMBERLAND HOUSE & SMALLPOX 

 

Chapter 6 covers the major changes that were taking place in the second half of the 

1700s. It was a period of wars, trade and diseases. The Seven Years War of 1756-1763 

was followed by a 1763 Anglo-Indigenous War which then influenced the Proclamation 

of 1763 and the Treaty of Niagara 1764. Rather than fight costly wars, the Proclamation 

proposed not only a new standard for nation to nation treaty making but it also solidified 

strong policies including lands for the settlers and the military. As smallpox was 

impacting the war it was also creating havoc and ravaging Indigenous populations. It was 

in the summer of 1763 that eight British forts were destroyed by Pontiac and his allies 

and as a counter General Amherst’s strategy was to “eradicate the vermin” by various 

means including the use of smallpox blankets. Historians have since debated the 

smallpox germ warfare idea. 

 

New traders from Montreal were coming into the west, so the HBC established an inland 

post at Cumberland House in 1774. Just as the fighting broke out with the American War 

of Independence from 1775 to 1783, there was an escalation of the fur trade wars 

between the HBC and the North West Company. Smallpox would weaken a major force 

of the continental American army and helped prevent the attempted takeover of Canada 

by the Americans. This smallpox would continue to spread into the south and the 

Louisiana region. A debate did ensue as to whether the 1781-1782 smallpox originated in 

Mexico or the Louisiana area. The horror would end up devastating the lives of 
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Indigenous peoples throughout the west. The smallpox would reach 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Cumberland House on December 11, 1781 

 

The Proclamation of 1763, Wars, & Smallpox  

Just as western fur trade competition was about to expand in 1754, trade activities were 

being curtailed as the English were back at war with the French. The Seven Years War 

which was mainly fought throughout Europe but also in North America and other parts 

of the world left 1,500,000 casualties.227 In North American the “French and Indian 

War,” as the Americans usually called it, cost 11,000 lives.  The French had the support 

of several Algonquian nations while the English were mainly allied with the 

Haudenosaunee (Iroquois). New France’s European population in 1761 was 70,000 

people as compared to 1.6 million in the British colonies.  

 

The Seven Years War had long and serious consequences. The British national debt rose 

to £142,000,000.228 More revenue was needed to pay for this war and the American 

colonies were confronted with highly unpopular new laws, policies and revenue 

measures including the Sugar, Stamp and Tea Acts. Their fury and resistance led to the 

Boston Tea Party, the Boston Massacre and eventually the American War of 
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Independence from 1775 to1782.229 As a consequence of the Seven Years War, the fur 

trade suffered as the total value of shipments from New York to Britain dropped 

precipitously from twenty percent before the war to five percent after the war. Dolin 

states, that the American fur trade “completely collapsed” during the American 

Revolution.230 

 

Following the British takeover of New France, the Commander-in-Chief, General Jeffrey 

Amherst was made the first governor. Prior to the Seven Years War Amherst had gained 

military experience in Europe as an aide to Prince William Augustus, Duke of 

Cumberland, the merciless commander of the Battle of Culloden,1746.231 In Canada, 

Amherst made major changes to policies and existing practices. Rather than maintaining 

alliances and following established diplomatic practices such as gift giving with 

Indigenous peoples, he abruptly eliminated them without any strategic consultation. 
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Indigenous peoples saw these moves as being highly disrespectful to them and the 

mutually beneficial relationships that had long been established. As Dowd writes gifts 

were seen as tribute, “Indians, who theoretically lived under a powerful king’s 

protection, insubordinately demanded gifts as their due, as tribute paid for the 

maintenance of good relations, as marks of British appreciation and regard.”232 The new 

order of the day would now be military discipline, submission and control. As Colin 

Calloway wrote, "withholding gifts and sending in troops sent a clear message, 

reinforced by the language of British officers: Britain intended to ‘reduce’ the Indians to 

submission and take over their land."233  

 

Amherst’s policies eliminated two centuries of trade protocols and practices and ignited 

the sensibilities of Indigenous peoples. A new Anglo-Indigenous war was in the making. 

The new politics and policies of disrespect were soon challenged by Pontiac, Minweweh, 

Sekahos, Wasson and other leaders of the Ojibwe, Odawa, Potawatomi, Huron, Lenape 

(Delaware), Shawnees, Wyandots, Miamis, and Kickapoos and by Guyasuta of the 

Senecas. In 1763, Indigenous forces captured eight British forts and as well, Detroit and 

Fort Pitt were laid under siege. 234 By the summer an exasperated and angry General 
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Amherst was exchanging letters with Colonel Henry Bouquet, on the idea of pursuing 

the "total extirpation" of Indigenous nations.235 On June 23, 1763 Bouquet emphasized 

that they should, “Extirpate the vermin” and Amherst replied, “Could it not be contrived 

to Send the Small Pox among those Disaffected Tribes of Indians? We must, on this 

occasion, use Every Stratagem in our power to Reduce them.” On July 13 Bouquet 

replied, “I will try to inoculate the Indians by means of blankets” and Amherst replied, 

“You will Do well to try to Inoculate the Indians by means of Blanketts, as well as to try 

Every other method that can serve to Extirpate this Execrable race.”236  

 

Just prior to the Amherst smallpox affair another smallpox incident arose during the 

siege of Fort Pitt. By June 16, 1763 smallpox had established itself at Fort Pitt. On June 

24, Captain Ecuyer, the commandant of Fort Pitt, and Captain William Trent set out to 

negotiate with Delaware Chiefs Turtles Heart and Maumaultee. In return for the 

provisions the chiefs would return their friendship. Captain Trent would write that, “Out 

of our regard to them we gave them two Blankets and an Handkerchief out of the Small 

Pox Hospital…hope it will have the desired effect.” The smallpox blanket handkerchief 

affair by Captain Ecuyer was actually approved in writing by General Thomas Gage.  

After examining the history of the Anglo Indigenous War of 1763 Dixon wrote that, 
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“there is no doubt that British military authorities approved of attempts to spread 

smallpox among the enemy.”237 On July 9, Amherst had written to Bouquet, “Captain 

Ecuyer Seems to act with great Prudence, & I Approve of everything he mentions to 

have done.”238 On July 19 Bouquet replied to Amherst that all of his directions will be 

observed. With regard to the siege of Fort Pitt, Amherst again wrote on August 31 that 

Ecuyer’s behavior “Deserves my Approbation.”239  

 

The link between warfare and the dreaded smallpox had not been limited to the Amherst 

/Bouquet exchange. A few years prior to these two incidents, smallpox had already 

raised havoc in Indigenous communities from Detroit to Michilimackinac to Green Bay 

following the Battles of Fort William Henry and Fort George in 1757.240 Because of the 

smallpox impact there was a significant decrease in Indigenous support for the French in 

1758. This factor along with an increased expansion of British forces shifted the war in 

favour of the English and their Indigenous allies. Within a year after defeating  the 

British at Fort William Henry, Montcalm had complained about the costs of maintaining 
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the alliances including the supply of duffle blankets for covering the bodies of the people 

that died from smallpox.241 As happened before and into the future, smallpox and other 

diseases would continue to play a significant role in diminishing the strength of 

Indigenous peoples. The Odawa historian Andrew Blackbird stated that the smallpox 

was brought in from Montreal during the Seven Years War but placed the blame in the 

spread of the disease via a “tin box” sent by the British rather than their French allies.242 

 

There was already a high level of mistrust with the British after the Seven Years War 

especially after gift giving was curtailed by Amherst, so that his new offering of gifts of 

blankets in the summer of 1763 must have aroused suspicion especially with the former 

Indigenous allies of the French. In any case, the high costs of warfare and the growing 

criticisms of Amherst, led to his removal and replacement by General Thomas Gage as 

Commander in Chief, who ironically was part of the smallpox blanket/handkerchief 

incident that had been initiated by Captain Ecuyer243. In a review of biological warfare, 

Elizabeth A. Fenn commented, “By the second half of the century, many of the 

combatants in America's wars of empire had the knowledge and technology to attempt 
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biological warfare with the smallpox virus. Many also adhered to a code of ethics that 

did not constrain them from doing so. Seen in this light, the Amherst affair becomes not 

so much an aberration but part of a larger continuum in which accusations and 

discussions of biological warfare were common, and actual incidents may have occurred 

more frequently than scholars have previously acknowledged.”244   

 

The show of strength especially after eight British forts had been captured by Indigenous 

forces in a relatively short time did have an effect on British policy. After Amherst was 

removed, Sir William Johnson, British Superintendent of Indian Affairs and brother-in-

law to Mohawk leader Joseph Brant reintroduced the policy of gift-giving. A modicum 

of respect and reciprocity was required in a situation where Indigenous peoples still had 

strength and independence. In a letter to General Gage, Johnson wrote, “You may be 

assured that none of the Six Nations, Western Indians, etc. ever declared themselves to 

be Subjects, or will ever consider themselves in that light…”245  

    

The British still reeling from the huge debts of the Seven Years War and the Anglo 

Indigenous war of 1763 were not interested in starting another costly war, so King 

George III issued the historic Royal Proclamation of 1763. New standards of protocol 

and a new way of treaty making with Indigenous Nations and Tribes were laid down. 
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The Crown declared that private property sales between individual Indigenous persons 

and Europeans were to be banned. Treaties were to be carried out on a nation to nation 

basis. Unscrupulous land speculation was strictly forbidden under the "pain of our 

displeasure." All Indigenous lands not ceded to and purchased by the officials of the 

British Crown, would be reserved for "said Indians" as their "Hunting Ground." An 

Indian Reserve through the western corridor of the Alleghany Mountains was to be 

recognized. The concocting of individual deals with certain Indigenous “leaders” was 

now out of the question as the treaty-making process was to follow Indigenous nation to 

nation protocols and be conducted in public meetings or assemblies. European traders 

also required licenses from their colonial authorities. 

 

The Proclamation of 1763 became a major source of discontent for American 

entrepreneurs and speculators who wanted to escalate the take over of Indigenous lands 

without having to resort to public protocol and public scrutiny through the treaties. 

Individual entrepreneurs, soldiers and land speculators including George Washington, 

Benjamin Franklin and even William Johnson were already encroaching on Indigenous 

lands.246 The unscrupulous nature of these private deals was clearly recognized in the 

Royal Proclamation, “And Whereas Great Frauds and Abuses have been committed in 

purchasing Lands of the Indians,…We do…strictly enjoin and require, that no private 

Person do presume to make any Purchase from the said Indians… if at any Time any of 
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the said Indians should be inclined to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be 

Purchased only for Us, in our Name, at some public Meeting or Assembly.”247 Land 

issues and treaties were to be dealt in a public forum by the sovereign state rather than by 

private persons as a response to the fact that earlier bad deals caused, “the great 

dissatisfaction of the said Indians.” After Amherst was recalled, the former 

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, William Johnson renewed the diplomatic ties with 

Indigenous peoples. In 1764, two thousand Indigenous leaders met with Johnson to deal 

with this situation and to ratify the Proclamation as well as negotiate the signing of the 

Niagara treaty. The political military strength of Indigenous peoples was therefore still a 

concern as recorded in the Grand Council meeting of 1764. As William Johnson stated, 

“…it is our Misfortune that the Indians know too well their own Strength and that it is 

not in the power of the English alone to punish them effectually.”248  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

In 1774, the Quebec Act which expanded Quebec’s boundaries into the Ohio/Mississippi 

River region further angered the American colonists as they pursued land appropriations 

and speculation in the Ohio Valley. Both the expansion of Quebec boundaries and the 

explicit recognition of Indigenous lands labelled as Indian Hunting Grounds and the 

nation to nation treaty requirement were seen as unnecessary barriers to land speculators, 

settlers and large land owners. On top of this, the American colonists who were 

clamoring for greater self-governance were very angry that the English Parliament had 
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given into many demands made by the French such as the recognition of seigneurial 

lands, the Roman Catholic faith and French civil law. The Province of Quebec had been 

significantly enlarged to comprise Labrador (not northern Quebec which was part of 

Rupert’s Land), southern Ontario and what they called the Northwest and which would 

later become Ohio, Michigan, Indiana and parts of Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota. 

When the Quebec Act was passed by the British Parliament as the British North America 

Act, many British colonists especially the land speculators in what became the United 

States resented the decisions made.249 

 

In the fall of 1775, the American continental army was mobilizing a major force for the 

conquest of Canada. In the winter of 1775-76, a combined force of 4000 soldiers under 

Brig. General Richard Montgomery and Benedict Arnold were anxious to make a final 

assault on Quebec City and although there was a smallpox threat, they decided not to 

inoculate their troops. On the eastern front, smallpox was also breaking out so George 

Washington bided his time by using immune troops as well as inoculating his non 

immune troops in 1777. There was still great controversy over the use of inoculation 

because some people died from it, but it was implemented because there was a genuine 

concern that the English would spread smallpox in various ways including via infected 

prisoners in prisoner exchanges. On the western front, the new Continental Army had 

initially achieved control of the Ohio Valley, capturing Fort Ticonderoga in Lake 
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Champlain followed by an easy takeover of Montreal. The hastened decision to attack 

Quebec City on a cold New Year’s Day, especially when one third of the army had 

smallpox, was a key factor in the Canadian victory over the Americans under the 

command of Sir Guy Carlton. Shurkin writes, “Smallpox was a major factor in the 

retreat. It is not overstating the case to say that without smallpox Quebec could have 

been American.”250 Becker agreed that the decision not to inoculate proved to be a major 

factor in the defeat of the American army and prevented the possible annexation of 

Quebec by the Americas.251 After the war ended, the Americans were more diligent in 

negotiating the USA/Canada boundary, so all the lands that were part of Quebec in the 

Ohio Valley Mississippi region were lost as well as the Indian Hunting Grounds just 

west of the Alleghanies in the Treaty of Paris in 1783. 

 

Wars were costly in terms of death, disease and financial burdens amongst the French, 

the English as well as their Indigenous allies and adversaries. It was during this period 

that treaties with Indigenous peoples were again looked upon as a better alternative. 

These treaties would set the stage for the new treaties of the 1800s. Just after the Seven 

Years War and the Proclamation of 1763, another costly American Revolutionary War 

had split North America in two. It was during this time that the northern fur trade began 
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to experience its own form of warfare. Fur traders based in Montreal forced the HBC to 

build its first western inland post at Cumberland House. The new vigorous fur trade 

competition would soon be disrupted by the smallpox terror of 1781-82. 

 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak - Cumberland House 1774  

On June 23, 1774 Samuel Hearne set out from York Factory with "Me-sin-e-kish-ac," 

(Moosussinnikisack, Moosoneegeesik) an "upland leading Indian," and two "home 

Indians," along with "Andrew Garrett" (Garrioch), "Robert Longoar" (Longmoor) and 

three others to establish an inland trading post for the Hudson's Bay Company.  On 

September 3, Samuel Hearne made the following entry in his journal after arriving to 

establish the first inland fur trade post for the Hudson's Bay Company, 

... Paddl’d about 10 miles up the above little River [Tearing River] then came 

into Pine Island Lake, we then went about 2 miles to the Westward on the South 

side, when we came to a fine Bay, which seemed very commodious for building 

on, so we landed and I Pitch’d on the part I thought would be most convenient.252 

Hearne’s description places the site of the original post on the shoreline where the old 

Anglican Church was later located at the edge of the reserve. This benign description of 

the launching of the first western HBC post at Cumberland House marked the beginning 

of a fiercely competitive chapter in early western Canadian fur trade history. As 

mentioned earlier, the HBC traders mistakenly translated Kaminstigominahigoskak or 
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Spruce Island as “Pine Island” and chose the English name Cumberland House in honour 

of Prince Rupert, the Duke of Cumberland. 

 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, is compounded from ministik which means island and minuhik 

which means spruce. Oskatik is in fact the Cree name for pine. Yet, the mistranslation 

continues to persist in historical and public documentation after over two hundred 

years.253 Samuel Hearne however, was not alone in perpetuating faulty translations as 

Alexander Henry, the Elder, David Thompson, Alexander Mackenzie and even 

Alexander Henry, the Younger, all overlooked another translation issue when they 

situated Cumberland House on “Sturgeon Lake.” The French had called it Lac a 

l’Eturgeon or sometimes English Lake. 254  

 

Matthew Cocking replaced Samuel Hearne at Cumberland House in 1775, and had 

already been to Cumberland House in 1772. On October 3, 1775 he wrote the following 

in his journal, "At 30 miles entered Ministick Menihague-a-skow Spruce or Pine Island 
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Lake."255  But in 1772 Cocking had left a very intriguing record about two local place 

names that he recorded in Cree without the English translation. On August 4, 1772, he 

wrote, "Natives tell me that the Beaver Indians carry their goods & canoes into a Lake 

named Menistaquatakow: this carrying place is named Menistick-Minikquesiskaw."256 In 

other words, he recorded the original Cree name for the lake as “Menistiquatakow” 

which actually translates as Delta Island Lake while Menistik-Minikquesiskaw, Spruce 

Island was the name for the carrying place or portage.  

 

Cocking’s record of “Menistiquatakow” was a very good fit for the naming of a delta 

lake where ministiq- is the island and the stem –atakow refers to water. It is the earliest 

and only written documentation of the original Cree name for the lake. The idea of Delta 

Island Lake is further reinforced by the Cree name of one of the major satellite 

communities to the northwest side of the lake. Although it is known in English as Pine 

Bluff, in Cree it is appropriately called Kaminschigauchugasik, the Little Delta Island. 

This community was at the interconnected centre of three rivers - the Grassberry to the 

north, Muskego-Seepee to the west and Numehi-Seepee (Torch River) to the south west. 

Cocking’s knowledge of Cree and even his spelling is quite accurate so that even his 
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explanation that Menistik-Minikquesiskaw or Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island as 

the name of the main portage is highly plausible.  

 

If, Kaminstigominuhigoskak was the original name of the portage between Cumberland 

Lake and the Saskatchewan River, why is it now called Pemmican Portage? The locale 

became known as Pemmican Portage because it was the strategic centre for the 

transportation of an Indigenous product that resolved a critical issue during the rising fur 

trade competition in the last quarter of the 1700s. Harold Innis, in his classic book, The 

Fur Trade in Canada outlined the traders problem as follows, “This putrid state of the 

meat was too well evinced by the eye alone setting aside the sense of smelling – when 

the knife was put into it we had often – very often the disgusting sight of the remains of a 

heap of maggots which had gone through the double purgation of salt and boiling.”257 A 

high powered food that would not readily spoil in the long arduous journeys was 

required. Indigenous people were skilled in the preparation, enrichment, and preservation 

of meat which they smoked, dried, pounded and mixed with fat and berries to create a 

long-lasting high energy mixture called pimeegan. Cree nutritional understanding is 

reflected in the accentuation of the key ingredient as pimee or fat in the naming rather 

than the meat or berries. In addition, there was paste-wiyas, dried meat and smoked meat 

jerky (e guskapusigatek). Neeguhigunuk or pounded smoked meat which could be 

carried in a separate bag from the fat continues to be used. It could be made with moose 
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or caribou meat but with millions of bison in the plains, pukauhi-mostos pimeegan or 

bison pemmican became the staple for feeding fur traders on their long journeys.258 Once 

the fur trade was in full swing pemmican was produced in great quantity. Cumberland 

House Elder Louisa Buck shared with me oral historical information about the 

transportation of pimeegan to Cumberland from south of Regina which was carried and 

transported in dried buffalo skin boats. It was stored on the downstream side of the 

portage.259 The naming of Pemmican Portage therefore dates from the competitive phase 

of the fur trade in the late 1700s. 

 

The Cree name for Pemmican Portage is Kiskachewunohk which means the 

Saskatchewan River Place or literally the Place of the Fast Current. It is immediately 

adjacent to the south of Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Cumberland House. It is also 

immediately east of the downstream confluence of the Big Stone River and the 

Saskatchewan River and Pahistik, the Rapids. The Cut-Off which is adjacent to the 

rapids is called Kapugonechiyauk. It literally means the place where the water shot 

through the land. In other words, there was an avulsion at this location sometime prior to 

the early 1800s. While Cumberland House is on the south shore of Cumberland Lake, 

Kiskachiwunohk is on the north shore of Kiskachewun or the Saskatchewan River from 
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whence it gets its name. Isham in 1743-49 recorded the name of the river as 

“Keishkachewon”, while Cocking in 1775 called it the “River Saskachiwan” and 

William Tomison in 1778 spelled it as “Sas,kash,i,wan” and Graham in 1779 wrote it as 

“Keiskachawan and Keskachewan.”260 If Pemmican Portage were a name translated 

from the Cree it would be called Pimeeganonigap but such is not the case. Instead the 

anglicized Cree spelling “pemmican” is used rather than pimeegan. The Cree Nehinuw 

word, onigap for portage could have been added to the name but in this case the 

English/French word “portage” is used. Interestingly the fur trade-inspired rendition of 

the locale as Pemmican Portage continues to be used today alongside the traditional Cree 

name Kiskachewunohk. When Samuel Hearne and his men bypassed Cumberland House 

on the way to Opaskiyak (The Pas) they used another portage to the west which they did 

not name; it is called Achapaskonigapisihk, Elm Portage (achapask means elm and 

onigap is portage). This information does provide support for Cocking’s 1772 statement 

that Spruce Island or Kaminstigominuhigoskak was the original name for the portage 

rather than Pemmican Portage. 

 

Kiskachiwun, the Fast Flowing Current or the Saskatchewan River, serves to name the 

river but most importantly it also names the locale as Kiskachiwanohk, the place of the 
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Fast Current or the place of the Saskatchewan River people. 261 In addition the people 

from this specific locale are called Kiskachiwuno-Inniyuk, the Fast Current People, the 

People of the Fast Flowing River or the Saskatchewan River People. Kiskachiwunohk is 

therefore not only a name for the Cree who live adjacent to the Saskatchewan River, it is 

also a place name for a specific satellite centre of the Cumberland Cree. It is also the 

name of the specific part of the delta that is south of Cumberland House and 

Kiskachiwunohk (Pemmican Portage) and borders Shoal Lake/Red Earth and is called 

Agami-Giskachiwun or Across the Saskatchewan River [delta]. In 1874 a massive ice 

jam at Mosquito Point just below the E B Campbell Dam had rerouted the west to east 

flow of the Saskatchewan River in a northerly direction right into the West Cumberland 

Delta. Geologists refer to this as an avulsion. E geepugonechiyauk is used to describe the 

historical natural process where the ice jam created a major water build up or sudden 

flood situation (e misi niskipepunik) in which the water pressure burst right through the 

land. A name shift resulted wherein the old pre-1874 section of the Saskatchewan River 

downstream from E B Campbell Dam to Cumberland House was then renamed Kuyasi-

Giskachewun or literally the Old Saskatchewan River.  
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In the 1740s, Isham had identified 18 ‘Different Nations” of Indigenous people while 

Graham identified 31 various “Nations and their Tribes.” Historians have long puzzled 

over the mysterious disappearance of the Kiskachewan or the Saskatchewan Cree from 

the written record. A similar conclusion about the disappearance of the Kiskachiwun 

Cree was made by Russell in a careful review of written documents. But a quick 

examination of Cree local knowledge and the existing place names of the 

Kiskachiwunohinniyuk, the Saskatchewan River people at Cumberland House/Pemmican 

Portage provide new evidence that they, the Kiskachiwun people are still alive and well. 

While written evidence does confirm the name of Kiskachiwun as the Saskatchewan 

River, the knowledge of an explicit place name Kiskachiwunohk, the Saskatchewan 

River Place and Kiskachiwuno-Inniyuk, the Saskatchewan River People obtained from 

generally known oral sources disentangles and resolves the mystery of the Kiskachewun 

Crees disappearance. The Kiskachewun Cree of Cumberland House played a strategic 

and significant role in the fur trade history of Western Canada and they continue to be a 

definitive part of the Spruce Island Cree and the history of Saskatchewan and Canada. 

 

The only other historical Saskatchewan River designation comes from fur trader Joseph 

Howse. In 1844, he wrote that the Wuskwy-wuchee-ethineesuk, ‘the Birch Hill Indians,’ 

may be considered as a branch of the “Kiseeskahchewun-ethinuuk, i.e. of the Indians 
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belonging to the district on the river of that name.”262 Howse recorded the name in the 

“Th” Rocky Cree dialect that was still much spoken by the Cumberland House Cree. His 

use of the diminutive form of ithiniyuk as “ethineesuk” for the Birch Hill Cree conveyed 

the understanding that they were a sub branch of Kiskachiwunohi-Inniyuk the 

Saskatchewan River Cree. Kiskachiwunohk, the Saskatchewan River [Place] is therefore 

a strong indicator that Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island was indeed one of the 

main strategic centres for the Kishkachiwan (Keshkachewan) or Saskatchewan Cree. It 

was not only a crossroads connection to the Plains and Rockies via the Saskatchewan 

River system and the Athabasca regions by way of the Churchill River but also to the 

Torch River /Candle Lake/Montreal Lake access, the Muskegoseepee (Mossy River) 

/Seager Wheeler system and the Summer Berry Achininee Seepee to Deschambeault 

Lake. The three major fur trade routes to Hudson Bay were also accessed by way of 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island or Cumberland House. 

 

                                                 
262 Joseph Howse, A Grammar of the Cree Language; With Which is Combined an Analysis of the 

Chippeway Dialect (London: J.G.F, & J. Rivington, 1844), 2. Note the use of Kiseeskahchewun  by Howse 

rather than Kiskachewun or Saskachewun at the earlier time of Isham, Graham, Cocking and Tomison 

from the 1740s -1770s. If Peegogumaw was used for the South Saskatchewan was this therefore used by 

the more upriver people from the Battleford area onwards? The TH dialect Cree today in Prince Albert 

named their new reserve as “Kiskaciwan”[ which is used in the same way as Cumberland House speakers]. 

It is translated as “a fast flowing river or current (similar to Saskatchewan).” Peter Ballantyne Cree Nation, 

web page, 2009. www.peterballantyne.ca/communities/princealbert.html 
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The particular naming of the people at Pemmican Portage as Kiskachiwunohinniyuk was 

also used as a generic form to represent the people who lived on the Saskatchewan River 

in the same way as Misinipee-ithiniwuk referred to the people of the Misinipee or 

Churchill River and Muskoskahinniyuk for the Grassy River Cree or literally the Grass 

Meadows Cree and the Peegogumaw as the South Saskatchewan River people. Even 

though names of geographic forms or areas were incorporated into the self-declared 

identities of the Nehinuw Cree and other Indigenous peoples, the river as a major source 

of life and transportation was given special recognition in the political, cultural 

geographic concepts. But it was not limited to rivers as other major cultural geographical 

terms used by the Nehinuwuk of Kaminstigominuhigoskak included Sugahinniyuk, or 

Bush Cree people; Usinskahinniyuk, the Rocky Cree; Muskegowuk, the Muskeg Cree 

which has been glossed as Swampy Cree; Muskoskahinniyuk for the Grass Meadows 

Cree and Puspusko-Inniyuk, the Plains Cree.  

 

While Cocking named the lake as Kaminstigautugak [my spelling] or Delta Island Lake 

and Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island and Pine Island Lake for the portage, it is 

again the only early written European record that at least recognized that one of the 

translations for Cumberland House was Spruce Island. It appears that the English were 

using “pine” as a generic form for all evergreens at the time. Nevertheless, Cocking must 

have recognized that Spruce Island was the proper translation but included Pine Island 

because Hearne and others were already using it. The incorrect translation of minuhik as 
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pine also occurs with other place names such as Little Pine, Minago River, and Pine 

House.263  

 

When Hearne initially bypassed Cumberland with the goal of setting up in the The Pas, 

Opaskiyak in 1774 he changed his mind to build the first HBC inland post at 

Cumberland House. There is no doubt that the Opaskiya Cree wanted the two major 

competitors right in their own territory but Moosuneegeesik and his followers must have 

convinced Samuel Hearne that Minstigominuhigoskak was the preferred location. Seven 

years before in 1767, Moosoneegesik rendezvoused with his family at Cumberland 

House after he had been upstream with William Pink. Later when he first brought 

Hearne from York Factory to Kaminstigominuhigoskak in 1774, he was joined by his 

wife and others at a meeting spot between Cranberry Portage and Sturgeon Landing.264 

Since he spent much of his trading and guiding time in the North and the South 

Saskatchewan River regions he was most likely a Kiskachewun Cree from 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island (Cumberland House).  

 

In terms of Cree language dialects, it is clear from the record that Sturgeon Landing 

which is still TH dialect and the Cumberland House people mainly spoke 

Usinskahimoowin or the TH (Rocky Cree) dialect right into the mid-1800s.265 The TH 

                                                 
263 Pine House is also called Kinepigo-Saguhigunihk or Snake Lake. 

264 See the overview of Pink’s trips in Russell. 

265 The Rocky Cree or Usinskahi-Inniyuk speak the Rocky Cree dialect called Usinskahimowin.  
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dialect is also recorded in the Y south dialect area of Birch Hills in 1844 by Joseph 

Howse but in this case, it may be because the recorder and translator were both proficient 

in the TH dialect from the Cumberland area.266 It makes economic and political sense 

that Moosuneegesik was from the Cumberland House area because the route he 

continuously used in the 1760s and the1770s onward was his home area through the 

Grass River-Cranberry Portage and Cumberland House. He most likely knew about the 

Minahigo River-Moose Lake- Cross Lake route through Opaskiyak (The Pas) but he did 

choose the route Grass River-Cranberry Portage-Cumberland House route because it 

would be most beneficial for him and his people. 

 

Much of the written record uses the TH or Rocky Cree dialect for Cumberland and The 

Pas and even for the Birch Hills people right up to the 1840s.267 In certain cases the main 

translators may have been from the Cumberland area but the TH dialect may have also 

been one of the main dialects as spoken at The Pas. In 1787-88 when visiting the Piikani, 

David Thompson met an elderly Cree, Saukumappee, who disclosed not only that he was 

originally from Opaskiak (The Pas) but that he was a member of the “Nahathaways” 

rather than the N Dialect Nehinuwewuk or Inniyuk.268 Saukamappee was born around 

1700, so he must have been joining the Peigan on the war trail against the Shoshone by 

                                                 
266 The Y northwest dialect is spoken in northern Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

267 Paul C. Thistle, Indian-European Trade Relations in the Lower Sakatchewan River Region to 1840. 

(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1986). 

268 William M. Moreau, ed. The Writings of David Thompson, Vol.1 (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s 

University Press, 2009), 290. 
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the 1720s and 1730s. While he was gone his wife had taken up with another man so he 

stayed with the Peigan. This information shows that Opaskiyak was a TH dialect 

community or at least a strong mixture of TH plus N dialect Cree speakers. Other 

evidence comes from Doctor Richardson of the John Franklin Expedition who wintered 

in Cumberland in 1819-1820. In his January 19, 1820 notes he wrote the following in the 

TH dialect - ommeethatsees (wolverine), namaypeeth (sucker), and eithinyoo-

canooshoeoo (pike).269  

 

The Cumberland House HBC journals are clear that the TH dialect was the main one 

used for the names of Cree leaders in 1815.270 From Suggi Lake to Pine Bluff to Torch 

River, Birch River, Bud’s Point and Sturgeon Landing the people here were an 

interesting amalgam and intersection of Asinskayithiniwuk, (Rocky Cree people), 

Muskoskahinniyuk  (Grass Meadows people), Muskegowuk (Muskeg glossed as 

Swampy) Cree and the Puspusko-iyiniwuk, (Plains Cree). As mentioned earlier 

Cumberland House was not only a strategic geographical location, it was home to a cross 

section of the major Cree nations and regional cultural linguistic N, Th and Y dialects. 

   

In 1775, an impressive brigade of 130 people which included Peter Pond, the Frobisher 

brothers, Alexander Henry, the Elder, Charles Paterson, Louis Primeau, Charles Boyer, 

                                                 
269 Dr. Richardson in John Franklin, Journey to the Polar Sea (Washington, D.C.: Brassey’s Inc., 2000), 

78-79.  

270 HBC Archives, Cumberland District 1815, B 49e1. 
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Francois Jerome LeBlanc dit La Tour  (Franceways or Sash, Saswe) and Jean Baptiste 

Cadot (Cadotte) were making their way from the Grand Rapids area towards Opaskiyak 

(Basquia) or The Pas and Lake Winnipegosis.271 Cedar Lake was a competitive cross 

roads location for the HBC and eastern traders as well as the Cree, Assiniboine, Dakota 

and the Ojibwe/Saulteau. Travelers were often waylaid in this area which accessed the 

Lake Winnipegosis/Lake Manitoba/Great Spirit Lake region to the south west and the 

Red Deer River route to the Plains as well as directly west and northwest via the 

Saskatchewan River. Getting together in this larger brigade gave a sense of protection for 

this combined force of independent and competing traders.  

 

When the brigade of 30 canoes reached Opaskiyak (The Pas), they were greeted by Cree 

leader “Chatique, the Pelican” and 30 of his followers.272 According to Alexander Henry, 

Chatique was undeterred by the size of the force, and stated that he was glad to see them, 

                                                 
271 Harold Innis, Peter Pond: Fur Trader & Adventurer (Oxford: Benediction Classics, 2011), 41. 

272 The name Chatique is a misspelling of the word for pelican which was chachugiw or chachugee in the 

region. At first when I read the document by Alexander Henry I couldn’t figure out the spelling because 

Cumberland House used susugee for pelican. There is even a lake to our northwest called Suggi Lake. 

Then I remembered as a boy growing up in Cumberland that there was a McGilivary from Pine Bluff who 

was called Chachigee!  Therefore sometime in the past, the Cumberland Cree naming for pelican had 

somehow changed from chachigee to susugee. I concluded that people must have moved from somewhere 

else to Cumberland because of smallpox or some other reason in the past so I assumed they originated 

from a community on the Hayes River system. I phoned and checked with Jack Grieves from Oxford 

House in that area and found that they also used susugee for pelican. 
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and was a man of peace who avoided quarrels. But he also stated that if there was no 

compliance with his demands, it was in his power to prevent the brigade from going 

further and that he could put everyone to death. He specifically requested three casks of 

gun powder, and four bags of shot and ball, two bales of tobacco, three kegs of rum, and 

three guns, together with knives, plants, and some smaller articles. He went on to say 

that he had been acquainted with white men and knew that they promised more than they 

performed. He again emphasized that he could take the whole of their property. Henry 

wrote that they complied and fulfilled the directive but upon their “hastened” departure 

he referred to them as “the plunderers.”273 

 

For two centuries, gift-giving had been a major part of the official protocol in trade 

relations between Europeans and Indigenous peoples except for Jeffrey Amherst’s effort 

to do away with it. Indigenous ceremonial gifts and offerings were an integral part of the 

fur trade exchange. In the 1700s HBC men Isham and Graham both described pipe 

ceremonies, offerings of special clothing and food, giving speeches and ceremonial 

firing of cannons in which they and their Indigenous trading partners participated. Isham 

wrote about the importance of the pipe ceremony, “They argue with Discretion 

Espetially when they are seated with the great Callimut (alias wus k ache)…few being 

admitted but those that has a Lawfull right and title to a callimut.” He further quoted a 

speech by an “Ukemaw… tell your servants to fill the measure and not to put their 

                                                 
273 Alexander Henry, Alexander Henry’s Travels and Adventures in the Years 1760-1776 (Memphis: 

General Books, 2012), 58. 
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finger’s within the brim…we Love the English…the Guns are bad, Let us trade Light 

guns small in the hand…that will not freeze…Give us Good measure.”274 Indigenous 

traders wanted a fair exchange and an improvement and practicality in the quality of 

goods. Isham also affirmed that “these Natives…are Cunning and sly to the Last Degree, 

the more you give, the more they Crave.” Andrew Graham also highlighted the practice 

of “Puc`ca`tin`ash`a`win” [gift of furs] as part of the proceedings.275 But how do these 

early descriptions and later interpretations compare with the way pugitinasowin and 

related concepts are used by the Spruce Island Cree of Cumberland House? 

 

Some Cree concepts were quite similar to the European but others were distinctively 

unique. Arthur J. Ray mentioned that the companies had to provide the use of separate 

tents or buildings to carry out the actual trade as distinct from the tribute gift-giving 

processes. If this were not done the transaction could be deemed gift-giving or a tribute 

with no expectation for payment.276 Cree concepts of shopping, gift giving and tributary 

offerings varied and were expressed by distinct terms. The central concepts of the trade 

exchange were atawehin, the act of buying and atawagehin, the act of selling. These 

concepts embodied ancient customary trade practices as can be ascertained by the 

morphological construction of the words. Cree terms distinguished between buying and 

                                                 
274 Isham in Rich, 85-85. 

275 Graham in Williams, 322. 

276 Arthur J. Ray and Donald B. Freeman, ‘Give Us Good Measure’: An Economic Analysis of Relations 

between the Indians and the Hudson's Bay Company before 1763  (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 

1978), 58-59. 
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selling and also had distinct terms for gift-giving, tributary offerings and shopping. 

Arthur J Ray in his classic work Indians in the Fur Trade discussed the early cross-

cultural learning curve and the fur trade adjustments that had to be made in response to 

Indigenous cultural standards, practices and understandings. A separate room needed to 

be built to differentiate between the trading exchange and the “gift exchanges” which 

Ray refers to as pugitinasowin. Ray utilized the incomplete description by Andrew 

Graham who translated pugitinasowin as a “present” or gift but neither Graham or Ray 

realized that gift giving or giveaways were called megihina while pugitinasowin was a 

separate concept.277 

 

First of all, pugitinasowin as used in Cumberland House is a separate concept from gifts 

or giveaways which are usually stated in the inanimate form as megihina. Megi means to 

give away something or someone while meginanowun is the event of the gifting or 

giveaway. This term applies not only to material things; it is also used in the case of 

traditional marriage where the gifting of a daughter was called megiskewehin. Megihina 

or gifts is therefore a separate term and concept from pugitinasowin. If it’s not gift giving 

then what is the meaning of pugitinasowin? 

 

Specifically, pugitin as in pugitinasowin is the animate form where someone is allowed 

to do something or is given permission to release or let go of someone. Pugitina the 

inanimate form, means to release or let go of something. Whether it is children or adults, 

                                                 
277 Graham in Williams, 322. 
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pugitinaw is used when permission is required and then granted to do something. It is 

also used when a person is released or let go after being physically restrained or 

immobilized. In modern terminology, pugitinaw is used when a prisoner is released from 

jail or if a person is released or fired from their job. When it is used in conjunction with 

Christian religion, pugitinasowin is the collection, payment, tithe, or offering in the 

church. In the traditional system, pugitinasowin was also used as the tribute or offering 

to the spirit forces and beings including Muntoo (commonly spelled as Manitou). As an 

everyday term and in its related special uses pugitinasowin is therefore more akin to 

tributary offerings and payment than to gifting. In the case of spiritual belief, the higher 

authorities are the spirit beings and in the case of the fur trade or treaty-making it was the 

Cree Nation with the primary authority over land and resources that were given the 

tribute.  

 

HBC Factor Andrew Graham recognized that pugitinasowin was more than a simple act 

of “kindness” or a “present.” He stated, “there is a return to be made for the 

Puc’ca’tin’ash’a’win which though given as a present yet is only a mere form of 

kindness, because it is expected to be paid for and it belongs to the whole gang.” When 

the expectation for payment is combined with the Cumberland Cree understanding that 

pugitin in pugitinasowin means to give permission or to allow in the context of trade, the 

“payment” or tributary offering symbolizes the permission for gaining access to trade in 

Cree territory. Given the traditional values and the underlying need for building alliances 

the ceremony would involve reciprocal exchange. It was a two-way process in which the 

top down form of European leadership encountered the more dispersed and distributed 
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leadership system of the Cree. In the case of Chachigee and his people whom Alexander 

Henry described as plunderers, the Cree Nehinuw used a process that was more forceful 

and non-reciprocal exacting tribute called tipuhigetinasowin. Morphologically tipuhige 

means to pay and tipuhigetinasowin is more or less a forced payment. This kind of one-

sided exchange was not accompanied by pugitinasowin and other ceremonies which 

generally accompanied tributes and reciprocal offerings. With many years of experience 

with Indigenous protocol Alexander Henry, knew there was something wrong when the 

pipe ceremony was omitted in their meeting with Chatique and his people.278 The 

practice and symbolism of the pipe ceremony and pugitinasowin were an integral aspect 

of Indigenous trade standards, spirituality, law, reciprocal tribute and fair exchange. 

Today, tipuhigetinasowin is used in the law courts as the legal requirement of making 

guilty offenders pay their fine. 

 

The ceremonies and protocols used during fur trade exchange prior to the European 

period were later adapted for use when treaties were signed with Indigenous peoples in 

Canada. Tipuhigetinasowin is a forced or tributary payment while tipuhumatowin, the 

term used for treaty-making is a concept of reciprocal measured exchange where both 

sides contribute to the payment of a negotiated treaty or a trade exchange. Tipuha means 

to pay or measure (by weight or distance) and tipuhige means to pay for something while 

tipuhigehin is the act of payment when buying something. Tipuhumatowin on the other 

hand is a reciprocal two-way process where both sides contributed to the payment 

                                                 
278 Henry, 58. 
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exchange. Atawagehin, which is the trade process itself, differs from the payment which 

is tipuhigehin and tipuhumatowin, which is the reciprocal payment. Alongside these 

processes were pugitinasowina the tributary offerings, and megihina, the gifts. Other 

related forms of regular cultural exchanges include aweewehin, the lending of anything 

including sooniyas or money, whereas n`datamowin means to borrow or to request the 

use of something or someone. Trading involved atawehin, buying and atawagehin, 

selling. Another term meskotoonamatowin was used when people exchanged, traded or 

bartered things or even sled dogs, clothing, etc. Asotumatohina were the future mutual 

promises made by parties engaged in local and personal interaction, trade and treaty 

making.  

 

Otinigehin is the usual word for shopping but it can be used for other forms of selection 

or choice. It comes from the word otin (animate), which means to choose or select a 

person, animal or other living being while otina (inanimate) means to choose or select 

any object. Otinigehin would have posed a problem in trading because it was used not 

only for shopping but also in a variety of situations that did not necessitate the buying of 

something. Additionally there is a more specific form of self-selection called 

otinamasowin which is a selection process for oneself or self-selection. Cree categories 

accordingly made a clear distinction which needed to be made between buying, selling, 

shopping and other forms of selection and exchange. Although A.J. Ray needed to 

examine the idea of gift-giving more closely he recognized the importance of Indigenous 

cultures and protocols; Indigenous competitive buying power obliged the traders to pay 

attention to changing tastes and demands. Ray also pointed out the unworkability of a 
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simplistic application of the basic European ideas of supply and demand. Highlighting 

cross-cultural difference, he explained that, “while favourable terms and lavish gifts 

would bring them to trade, it did not induce them to bring more furs on a per-capita 

basis. In fact the reverse was the case. With demand levels relatively fixed, a drop in the 

effective price for goods meant that the Indians could bring in fewer furs to obtain what 

they wanted.”279   

 

During the 1760s and 1770s Indigenous traders were gaining an advantage because the 

HBC’s Montreal competitors were not only providing new goods and competitive 

pricing; they were also trading right within the people’s home territories. In a letter to the 

Governor and Committee of the HBC Chief Factor Andrew Graham acknowledged that, 

“Your trade at York & Severn is greatly diminished, the Keskochewan Indians Who are 

the Support of it being intercepted by the Canadian Pedlars who are yearly Gaining fresh 

Influence over them by supplying them with Goods Inland.”280 In 1779 the first 

incarnation of the North West Company was formed to reduce the costs of excessive 

competition among the Canadian traders. Within five years it was reorganized into a 

major new force in the trade. Swan and Jerome write, “The fierce competition taught the 

                                                 
279 Arthur J. Ray, Indians in the Fur Trade (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998), 68. 

280 Wallace, 39. 
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pedlars that they were better off combining their interests and cooperating so that they 

could all profit while putting the HBC at a disadvantage.”281 

 

Smallpox 1781-1782 

One of the most horrific and deadly experiences of the Spruce Island Cree of 

Cumberland House was the arrival of smallpox in 1781. Just two weeks before 

Christmas on December 11, 1781 three men and four women from the southward and 

one family from across the lake to the west  gave HBC trader William Tomison a 

frightening report, “Disagreeable news of many Indians Dying… one of those that came 

from the southward does not appear to me to live long as she is troubled with a violent 

pain in her back & much inclined to vomiting, these inform me of seeing several tents 

without anybody alive in them & some of the dead not buried.”282 A December 4th letter 

by William Walker from Hudson House, that was delivered to Cumberland House on 

December 17, 1781 records the impact, “the smallpox is raging all round Us with great 

Violence, sparing very few…9 tents of Indians within here, all Dead & their bodies left 

Inside Unburied, as for the stone Indians there are very few if any alive…Indians lying 

Dead about the Barren Ground like rotten Sheep, their Tents left standing & the wild 

                                                 
281 Ruth Swan and Edward A. Jerome, “Knowledge, Literacy and Research on Métissage and Métis 

Origins on the Saskatchewan River: The Case of the Jerome Family (2004),” in Patrick Douad, ed.The 

Western Metis: Profile of a People (Regina: Canadian Plains  Research Center, 2007), 50. 

282 William Tomison “Journal at Cumberland House” in E.E. Rich, ed., Cumberland House Journals and 

Inland Journals 1775-82 II (London: Hudson’s Bay Record Society, 1952), 224. 
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beast devouring them.”283 Tomison wrote that the “Disorder” was spreading over the 

whole country and he had no medicine to give them.284 

 

The knowledge and experience about the devastating effects of smallpox and its greater 

impact on Indigenous peoples had already been well known in New England and New 

France in the 1600s and early 1700s.285 It had also impacted the Great Lakes region prior 

to and during the Seven Years War. After the arrival of a ship from England, smallpox 

was in Boston in March 1752, and by April it was in New York as well as west and 

southwest of Lake Erie.286 Smallpox went hand in hand with the war as it reappeared in 

1755, 1756 and again in 1757 and 1760.287 The diseases diminished the participation of 

the Indigenous warriors who were allied with the French. More deaths were caused by 

smallpox and other diseases than by bullets in the wars.  

 

 The deadly horrific nature of smallpox has been described as follows-  

                                                 
283 William Walker in Rich, 225-226. 

284 Tomison in Rich, 227-228. 

285 John Joseph Heagerty, Four Centuries of Medical History in Canada and a Sketch of the Medical 

Historey of Newfoundland (Toronto: Macmillan Company of Canada, 1928), 17-96. 

286 Kirrily Apthorp “As Good as an Army: Mapping Smallpox during the Seven Years’ War in North 

America,” (Bachelor’s thesis: University of Sydney, 2011), 44. 

287 Apthorp,75-93. 
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Smallpox is spread by droplets from the nose and throat or by dried viral particles 

on blankets and clothing. After infection, the nonimmune subject is well for an 

incubation period of about 12 days…. Complications include pneumonia, 

blindness, infection of joints or bones. A haemorrhagic form is invariably fatal. 

In variola major the mortality rate is 30-40%, whereas in variola minor the rate is  

only 1-2%.288  

After the initial 7-17 day period of incubation where there was little or no sign of disease 

smallpox’s second stage began with a headache, chills, backache, high fever, vomiting, 

and anxiety followed by a rash on the face, chest, arms, back, and legs. The first sores 

appeared in the mouth, throat, and nasal passages, and soon erupted on the skin's surface. 

The pustules were raised and tended to concentrate on the soles of the feet, palms, face, 

forearms, neck, and back. They were either discrete or distinct, or in the more severe 

confluent smallpox, ran together into an oozing mass. Smallpox victims often developed 

a telltale pungent, sweetish odor as a result of the cracking and running of the sores, and 

victims suffered in agony as the disease progressed. Scabbing began about ten days after 

the eruption of the pocks. By the fourth week, if the patient survived, unsightly, 

permanent scarring became evident in many cases.289 Among Indigenous people, the 

mortality was estimated to be 30-90 per cent. After examining the HBC journal records 

of William Tomison in the specific case of Cumberland House, Houston and Houston 

                                                 
288 “Smallpox,” [Online]: http://www.canadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/smallpox, 

289 Ann M. Becker, “Smallpox in Washington's Army: Strategic Implications of the Disease during the 

American Revolutionary War” The Journal of Military History Vol. 68, No. 2 (Apr., 2004): 385. 
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calculated that up to 95% of the Indigenous people had died from smallpox. 290 Of the 

approximately 350 European traders living in the west only two were known  to have 
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One of the early records regarding Algonquian peoples and smallpox was written in 

1633 in Massachusetts. Governor William Bradford of the Plymouth Colony wrote the 

following: 

Indians... fell sick of the smallpox and died most miserably… they were, in the 

end not able not able to help one another, nor not to make a fire nor to fetch a 

little water to drink, nor any to bury the dead; but would strive as long as they 

could, and when they could procure no other means to make fire, they would 

burn the wooden trays and dishes they ate their meat on, and their very bows and 

arrows. And some would crawl out on all fours to get a little water and 

sometimes die by the way and not be able to get in again.292 

While some records conveyed a sympathetic human dimension, early New England 

settlers also rationalized the people’s suffering and mortality as God’s punishment for 

Indigenous peoples and a gift for Christian Europeans. Puritan clergyman and president 
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of Harvard College, Increase Mather actually justified the European takeover of 

Indigenous lands as a sign and act of God’s destruction of quarrelsome Indians who were 

defending their lands. Mather wrote,  

About the same time Indians began to be quarrelsome touching the Bounds of the 

land they had sold to the English; but God ended the controversy by sending the 

small-pox amongst the Indians at Saugust, who were before that time exceeding 

numerous. Whole towns of them were swept away, in some of them not so much 

as one Soul escaping the Destruction.293   

The new settlers rationalized that God was on their side in the take-over of Indigenous 

lands. In 1634 John Winthrop, the Massachusetts Bay Governor wrote, “[The Indians] 

are all dead of the smallpox so the Lord clearath our title to what we possess.”294 

 

By the mid-1600s, furs had been largely depleted from the northeast and from the 

Atlantic seaboard to Lake Ontario. After allying with the Dutch and later the English, the 

Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) started a major military campaign called the Beaver Wars to 

control the fur trade into Ontario and the Ohio Valley. After the Mohawks defeated the 

Mahicans in 1628 a smallpox epidemic reduced Indigenous populations by 50-66 per 

cent from 1634 to 1640. Jesuit Paul Le Jeune wrote vividly about European contact and 

smallpox- “since our arrival in these lands those who had been the nearest to us had 
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happened to be the most ruined by the disease…whole villages [were] utterly 

exterminated…wherever we set foot death or disease followed us… In consequence … 

they expelled us from their cabins, and did not allow us to approach their sick, especially 

children… For it has happened very often… where we baptized most people, there it was 

in fact where they died the most.” 295 Smallpox and other diseases would continue to 

haunt Indigenous people’s lives for the next three centuries. 

 

Most scholars have agreed that smallpox that reached Cumberland House and the 

Northwest in 1781-1782 originated in Mexico. But Elizabeth Fenn adds that it may very 

well have originated in Louisiana. She writes, “Louisiana may be a more plausible 

source; not only was Variola rampant in New Orleans almost a year earlier than in 

Mexico City, but the former French city was some three hundred miles closer to New 

Mexico.”  From 1775 to 1780 smallpox had gradually moved from Boston to the 

Carolinas and Louisiana during the American War of Independence. It could have 

moved west and north west from the New Orleans area. Paul Hackett concluded that one 

of its routes was from the Shoshone onto the western plains and the north, and the other 

from a Hidatsa village on the Missouri River onto Red River and the Petit North.296 The 

most quoted written source regarding the Shoshone route is David Thompson who set 

down the stories of Saukamappee, an elderly Cree. Saukamappee was originally from 
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Opaskiyak, The Pas but in the 1780s he was living with the Piikani (Peigan) in southern 

Alberta. He recounted that when the Piikani attacked a Shoshone encampment around 

Red Deer River they were horror-struck to find that the whole camp had been wiped out 

by disease. 297 The new smallpox horror was then carried northeastward towards the 

Battleford/Eagle Hills area. 

 

But how and when was the smallpox transmitted from the Eagle Hills to Cumberland 

House, to La Ronge and the Athabasca region? According to HBC trader Mitchell Oman 

three fifths of the Assiniboine and Cree had died at Eagle Hills (around the Battlefords) 

by October 1781. On October 22nd it was already at Hudson House.298 Since smallpox 

had an incubation period of 7-17 days it would have reached Hudson House by October 

4th. On October 11, 1781 Tomison recorded that Peter Pond and eight canoes were on 

their way to the North. Pond and his men were in a hurry because freeze-up was coming, 

so on October 8 or 9 they were most likely at Sturgeon Fort which is only about forty 

miles from Hudson House. The Nor-Westers were competing with HBC men around 

Eagle Hills where Mitchell Oman and his HBC men witnessed the smallpox devastation 

but Oman did not mention their presence. Smallpox doesn’t appear to have been carried 

from the Beaver Cree to Ile a la Crosse as Daschuk writes that the Beaver Cree were the 

only group to have survived intact and furthermore that, “The disease spread north to the 
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Chipewyan from Peter Pond’s post at Lac La Ronge.”299 One thing seems clear from the 

record – the smallpox followed the same path as Pond and his men. 

 

It took three weeks for the smallpox to get from Eagle Hills to Hudson House on October 

22nd then another seven weeks to Cumberland House on December 11th. The Y dialect 

Cree from Nipawin to Sipanohk had a long historic association with the Cree from 

Sturgeon Fort to Cumberland but they were culturally and linguistically more connected 

with the Y dialect people at the forks, Pehonan (Fort a la Corne) including Peter Pond’s 

fort. The Nipawin area was mainly composed of independent trading sites while the 

HBC’s main centre was in Cumberland. Extrapolating from travel times, Peter Pond 

would have been passing through Nipawin around October 9th or 10th. This was a 

river/rapids area as contrasted with the delta area of the Spruce Island (Cumberland) 

Cree, but in either case the people’s dispersals to the traplines would have slowed the 

pace of the smallpox. This was the period of the Little Ice Age and it was especially cold 

from 1779 to1780 (see Saukamappee’s comments, Thompson, p. 208). The cold 

conditions were accompanied with a prolonged drought which impacted vegetation and 

wildlife, and therefore the food sources and livelihood of the people. Because the disease 

was mainly carried along the fur trade routes, the dispersals to the traplines and various 

territorial locales would have initially saved many people, but when they reassembled to 

sell their furs at the post after the spring breakup, the disease would have been spurred 
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on. The following quotes are from the 1781-1782 record of the Cumberland and Hudson 

House Journals 1775-82 -   

No Buffalo to be found…Indians all dying…tents all standing, the Bodies inside 

unburied …a great number of Skins and plenty of provisions, But that the Wolves 

had destroyed it all, also pulled down the Tents and devoured the Bodies …( Dec. 

2 and 3, 1781, William Walker, Hudson House)300 

…their Condition is too shocking to be described by pen…it cuts me to the Heart 

to see the Miserable condition they are in & not being able to Help them… 

(January 21-22, 1782, William Tomison, Cumberland House) 301 

The Obasqui’au Indians is all dead and ten tents of Pegogemy and Cowinetow 

Indians that was pitching towards this place all dead. (February 19, 1782 letter 

William Tomison, Cumberland House) 302 

Indians I neither see nor hear of any being alive. The most part of them that has 

recover’d is Women and Children. (February 25, 1782 letter, William Walker, 

Hudson House) 303 

Cumberland House… there is hardly an Indian man alive. (May 14, 1782 letter                
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William Walker, Hudson House) 304 

The whole tribe of U’Basquiou Indians… are extinct except one Child, and that 

of the several several Tribes of Assinnee Poet Pegogomew and others bordering 

on Saskachiwan River he realy believed not one in fifty have survived. (August 

1782 letter Mathew Cocking, York Fort) 305 

 

Most estimates indicate that 50-90 percent of Indigenous people died from the horrific 

smallpox. Following a recent re-examination of the fur trade records Houston and 

Houston suggest that the mortality rate for Cumberland House was 95 per cent.306  For 

the over 200 Europeans traders the situation was quite different, with only two recorded 

deaths.307 Tomison wrote powerfully of the situation, “…there is something very 

malignant, that we are not sensible of, either in the Constitution of the Natives or in the 

Disorder.”308 He did not refer to the immunity of Europeans but he points out that it had 

something to do with the makeup of Indigenous peoples and the power of the smallpox. 

He saw the danger to Europeans but recognized the far greater impact for Indigenous 

peoples.  
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The records report the survival of some children and adults but they make rare mention 

of small children or babies. Without an acquired immunity, most babies or younger 

children (awasisuk) probably died in higher percentages. There was also little mention of 

the elderly, keteyuk and kisehiyuk, the revered elders, noogomuk (grandmothers) or 

nimosoomuk (grandfathers) whose deaths would have caused great loss of knowledge 

with respect to history, genealogy, and cultural understanding. Saukamapppee told 

Thompson, “We had only a little brook, and about one third died, but in some of the 

other camps, there were tents in which everyone died.…we moved about to find our 

people, it was no longer with the song and the dance, but with the tears, shrieks, and 

howlings of despair for those who would never return to us.”309 In addition to the 

horrendous suffering the epidemic brought territorial rearrangements, massive 

sociocultural and emotional upheaval with long-term psychological scarring. Survivors 

who lost their helpmates and providers had to deal with dehydration, starvation and 

freezing to death. This was happening at the same time that there was a two-year drought 

and extremely cold winters. This led to food shortages as Saukamappee recalled that, 

“…the Bisons and Red Deer were also gone, we did not see one half of what was 

before…”310  
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While some people were trying to help and provide seetoskatowin or compassionate 

support, others were left in complete despair or waneneetumowin.311 Many would 

experience mooskateneetumowin or crying out thinking in a horrific situation like this. In 

much the same way that settlers moved away into the countryside when they were 

confronted with smallpox, the plague and other diseases, so did Indigenous peoples. 

Asoweehitowin, or the passing of sickness from one to another was recognized but given 

the recorded deaths many people would have stayed to help, support, console and die in 

their turn. Cocking wrote, “Numbers died through want of Food or starved with cold 

having no attendance [sic, attendants] for as the complaint became general there was 

none left in many Tribes able to hunt for or administer to the wants of each other. Many 

put an end to their own existence to end their pain and others for grief at the loss of their 

friends (Mathew Cocking July 2, 1782).312 Most of the leaders, ogimawuk and 

oneeganiyuk including the muskeegeehinniyuk, the herbal medicine people, and 

opuwami-inniyuk, the dream vision quest people were gone. Generations that had been 

united by the social fabric of the people were now shattered by a brutal nightmare.  

 

The European traders responded in various ways. HBC Master William Tomison at 

Cumberland provided support and empathy and by December 18, 1781 he was 

fumigating or “smoaking everything … with the flour of Sulphur” to disinfect goods and 
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supplies as well as keeping people in isolation.313 HBC trader, Tomison wrote that his 

Canadian rivals, in contrast were stealing furs from the Indigenous people in their 

weakened state, while William Walker reported that, “What skins the French has Got, 

most part of them has been taken by force out of Indian tents… they just paid them what 

they pleased.”314 In a letter, to Tomison in May 1782, Walker noted that there were sixty 

Frenchmen at the Upper House, and that two “brave Indians belonging to your part” 

were killed.315  

 

Some traders appropriated furs and clothing from the dead. Fur or leather that had been 

softened and worn fetched the best price in the market so these clothes were the first to 

be taken off the backs of the people. Mitchell Oman told David Thompson that, “…the 

Indians of the forest had beaver robes in their tents some of which were spread over the 

dead bodies, which we might take, and replace them by a new blanket and that by going 

to the tent we would render a service to those that were living by furnishing them with 

tobacco, ammunition and a few other necessaries…”316 While the leaving of a cloth or 

blanket was an acknowledgement of cultural practice it was nevertheless done in the 

midst of horror, despair and hopelessness.  
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The other rationale used for the appropriation of furs was the payment of debt, but not all 

people would have had debt and additionally some traders did take furs that had been left 

as offerings to the spirits. While any semblance of help would have been appreciated, the 

taking without consent and the disregard for traditional spiritual beliefs regarding 

offerings would have been seen as demeaning in their already weakened horrific 

condition. As it turned out, the companies did take big losses because many of the best 

Indigenous traders, navigators, paddlers, trappers, hunters, fishers, food and pelt 

preparation people had been wiped out. HBC traders as well as the Canadians also 

appropriated furs. At Cumberland, “Magnus Twatt and James Tate came home brot 40 

made Beaver in Coats which they found Upon Indian Debtors, all dead, they also found 

19 made Beaver in Cats, which had been thrown away to the good Spirrit…that they 

might live, for their diligence and care in searching for those they went after, I 

[Tomison] have given them 3 yards of cloth as Encouragement.”317   

 

The above discussion draws attention to a topic that has been neglected: the impact of 

the appropriation and transportation of contaminated furs and clothing by European 

traders. Smallpox scabs would have been embedded in the furs and stuck in the clothing, 

so this practice would have helped to spread the disease. Packaging the furs and blankets 

would have kept the smallpox virus alive much longer, whereas the hanging of fur and 

blankets out in the sun would have shortened its lifespan. Europeans also introduced the 
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practice of shaking hands, as a form of greeting (wachiyetowin, literally means shake 

hands) so the virus could also have been spread and transferred this way.318 Remember 

that the disease could incubate for 7-17 days. The smallpox reached Eagle Hills by early 

October and Hudson House by October 22nd and Cumberland by December 11. The 

record also shows the HBC personnel were fumigating the furs with the “Flour of 

Sulphur” by December 18th.319 Given the competitive context and the extreme cold in 

field situations away from the posts, it was doubtful that all traders and paddlers would 

have had the time to fumigate when on the move and stopping at different camps. The 

two Cree parties which were mentioned when smallpox reached Cumberland were most 

likely from Kaminschigauchugasik, Pine Bluff to the northwest while the other party of 

three men and four women were most likely from Isputinak, Mosquito Point (Sugimes 

Neyaw) or Nipawin (Neepuhauhineek) but not likely from Eagle Hills or Hudson House. 

But where were the North West Company and independent traders?   

 

Most of the independent traders or pedlars as the HBC called them were mainly west and 

northwest of Cumberland. In 1775 the records show that there were 130 voyageurs in 

that year and 250 by 1784, so there would be at least 150 to 200 voyageurs and HBC 
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personnel around the time of the smallpox.320 As the inland trade picked up with the 

greater number of traders - competition became more intense and even violent. Self- 

interest overrode loyalties, as in the case of New Englander John Cole who had earlier in 

1771 worked with Thomas Corry and other Canadians but then deserted to the HBC but 

still later along with his associate, Bove (Bouvier?) they absconded with some HBC 

goods and rejoined the Canadians.321 In the spring of 1779 McCormick was brandishing 

a sword with the goal of intimidating “the Indians” to trade with him.322 In the fall of 

1779 around the Battlefords, Ke-pouche, a Cree trader was poisoned with liquor that was 

spiked with laudanum (opium) and in retaliation John Cole was shot to death along with 

another trader. In that same year William Holmes and his men locked up some 

Indigenous peoples who had come down to the NWC camp around Fort Carlton, forcing 

them to trade all their furs with them. When Magnus Twatt, an HBC servant, protested 

this action, Holmes reportedly beat him “in a cruel manner.”323 In response to the threats 

from Holmes, an Irishman, an exasperated Tomison wrote the following to Longmoor on 
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February 15, 1780, “Scotchmen can kill as well as Irishmen.”324 On April 2, 1780, 

Longmoor recorded, “They are dayly threatening of us.”325  

 

The threats were not only about beatings, it was also about the horror of horrors, 

smallpox. On December 5, 1779, HBC factor Tomison had written that, “there has been 

many false reports made by them to the Natives Concerning Us, Sometimes telling the 

Indians that Your Honour’s Ships is cast away, and at other times that we are all dying 

of smallpox, and what should they go to visit us for; If anything should ever happen to 

Your Honor’s Inland settlements I am Possitive it never will be Executed without 

the assistance of the Canadians [emphasis mine] as they are for the most part a parcle 

of great villains both Masters and men.”326 South of Lake Manitoba on the Assiniboine 

River two posts were destroyed in the fall of 1781. Close to Portage la Prairie in 1781, 

trading conflict escalated between the Nor-Westers which included William Bruce and 

the Cree and Assiniboines; thirty were of the latter were killed as well as three traders.327 

Not that long after Bruce would die from smallpox. Not only was the conflict rising 

between European traders just before the smallpox struck it was also escalating between 

Europeans and Indigenous people and also among Indigenous people. The A’aninin or 
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Atsina would end up leaving their trading area around Eagle Hills and the forks after the 

intense competition which led to a war with the Cree, Assiniboine and Saulteaux. 

 

Many of the traders challenging the HBC were former military people from the Seven 

Years War where intimidation, fear and threats were an integral part of the conflicts. 

Peter Pond, Alexander Henry and Jean Baptiste Cadotte were in the regular British army 

while Captain James Tute, Lt. Charles McCormick, Lt. William Holmes, and Lt. William 

Bruce were with the specialized British forces called Roger’s Rangers, so they would 

have known each other.328 The fighting in this war had become more heightened and 

brutal with new tactics and strategies by both the Europeans and Indigenous peoples.329 

They would have also experienced the horrors of smallpox and its greater devastation for 

Indigenous peoples as compared to Europeans. These same military entrepreneurs were 

also in Detroit –Mackinac where smallpox struck in 1763. In addition to the 

aforementioned, Benjamin Frobisher, Charles Boyer and Franceways were with them in 

the Mississippi Valley in 1766, whereas Peter Pangman did not join them until 1775.330 

 

Four of the most notorious leaders competing against the HBC were Lt. William Bruce, 

Lt. Charles McCormick, Lt. William Holmes, Captain James Tute of the Roger’s 
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Rangers and Peter Pond from the regular army. Intimidation, threats and death followed 

these men. Pond has often been cast as a villain, principally because of his link to the 

murder of Jean Etienne Wadin (also Waddens). Pond and his partner were implicated in 

the murder of Wadin on March, 1782. In a signed affidavit on behalf of Wadin’s wife, 

witness Joseph Faignant (Fayant?) stated that Wadin had bled to death from a gunshot 

wound following an argument with Peter Pond and Touissant Lesieur (Lussier?). Pond 

and Wadin were partnered with competing firms, so no doubt there was animosity 

between the two.331 Later on in the Athabasca region another trader, John Ross was 

killed by Pond’s partner Peche (Piche). 332 Ross was killed when he had tried to 

intervene in a situation where Dene people’s furs were being forcibly taken by Pond’s 

men. Later in his journal, Peter Fidler would say, “Mr. Ross was shot by one Peshe, a 

Canadian by order of Pond.”333  

 

Writing about Pond, David Thompson recorded that, “He was a person of industrious 

habits, a good common education, but of a violent temper and unprincipaled 

character…”334 The historian, W.S. Morton wrote that he had sympathy for Pond but he 

also emphasized that he had a “refractory temper” and leaving the wounded Wadin to die 
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was damning evidence.335 W. Stewart Wallace added that if the death was accidental 

why did they walk away and leave him? He added that in English law, both the murderer 

and the accomplice were guilty.336 A North West Company partner, Alexander 

Mackenzie wrote that “their innocence was not so apparent...the other circumstance was 

this. In the spring of the year, Mr. Pond sent the above mentioned clerk to meet with the 

Indians from the Northward…but most unfortunately they caught it [the smallpox] here, 

and carried it with them, to the destruction of themselves and the neighbouring tribes.”337 

In this case Mackenzie did make the connection between the spread of smallpox and 

Pond.  

 

David Chapin had a different take on Pond. He characterized Pond as unique, proud, 

bold and curious.338 He attacked the credibility of Thompson by saying he was a 

“storyteller” who was spicing up his “colorful version” of Pond as an “entertaining’ and 

“dastardly” villain.339 Chapin also stated that early traders including Alexander Henry 

and Joseph Frobisher were often violent and unprincipled but it was Pond who was 
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“singled out as an exception when he was actually quite typical.”340 Indigenous authors 

Philip Coutu and Lorraine Hoffman-Mercredi who combine Dene oral history and 

documented sources did make a connection between Pond and the murders as well as the 

spreading of smallpox. From a Dene cosmological perspective they liken Pond to a “dark 

Inkonze.”341 In a very similar fashion of Indigenous characterization in the region, the 

Cree grandfather of Clem Cummings from Buffalo Narrows called Pond, Muchi-Munito 

Otooskineegima, the Devil’s Apprentice.342  

 

The horrific deaths of so many Indigenous peoples by smallpox not only diminished the 

population, it weakened their political and economic strength. Alexander Mackenzie 

stated that, “it appears to be incontrovertible, that the irregularity pursued in carrying on 

the trade has brought it into its present forlorn situation, and nothing but the greatest 

calamity that could have befallen the natives, saved the traders from destruction; this was 

the smallpox…”343 Just before the smallpox struck, the fur trade wars were escalating 

towards greater intimidation and violence by the fur traders who in turn were being 

challenged by Indigenous peoples. Many of the wise, hard-bargaining and experienced 

leaders would have been exterminated by smallpox so it would take time to develop not 
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only the new leadership but also the many different skilled people that were essential to 

foundations of Indigenous life and survival in the context of the fur trade. 

 

The smallpox epidemic also changed the people’s territorial ranges. Right from the 

initial records of the late 1700s, the naming of Methy Portage in the TH dialect rather 

than Y, N or R was a strong indicator that it was the Upriver Missinipi Cree who must 

have been wiped out by the smallpox epidemic of 1781-82 in the upper Missinipi or 

Churchill River area. Alexander Mackenzie who spent most of his time from Ile a la 

Crosse to Athabasca recorded and translated sixteen pages of Cree words in the TH 

Missinipi Cree dialect.344 It was during this time in the late 1700s that both the Dene and 

the Strong Woods or Bush Cree started moving into the Upper Missinipe or Churchill 

River to trade with the Europeans. Initially there were mainly Cree in Ile a la Crosse 

(Sak’tuwak or Sagituwak); then the Dene arrived, followed by more Cree. Although 

Pond did record the existence of an R dialect on the Athabasca River it appears that the 

R dialect speakers were also wiped out by the smallpox. The use of the “r” in the naming 

of the burbot as marachoos by the Ile a la Crosse Cree Y dialect today shows that they 

were originally connected with the Y Strong Woods or Bush Cree and possibly even 

with the mystery R dialect of Athabasca and the Upper Churchill. Cumberland House 

Cree has about half a dozen words using the letter r so it is also possible that the “R” 

dialect of Athabasca was based on selected words rather than a full-scale R dialect. But, 

if the Missinipi Cree of the Upper Churchill River were wiped out by the smallpox then 
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the R dialect mentioned by Pond after his historic trip in 1778 could have also been 

wiped out by this smallpox epidemic of 1781-1782. There could have been remnants of 

both but over the long run they were probably assimilated into the Strong Woods Cree Y 

dialect. The TH dialect was recorded from York Factory to Reindeer Lake to Athabasca 

and the forks of the Saskatchewan around present-day Prince Albert. A more careful 

historical mapping of these dialects needs to be done. 

 

As Indigenous populations and communities were being severely reduced, weakened, 

and devastated, fur trade competition and conflicts were escalating between the HBC and 

the North West Company as well as among the Montreal traders themselves. A 

reorganization of the North West Company took place in 1783-84 and in 1787 another 

new amalgamation included Alexander Mackenzie, Roderick McKenzie and the 

McGillivrays. As the fur trade wars mounted, some former Nor’Westers formed a new 

company, the XY Company, in 1797 to challenge their former colleagues. By 1800, the 

North West Company's profits were £144,000 as compared to the HBC profits of 

£38,000 in trade.345  The pressures of competition, however, forced the North West 

Company and the XY Company to recombine in 1804.  

 

 

 

  

                                                 
345 Gerald Friesen, The Canadian Prairie (University of Toronto Press, 1987), 62. 
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7.  SETTLERS, METIS, & GOVERNMENT 

 

This chapter will mainly deal with the birth and rise of the Metis Nation from the fur 

trade period to the Selkirk settlement, the HBC monopoly and the Manitoba Act of 1870. 

There will be a brief commentary on the topics of Metis nationhood, nationalism and the 

peoplehood of the Metis. Some have argued that Metis nationalism had risen as part of 

the fur trade while others have pointed the events which culminated with the Battle of 

Seven Oaks and others chose the post 1840s period.   

 

 Loyalists, Selkirk and the Metis 

The first colonization project in the northwest began in 1811 when the Hudson’s Bay 

Company granted 74,128,984 acres or 300,000 square kilometres of Rupert’s Land to 

Thomas Douglas, the 5th Earl of Selkirk, a shareholder of the company. This new district 

of Assiniboia was five times the size of Scotland. In 1746, Scottish Highlanders had 

suffered a terrible defeat by the Duke of Cumberland at the Battle of Culloden. Their 

situation was desperate and by the early 1800s, many had been evicted from their lands 

to make way for raising sheep among other things. The bleak situation forced many to 

immigrate to the Americas. Selkirk had tried to start a colony in Prince Edward Island 

but he was unsuccessful. Building on his connections with the HBC, he formulated a 

new plan for a colony in Rupert’s Land.346  
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Luckily company share prices had gone down because of the Napoleonic wars, so 

Thomas Douglas (Lord Selkirk), his brother-in-law Andrew Wedderburn (who later 

changed his name to Colvile), and his cousin John Halkett of the HBC bought HBC 

shares and became influential in the company’s governing committee. In their plan to 

establish an agricultural colony they decided to bring in recently displaced Highlanders 

with some agricultural experience. In June 1811, Miles Macdonell was named governor 

of Assiniboia. The very next month on July 26, he made the hasty decision to bring 

settlers across the Atlantic. Their late arrival in September and the lack of proper 

planning led to a hungry troubled winter for the settlers. By the time he arrived with 22 

men at the Red River/Assiniboine on August 1812 he had to suppress a mutiny. It was 

not a good start but they survived with the help of Indigenous peoples including the 

Ojibwe Chief Peguis. 

 

In 1814 the people of colony were still having a difficult time especially with food 

supplies so, Macdonell issued the controversial Pemmican Proclamation whereby he, the 

governor, would control and monopolize the selling and export of pemmican. This did 

not sit well with the North West Company or the producers of the pemmican, the Metis 

and First Nations people. Grandes Oreilles, a Grand Chief of the Ojibwe, responded by 

stating that they preferred peace between the companies but if the HBC settlers persisted 

                                                 
(Edingburgh: Mainstream Publishing, 1994); T. M. Devine, Clearance and Improvement: Land, Power 

and People in Scotland 1700-1900 (Edinburgh: John Donald, 2006).  
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on this course “they shall be destroyed.”347 Many of the Metis were trading with both the 

HBC and the North West Company so they were quite incensed that their freedom and 

very livelihood was directly under attack. Led by Cuthbert Grant and the North West 

Company support, they arrested Macdonell and burned the settlement. On June 25, 1815 

Macdonell surrendered and retired with the settlers to Jack River (Norway House).  

 

The new governor Robert Semple, arrived at the Red River Colony in November 1815. 

The following March, Colin Robertson of the HBC seized the Nor’Westers’ Fort 

Gibraltar and the conflicts continued. On June 19, 1816 some 60 or 70 Metis under 

Cuthbert Grant were bringing in pemmican for the NWC brigades. Governor Semple and 

his men went out to confront the Metis and the result was the Battle of Seven Oaks, 

where the governor and 20 of his men and one Metis were killed. The next year Selkirk 

re-established the colony with Peter Fidler resuming the survey of property lots. In 1817 

the Selkirk Treaty was signed with five local Cree and Ojibwe chiefs. Selkirk died in 

1820 and on May 4, 1836, Assiniboia was transferred back to the HBC by Selkirk's 

family. This colony with its tumultuous beginnings was the first attempt at European 

settlement in the west. 

 

                                                 
347 Gerhard J. Ens and Joe Sawchuk, From New Peoples to New Nations: Aspects of Metis History and 
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Historians have debated the question of whether the birth of Metis nationhood can be 

traced to this period.348 As an HBC partisan, Selkirk argued that these “Metifs, Bois 

Brules, or Half-breeds” were “lawless banditti” and were nothing more than employees 

and dupes of the North West Company.349 William McGillivray of the North West 

Company wrote, “it is absurd to consider them legally in any other light than as 

Indians… Then in being therefore Indians, they, as is frequently the case among the 

tribes of this vast continent…have the right to form a new tribe on any unoccupied, or 

(according to Indian law) any conquered territory. That the half-breeds under the 

denomination of bois brules and metifs have formed a separate and distinct tribe of 

Indians for a considerable time back, has been proved to you by various depositions.”350 

After reviewing various viewpoints about whether the Métis nation had their roots in the 

Battle of Seven Oaks, Ens and Sawchuk concluded that, “This articulation of nationalism 

was spurred by the merger of the two fur-trading companies and the attempt by the new 

HBC to curtail the trading rights of the Metis in the two succeeding periods. The Battle 

of Seven Oaks certainly became a source of pride for the Metis, and it would later 

become an important part of the narrative of the Métis Nation, but only in the sense of an 

‘invented tradition’. Not until 30 years after Seven Oaks did events produce a coherent 

view of what the national rights of the Métis were.”351 While Ens and Sawchuk provide a 

                                                 
348 See overview by Ens and Sawchuk, 35-41. 

349 Ibid., 82. 

350 Statement of Wm. McGillivary to W. B. Coltman, March 14, 1818. In Ens and Sawchuk, 81. 

351 Ibid., 91. 
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good summary of many key aspects of Metis history, their use of “invented tradition” 

(borrowed from English historians E. J. Hobsbawm and T. O. Ranger) throughout the 

book is problematic as it implies that aspects of Metis cultural nationalism were 

“invented” and therefore not really authentic. The word “invented” used in this situation 

has a pejorative colonial flavour implying that Metis nationalism was made up or just 

created under European influence. Calling the real life experiences of the Metis and their 

remembrances of the Battle of Seven Oaks, an “invented tradition” is highly problematic. 

Why bother using a concept that dismisses Indigenous cultural practices and symbols as 

Euro-centred inventions? In any case, all traditions change over time, and who decides 

the cut-off point between “invented” and “real” traditions? Europeans and Indigenous 

peoples borrowed ideas and cultural practices from each other, so why use this 

demeaning label for Indigenous people only. New ideas, whether borrowings or 

inventions demand a modicum of respect and constructive critical analysis on their own 

terms as substantive parts of a people’s historical narrative. 

 

HBC Monopoly and the Metis 

In 1821, 97 posts of the North West Company and 76 posts of the HBC were combined 

to create a new monopoly under the name of the Hudson’s Bay Company. Between 1820 

and 1860 George Simpson, a Scottish Highlander would go on to become one of the 

most powerful persons in HBC history. Simpson quickly rose in the ranks to become the 

Governor of the Northern Department and of the whole company by 1826. He 
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streamlined the operations including the slashing of 60 per cent of the workforce. 352 He 

showed a remarkable ability to quickly master the problems of the trade and the art of 

managing men, thanks to his reliance on experienced officers whose ideas he 

appropriated. 353    

 

Sir George was an inveterate womanizer. In February 1830, right after the birth of his 

second son, John Mackenzie, to his Cree-English partner, Peggy (Margaret) Taylor, 

Simpson left them to marry his first cousin Frances Ramsay who was 20 years younger 

than he.354 Galbraith wrote that, “he treated his mixed-blood partners as little more than 

sexual objects, and his manner of disposing of them manifested little feeling of 

humanity… Non-white wives [of others] were not welcome in the Simpson household, 

and Frances fully supported her husband’s decision to exclude them.”355 Simpson was 

adamant about maintaining a deliberate distance from Indigenous peoples.356  

 

Indigenous women played a strong part in Indigenous societies and they continued to be 

a strong part of the new fur trade exchange with Europeans. European traders had been 
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coming into the west for close to one hundred and fifty years but none had brought their 

wives with them for various reasons. Indigenous women on the other hand were free to 

partner with Indigenous or European men. The egalitarian ethos in with which they were 

raised, along with the many skills they had for self-determined survival, would become 

an essential part of the fur trade. They interpreted for their partners about the many 

spheres of life and taught them to speak their languages for trade and communication. 

Not only were they skillful paddlers, and makers of food, clothing and shelter, they were 

also strategic partners in the evolving challenges of the Indigenous/European exchange. 

Simpson’s style was different. He enjoyed the perks of his high status when he ordered a 

thirty-five foot canots du maître with fifteen paddlers rather than the usual eight or nine 

paddlers of the canots du nord to bring in his new English wife to Red River.357 

Ogimawuk or Indigenous leaders and Indigenous women had paddled like anyone else 

but the new ogimaw, George Simpson sat in the middle of the canoe with his “lovely 

tender exotic” European wife. The new reality of pomp, sexism and racism was captured 

when James Hargrave’s Scottish wife, Letitia remarked in the 1840s,  

There is a strange revolution in the manners of the country: Indian wives were at 

one time the vogue, the half-breed supplanted these, and now we have the lovely 

tender exotic torn from its parent bed to pine and languish in the desert.358 
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Other factors besides changing fur trade mores diminished the standing of Indigenous 

women; the coming of Christian missionaries brought new social pressures. Jennifer 

Brown writes, “The first real threats to these women’s rank and position came from the 

Protestant and Roman Catholic clergy who entered the Red River area in 1818-20.”359  In 

the post 1870 period, Sylvia Van Kirk writes that, “In the period of frontier settlement, 

unions between white men and native women became increasingly rare; they were 

frowned upon by the dominant white culture, while at the same time the sexual 

exploitation of native women was allowed to increase.”360 The combined effect of 

sexism, racism and the classism of rank and position along with Christian condescension 

from the early to mid-1800s and the frontier settlement period would set the stage for the 

continuous long-term disparagement of Indigenous women. 

 

Harold Innis in The Fur Trade in Canada quotes from an unsigned letter of 1822, which 

has sometimes been ascribed to George Simpson: “I have made it my study to examine 

the nature and Indians and however repugnant it may be to our feelings, I am convinced 

they must be ruled with a rod of iron to bring and keep them in a proper state of 

subordination, and the most certain way to effect this is by letting them feel their 

dependence upon us.”361 While Metis and First Nations people continued to trade with 
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the HBC because of proximity and convenience, many of them also traded with free 

traders or with others including the Americans to the south. After the HBC 

amalgamation, a lot of the voyageurs and freighters had become independent, so the 

partnerships and allegiances had been shifting for some time. The “monopoly” was often 

challenged and ignored by these former employees many of whom were of Indigenous 

descent. For example by 1844, Metis free trader Norman Kittson at Pembina was making 

over $150,000 as compared to $5000 ten years earlier.362 The monopoly control of the 

HBC was on shaky ground. 

 

The issue came to a head in 1849 when Metis trader Pierre-Guillaume Sayer and three 

other Metis were tried on the charges of trading with Indigenous groups in violation of 

the company’s legal privileges. With Louis Riel Sr. waiting outside the court with 300 

armed Metis, the jury found Sayer guilty but he was released with the other Metis and all 

their furs.363  They were greeted outside with shouts of "le commerce est libre", the trade 

is free. The legal canons of the HBC charter and monopoly were now ineffectual as the 

company was forced to compete with the free traders. Just two years later, the Metis 
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would demonstrate their political military capabilities when they fought and held off a 

contingent of a few hundred Siouan people in the Battle of Grand Coteau. 364 

 

Eight years later Sir George Simpson testified before the Parliamentary Select 

Committee regarding the Hudson’s Bay Company on February 26th and March 2, 1857. 

As the longest serving and most powerful governor in HBC history he has been labelled 

“the Little Emperor.” Here is what Simpson said about his authority when asked about 

HBC jurisdiction over Metis and First Nations: 

“What privileges or rights do the native Indians possess strictly applicable to 

themselves?  They are perfectly at liberty to do what they please; we never 

restrain Indians. 

You exercise no authority whatever over the Indian tribes? None at all. 

Do you mean that, possessing the right of soil over the whole of Rupert’s land, 

you do not consider that you possess any jurisdiction over the inhabitants of that 

soil? No I am not aware that we do. We exercise none, whatever right we possess 

under the charter. 

Are the native Indians permitted to barter skins inter se one tribe to another? Yes. 

There is no restriction at all in that respect? None at all. 
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Is there any restriction with regard to the Halfbreeds in that respect? None, as 

regard dealings among themselves…  

And without any form of trial? We seldom get hold of them for the purpose of 

trial, and they are usually punished by their own tribes.” 365  

Although the Rupert’s Land Charter had been operating for over 200 years, Simpson 

asserted that the HBC and its Charter had no jurisdiction over First Nations and Metis 

people apart from the reciprocal trade and employee arrangements they controlled. Even 

with the monopoly, Simpson stated that there were also no trade restrictions on 

Indigenous people who bartered fur with other tribes. HBC law and governance had 

earlier been updated after the merger in 1822 and again in 1835 but First Nations had 

their own governance and Metis people also had their own laws for their communities 

and the buffalo hunt. Regarding the Metis in his recent book on law and governance in 

Red River, Gibson stated that with the rise of Metis resistance, “There was absolutely no 

doubt, however, as dawn illuminated the first day of 1870, that the Metis-led Provisional 

Government of Rupert’s Land was in almost complete control of their HBC’s former 

domains – and that the world was taking notice.”366  

 

In 1868, the British Parliament transferred Rupert's Land from the HBC to the Dominion 

of Canada. On its completion in 1870, £300,000 was paid to the Hudson's Bay Company. 
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Under this agreement, the company retained rights to 7 million acres of land including 

50,000 acres around the trading posts. In November 1869, the Red River Metis led by 

Riel successfully supplanted HBC authority with a new provisional government led by 

Louis Riel. Several Lists of Rights were declared including full and fair representation in 

the Dominion Parliament, a legislature as in Ontario and Quebec, full control of all the 

lands, and the signing of Indian Treaties. The Red River delegates took their demands to 

Ottawa, where negotiations for the entry into the Canadian Confederation were 

conducted.367 Eight months after the formation of the Provisional Government, Manitoba 

became Canada’s fifth province on July 15, 1870. Louis Riel and the Metis had become 

historic players in the formation of Canada as a nation. As the first province in western 

Canada, Manitoba’s entry into confederation was an important step in the realization of 

the coast to coast dream of confederation as well as the signing of treaties.   

 

In May 1870, before the official confirmation of the Manitoba Act in July, John A. 

Macdonald sent a military force of over 1200 to Red River under the command of 

Colonel Garnet Wolseley. A force of this size was gathered in a relatively short time 

because of the great outcry in Protestant Ontario for retribution especially against Riel 

and the Metis following the execution of Thomas Scott on March 4th. Scott had been 

executed for treason and threatening to kill Riel.  
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The Red River population in the census of 1870 was 12,000 people with approximately 

10,000 Metis, 1500 Whites and 500 First Nations. The added presence of 1200 soldiers, 

in the community heightened the animosity and strain in the populace. The unity that had 

been more or less maintained by Riel with his strategic balancing of English and French 

Metis representation in the Provisional Government began to fracture after Riel and 

some of the key people left for the United States as their lives were in danger. In order to 

entice the officers and soldiers of the occupying military force to stay in Red River, they 

were offered and entitled to a free grant of 160 acres of land in 1871.368 Something was 

bound to happen. 

 

On September 13, 1870 Elzear Goulet was murdered by a mob which included 

Wolseley’s soldiers. Elzear had been part of the tribunal that had sentenced Scott. When 

Goulet entered a tavern where locals and Wolseley’s soldiers were drinking, a local Red 

River resident pointed him out and the chase was on. As he tried to cross the river, he 

was stoned and drowned. One of the witnesses who held the position of bugler with the 

Ontario Rifles, Joseph Tennant, stated during the inquest that, “The frenzied mob in 

pursuit hurled missiles of all kinds at the hunted man and stoned him to death in the 

water.”369 Although there was an inquest, nothing was ever done to the perpetrators.  
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During my youth, the preceding incident about Elzear Goulet was told to me in  

Cumberland House by Cyril Chaboyer as we were helping him in the cutting, gathering 

and piling of hay in the late 1950s. He pointed out that Elzear was my moshoom or 

grandfather.370 He told me of the stoning and drowning -kee gosapehewuk, kee 

nistapawunewuk (they sank him under the water, they drowned him). While this story 

was memorable I did not fully understand  its truth and significance until I read about 

this specific incident in Joseph Kinsey Howard’s book Strange Empire when I was 

teaching at Moose Factory in 1971.371 This book made me take a second look at the 

fascinating history and perspective that matched some of the knowledge that I gained 

from oral history in my youth.  I had known from direct experience that there was 

something wrong with the very negative one-sided portrayal of Riel and the Metis and 

Howard presented a view that approximated part of what I knew. It made me realize that 

the colonial mindset was not only well entrenched in everyday life and the writing of 

history but it was also an integral part of the oral/written history divide. Not only did it 

influence Euro-Canadian writers it also affected my own thinking. Although I already 

had a critical bent after revising and Indigenizing curriculum in my teaching from 1967-

1971, my comparative reflection on the book and my knowledge of oral history made me 

realize the strength and pervasiveness of colonial thought in written history. Not only 

was there a need to re-examine the Eurocentric nature of existing history, there was also 
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a need for a serious re-thinking about the significance of Indigenous oral history. It was 

interesting that during this time Canadians were concerned about the Americanization of 

Canada, so there was a certain nationalistic irony that it was an American author who 

was uncovering some aspects of colonialism in Canadian history as well as the 

representation of Indigenous/Metis history in a different light.  

 

Colonial thought was not only intertwined with historical writing, it was also embedded 

in everyday cultural practices and understandings as the following example of kinship 

shows. In the obituary, after the passing away of my father, Arthur (Archie) Goulet, our 

relationship to Elzear Goulet was acknowledged. Not long after, a letter was promptly 

received from Winnipeg stating that Elzear could not have been our grandfather. The 

writer was indeed correct from a Francophone or English view because in European 

kinship terms, Elzear was our great uncle. In the Cree kinship system however, the term 

nimosoom or my grandfather was and is used to include both great uncles and 

grandfathers, so Elzear was our grandfather. In the Cree kinship system, the same term, 

nimosoom was used to address a paternal or maternal great uncle and a paternal and 

maternal grandfather. Also while the English language kinship lumps paternal and 

maternal uncles together, in Cree there are different words for paternal and maternal 

uncles and aunts. Noogomis (literally my little grandmother) is used for my uncle who is 

my father’s brother and it includes the husbands of my mother’s sisters. Nisis is used for 

my uncle on my mother’s side and it is also used for my father-in-law. My aunt on my 

father’s side is nisigos and it is also used for my mother-in-law, including the wives of 

my mother’s brothers, while nitoosis was my aunt on my mother’s sister’s side and my 
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father’s brother’s wife. The person from Winnipeg who sought to challenge our 

particular genealogical relationship to Elzear Goulet did not realize how the exclusive 

use of Euro-centred terminology would constrain and hamper a broader understanding of 

kinship relations. This experience reveals different interpretations of truth and reality that 

could be unleashed by attending to the issues of language and translation, both oral and 

written. In this case the specific words, grandfather and great uncle, required added 

explanation and more accurate translation across linguistic barriers. What caught my 

attention was the far-reaching effect of the colonizer/colonized mind-set that is often 

reflected in the stories that outsiders tell about Indigenous people and is reinforced by the 

privileging of the written word and the lack of attention to Indigenous languages. Not 

only was colonial bias and mentality embedded in the oral/written history divide, it also 

sprang from the specific lack of knowledge in the distinctive grammatical structures of 

Indigenous languages. Although I had recognized the colonial mentality in how the 

history of the Metis was presented from a personal level, it was only later, after I had 

read the contrasted written version in 1971, that it became quite clear that there was not 

only a privileging of Euro-centred history and the written word, there was also a conjoint 

disparagement of Indigenous oral history and oral tradition.  

 

The Goulets, like many Canadien families, had come out west with La Verendrye in the 

1730s and the records show that Elzear’s grandfather, Jacques Goulet, had been posted 

in Athabasca with the North West Company from 1804 to 1821 and with the HBC from 
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1821 to 1824 in the Saskatchewan District.372 His other grandfather John Siveright, a 

Scottish Nor’Wester had been with Cuthbert Grant and other Métis, in the Battle of 

Seven Oaks in 1816. In 1861 when Elzéar was twenty-five years old, he took over the 

mail route from Pembina to Upper Fort Garry. Elzéar was married to Hélène who was 

Joseph Rolette’s niece and they had six children, Alfred, Elise, Albert, Roger, Sara, and 

Elie. He was 34 years old when he was murdered. Although many Metis in that period 

decided to stay in the Red River area, many other Metis moved out west and north after 

this and other incidents.373  

 

Before and during the Red River Resistance of 1869-1870, Louis Riel, the Metis and the 

Provisional Government spoke repeatedly of the need to settle the outstanding Métis and 

First Nations land issues and other matters. The political/military strength of the Metis 

was deemed significant and accordingly they were directly involved in the negotiations 

of the Manitoba Act which in the end specified that they would receive adequate land 

assignments. 374 When the negotiations were completed and the Manitoba Act was 

passed, 1.4 million acres of land was to be reserved for the Metis as a basis of 

extinguishing the Indian title. Section 31 of the Manitoba Act states, “And whereas, it is 

expedient, towards the extinguishment of the Indian Title to the lands in the Province, to 
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appropriate a portion of such ungranted lands, to the extent of one million four hundred 

thousand acres thereof, for the benefit of the families of the half-breed residents, it is 

hereby enacted…” 

 

For a point of comparison on land policies, the Hudson’s Bay Company grant to the Earl 

of Selkirk in 1811 was 74,240,000 acres while the 1.49 million square miles of the 

Rupert’s Land transfer was 954,000,000 acres or 16 times the size of Great Britain. The 

HBC would keep their trading posts and 1/20th of all other lands. 1000 acres was 

available for the master trader and 200 acres for the workforce.375 Further, 160 acres was 

to be available for each applicant from Wolseley’s militia. To entice new settlers the 

Dominion Lands Act of 1872 would provide free homestead rights and land grants. The 

Dominion Lands Act in sum offered 118,000,000 acres for settlement while colonization 

companies for immigration received 1,252,663 acres and the railroad developers 

32,000,0000 acres. Later officers of the NWMP got 320 acres while non-officers could 

claim 160 acres and later still, the veterans in the Boer War received 320 acres each for a 

total of 2,000,0000 acres. Later yet, after World War I, 160 acre lands were awarded as 

well as loans and grants for 31,360 soldiers.376 Metis and First Nations veterans received 

no land grants under these terms. 
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The administration of lands for settlers and soldiers received priority while the first 

Metis scrip of the promised 1.4 million acres of Metis lands in the Manitoba Act of 1870 

was not issued until 1876, while the last one issued was in 1907. In the case of the Metis 

children’s grants the first patent was issued in1877 and the last one in 1890. 1874 was 

the year for the first patent for river lots while the last patent was not until 1929.377 

According to Ens, the total land allotted by 1882 was, “less than 600,000 acres. Of the 

6099 patents issued to Métis children by 1900, 5260 were alienated. This dispossession 

of Métis land raises questions as to the culpability of the federal government in 

administering the Manitoba Act, and the administration of justice in the Province of 

Manitoba.”378 Even prior to the Act of 1870 and the influx of settlers, Prime Minister 

John A. Macdonald on October 14, 1869 had already stated his overall priority when he 

deliberated that, “it will require a considerable management to keep those wild people 

quiet. In another year the present residents will be altogether swamped by the influx of 

strangers who will go in with the idea of becoming industrious and peaceable settlers.”379 

Four months later Prime Minister Macdonald would add that the Metis “will have to be 

ruled by a strong hand.”380 
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Issues around the Manitoba Act did stir debates from the 1870s on. While the Métis did 

initially have an impact in the provincial legislative, by 1879, with the influx of new 

settlers their influence was diminished. Payment writes, “There was much conflict 

among Métis, French Canadians, and English-speaking groups of both native and 

English Canadian ancestry in the late 1870s, as they sought new alliances and jostled for 

power. Ultimately, the increasingly numerous English-speaking representatives defeated 

or dispersed the divided French-speaking politicians. The Métis were the biggest 

losers.”381 In 1870 12,000 people lived in Manitoba. By 1881 the population grew to 

62,260 and 156,506 in 1891.382 Support for the Metis was diminished in the legislature 

and even more so with the courts where legal maneuverings were benefiting the new 

settlers rather than the Metis.383 It is not surprising that Metis dispersal to the west and 

north happened during this period. 

 

There were many challenges as Metis dispersed into the west. The massive rumblings of 

the buffalo and the piercing sounds of the Red River cart that had generated tremendous 

excitement were now seldom heard. And the land issue was percolating. With the 

American Homestead Act of 1862, the land rush across the border was going full steam, 

so Canada introduced its own Homestead Act in 1872 to spur on settlement. A year later 

                                                 
381 “Nolin, Charles.” Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol.13, 1994.  

382 Manitoba. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manitoba. 
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in 1873, before Treaty 4 was signed, the North West Mounted Police was created. In this 

same year, the first major political scandal of the freshly minted new country was 

exploding at the national stage. When British Columbia had entered Confederation in 

1871, a major railroad had been promised. There were two major players bidding for the 

contract. CPR won the bid, but it was found out that it was directly connected to 

$350,000 worth of political donations to John A. MacDonald’s Conservative Party.384 

The CPR ended up with 25 million acres of land and $25,000,000 in cash.385 Such was 

the context, as Metis people were again having to deal with government surveyors in 

what is now Saskatchewan. 

 

Just as in Red River, the Metis leadership including Gabriel Dumont organized and sent 

for Louis Riel. This time Macdonald responded by sending two major forces to Batoche 

and Cut Knife Hill. In the 1937-1938 Rebellions of Upper and Lower Canada 325 people 

had been killed but no one had been hanged. In this case, Canadian colonial justice and 

the Prime Minister were not to show any compassion as they hung Louis Riel and 

perpetuated the largest mass hanging in Canadian history of eight First Nations persons: 

Kahpaypamahchakways (Wandering Spirit), Manchoose (Bad Arrow), Nahpase (Iron 

Body),  Ahpischakoos (Little Bear), Kitahwahken (Miserable Man), Pahpahmekeesik 

(Walking the Sky), Itka (Crooked Leg) and Waywahnitch (Man without Blood).   
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For over one hundred years the story of the injustices at Red River had been known and 

debated but it was not until 1981 that the Manitoba Metis Federation (MMF) launched 

their court case to challenge these injustices in land allocation. Having lost in the 

Manitoba courts, the MMF appealed to the Supreme Court. By 1986, the federal justice 

department had hired Gerhard Ens and Thomas Flanagan to support the government 

position against the Metis. For the Metis the main legal counsels were Thomas Berger, 

Q. C. and Jim Aldridge Q.C. while the main historian was Doug N. Sprague. Finally in 

2013, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that the Métis were wronged when the 

constitutional promise made in the Manitoba Act 1870 was broken by Canada, and 

further that the Crown failed to effectively and equitably provide land grants that were to 

give Metis offspring a “head start” in the newly created country. Further to this decision, 

in April 2016, the Supreme Court ruled that the legal definition of “Indian” included 

Metis and Non-Status Indians.  

 

Provincial resources and resource revenue sharing were major negotiating issues during 

the creation of the new Dominion of Canada in 1867, as well as at the entry of Manitoba. 

One of the main positions of the Metis provisional government was to make sure that the 

new province would have the same powers over resources and revenues as Quebec and 

Ontario. Although resource control was a major incentive for the provinces’ agreement 

to federate under the British North American Act, the Macdonald government, just three 

years after Confederation, refused to abide by this principle when they negotiated the 

Manitoba Act. In Quebec, Ontario, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick in 1867 crown 
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lands and natural resources were placed under provincial powers, so why was this not the 

case for Manitoba in 1870? Why did British Columbia attain resource revenue and 

resource control powers just a year later in 1871, as did Prince Edward Island in 1873? 

Why was the size of the province so minuscule in comparison to other provinces at 160 

square miles or 102,400 acres while even the HBC colony of Assiniboia contained over 

74,000,000 million acres? One of the major players of the day, the Lt. Governor of 

Manitoba, Alexander Morris who oversaw Metis scrip as well as being the Treaty 

Commissioner provided part of the rationale when he stated that the reserves were 

deliberately kept small because Indigenous peoples in the larger reserves in the United 

States of America had created many challenges to central government. He stated that, 

“the Canadian system of band reserves has a tendency to diminish the offensive strength 

of the Indian tribes, should they ever become restless.”386 He didn’t want large 

reservations for First Nations and as far as the Metis scrip he became an opportunistic 

speculator. The collective strength and culture of Indigenous people which had provided 

mutual benefits to both Europeans and Indigenous peoples during the fur trade were now 

seen as a threat to the new government goals of land for settlers, railways and steamers  

 

as well as mining, agriculture and forestry. The political elite were always open to the 

demands of powerful business interests, the army, police and settlers but they were 

uncompromising and hardnosed when it came to Indigenous people. It was not surprising 

that the Macdonald government sent in an occupying military force in May 1870, two 

                                                 
386 Morris, 288. 
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months prior to the legislation of the Manitoba Act on July 1870. When Canada was 

formed, the first four provinces had access to resources and resource revenues but when 

Manitoba became a province it was granted no control over resources and resource 

revenues. Over ninety per cent of Manitoba’s population was Metis and First Nations but 

given the demeaning colonial attitude of John A Macdonald and his colleagues, 

providing full provincial powers on resources and revenues to be controlled by 

Indigenous people would not have been acceptable. 
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8.  TREATIES, GOVERNMENT & LAW  

 

Treaties have been a strategic part of European, world and Indigenous history. In this 

chapter the historical development of the treaties will be covered beginning with basic 

information about the east coast region, the Ohio Valley, the Great Lakes region and part 

of the Western Canada. Governmental policy impacts and key legal decisions will also 

be discussed and critiqued. Comparisions will be made regarding the generous land 

policies for settlers and the much smaller per capita reservation land base of Indigenous 

peoples through the treaties. The earliest peace and friendship treaties from the 1700s did 

not explicitly deal with land. Later in Upper Canada, as European settlers and the 

military were receiving 160 acres up to 5000 acres, the Indigenous land acreage was 5-6 

acres then slowly rose to 15-16 acres by the mid-1800s, then 128 or 640 acres per family 

of 5 in Treaty 3 in 1873. While lands were reserved for settlers, soldiers and speculators 

there was also lands for the churches. By 1791, lands called the Clergy Reserves were 

reserved for the Anglican church or Church of England. As the modern numbered 

treaties were being signed in the west corporate interests were rewarded with massage 

amounts of land and money especially for the railroads. Not only was there a substantive 

inequality of policy between Indigenous peoples and the new European settlers there was 

also inequities on matters including land size. For example, Treaty 5 would get one 

quarter of the land base of Treaties 4 and 6. There were also inequities with the Robinson 

Treaties. The evolution of acreage formulas and the size of Indigenous resrves will 

therefore be covered. The central problems of translation and interpretation particularly 

with the issue of the surrender clause will also be analyzed and critiqued.  
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Prelude in the East and Ohio Valley  

When the Americans won the Revolutionary War in 1783, the implications for Northern 

Indigenous people were considerable. The Proclamation of 1763 had recognized 

Indigenous lands to the west of the Alleghanies as their hunting grounds and had put into 

place a nation to nation treaty making process, but these standards and procedures were 

challenged and ignored by Keechimoogomanuk, the Long Knives or the Americans.387 

When the war ended and the Treaty of Paris was signed in 1783, half of Quebec had 

been lost  and the American boundary was readjusted northwards to Lake Erie from the 

Ohio Valley region. But the British still controlled many of the forts and posts in the 

Ohio Valley, so the impact on the fur trade especially out west, was manageable for the 

time being. 

 

However French support for the Americans did have an impact on Hudson Bay and the 

HBC. In August 1781, a French naval officer, Comte de Laperouse and his crew 

captured both Fort Prince of Wales and York Factory. The forts were destroyed and their 

stocks of supplies and furs were taken. Samuel Hearne and the other HBC men were 

carried off as prisoners.388 As Michael Payne wrote, “It was later estimated that this 

                                                 
387 This Algonquian term meaning “Long Knives” was originally given to the Virginians who were well 

known for raiding Indigenous villages. Keechi means main, “great” or “long” and moogoman means knife 

but it would also refer to sabers and bayonets. 

388 Étienne Taillemite, “Galaup, Jean-Francois de, Comte de Laperouse,” Dictionary of Canadian 

Biography, Vol. 4, 2003. 
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expedition cost the HBC over £14,000 in losses, a financial setback the company could 

ill afford at a time of growing competition with its Montréal rivals. The raid also 

disrupted trade for many years.”389 It happened just four months before the arrival of the 

smallpox. 

 

After defeating the British in the Revolution, the Americans thought they could simply 

take over the Ohio Valley/Mississippi region. Although the boundary between Quebec 

and the USA had been moved north, British forts and fur trade posts still existed in the 

Ohio country. But Indigenous peoples in the area retained their political and military 

strength despite heavy losses to diseases.390 After the Treaty of Paris in 1783 Washington 

had stated that he would “… endeaver [italics in the original] to restrain our people from 

hunting and settling.”391 In 1786, Chief Kekewepelle stated the position of the Shawnee, 

“…as to the land, God gave us this country, we do not understand measuring out the 

land, it is all ours.”392 In July 1787 the Congress of the United States passed legislation 

to create a new territorial government and a new land regulation called the Northwest 

Ordinance. General Arthur St. Clair was appointed as governor of the new Northwest 
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Territory. Speculators were given priority and a grant of 5 million acres of land was 

given to the Ohio Company by the new self-serving elites of the Northwest Territory. 

The company retained 1.5 million acres and used 3.5 million for land speculation.393  

The situation developed into a cycle of dispossession and violence. Settlers moved into 

Indigenous lands without any permission or agreement and Indigenous people would 

eventually push back to protect their lands and people. The settlers would call for 

military action, and the government would send in the army. 

  

In response to the settlers’ demands George Washington sent in Brigadier General Josiah 

Harmar with a force of 1,453 men. In the ensuing battle on October 7, 1790 the 

American army was defeated with a loss of 129 soldiers including 14 officers. 

Indigenous casualties ranged from 120 to 150. President Washington then ordered 

General Arthur St. Clair (a veteran of the American Revolution and the Seven Years 

War) to mount a more vigorous effort by the summer of 1791.394 Indigenous peoples 

were led by Mishikinaakwa or Little Turtle of the Miamis, Waweyapiersenwaw, Blue 

Jacket of the Shawnees and Buckongahelas of the Lenapi (Delaware) and included large 

number of Potawatomis. Of the 1,000 officers and men that St. Clair led into the Battle 

of the Wabash, about 950 were killed while Indigenous casualties were about 61, with at 
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least 21 killed.395 It was one of the most significant defeats of the United States military 

by Indigenous peoples. 

 

In 1794, after much preparation, the Americans won the Battle of Fallen Timbers. This 

led to the Treaty of Greenville in 1795 whereby Indigenous territory in Ohio and parts of 

Indiana, Michigan and Illinois were ceded. Some Indigenous leaders from the Shawnee, 

Miami and Wabash and the Mohawks led by Joseph Brant refused to sign or take part in 

the Treaty.396 But settler pressures especially on land were not only happening in the new 

republic; they were also accentuated by the movement of Loyalists and the 

Haudenosaunee into Canada.  

 

After the American War of Independence there was an influx of about 70,000 Loyalists 

into Canada, with 50,000 going to Quebec and Nova Scotia.397 By 1784 a new colony of 

New Brunswick was created to accommodate about 14-15,000 Loyalists while over 

20,000 went to Nova Scotia and over 6000 to Upper Canada (present-day Ontario). Free 

land was dispensed where senior officers got 5000 acres while a regular officer got 1000 

                                                 
395 Ibid. 

396 Calloway, 59-60. 

397 Ann Mackenzie, “A Short History of the United Empire Loyalists,” [Online]: http://www.uelac.org/ 
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acres and 100 acres went to privates and non-combatants.398 Three thousand Black 

Loyalists also arrived but half of them soon left because of disparaging and hostile 

treatment. These African-Americans would end up waiting six years to receive a mere 

quarter acre.399 Additionally, one-seventh or over 3,300,000 acres of all surveyed Crown 

lands were set aside as Clergy Reserves for Church of England clergy in the newly 

created provinces of Upper and Lower Canada. The British also compensated many 

Loyalists for lands lost in the United States totaling 3.5 million pounds sterling, an 

enormous sum of money worth 500 million Pounds (by a factor of 141) in 2017 inflation 

adjusted terms.400  

 

The influx of new settlers displaced Indigenous peoples including the Mi’kmaq, 

Wolastoqiyik (Malecite) and Peskotomuhkati (Passamaquoddy).401 “Between 1783 and 

1810, approximately 100,000 acres, roughly one half of one percent of the colony’s total 
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area, had been set aside for Aboriginal people. Maintaining even this meagre allotment 

would prove difficult, particularly after 1815, when growing numbers of European 

immigrants illegally settled on reserve land without colonial censure. By 1838, this 

encroachment had reduced New Brunswick’s reserved land to just over 60,000 acres.”402 

Similar dispossessions were taking place with Mi’kmaq in Nova Scotia as well as 

Ontario. Ray writes, “In Lower Canada the guidelines laid down in the Royal 

Proclamation of 1763 were largely ignored and settlers advanced steadily on Native 

land.”403 

 

Treaties in Upper Canada, the Great Lakes and the West 

How did the land issue evolve particularly with reserve lands in the treaties beginning 

with Upper Canada (southern Ontario)?  Right after the war with the Americans, in 1783 

the Crawford Treaty (north of Kingston) in Ontario involved only a lump sum payment 

of goods (with no cash), with no annuities and no reserved lands for the original owners, 

the Indigenous peoples. While the terms of the Proclamation of 1763 were highly 

beneficial, in terms of land acquisition for settlers and the military, sometimes in 

thousands of acres, the history of treaties shows a one-sided greed and dishonour on the 

sharing of an adequate land base for the original peoples whose land this was.  
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As treaty making proceeded in Upper Canada (southern Ontario) with the Six Nations 

and Mohawk in 1793, Rice Lake, Mud Lake, Moravian of the Thames, Oneida, Scugog, 

Georgina Island, Walpole Island and St. Regis, the approximate per capita acreage was 5 

acres. Although the Mississaugas and other Anishinabe had battled with the Six Nations 

thirty years before, the Mississaugas agreed that the Six Nations could establish their 

Reserve in their home territory, and as well, they welcomed the Loyalists who were 

originally supposed to be limited to Quebec and the Maritimes.404 With the Saugeen 

Treaty in 1836 and 1854 it was 15 acres and in the case of Christian Island in 1856 it was 

16 acres.  

 

After the War of 1812, Indigenous political and military strength was on the wane, so the 

Indian Department was restructured from the strong position of a military authority to a 

civilian department in 1830. The formal adoption of a civilization program meant that 

the signing of treaties and the creation of reserves would become essential to government 

policy. In 1839, the Crown Lands Protection Act was also passed under which the 

                                                 
404 During the American War of Independence, the Oneida and Tuscarora had sided with the colonists, 

while the Mohawk, Onondaga, Cayuga and Seneca had sided with the British. The Long Knives 
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Knives ) took over on the USA side, the Oneida and Tuscarora who were their allies still ended up losing a 

lot of their land. See Joseph Paxton, Joseph Brant and His World: 18th Century Mohawk Warrior and 

Statesman (Toronto: Lorimer, 2008).  
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government was now the guardian of all Crown lands, including all Indian Reserve 

lands. At the same time settler population was increasing. By 1827 it was 177,174 in 

Upper Canada (Ontario) and in Lower Canada (Quebec), 473,475. By 1851-52 the 

population of Upper Canada was 952,004 and Lower Canada was 890,261.405 In 1860, 

the Management of Indian Lands and Property Act (Indian Land Act) transferred 

authority for Indian Affairs to the colonies, enabling the British Crown to dispense with 

the last of its responsibilities towards its former allies.406 With the increased demands of 

the new settlers particularly in regard to land, shifts were therefore taking place in treaty 

making. 

 

In 1835, the colonial secretary, Lord Glenelg appointed Francis Bond Head as lieutenant-

governor of Upper Canada. Bond Head recorded the following in a letter he wrote to the 

colonial secretary on Indigenous matters, “The Fate of the Red Inhabitants of America, 

the real proprietors of its soil, without any exception, the most sinful story 

recorded…now that we have succeeded in exterminating their race from vast regions of 

land…it seems inexplicable…that even where the race lingers… it should still continue 

                                                 
405 Statistics Canada, “The 1800s (1806 to 1871),” [Online]: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca 
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to wither, droop, and vanish.”407 His solution was to move the Indigenous peoples of 

Upper Canada into one big reserve on Manitoulin Island. He further argued, “I consider 

that from the facilities and from their being surrounded by innumerable fishing island, 

they might be made a most desirable place of residence for many Indians who wish to be 

civilized, as well as to be totally separated from the whites; and I now tell you that your 

Great Father will withdraw his claim to these islands and allow them to be applied for 

that purpose.”408 Not only did he confirm that Indigenous people were the “real 

proprietors” of the land but even after the treaty the islands were to be under Indigenous 

control. His rationale for the proposed relocation of Indigenous peoples was protection, 

from “the encroachment of the whites.”409 In 1835, a year prior to the treaty, Captain 

T.G. Anderson, superintendent of Indian Affairs, had also advanced the notion of 

offering protection when he wrote, “Our Indian Allies emigrating from the United States 

and seeking our protection, as well as the British Indian … would be most easily 

satisfied by forming one extensive establishment…The Manitoulin…appears to be the 

most suitable.”410          
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Such removals were already a common practice in the United States. In 1830, under 

President Andrew Jackson, the Indian Removal Act had been passed to remove 

Indigenous peoples from their lands and relocate them to the west of the Mississippi. In 

the south, 4000 of the 16,000 Cherokees died in the process of removal. The Odawa, 

Illinois, Miami, Sac and Fox, Lenape (Delaware) and Wyandot (Huron) in the Ohio 

Valley /Great Lakes region were next in turn.411 Many of these people were removed to 

Kansas and Oklahoma while some moved into the Anishinabe territories in Canada.412 

American Ojibwe, Potawatomi and others had already been moving into the region 

including Manitoulin Island before the 1836 treaty was signed.413    

 

The Manitoulin Island Treaty of 1836 that was signed by the British monarch’s 

representative, Lt. Governor F. Bond Head and 16 leaders including head chief, J. B. 

Assikinack, was unusual in its provision that the islands were reserved for Indigenous 

people. However, the treaty would be changed. With added pressures from the influx of 

settlers, a new Manitoulin Treaty of 1862 would make way for settlement as well as the 

more explicit use of land surrender language. The 1862 clause reads in legalistic terms as 

follows, “do release, surrender and give up to Her Majesty the Queen, all the right, title, 

                                                 
411 Removal of Tribes to Oklahoma, C:\Users\Owner\Documents\Indian Removal 1830 Oklahoma.mht. 

412 Mary Stockwell, The Other Trail of Tears: The Removal of the Ohio Indians (Yardley; Westholme 
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interest and claim of the parties…” There was opposition and no clear agreement 

amongst the Odawa as well as the Ojibway and Potawatomi. In fact, the Odawa of 

Wikwemikong on the eastern side of the island refused to sign and they therefore 

continue to retain their land as unceded territory. Even though the land base and the 

islands were cut back from the original treaty to make way for non-native settlers, the 

new treaty of 100 acres per family head resulted in a per capita land base of 23.5 acres 

per person.414 Beaudry summarized the impact, “The effects of 1862 were socially and 

economically devastating to the First Nations on Manitoulin. The Anishinabe who 

normally utilized the entire island and surrounding islands for their economic prosperity 

would be restricted to reserve lands. Their land base was altered and most would no 

longer be permitted to use their maple tree stands, their harbors, and the cleared 

farmlands. The government would relegate them to smaller reserve lands of little 

agricultural value.”415  

 

In 1845, the Crown Lands Department of Upper Canada developed new policies for 

mining and by May of 1846, thirty-four licenses were issued to explore mineral deposits 

on the north shore of Lake Superior. The Mica Bay mine and the Bruce Mine were 

                                                 
414 Bartlett, 105. The calculation was based on total acres divided by the recorded total population. A treaty 

may express a certain official acreage but in many cases the land base was not properly surveyed as per 
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started. On April 7, 1846 Ojibwe Chief Shinguakonse (Shinguakouse, Zhingwaakoons, 

Chingwaokouse) issued a warning about these mining incursions onto his people’s land, 

and sent letters of complaint and even a petition to the Governor General on June 10, 

1846. He stated that, “The Indians elsewhere get annuity for lands sold, if ours are not fit 

in most places for cultivation they contain what is perhaps more valuable & I should 

desire for the sake of my people to derive benefit from them”.416 This was one of the first 

clear statements on resource revenue sharing, in this case, mining.  

 

To reinforce his position, Shinguakonse reminded the commissioners that many of his 

people had fought and sacrificed their own lives for Canada in the War of 1812.417 When 

he received his medals for his heroic actions in the war, he had been promised that they 

would not be “molested” in their lands. Proper protocols of pipe ceremonies including 

gift giving and tributary offerings had been followed in a mutually beneficial fur trade, 

so why was this same respect not being shown in the case of mining? In 1849, when the 

Anishinabeg continued to be ignored on this issue, a group of 30-100 led by 

Shingwaukonse and his people along with Metis and an Ojibwe speaking lawyer and  

entrepreneur, Allan Macdonell, moved in and took over the Mica Bay mine. Garden 

River elder Dan Pine (1900-1992), who was Shingwakonse's last surviving grandson, 
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remembered that his grandfather "stopped the miners because there were no treaties".418 

The government sent 100 of the Toronto Rifles Brigade to retake the mine but they were 

stranded at the HBC post by the ice for some time. Later, Shinguakonse, Nebenagoching, 

Nowquagab, Pierre and Eustace Lesage, and Charles Boyer as well as Allan and Angus 

Macdonell were taken to be tried in Toronto. In early December of 1849 they were 

released on procedural grounds by Chief Justice John Beverley Robinson. By January of 

1850, the government established the Vidal Anderson commission followed by the 

appointment of Treaty Commissioner William Robinson by Governor General Lord 

Elgin.419 Historian Rhonda Telford states that the Crown (and then Canada) would not 

have negotiated the extensive Treaties it did after 1849 had it not been for the Aboriginal 

insistence on compensation for the use of their land and minerals.420 

 

 The Robinson Huron Treaty was signed by 37 Indigenous leaders. Seventeen reserves 

were established totaling 318,279 acres which worked out to a per capita acreage of 50. 

In contrast, the total acreage for the Six Nations was 68,800 acres with a per capita 
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acreage of 4.421 The reserves were to be held in common for the people’s own use and 

benefit and it was the first treaty to deal explicitly with both hunting and fishing rights. 

The clause on mining and revenue states, “in case the Government of this Province 

should before the date of this agreement have sold, or bargained to sell, any mining 

locations, or other property, on the portions of the Territory hereby reserved for their use; 

then and in that case such sale, or promise of sale, shall be perfected by the Government, 

if the parties claiming it shall have fulfilled all the conditions upon which such locations 

were made, and the amount accruing there from shall be paid to the Tribe to whom the 

Reservation belongs.”422 

 

 The Robinson Superior Treaty and the Robinson Huron Treaties were only two days 

apart on September 7th and 9th yet the Lake Superior Ojibwe received one fifth of the 

reserved land at 10 acres per capita versus 50 acres per capita for the Lake Huron 

Anishinabe. The population figures for Lake Superior were 4,516 with 46,214 acres for 

their reserves, while the Lake Huron Anishinabe numbered 6,381 with 318,279 acres for 

their reserves.423 On a per capita basis the Lake Superior Anishinabe should have 

received over 222,000 acres yet they got much less at 46,214 acres. Treaties were to be 

negotiated with honour and no sharp dealing but the unequal treatment meted out in 

these two back-to- back treaties casts a shadow of duplicity over the decision-making of 
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Commissioner Robinson and his treaty negotiating team. Where they sensed advantages 

on their goals of supporting settlers and resource development, they immediately decided 

to slash the reservation home-base to one-fourth the per capita land base of the treaty 

signed just two days before. 

 

Treaty Commissioner William Robinson was the brother of Chief Justice John Beverley 

Robinson. He was also the brother-in-law of Samuel Peters Jarvis, a disgraced former 

Chief Superintendent of Indian Affairs who had been charged with embezzling Indian 

funds. Commissioner Robinson, a former mining license-holder, had gone to work for 

the Montreal Mining Company in March of 1848, as superintendent of Bruce Mines 

whose trustees included Sir George Simpson, Peter McGill, Peter Moffat and Colin 

Meredith. 424 Started in 1846, the Bruce Mines were named after James Bruce (Lord 

Elgin). Less than ten years earlier (1837), Upper Canada had experienced a rebellion 

against its elite governing authorities known as the Family Compact with cries for 

responsible government, so there was certainly a general public sense of corruption in 

the political legal structures. 

 

The issue of the Metis would arise with the Robinson Treaties. Chief Shingwaukonse, 

who had historically worked and partnered with Metis people, became their advocate 

during the treaty negotiations. Despite the government’s reluctance to recognize the 

“halfbreeds” the chief did achieve a certain degree of success in his attempt to enroll all 
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of them in his band. As an Ojibwe, Shingwaukonse who belonged to his mother’s Crane 

clan from Bawating (Sault Ste Marie) area, had a personal understanding of the issue as 

he was reportedly fathered by a Zhaaganaash (Englishman).425 Treaty Commissioner 

Robinson reported that, “Shinguakouse and Nebennigoebing… insisted that I should 

insert in the treaty a condition securing some sixty half-breeds a free grant of one 

hundred acres of land each.”426 The Chiefs emphasized the following, “These people are 

the children of our sisters, and of our daughters; they are born upon this land, and have 

equal rights with us; they shall share with us.”427 The Anishinabe had been accepting 

“Half-breeds” as part of their nations and sharing land with other more independent 

Metis so in effect they were going to continue this customary practice of inclusion in the 

process of treaty making.  

 

Shingwaukonse also reminded Commissioner Robinson that the Metis had fought side 

by side with the Anishinabe and Canadian soldiers against the Americans in the War of 

1812. British soldiers, Canadians and Loyalists had been rewarded with land after the 

war so why would the Metis be the only ones left out? In spite of the government’s 

resistance and excuses, the success of the efforts of Shingwaukonse and other 

Anishinabe leaders to negotiate a policy of inclusion in the treaty was borne out by the 
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names on the treaty lists; 84 names of the 1240 in the Superior Robinson Treaty and 200 

of 1422 names on the Huron Robinson Treaty were names of “halfbreeds”.428   

 

The issues of resources, land and the Metis would again arise in Treaty 3 in northwestern 

Ontario. On October 3rd 1873, Ojibwe Chief Mawedopenais and 23 leaders signed the 

treaty which for the first time reached 640 acres per family of five and a land base of 

300,400 acres. When it was divided by the whole population of 10,599 the per capita 

acreage was 35.5.429 The Chief emphasized the central point that their land belonged to 

them as did the resources including gold - “The sound of the rustling of the gold is under 

my feet where I stand ; we have a rich country; it is the Great Spirit who gave us this; 

where we stand upon is the Indians’ property, and belongs to them [italics in 

original].”430  Chief Mawedopenais also brought up the issue of the Metis when he 

stated, “some of my children that are around me- those children we call the Half-breed-

those that have been born of our women… we wish that they should be counted with us, 

and have their share of what you have promised.431 Morris responded that the Metis must 

be “either white or Indian” and if Indian they get treaty and if Metis they get land [as in 

the Manitoba Act]. He concluded, “All I can do is refer the matter to the Government in 
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Ottawa, and to recommend what you wish to be granted.”432 The Chief replied, “I hope 

you will not drop the question…. You must remember that our hearts and our brains are 

like paper; we never forget.”433 Again a number of “Half-breeds” were included in the 

treaty. A proposed Adhesion by the Halfbreeds of Rainy River and Lake stated that, 

“Half-breeds …by virtue of their Indian blood, claim a certain interest or title in the 

lands or territories in the vicinity of Rainy Lake and the Rainy River… Half-

breeds…shall be entitled to all the benefits of the said treaty.”434 This adhesion was not 

accepted by the government. 

 

At the end of Treaty 3, Chief Mawedopenais stated to the Commissioner that, “I wish 

you to understand that you owe the treaty much to the Half-breeds.”435 A differentiation 

was being made between the mixed ancestry people who lived directly as Indigenous 

people and those who were playing an intermediary role between the First Nations and 

the settlers. Four years after Treaty 3, Governor General Lord Dufferin would state that, 

“… the endurance and love of enterprise generated by the strain of Indian blood within 

their veins, with the civilization, instruction, and the intellectual power derived from 

their fathers, have preached the Gospel of peace and good will, and mutual respect, with 
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equally beneficent results to the Indian chieftain in his lodge and to the British settler in 

his shanty.” He added that they were not only ambassadors but also the “interpreters of 

civilization.”436  

 

The Metis issue was again brought up in Treaties 4 and 6. On the issue of hunting rights 

and the “Half-breeds” in Treaty 4, Kamooses stated that they should have the right to 

hunt, to which Morris replied, “As to the Half-breeds, you need not be afraid; the Queen 

will deal justly, fairly and generously with all her children.”437  Morris later recorded,  

“The Chiefs then agreed to accept the terms offered having first asked that the Half-

breeds should be allowed to hunt, and having been assured that the population in the 

North-West would be treated fairly and justly, the treaty was signed…”438 Later, in 

Treaty 6, Chief Red Pheasant, a Battle River Cree wanted the Metis claims at Battle 

River to be respected. In the spirit of kitimaginatowin, reciprocal empathy Mistawasis 

added, “I wish to speak a word for some Half-breeds who wish to live on the reserves 

with us, they are poor as we are and need help.” 439 Alexander Morris responded, “The 

small class of Half- breeds who live as Indians and with the Indians, can be regarded as 

Indians by the Commissioners, who will judge of each case on its own merits as it comes 
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up…”440 Morris identified 3 classes of Metis; (1) those identified with Indians, “living 

with them, and speaking their language” (2) those with farms and homes, and (3) those 

who live “after the habits of the Indians, by the pursuit of the buffalo hunt and the 

chase.”441 Again, “Half-breeds” affiliated with the Indians were accepted and welcomed 

into the reserves by chiefs and registered as Treaty First Nations while others were left 

out. 

 

Land was the major issue in the western numbered treaties. During the Treaty 1 

negotiations, Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, Adams G. Archibald spent nine days 

discussing the land question because the Cree and Saulteaux originally demanded almost 

the entire province of Manitoba as reserved land.442 After this, Archibald was resolved to 

avoid the topic of land cessions in future negotiations and Morris clearly followed the 

same example.443 In a message to Archibald regarding the HBC/Rupert’s Land deal, 

Sweetgrass stated, “We heard our lands were sold and we did not like it; we don't want to 

sell our lands; it is our property, and no one has the right to sell them.”444 Many of the 
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chiefs in Treaty 4 and 6 made it clear that the HBC had no right to sell their lands and 

were even asking the government for the £300,000 that the HBC received. In Treaty 4, 

Chief Pasqua (Pisqua in Morris) was quite blunt, “You told me you had sold your land 

for so much money, £300,000 pounds. We want that money.”445 In the same treaty, 

Otakaonan, the Gambler expressed great displeasure about the Rupert’s Land deal and 

likened it to stealing. Morris finally asked what the Hudson’s Bay Company stole and 

the Chief replied, “The earth, trees, grass, stones, all that I see with my eyes.”446 Earlier 

in Red River, the Metis had opposed the surveyors’ intrusions on their river lots. The 

First Nations in Treaty 4 also opposed surveys and now in Treaty 6, Chief Beardy 

supported banning Canadian surveys and the construction of the telegraph.447 Chief 

Kawacatoose also stated forcefully that “this country is not for sale.”448 Two things were 

clear, the lands were the lands of Indigenous peoples and HBC had no right to sell 

“Rupert’s Land” to the new Dominion. 

 

 After a review of the treaties Krasowski found that the most controversial difference 

between the Treaty Four oral histories and the written accounts was the surrender clause. 

The formal legalistic wording in question was, “do hereby cede, surrender and yield up 
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to the Government of the Dominion of Canada for Her Majesty the Queen and her 

successors forever, all their rights, titles, privileges whatsoever.”449 However there was 

no discussion, explanation or translation of the surrender clause in the treaty documents 

in Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris’s book, The Treaties of Canada with the 

Indians or in the memoir of Peter Erasmus, interpreter for Treaty 6.450 Some of the first 

issues in need of examination concerned the choices of treaty interpreters and the quality 

of their interpretation. Before any consultation with key First Nations leaders Treaty 

Commissioner Alexander Morris proceeded to hire Rev. John McKay and Peter 

Ballenden to be the sole interpreters for the treaty proceedings. Unbeknownst to Morris, 

Ahtahkakoop and Mistawasis were also in the process of hiring their own interpreter. 

The two chiefs had a long trade relationship with the HBC so they asked the HBC Chief 

Factor Lawrence Clarke, about recommending an interpreter and his choice was Peter 

Erasmus. Morris who was obviously trying to control the message and the interpretation 

of the treaties, finally gave in to the demands of Mistawasis and Ahtahkakoop who 

would then pay their own interpreter, Peter Erasmus. 

 

Ahtahkakoop was not only known as a “company Chief” he was also open to 

Christianization. On October 1874, the Chief had invited John Hines, an Anglican 
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missionary to his community and by January 1875, Hines was offering church service at 

the Chief’s home. Erasmus had also been trained at the Anglican school in Red River 

where he had received missionary training from his uncle Henry Budd and James 

Settee.451 Rev. John McKay was related as a brother to one of the three treaty 

commissioners, the Honourable James McKay, while the other commissioner besides 

Morris was a former inspecting factor of the HBC, William J. Christie, a fluent Cree 

speaker of European/Cree ancestry. The HBC would continue to be well represented in 

the process of western treaty-making. Their influence was not only with the government  
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Map 2. Southern Chiefs' Organization, Crown-Aboriginal Treaties in Canada, 1763-
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side but also with the chiefs they traded with. Even when Chief Beardy of the Willow 

Cree asked that the treaty council be held on a certain hill, his wish was ignored as the 

government decided on the HBC’s Fort Carlton.  

 

Rev. McKay’s skill level and his use of the Swampy Cree dialect was criticized by 

certain Plains Cree listeners but it also appears that they were not fully satisfied with his 

treaty commissioner brother. McKay’s skills may have been acceptable in the more 

controlled situation of prayers, masses and sermons but the required level of fluency in 

an intense political legal treaty forum was further complicated by different languages and 

dialects.  Peter Ballenden was then asked to do the interpreting but his quieter voice was 

not loud enough in a large open gathering.454 The only other Indigenous language 

interpreter was the Hon. James McKay, Minister of Agriculture in Manitoba and one of 

the three treaty commissioners. He was also directly involved in Treaty 1, 2 and 3 as 

interpreter and Commissioner in Treaty 5 and 6. McKay had been in the Council of 

Assiniboia in 1868, but moved to the States in 1869–1870 because he did not support 

Riel and the Metis. He served in the Manitoba Legislative Council and Executive 

Council from 1871 to 1876. Allyson Stevenson writes that men like James McKay and 

Pascal Breland and Pierre Leveiller (Lavallee?) profited greatly from their close 

relationship with the Canadian government. She states that Metis who had remained 

“neutral” during the Resistance or assisted the incoming government were in a socially 
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and economically advantageous position following the transfer of power. “Class interests 

in preserving their property and position in the new order overrode their ethnic and racial 

loyalty to the majority of the Red River Metis.”455  

 

While Commissioner Morris and most people in authority made positive comments 

about James McKay, Peter Erasmus was more critical of him. McKay was a big 

imposing man with a capacity to scold.  Erasmus recalled that McKay, in a somewhat 

arrogant tone, admonished them for their demands in Cree, "In my experience you 

always want more than you were promised in the first place and you are never satisfied 

with what is given you."456 Erasmus further stated, “He made other biting remarks 

detrimental to the character of the Indian… In view of my knowledge of what had 

transpired at their council I thought his speech most unfortunate and very harmful. His 

very attitude insulted the intelligence of his listeners. There was a distinct murmur of 

disapproval all over the crowd.”457 On the first day of the treaty proceedings, Erasmus 

was asked but refused to interpret for the governor because he had been invited and hired 

by the chiefs. After the interpretation problems on the first day, the government 

approached Erasmus and he accepted the $5.00 a day job offer by the government. It was 

very good pay considering the First Nation treaty payment was $5.00 for the whole year. 
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Erasmus also reported receiving two payments of $230 plus another $60.458 After 

listening to Treaty Commissioner Morris, Erasmus shifted his support to the government 

position on the treaty. He wrote, “I had an increased confidence in my interpretations, 

my sympathies transferred to the Governor’s side, and my early animosity to the 

party was completely gone.”459 [emphasis mine]. On the other hand, Erasmus was very 

critical about Poundmaker and others who raised tough questions during the proceedings. 

 

There had been a mood of distrust especially after Poundmaker’s speech and the 

inadequacy of 640 acres per family, so James McKay did make the following statement 

at Fort Carlton: “I hope you will not leave until you have thoroughly understood the 

meaning of every word that comes from us. We have not come here to deceive you, we 

have not come here to rob you, we have not come here to take away anything that 

belongs to you.”460 With regard to the land he would also add that, “It has been said by 

your governor that we did not come here to barter or trade with you for the land.”461 

Chief Seenum’s request for a large tract of land was mainly ignored. Treaty 

Commissioner Morris would also state that, “I am here to talk plainly, I have nothing to 

hide.”462  
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The issue of land and land surrender has long continued to be a strong point of 

contention in First Nations oral history. Elder Kay Thompson, Nakota (Assiniboine) of 

Treaty 4 stated, “They didn’t give the land, they didn’t say, we give you this land. They 

just gave them permission to use the land. That’s how I used to hear them talk a long 

time ago… We never gave it up; we never surrendered anything, but I hear that today on 

the White man’s side, surrendered, lands surrendered. That’s the agents that are saying 

that. They reported that, Indians surrendered land. The Indians did not surrender land.”463 

The reality of land use for agriculture by the settlers was also reflected in the statement 

of Nikaneet Elder Gordon Oakes in speaking of Treaty 4 history: “This country belongs 

to the Indian people; the Creator gave us this country. Then the treaties were taking 

place, that’s what they gave up, a tip of a plow, so that the people that came from 

elsewhere different countries, they can farm, ranch, all that. We never gave up anything 

more than that.”464 Using his knowledge about the oral history of Treaty 6, Elder Jim 

Myo would state clearly that, “we did not give up the land, we did not sell the land.”465 

 

As already noted for the fur trade, Cree relations with others followed special ceremonies 

of protocol including the pipe, pugitinasowin, the tributary offering, and gifts or 

megihina, as well as the trade exchange or treaty. There was a difference, however, 

between a trade exchange and a treaty. Instead of using the specific language of trade 
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exchange such as atawehin for buying and atawagehin for selling, the specific Cree term 

for the treaty or treaty making was tipahumatowin or the measured reciprocal exchange. 

Land was not a commodity to be bought or sold, nor was it a piece of pemmican to be 

broken up and resold in tiny little pieces as Poundmaker strongly stated during Treaty 

6.466 Selling land as property was alien to the values and cultural practices of the Cree. 

This same type of reasoning is conveyed in the Cree view of national territory and 

private property wherein uskeeganis as private property is an artificially created 

construct or literally a little artificial plot, while the people’s country or nation is referred 

to as nituskeenan/kituskeenuw, a concept which connotes national territory as the 

genuine real land of the people. There is furthermore the specific terminology of 

weetuskewin which means shared lands or the sharing of lands. It is the meaning behind 

the naming of the city of Wetaskiwin in Alberta. Lands were not only shared on the 

boundary areas but also within the territorial realm of the people. Since the sharing of 

lands was already practiced prior to the arrival of the European, as well as during the fur 

trade, the sharing of lands with Europeans for the purpose of agriculture was not only a 

logical extension, it was a strong part of cultural belief and practice. As a further 

clarification, shared land areas were within the territorial realm of a First Nation as well 

as in the border areas. Just as in the process of fur trade relations, treaties gained an 

added significance when combined with the ceremonial protocol of the pipe, 

pugitinasowin (tributary offering) and megihina (gifts). Again, pugitin in pugitinasowin 

means to give permission, to release and to allow the use of something or someone. The 
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permission to use and share the land and resources was an integral part of Cree thinking, 

cultural practice and treaty making.  

 

In September, 1875 Treaty 5 was negotiated by Commissioner Alexander Morris and 

James McKay at Berens River, then at Norway House on September 24 and Grand 

Rapids on September 27. It was symbolic that the Treaty party had arrived in the 

steamboat Colvile, called iskotehi-cheeman, the fire canoe or kuskapatehi-oosi, the 

smoky boat. As the transition was being made from the York boat/canoe era to the 

steamboat, 200 jobs had been cut at the fur trade centre of Norway House. The job loss 

accentuated the request for a solution to access better agricultural lands in the treaty 

negotiations. As this was happening reserves were already being set up for the 

Icelanders, the Mennonites and other immigrants. 20,000 Icelanders were leaving their 

country because of economic hardship caused by a volcanic eruption, and of this number 

3,819 had come to Canada.467 Unknowingly, the 1200 Icelanders who had arrived in 

“New Iceland,” brought smallpox with them and 103 died. With regard to Indigenous 

peoples, Eyford reports that Morris recorded 52 deaths while Dr. Lynch believed it was 

as high as 200.468 A number of Norway House First Nations had already moved to their 

preferred location just across the lake from Fort Alexander on Lake Winnipeg but the 

authorities had designated this reserve for the Icelanders. So it was agreed that the Fisher 
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River Reserve would be established 40 miles to the north. Fisher River reserve was then 

created in 1877 for 100 acres per family of five whereas the Treaty 5 formula was 160 

acres and 640 acres for treaties 3, 4, and 6. 

 

The treaty adhesion for Split Lake and Nelson House was not signed until July 26, 1908. 

Initially these communities were to be included under Treaty 10 at 640 acres per family 

of 5 but the goal of the treaty party was to keep the reserves small so they decided to 

include them in Treaty 5 at 160 acres per family of 5. Further adhesions were made at 

Norway House, Cross Lake and Fisher River in 1908, Oxford House, God’s Lake and 

Island Lake in 1909, then Deer Lake and York Factory in 1910.  

 

The Treaty 5 adhesion of 1876 included the following communities - Saulteaux and 

Swampy Cree Indians, residing at the "Pas," on the Saskatchewan River, Birch River, the 

Pas Mountain and File Lake, and known as "The Pas Band"; and at Cumberland Island, 

Sturgeon River, Angling River, Pine Bluff, Beaver Lake and the Ratty Country, known 

as "The Cumberland Band”. The signators to the treaty were Chief John Cochrane, Peter 

Chapman and Albert Flett. The commissioners were Thomas Howard and J. Lestock 

Reid while the witnesses included Horace Bellanger, Robert Ballendine and Charles 

Adams. The interpreter was the missionary Henry Cochrane. As at Norway House there 

was a specific article on agricultural land in the treaty as follows, “…as the land fit for 

cultivation there is also limited and insufficient to meet their requirements that the 

balance of that reserve shall be at a point between the "Pine Bluff" and "Lime Stone 

Rock," on "Cumberland Lake”. Similarly to Norway House and Fisher River, the 
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“Cumberland Band” requested agricultural lands around Fort à la Corne. A survey was 

done in 1877 and a 41,600 acre Cumberland Band 100A reserve was confirmed by an 

Order in Council on May 17, 1889. In 1902 the 100A reserve was deemed to be 

surrendered and amalgamated with the James Smith Band. That action raised many 

unanswered questions including the fact that there was no evidence of a recorded vote by 

a majority of Cumberland Band voters on the matter. This case continues to be contested. 

 

 In addition to the treaties, there were also problematic decisions in government policy 

and the rule of law. In 1869 one of the first pieces of legislation by Prime Minister John 

A.  Macdonald and the founders of Confederation was the Gradual Enfranchisement Act.  

The new law enacted a race-based blood quantum rule for Indigenous people by removal 

of anyone with one-quarter “Indian” blood or less from the reserve. Indian women who 

married non-Indian or non-status Indian men were also to lose their Indian status, 

whereas a Euro-Canadian woman who married a status Indian gained status. The law to 

remove Indian mothers who married Metis or Euro-Canadians and their children from 

their ancestral lands and community membership was a direct contravention of the 

customary practices of many First Nations. Indigenous customary law was to be 

completely disregarded and replaced by a European based kinship model that has 

impacted many future generations. 

 

The 1869 Act made assimilation and racial categorization the official law and policy of 

the new Dominion of Canada. On reserves, traditional First Nations patterns of collective 

jurisdiction and authority over land were to be replaced by the creation of individual lots 
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that were externally controlled by a centralized bureaucracy. The RCAP Report outlines 

the shift: “On reserves that had already been subdivided into lots, a system of individual 

property holding could be instituted by requiring that residents obtain a ‘location ticket’ 

from the superintendent general.  Otherwise, reserve residents would not be considered 

to be lawfully holding their individual plots of land.  The intention was to establish a 

bond between Indians and their individual allotment for property in order to break down 

communal property systems [italics mine] and to inculcate attitudes similar to those 

prevailing in mainstream Canadian society.”469  In 1876, Liberal Prime Minister 

Alexander Mackenzie would continue the mandatory policy of enfranchisement by 

passing the new Indian Act of 1876 whereby an Indian could become a proprietor of land 

in fee simple if he attained a degree of civilization and demonstrated integrity, morality 

and sobriety. If you became a doctor, lawyer, advocate, notary public, or a Christian 

priest or minister you were enfranchised under this Act.  

 

Law and Government Policy  

The British North America Act of 1867 gave specific recognition to Indigenous lands in 

Section 91(24): “Indians and lands reserved for the Indians.” In 1888 however, in the St. 

Catherine’s Milling case, Lord Watson of the Privy Council affirmed a Supreme Court of 

Canada ruling which gave a narrow colonial interpretation of Indigenous land tenure as a 

personal and usufructuary right. A usufructuary right meant that First Nations people 

could use and derive benefits from the land but sovereign authority and the paramount 
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estate were to be vested in the Crown. Although this case arose in a fight between federal 

and provincial jurisdictions (Canada and Ontario), it entailed an examination of the legal 

status of Treaty 3 as a federal treaty. Part of the argumentation included a re-examination 

of the HBC Royal Charter and Rupert’s Land, the Proclamation of 1763 and the John 

Marshall decisions.  

 

In Canada possessive individualist laws and policies which included private property 

allotments were introduced to control and break down the “tribes” through a new 

centralized bureaucratic and autocratic power system. In 1888, when John A Macdonald 

was still the prime minster, a Privy Council ruling in England confirmed an earlier 

Canadian Supreme Court ruling on the St. Catherines Milling case regarding a federal/ 

provincial jurisdiction in the Dryden-Wabigoon Lake area. Although it was really a 

provincial/federal fight over jurisdiction and the revenues, this ruling reduced Aboriginal 

ancestral land rights to the colonial status of usufructuary rights. A usufructuary right is 

defined as the right to use and enjoy someone else’s property and its profits.470 It is a 

system in which a person or group of persons uses the real property (often land) of 

another. The "usufructuary" does not own the property, but does have an interest in it, 

which is sanctioned or contractually allowed by the owner.471 In other words, it was 

interpreted that the Crown had the authority, jurisdiction and ownership over the lands 

while Indigenous peoples and in this case, the Anishinabe of Treaty 3, were simply 

                                                 
470 “Usufruct,” Miriam Webster.com. [Online]: https://www.miriam-webster.com/ dictionary/usufruct. 

471 “Usufruct,” Wikipedia. 
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permitted to use the land as determined by the Indian agent or Crown representative. The 

federal government had licensed the St. Catherines Milling and Lumber Company to 

proceed and in turn this would provide revenue for government coffers. The province of 

Ontario intervened with an injunction and argued that the land in question was under 

provincial jurisdiction and not that of the federal government. 

 

Chancellor Boyd, the trial judge, reviewed Treaty 3, the Rupert’s Land transfer, the 

Royal Proclamation of 1763, and the American John Marshall decisions but in the final 

analysis he ruled in favour of Ontario. This position was upheld in the Supreme Court 

and finally in the Privy Council in England. The person most often quoted in the case 

was Lord Watson of the Privy Council who identified the source of Aboriginal title as 

the Royal Proclamation of 1763. Watson interpreted the Proclamation as follows: “...the 

tenure of the Indians was a personal and usufructuary right, dependent upon the good 

will of the Sovereign...They shall be reserved for the use of the Indians, as their hunting 

grounds, under his protection and dominion…there has been all along vested in the 

Crown a substantial and paramount estate, underlying the Indian title, which became a 

plenum dominion whenever that title was surrendered or otherwise extinguished”472 

While there was recognition of land held by the Crown in right of the federal 

government the meaning of “plenum dominium” by the Privy Council was extended to 

include the Crown in right of the province. 

                                                 
472 Bradford Morse, Aboriginal Peoples and the Law: Indian Metis and Inuit Rights in Canada (Ottawa: 

Carleton University Press, 1989), 58. 
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The key clause used in the 1888 Ontario ruling was Section 109 of the British North 

American Act 1867 which stated that, “All Lands, Mines, Minerals, and Royalties…shall 

belong to the several Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New 

Brunswick...”473 Because Canada was formed by a federation of four provinces, resource 

control through section 109 would provide resource revenues to the provinces. When 

Manitoba became a province in 1870, section 109 and resources were not included, most 

likely because First Nations and the Metis were the majority of the population. There 

was not only strong leadership by the Metis in the formation of the province of 

Manitoba, but both Metis and First Nations were pushing for the signing of treaties. An 

evolving eastern Canadian colonialism towards the west was further evidenced when it 

was not applied to Alberta and Saskatchewan when they became provinces in 1905. The 

rights to resources and resource revenue were also not granted to territorial governments. 

It was not until the Natural Resources Acts of 1930 sometimes referred to as NRTA 

(Natural Resources Transfer Agreements) that resources were transferred to the western 

provinces. Just three years prior to the transfer in 1927 a new Canadian law made it 

illegal for First Nations to hire lawyers for land claims purposes. 

 

In addition, because of the federal government’s neglect of treaty obligations to fulfill 

and complete land surveys, many First Nations suffered shortfalls in their reservation 

land base. There was a clause in the 1930 resources transfer agreement where the 

                                                 
473 Constitution Act, 1867, Section 109. 
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unfulfilled shortfalls of the original treaties would become part of treaty land 

entitlements. These would not be fulfilled until First Nations continued to pressure the 

federal government but it would not be until after 1970s and 1990s that these would be 

honoured. Although the 1930 Act had a clause to trigger treaty land entitlement and an 

additional statement to honour the rights to hunting, fishing and trapping there was no 

consultation whatsoever with Treaty First Nations when the Resources Transfer 

Agreements were made. Given the colonial pejorative attitudes of the day, Indigenous 

values and oral history regarding weetuskewin or weetusketowin, the sharing of lands and 

resources was given no consideration in the decision.  

 

Although Treaty 3 or the North-West Angle Treaty was an integral issue of the St. 

Catherine Millings case, there was no Anishinabe representation from the 1873 Treaty 

process. Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris was there as the Lieutenant Governor 

of Manitoba and the Queen’s representative. Morris had earlier reported and recorded by 

Chief Mawedopenais of Treaty 3 territory when the chief had stated that, “All this is our 

property where you have come [emphasis added]…the Great Spirit had planted us on 

this ground where we are, as you were where you came from. We think where we are is 

our property.”474 Morris actually documented the Anishnabe position in his book, The 

Treaties of Canada with the Indians but it is very doubtful that he would have put forth 

this argument in the court case. The strong position of Chief Mawedopenais that Treaty 3 

                                                 
474 Alexander Morris, The Treaties of Canada with the Indians (Saskatoon: Fifth House Publishers, 1991 
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land was the territory of the Anishinabe would be countered in the case. Judge Boyd’s 

assumptions and biases came through in his statements that, “Indian peoples were found 

scattered wide-cast over the continent, having, as a characteristic, no fixed abodes, but 

moving as the exigencies of living demanded. As heathens and barbarians it was not 

thought that they had any proprietary title to the soil, nor any such claim thereto as to 

interfere with the plantations, and the general prosecution of colonization.”475 Boyd 

furthermore labeled Indigenous land jurisdiction as a “primitive right of occupancy” and 

with that disposition the government was free to settle, develop and displace Indians 

whether or not a treaty was signed.476 For Judge Boyd, Indians could be freely displaced 

by settlers and development under the auspices of the provincial government. Rather 

than reflecting the spirit and intent of the Proclamation of 1763, the judge argued that the 

Quebec Act had superseded the Proclamation. Justice Boyd’s ruling in the St. 

Catherine’s Millings Case reflected a contemptuous condescension towards the treaty 

and territorial land rights of Indigenous peoples. Indigenous people had to deal not only 

with federal government policy but also with Ontario, a powerful and expansionist 

province which, at the time, moved to extend its boundary considerably to the west of 

the height of land that previously had defined Rupert’s Land. 

 

Support for Indigenous peoples at the federal level was weak as both major political 

parties agreed with the policies of colonization, “civilization” and assimilation. It was 
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early in Canadian confederation that the Liberal Conservatives (later the Conservative 

Party) under John A Macdonald passed the 1869 enfranchisement act while the Liberals 

with Prime Minister Alexander Mackenzie passed the Indian Act of 1876 (the same year 

as Treaty 6 and the Treaty 5 adhesion). The savage/civilized paradigm, Christianization, 

residential schools, and engineered individualism including private property schemes 

dominated official discourse and action. Land continued to be dispossessed, food sources 

such as the buffalo were destroyed, fishing/hunting/gathering areas were taken away, 

children and mothers could not live in the reserve with their people as they were 

enfranchised by the Act, and residential schools were established to take children away 

from their families, community and their homelands. 

 

There had long been a colonial desire by governments to break down community and 

“tribal” solidarity of Indigenous people with different proposals including the 

institutionalization of an individualized private property ethos. Two years after he was 

re-elected in 1880, the John A. Macdonald Conservative government changed the Indian 

Act to launch the Certificate of Possession. The Macdonald administration led by Lt. 

Governor and Indian Commissioner Edgar Dewdney and Indian agent Hayter Reed 

would implement the policy wherein individual allotments could be created within the 

reserve. The policy states that: “individual members of a First Nation may be given 

allotments. An allotment is the right to use and occupy a parcel of reserve land. 

Allotments must be approved by the Band Council and the Minister. Once approved, the 

individual allotment holder has lawful possession of a parcel of land and may be issued a 

Certificate of Possession as evidence of their right. However, the legal title to the land 
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remained with the Crown.”477 This decision and others as well were aimed at breaking 

down the ties that held the communities together with shared values and to replace them 

with an individualist system, along with other measures. Later on in 1889, Reed initiated 

a policy of dividing reserves into allotments of 40 acres to which Indian males could be 

granted a “certificate of occupancy.”478  

 

Hayter Reed was also instrumental in creating the notorious illegal “pass system” 

wherein First Nations needed written permission from the Indian agent when they 

wanted to visit their relatives in a neighbouring reserve or to practice their treaty rights to 

hunt, fish or trap for food. In order to establish the bureaucratic and governmental voice 

of authority, and in concert with other Indian agents, Reed withheld rations just at a time 

when the bison were being exterminated with the result that left people in a severely 

weakened state of sickness, hunger and death.479 He also withheld the purchase of new 

farm equipment for the reserves because of the settlers complained of “unequal 
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competition” and implemented a “peasant farming” approach with simple hand tools that 

was designed to fail.480 Much of the land would also be illegally surrendered. 481 

 

Indigenous peoples had coexisted with bison for many centuries and in the early 1800s 

there were 40 to 60 million bison. With the arrival of European settlement in the west, it 

only took 85 years to bring them to near extinction. By 1870, the year of the Manitoba 

Act and Metis scrip and just before the signing of the numbered treaties, the bison had 

been reduced to 10 million and by 1889 only about 85 free ranging bison remained in the 

southern herd.482 On average, 5,000 bison were killed every day as thousands of hunters 

poured onto the plains to compete in the slaughter during 1871 and 1872. The slaughter 

would continue for another 18 years.483 As former soldiers of the American Civil War of 

1861 to 1865, many of these hunters had the best weaponry in repeating rifles and long-

range weapons. In addition there were pressures from the rush of settlers to get free 

homesteads from the various Homesteads Acts which provided 160, 240, and 640 acres 

of land for them. Trains had also become available for transporting buffalo hides to the 

east and used as a platform to “hunt” and decimate the bison. General Philip Sheridan, 
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who had been known for his scorched earth policies in the Civil War, was later given 

command of the plains to provide protection for the settlers and to pacify the Indians. 

Sheridan did become famous for stating that, “The only good Indian is a dead Indian.”  

The general was also a strong supporter of the buffalo hunters especially when they were 

illegally hunting on Indian lands. He stated, "Let them kill, skin and sell until the buffalo 

is exterminated".484 Given their hard-nosed Civil War experience of burning and 

destroying the major food sources of  the enemy there was no doubt that the deliberate 

slaughter of  the buffalo was a way to severely cut down the major food source of 

Indigenous peoples. It would not only be an attempt at an indirect form of confinement 

to reservations, it was also making way for land hungry settlers. Additionally with the 

vastly depleted buffalo herds, Indigeous peoples would need to travel vast distances to 

hunt in areas that were also being accessed by other Indigenous peoples. This would lead 

to conflict over a highly needed scarce resource. By 1876 when Treaty 6 was signed it 

was therefore not surprising that the chiefs negotiated historic new clauses dealing with 

famine and the medicine chest. The medicine chest clause would become one of the 

earliest examples of socialized medicine. But, what happened after the treaty signing? 

 

The settlers, corporations and government definitely took advantage of the post treaty era 

with an accentuation of colonial policies and the dispossession of lands. Daschuk in 

Clearing the Plains, provides details of shocking policies and actions that led to hunger, 
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starvation, suffering, sickness, death and the loss of most of their land.485 Even the 

children directly felt the impact of the government policy on residential schools as they 

had to deal with a highly authoritarian system that rejected and disparaged their 

languages, and their cultures. Even as  hunting, fishing and trapping became part of 

treaty rights along with agriculture the children would be taken away from their parents, 

grandparents, community members and their home-lands. In addition, the children had to 

deal with physical and sexual abuse in the substandard living facilities that they lived in. 

The severity of these many experiences were exemplified in a 1907 residential schools 

report by Dr. Peter Bryce who recorded that 24 per cent of 1537 children had died while 

in care at the Residential schools, but nobody seemed to care or listen.486 In addition to 

the goals of civilization, christianization, assimilation and abuse, the policy of the 

schools or government was to radically change the collective community and 

cooperative ethic of Indigenous peoples to a more Europeanized form of possessive 

individualism. Government policy in the latter half of the 1800s was not only the 

inculation of individualism, they tried to entice First Nations to sign away their treaty 

rights through a policy of enfranchisement that included a private property lot. Other 

attempts at private property schemes including the Certificates of Possession. Treaty land 

was also illegally transferred to farmers and friends of the Indian agents. Much of the 

treaty land that was a legitimate part of the treaty was never surveyed. Although the 
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treaty lands were based on a collective national framework the beginnings of the new 

20th century research including the work by Frank Speck would be based on a more 

acceptable liberal framework of individual rights and private property in the form of 

family hunting territories. A review and critique of this research was done in chapter 2 

and in the next chapter the issue of translation and treaties will be again analyzed in the 

context of the newer development of Mother Earth. Using Cree Nehinuw conceptual 

understanding the Spruce Island Cree concept of national territory will then be presented. 
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9.  NITUSKEENAN - OUR LAND & MOTHER EARTH 

 

Chapter 9 examines the enduring concepts of traditional territorial land as well as terms 

that have evolved more recently. In addition to the new development of private property, 

there has also been the development of the concept of Mother Earth. Cumberland House 

which is at the intersection of three major Cree dialects did not use the term Mother 

Earth until the late 1980s. Different aspects of the term are examined in both the English 

and Cree contexts. What has been most intriguing was the four different conceptual 

variations of Mother Earth that have evolved in the Cree language. This serves as a very 

interesting development on cultural change and serves to  provide a major contrast to the 

traditional Nehinuw Cree concept of land as presented in this research. The chapter 

concludes with the most significant finding in this dissertation that the Nehinuw (Cree) 

view of territorial land as nituskeenan/kituskeenuw which means our land, our country, 

and our territory, is a more detailed and accurate representation of Nehinuw (Cree) 

territorial land. The different levels of land use, camps, homelands, places of existence 

and the gathering centre provide a more complete analysis and framework for territorial 

land, jurisdiction and nationhood. 

 

Nigawinan Uskee - Mother Earth 

Although culture change was an intriguing dynamic aspect of the historical interaction 

between Europeans and Indigenous peoples, a more specific in-depth analysis of a 

particular concept related to land has not been done from a Cree perspective.  One of the 

most fascinating and intriguing developments that has arisen in tandem with modern day 
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Indigenous nationalism, pan-Indianism, spiritual revitalization, feminism and 

environmentalism is the concept of Mother Earth.  On a May 23, 2017 Google search 

there were 113,000 hits for Cree land tenure, 159,000 for Algonquian land tenure, 

1,460,000 for Indigenous land tenure and 36,100,000 for Mother Earth! A major reason 

for its rising popularity was its embrace by environmentalists, sacred ecology believers, 

naturalists, recreationalists, many Indigenous peoples and others throughout the world. 

Although the concept has been debated through the English language network since the 

1980s, little is known about how it has evolved in the Cree Nehinuw language. Here I 

examine the history of the debate as well as the term’s evolution in Cree language usage, 

drawing upon cultural and grammatical history. Part of the debate includes the 

translation in Treaty 6 as well as the its specific evolution in the Cree language itself.    

 

The Cree Nehinuw people of Cumberland House belong to the large Algonquian linguistic 

group which stretches from Virginia, USA to the Ohio-Great Lakes area to the Northeast 

and northern Quebec, and the western provinces to British Columbia then south to 

California. For the Cree Nehinuw of Cumberland House, the idea of Mother Earth has only 

been a recent phenomenon. Although Cumberland House as a centre for the fur trade was 

strategically located in the middle of the three major Cree dialects of N, TH and Y, the 

people there did not use the Mother Earth concept either in Cree or English until the 1980s. 

Mother Earth was also never mentioned in my social science classes at the University of 

Saskatchewan in 1965, but by the 1970s and 1980s it was being used in the English 

language form. I started hearing a literal translation of the phrase into Cree by the 1980s 

and later still for northern Saskatchewan. At Cumberland House, Mother Earth was not 
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used in the English language form until around the late 1980s. The English to Cree literal 

translation form of Mother Earth as Nimama Uskee was being used. With the rise of pan-

Indianism, there was a search for Indigenous authenticity in traditional ceremonies, 

spirituality and languages. The seekers were responding to the fact that their own spiritual 

practices had been outlawed in this country and as well there was a strong concern for the 

destruction of the environment, and the racist/sexist oppression of Indigenous women. The 

idea of Mother Earth quickly took on a broad appeal and found a niche in both literature 

and cultural practices but not without some debate. Here I discuss the initial debates around 

the concept followed by a closer look at its development within the Cree language itself 

and its evolving cognitive cultural constructs. 

 

Sam Gill, in his book entitled Mother Earth, stated, 

I do not disagree that there are many important goddess figures throughout the 

tribal cultures… I do not disagree with the structural evaluations of the primacy 

of a goddess identified with the earth, as mother to the earth, or as mother to all… 

What I am arguing on the other hand, is that it is unproductive to collapse the 

many goddesses and other figures of feminine identity into a single goddess and 

that, at least for native North America; it would be historically and 

ethnographically in error to do so.487 
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He added, "It seems that Mother Earth as a major goddess of the Indians of North 

America is a reality, but that she has become so only during the twentieth century."488   

 

Gill was criticized by key Indigenous leaders including Russell Means. In 1996, 

Cherokee lawyer and theologian Jace Weaver took up the issue and presented his 

position in his edited book titled, Defending Mother Earth: Native American 

Perspectives on Environmental Justice. In his foreword to the book, Russell Means 

stated, 

We are the children of the earth. She is our mother, and it is our right and duty to 

protect her… We do not have the right to degrade our mother and that we must 

live in harmony with all creation… If humanity keeps abusing Mother Earth, she 

will retaliate, and her abusers will be eliminated… If the feminist movement or 

society in general, is to stop violence against women, it first will have to stop the 

initial rape and violence against our Mother Earth.489 

Russell Means’ statement was not about a Mother Earth goddess; it was about stopping 

the abuse and violence against the earth which he says has to be done first, before the 

violence against women can be ended. He philosophically positions the argument in the 

context of living in “harmony with all creation.” Jace Weaver adds that, "it is 

undoubtedly correct that the idea of Mother Earth has been interpreted and reinterpreted 
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so that it is difficult, in many cases, to retrieve its original Indigenous significance" but 

nevertheless, he concludes that, "the fundamental notion is both ancient and 

widespread."490 

 

One of the first major critics of the idea of Mother Earth in Canada was the late 

Reverend Stan Cuthand. A Cree Elder from Little Pine First Nation, Cuthand was a 

National Achievement Awards Recipient, a translator of the Bible and a man who was 

knowledgeable in Christian theology as well as ancient Cree stories and sacred legends. 

A Plains Cree Y dialect speaker, he did ministry work in northern Saskatchewan 

including the TH dialect communities of La Ronge, Stanley Mission and Pelican 

Narrows. Not only was he an officially recognized expert and translator from Cree to 

English and vice versa in government and institutional circles; he also taught the Cree 

language at the University of Saskatchewan and elsewhere. In a national CBC Radio 

Ideas program, he stated clearly that there was no concept of Mother Earth in Cree and 

that it was introduced from the United States during the ecumenical discussions of 

Indigenous spiritual traditionalists and Indigenous Christians in the 1960s (CBC, Mother 

Earth 2003, produced by Maureen Mathews).  

 

It was in 1971 that William Wuttunee, a Cree lawyer from Red Pheasant First Nation in 

Saskatchewan made the first Indigenous written statement about Mother Earth in 
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Canada. In his book Ruffled Feathers he wrote, “Indians have a great love of their land 

which they regard as Mother Earth but this love for the last remnants of their land has 

been their undoing.”491 On the issues of occupation and ownership he stated, “At the 

time of the arrival of the white man, the Indian did not occupy all the country; therefore 

it cannot be said that the land was taken away from them…Indians never owned Canada; 

They do not own it now and never will.”492 Wuttunee’s concept of Mother Earth is only 

explained as a “great love of the land” with  no mention of women, the protection of the 

environment or any type of Indigenous authority over the land.  

 

Another Cree source about Mother Earth was the 1976 publication about Treaty 

interpreter, Peter Erasmus in Buffalo Days and Nights by Alberta Metis journalist, Henry 

Thompson. Thompson had interviewed Metis Cree translator Peter Erasmus about his 

life and translation work during the signing of Treaty 6. He interviewed Erasmus in 1920 

and then again in 1928 when the latter was 95 years old. In the quote about “mother 

earth” in this book, Thompson who was also a real estate salesman, used Peter Erasmus’s 

memory and recollection of Ahtahkakoop’s words as follows, "For my part, I think that 

the Queen Mother has offered us a new way… The mother earth has always given us 

plenty with the grass that fed the buffalo. Surely we Indians can learn the ways of living 

that made the white man strong and able to vanquish all the great tribes… The white men 

never had the buffalo but I am told they have cattle in the thousands…The white men 
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number their lodges by the thousands, not like us who can only count our teepees by 

tens. I will accept the Queen’s hand for my people. I have spoken."493 In this 

Thompson/Erasmus rendition of Ahtahkakoop’s words, the buffalo and mother earth 

were to be replaced by cattle and farming as the new way offered by the Queen Mother.  

 

In addition to raising the new issues of famine conditions and a medicine chest clause, 

strong arguments were made for a larger First Nations land base versus the small 

reserves that were being offered. Poundmaker, the Badger and an unnamed leader made 

speeches on the critical matter of land and the treaty itself. Poundmaker made a forceful 

statement criticizing the government’s intent to create small reservations based on the 

farm surveyed practice of 640 acres/ family. Erasmus records that there was a “strong 

wave of approval” for Poundmaker’s words when he made the following strong 

statement on land, “This is our land. It isn’t a piece of pemmican to be cut off and given 

in little pieces back to us. It is ours and we will take what we want.”494  Governor Morris 

who was intent on creating very small reserves to make room for settlers, mining and 

forestry countered Poundmaker’s statement by shifting the attention away from the size 

of the reserve to the worrisome time sensitive prospect that the “country would be 

flooded with White settlers.”  Mistawasis then rose to speak in favour of the treaty by 

pointing out that the situation was dire with the demise of the buffalo. The treaty was 
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signed after Ahtahkakoop spoke in its favour followed by Mistawasis who made a 

further statement about children and the future. 495  

 

One hundred years after Treaty 6, Peter Erasmus’s memories of Ahtahkakoop’s speech 

were finally published by Henry Thompson in 1976. Overall, it was an important 

publication but there are questions about Henry Thompson’s translation, the memory of 

Erasmus and his quote about “mother earth.” Strong statements and speeches had been 

made about land during the signing of the treaties, but the only recorded cases of the use 

of “mother earth” was Henry Thompson’s book on interpreter Peter Erasmus and more 

interestingly enough by Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris. Other than this specific 

quote in Thompson’s book on Erasmus, I have found no other translated record of 

“mother earth” attributed to any Indigenous or Cree speaker. But the records do show 

that there were definite issues related to interpreters, translation, and later recasting of 

texts and memories.  

 

During the planning for Treaty 6, Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris had already 

hired the interpreters for both the government and the First Nations people. As covered 

in Chapter 6, some translation issues were acknowledged in the Erasmus/Thompson 

document. Initially, the government had decided to go ahead with interpreters Peter 

Ballenden and Rev. John McKay but the chiefs disagreed and insisted that Peter Erasmus 

was their man. Initially the chiefs were going to pay Erasmus but by the second day 
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Erasmus was on the government payroll at $5.00 a day. Considering that the Treaty 

annuity for the whole year was $5.00, Erasmus was well paid. He would continue to 

work for the Indian Department as an interpreter. Erasmus was also paid two hundred 

and thirty dollars by the chiefs and $60 dollars from the paymaster Mr. Christie.496 

 

 As stated in the previous section on the treaties, the public dissatisfaction by the chiefs 

on the issue of translation was strongly stated on day one of Treaty 6 and as a result, the 

two government interpreters were dropped in favour of Erasmus, who then ended up on 

the government payroll. On day two of the treaty, when Poundmaker made the strong 

statement that the land is ours and it is not a “piece of pemmican” to be given back to us 

in little pieces, Erasmus recorded the “strong wave of approval” with shouts of “Yes! 

Yes!” Erasmus stated that Commissioner Morris was “visibly shaken.”497 Morris’s reply 

did not say anything about Poundmaker’s concern about the land jurisdiction and the size 

of the reserve, but instead he raised the issue that land would be flooded by “white 

settlers.”  After listening to Morris’s argument Erasmus was impressed that it was 

“couched in simple terms” with “sincerity” and concluded that, “I had an increased 

confidence in my interpretations, my sympathies transferred to the Governor’s side 

(emphasis mine), and my early animosity to the party was completely gone.”498 
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Historian Hugh Dempsey states that, "Too much credit cannot be given to Thompson for 

the countless hours he spent with the author, filling in the details, expanding on 

information,(italics mine) and producing something that is essentially Erasmus’s."499  

After having spoken to Henry Thompson in 1973, the new editor Irene Spry made the 

point that, "In spite of his insistence on accuracy and his and Henry Thompson's efforts 

to ensure it, there are still, inevitably, a few discrepancies as to places, dates, and 

persons."500 She concluded that, "Buffalo Days and Nights cannot, therefore, be taken 

word for word as a source of precise, factual information. It is nonetheless a record of 

considerable importance. It gives a vivid picture of the old way of life on the untamed 

plains and of the traumatic process of change under the pressures of encroaching white 

‘civilization’."501 Spry also compared Alexander Morris's 1880 publication, The Treaties 

with the Indians in Canada with the Erasmus/Thompson book, and found that, “some 

passages in Buffalo Days and Nights are almost identical with passages in Morris’s 

book.”502  

 

It would appear that Henry Thompson had access to the Treaty Commissioner’s book. 

But among the Treaty Commissioner’s specific references in his Treaties of Canada with 

the Indians, there is no "mother earth" quote that is attributed to Chief Ahtahkakoop or 
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any other First Nation’s leader. Although land was such a critical central issue during the 

treaties, the only direct mention of “mother earth” was actually made by the Treaty 

Commissioner Alexander Morris himself. During Treaty 6 at Fort Pitt, Morris talked 

about the demise and bleached bones of the buffalo and concluded that, “we want you to 

have homes of your own where your children can be taught to raise for themselves food 

from mother earth.”503 Interestingly, the structured argument about the demise of the 

buffalo and the need to transition into agriculture by Morris was the same as represented 

in Thompson’s rendition of Erasmus’s memory of Ahtahkakoop’s speech. The main 

difference was that “mother earth” in the earlier original document by Treaty 

Commissioner Morris, was connected to European styled agriculture rather than the life 

of the buffalo hunt in the later Erasmus/Thompson rendition. Morris’s own documented 

record of the treaties that was published in 1880 was the first and only case on the use of 

mother earth until the publication of Buffalo Days and Nights by the Glenbow Museum 

in 1976. But what was the background of Alexander Morris? 

 

Treaty Commissioner Morris was a lawyer, politician and like his father, a land 

speculator. He articled under John A. Macdonald and was also involved in conservative 

politics. He was an elected politician and with his connections he would be appointed as 

the Queen’s representative, the Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba in December 1872. 

Given that land speculation was a family tradition, it was therefore no surprise that 

speculators were an integral part of Metis scrip lands and Treaty land settlements. As the 

                                                 
503 Morris, 233. 
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Lieutenant Governor of Manitoba, he was looked upon as a success; however, he did fail 

in his dealings with the Manitoba Act and Metis Scrip. On the other hand he succeeded 

in securing lands for European settlers and Wolseley’s soldiers. As a speculator, Treaty 

Commissioner Morris was even more successful as he acquired 92 lots including 10 river 

lots during the Metis land sell off in Manitoba.504 Given his legal practice and 

background as a land speculator and his unyielding hard-headed approach to keeping the 

reserves deliberately small, it is not surprising that he used the term “mother earth” in 

reference to European styled agriculture and not the Indigenous way of life. 

 

Since the central issue with regard to the signing of the treaties from the East Coast to 

British Columbia by Algonquian peoples was the quality, location, use and size of the 

land base, and the need for hunting, fishing and trapping rights outside the reserve, one 

would have expected Mother Earth to turn up in other speeches but such was not the 

case. Since Morris’s record of Ahtahkahcoop’s speech does not include Mother Earth, 

Henry Thompson may have borrowed the words from Commissioner Morris and 

creatively adjusted Erasmus’s words for greater impact, in a similar fashion to what was 

done in the version of Chief Seattle’s "famous" speech which included words such as 

White Man, Red Man, Father, buffaloes and Iron Horse.505    

                                                 
504 Talbot, 54. 

505 Jerry L. Clark, “Thus Spoke Chief Seattle: The Story of An Undocumented Speech,” Prologue 

Magazine Vol. 18, No. 1, Spring 1985. 
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In sum, Indigenous concepts of Mother Earth in northern Saskatchewan appear absent 

before the 1980s and 1990s. Since then, however, notions of Mother Earth have become 

pervasive in both Indigenous and non-Indigenous circles. The concept particularly 

resonates in the context of environmental/ecological destruction and for people seeking 

spiritual revitalization in its many forms. Rapid change in a particular aspect of culture is 

of course not uncommon, as I know from personal experience with Roman Catholicism 

in Cumberland House. During the 1950s, the Roman Catholic mass was conducted by 

priests and altar boys in Latin along with some Latin, English and Cree prayers and 

hymns. By the 1970s a shift had been made to use English so the mass was no longer 

conducted in Latin. With the disappearance of the nuns and the shortage of priests the 

service is now conducted with a balance between Cree and English. Cree women and 

girls now play a more prominent role in all the proceedings. Even though Christianity 

has undergone many changes over the centuries and even more recently, very few people 

would argue that Roman Catholics are no longer Christians or even less Christian. 

Correspondingly, the Cree are not less Cree just because they accept new 

reconfigurations of their cultural beliefs, including the idea of Mother Earth. All cultures 

continue to change and adjust as they meet new challenges and ways of doing things. I 

will now shift to some personal experiences including my observations of a fascinating 

cultural linguistic evolution of the Cree concept of Mother Earth from the 1960s to the 

present.  
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On what basis is the authenticity of Mother Earth as a traditional Cree Nehinuw concept 

to be questioned?  Throughout my childhood in Cumberland House in a traditional 

trapping, fishing, hunting, and gathering context, I never heard the term Mother Earth. 

Although the Cumberland Cree were right in the middle of the three major dialects of N, 

TH and Y, none of us talked about the earth as a mother in either straightforward or 

metaphorical ways.  I also do not recall its use when I attended university in 1965-1966. 

By the late 1970s and 1980s however, it was starting to make its appearance in the 

English language form. The first time I heard "Mother Earth" used by a Cumberland 

Cree elder in English was in the late 1980s or early 1990s in a documentary on the 

environment and Cumberland House made by Will Campbell and narrated by Maria 

Campbell.  In this documentary, the late Elder Ovide Chaboyer used the words “Mother 

Earth” in English. 

 

Ovide Chaboyer spoke French, Cree and English and was well-known for conversing 

with the priests and nuns in French. He was a regular Roman Catholic churchgoer who 

used to do the church collection called pugitinasowin. He was also a recognized leader in 

the Alcoholics Anonymous movement in the community, the north and the province. 

Originally, the movement emphasized Christian teachings but later shifted to a greater 

acceptance of Indigenous traditional ceremonies. In addition to the pipe and sweetgrass, 

it used a special language which included Mother Earth, initially in English and later in 

the Cree language. The Mother Earth terminology was making its way into traditional 

ceremonies, powwows, university teachings and public institutions.  
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It was not until about the early 1990s, that I first heard the words “Mother Earth” spoken 

in Cree.  During a workshop on oral tradition, Maria Campbell, a fluent Cree speaker 

used Nigawinan-uskee, which literally translates as Our Mother Earth. Years later on 

February 3, 2004 I attended an elders’ conference on the environment and health in 

Prince Albert.  I listened to twelve statements and reminiscences in Cree.  One speaker 

mentioned Mother Earth in Cree and another in English. During the break, I spoke with 

Robert Ermine, the person from Sturgeon Lake who had used the Cree form.506  I 

mentioned that this form was new to me and that I had never heard the term used in my 

earlier years. He agreed that it was indeed not used when he was growing up, but he did 

advance the idea that it was a recovery of lost history. I then spoke to three more Cree 

elders from Red Earth and Shoal Lake who stated that they did not use the 

terminology.507  It was new to them and not traditionally used.  Not long after in 

Cumberland House, I did come across a specific Anglo-Cree rendition of Mother Earth 

as Nimama Uskee from the late Nicholas Crane, a Cumberland Cree who was a long-

time practitioner and civil servant in the resources and environment departments of the 

provincial government. 

 

The structure of Cree grammar makes it very difficult to combine mother and earth in the 

Nehinuw (Cree) language. In Cree, as noted earlier, the animate category is about living 

                                                 
506 Robert Ermine interviewed by Keith Goulet in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, February 3, 2004.  

507 Barnabus Head, Clara Whitecap and Lillian Lathlin interviewed by Keith Goulet in Prince Albert, 

Saskatchewan, February 3, 2004.  
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beings and entities such as mother, trees and spirit beings whereas the inanimate 

category includes tools, religion, water, river and land. I have heard many people state 

that "land" in the Cree language is a living entity, but this is not substantiated in Cree 

language usage. Trees, rocks and the sun are animate but not rivers, hills, lakes, land or 

earth. Mother is animate while land is inanimate. This system impacts nouns, verbs and 

many other parts of speech. For example:  

Nigawinan awa pimatsiw.                                Our mother is alive.                                                                                                                               

Nituskeenan ooma pimatseemugun.                 Our land is alive.  

Note that the possessive form awa is used in the case of the animate, and ooma for the 

inanimate, but also note that the word which signifies life or aliveness in mother is 

different in the case for land. When the most central concepts of life and aliveness are 

discussed, pimatsiw is used, but when inanimate entities or processes are discussed, 

pimatseemugun is used to signify that the aliveness is an artificial, metaphorical or 

cultural construction. The dynamic natural living form pimatsiw is not used when 

discussing land, so the inanimate verbal form pimatseemugun has to be used when 

translating the earth “is alive.” In other words the aliveness of the earth or land can only 

be discussed in the inanimate cultural grammatical form. But what happens when the 

animate category of mother is combined with the inanimate category of land?  

  

The combining of land and mother presents a grammatical conundrum as well as other 

intriguing matters. As a comparative example, the rules in the English language do not 

permit the following, "She is a knife." The correct usage is "It is a knife."  The 

appropriate gender category needs to be used.  Cree operates in a similar fashion. It is 
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permissible to say “nigawi awa” (this is my mother), but not, “nituskee awa” (this is my 

land).  The animate form of the pronoun ‘this’ (awa) cannot be used with my land 

(nituskee), which is an inanimate category. The correct way to say, "this is my land” is 

"nituskee ooma". An effort to translate "this is Mother Earth" into Cree therefore 

presents a grammatical challenge. If you are focusing on the destruction of the 

environment, the land or earth, the inanimate pronoun form ooma is correct, but, when a 

speaker wants to focus on the dynamic living aspect of the land as mother, awa would be 

used. That impulse, however, defies the logic and structure of Cree grammar. It would be 

comparable to asking English-language speakers to start saying, “he is the land” or “she 

is a man.” The Cree life force system is grammatically classified into the animate and the 

inanimate while the English language uses the gendered forms, “he and she.” For 

context, I extend this discussion, comparing points to be made about dialects in Cree, 

Oji-Cree and Ojibwe. 

 

The lands of the Cree cover a vast area from Quebec to British Columbia mainly in the 

boreal forest areas as well as on the plains in western Canada and the United States. In 

1967- 1968 when I taught school at Aroland, Ontario, an Ojibwe community north of 

Lake Nipigon, I visited an N dialect Cree community of Pagwa River, and spoke to the 

mother of a friend, George Taylor. After speaking with her I found that the N dialect she 

spoke was understandable with some effort but it was quite different from my own N 

dialect. From 1969 to 1971 I also taught in Moose Factory, where I was able to listen to 

people speaking in three very different Cree dialects. Their Y dialect (Eeyoumowin) was 

substantively different in words, phrases and tone from the Y dialect (Nehiyuwewin) in 
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the Plains. Some speakers also used the L dialect (Ilineemowin) Moose Cree. I also heard 

the N dialect (Inineemowin) from Albany and Attawapiskat on the west coast of James 

Bay that was similar to Pagwa River but still quite different from an immediate 

communication and fluency standpoint. I realized that the Naguwemowin or the 

Saulteaux language was also called Anishinabemowin and Ojibowemowin. There was 

also Anishineemowin which is regularly called Oji-Cree. I began to realize that the usual 

simple classification of Y, N, L, and R dialects was inadequate and that there were three 

main subsystems of “Cree” with Eeyomowin, Inineemowin (including L) and 

Nehinuwehin in the west. During my time in Ontario as I listened to the different dialects 

and languages, I did not hear anyone using Mother Earth. As mentioned it was not until 

the 1970s that I first heard the use of Mother Earth in the English language.  

 

Over time, the mother earth idea, first appeared written in lower case in English, then 

gradually shifted to the capitalized form, “Mother Earth.” A second phase started when 

mother earth was literally translated into Cree as nimama uskee or nigawi uskee  

(my mother earth) in the singular possessive form. This was quickly followed by the use 

of Nigawinan Uskee (Our Mother Earth). Nimama uskee is a hybridized English/Cree 

form for mother (my mama) whereas nigawi uskee is the more traditional translation. 

More common were the pluralized forms, nimamanan uskee and nigawinan uskee for 

“our mother earth”. Before moving to recent developments in the various Cree forms of 

Mother Earth I will include some interesting observations on the blending, mixing and 

borrowing of European and Cree linguistic forms and concepts. In these new 
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developments, the concept has been further refined and integrated in a more nuanced 

Cree cultural, linguistic format and perspective. 

 

Syncretism is the process in which two belief systems, cultures, or languages are 

blended. For example, the Cree word for my mother is nigawi but the newer word 

nimama is combination of the Cree ni- (my) and the English word mama. The language 

structure of nigawinan uskee, our mother earth, presents a challenge, however, to 

traditional Christian ideology. From a comparative kinship perspective, Cree spirituality 

highlights the connection to grandmothers and grandfathers, while the Christian belief 

system focuses on the authority of the parents and patriarchy. Christianity is epitomized 

by the central doctrine of the Holy Trinity which is comprised of God the Father, God 

the Son and God the Holy Ghost or Holy Spirit.  The authority of the father in European 

patriarchy is also reflected in the Lord’s Prayer as “Our Father,” which has been 

translated as Nootawinan in the Cree language. Cree has two forms of first-person plural 

– the inclusive and the exclusive. The inclusive form includes everyone while the 

exclusive form of “our” excludes others. The grammatical structure of Nootawinan, Our 

Father, as used in Christian churches is not the inclusive form; it is exclusionary. When 

we were taught Roman Catholic bible studies and catechism in Cumberland House in the 

1950s, we were taught that catholic meant universal, that Our Father was the Father of 

all and God, the God of all. But there were two main aspects that contradicted this 

“universal” view. In the first place, the actual Cree word used in the prayer was the 

exclusive form rather than the inclusive. Secondly, in terms of everyday practice and 

common sense belief, Christians believers such as Catholics, Anglicans, Evangelists, and 
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any other believers or non-believers were excluded each other when it came to church 

services, funerals, weddings and catechism. When it came to Indigenous beliefs and 

practices there was even a greater sense of exclusion as the priests and nuns talked about 

them as forms of “witchcraft”, idolatry and the work of the devil. 

 

In terms of cross-cultural understanding, it is fascinating to realize that the early 

Christian Crees who began working with missionaries to translate English prayers to 

Cree, understood clearly that Christianity was a religious belief system that was 

exclusionary. They had a choice to translate the “Our” in “Our Father” as inclusive or 

exclusive but they chose to classify it as exclusive. Rather than using kihotawinuw the 

inclusive father of all they selected nootawinan the exclusive Father (of only the 

Christians). It would have been clear to them that central Indigenous beliefs about the 

pipe, the drum and the use of the dream vision quest were to be excluded when they 

became Christians and they also realized that the Anglicans, Roman Catholics and the 

Methodists also competed and excluded each other. What is most interesting is that the 

Christian, patriarchal and exclusive plural form in the “Our Father” of the Lord’s Prayer 

is the same form used for mother earth, meaning our mother, but not yours. The term 

nigawinan, as used in mother earth, uses the same Christian structure of "Nootawinan" 

or "Our Father" in the Lord's Prayer! Both the Christian Lord’s Prayer and Mother Earth 

are conceptually and grammatically based on European exclusionary concepts rather 

than inclusionary ones. 
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This simply shows that the early Indigenous translators understood or assumed that 

Christianity and its various denominations were exclusionary. God was the father of the 

Roman Catholics, the father of other Christian denominations or the father of the 

Christians, but not the inclusive father of all. The following discussions look at some 

other issues around the Cree variations of Mother Earth. Syncretic borrowings between 

Cree spiritual beliefs and Christian religious beliefs occurred in spiritual ceremonies and 

practices, and also in the Cree language itself and in Cree grammatical structure. 

 

When comparing English and Cree views about deference to persons in authority, the 

Cree tend to focus on elders while the English traditionally deferred to parental authority. 

In Cree, there are two terms for the elderly; keteyuk which refers generally to older 

people and kisehiyuk which is used for the most elderly or revered elders. A related word 

with the same stem kise- is kisewatisihin. Pimatisiwin is life whereas the stem -atisiw 

refers to the characteristic nature of a person’s life. It is the person’s nature that is being 

looked at or characterized. The definition of kisewatisihin in Arok Wolvengrey’s 

dictionary is, "kindness, compassion, goodness."508 The word stem kise- in kiseyuk 

therefore reflects an underlying sense of veneration that is characterized by kindness, 

compassion, and goodness.  

 

                                                 
508 Arok Wolvengray, nehiyawewin: itwewina Cree: Words Volume 1 (Regina: Canadian Plains Research 

Center, 2001), 64.  
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Grandmothers and grandfathers as respected elders played a strong role in the Nehinuw 

Cree tradition but an ideological shift towards a greater acceptance of the Anglo based 

centrality of paternal authority and now more recently the mother has been taking place 

for some time. The Cree translation of Mother Earth as nigawinan-uskee exemplifies a 

move towards an emphasis on Euro-centred parenthood and the nuclear family rather 

than the traditional focus on grandfathers, grandmothers, elders, the extended family, 

clans and the nation. Whether or not it was done with conscious intent, a key part of the 

historical evolution of Mother Earth in the Cree language has therefore been a literal 

borrowing of the European family authority structure via the Christian prayer structure 

from Our Father to Our Mother in Mother Earth. 

 

There has also been another historical shift away from simple or literal translation to a 

more nuanced perspective, which uses more complex Cree structures. Otawimaw or 

Mamawiwotawimaw (sometimes shortened to Wiwotawimaw) are now the special titles 

that are regularly used to refer to the "Creator," Kisemuntoo or God and or God, the 

Father. The addition of mamuwi- signifies the togetherness of all and therefore gives the 

connotation of an All Embracing Father or God. It has also moved from the first person 

singular and plural to the more abstract obviative third person form of otawimaw for 

father rather than the regular third person form of otawiya. The word ending -maw in 

ostesimaw, eldest brother, omisimaw, eldest sister, and oseemimaw, the youngest sibling 

signifies an esteemed and special position. Otawimaw or "Our Father" has become a 

venerated position of the highest order not only in Christian ceremonies but also in Cree 

traditional prayers. The same more complex Cree forms that are used for "Our Father" 
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are now being used in the case of Mother Earth. Ogawimaw and Mamuwiwogawimaw 

are now being used as a modern, more revered form of Mother Earth. I have also heard a 

newer term Keesigohi-Iskew or Sky Woman being used. Keesigowuk had traditionally 

been the Cree word for spiritual sky beings who were normally identified in neutral non 

gendered form. But something has happened in the latest terminology that is being used 

for land or the earth. The idea of land or earth is no longer part of the new word for 

Mother Earth which is Mamuwihogawimaw. The "earth" part of the translation, uskee 

has been dropped. If it were included the new word would be Mamuwihogawimaw-

Uskee but such is not the case. In the pipe ceremony, the pipe is pointed towards the 

spirits of the four directions of East, South, West and North but it is also pointed to the 

spirits of the earth and sky. It is important to point out and recognize that the pipe 

ceremony always recognizes the land or earth. 

 

After more than a century of assimilation, many Indigenous peoples have been moving 

to recover and revitalize their cultural beliefs and cultural practices. The discriminatory 

outlawing of Indigenous spiritual ceremonies by the government of Canada surely 

contributed to the shift from Indigenous spiritual beliefs to Christianity. In turn, many 

Indigenous people have worked to reclaim traditional spiritual beliefs and at times this 

has included the adoption of newer hybridized concepts such as Mother Earth. The 

traditional Nehinuw Cree reverence for grandmothers and grandfathers had shifted to the 

Christianized and European-centred authority of fathers and mothers. It was not until 

1951 that the laws which discriminated against Indigenous religious beliefs and practices 

were rescinded. By that time the overall colonial assimilation laws and policies had 
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already impacted Indigenous cultural and language practices. Even though Indigenous 

peoples had been Christianized there was still a strong felt need to give due respect to 

their spiritual beliefs by reclaiming and using authentic traditional ceremonies in 

powwows, special events and the customary practices of Indigenous governments and 

communities.  

 

Right from the beginnings of modern Indigenous political organizing and later with the 

formation of provincial and national organizations, Indigenous spiritual ceremonies were 

increasingly accepted but on the issue of mother earth it was not until 2007, that the 

Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations (changed to Federation of Sovereign 

Indigenous Nations in 2016) accepted an official document which included quotations 

around the word "Mother Earth." Because the document was focused on the approval of 

Treaty Implementation Principles, the insertion of "Mother Earth" in the preamble was 

not debated. The wording in the document states, 

First Nations people have historically communicated through the use of symbols, 

pictures and the use of animate objects…The trunk of the tree represents 

sovereignty which has its roots in “Mother Earth” and includes the trees, plant 

life, rocks and all the animals.509 

The quotation marks signalled a cautionary introduction of a new evolving concept in 

contrast to references about the more ancient traditions of the pipe or drum which are not 

                                                 
509 Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations, Treaty Implementation Principles Document, May 29, 

2007.  
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put in quotation marks.  This 2007 official document of First Nations governance in 

Saskatchewan is a new more wide-ranging representation wherein sovereignty is 

symbolized and connected to the roots of “Mother Earth” which includes all resources 

such as trees, plant life, rocks and all animals. In this case it appears to symbolize the 

source for the sharing of lands and resources. 

 

Whereas mother and earth are ancient concepts, my research has shown that the concept 

of Mother Earth was a recent addition to Cree Nehinuw thought, speech and cultural 

practice. I recognize the idea and use of Mother Earth as a new historically evolving and 

dynamic aspect of culture change. However, I am making a clear statement that Nehinuw 

(Cree) speakers from Cumberland House never did use Mother Earth in any format until 

the English form in the 1980s. As already indicated Cumberland House sits at the very 

intersection of three major Nehinuw (Cree) dialects of N, Y and TH, and was also 

historically a crossroads location for the Anishinabe, the Assiniboine and other 

Algonquians. If the concept had been traditionally used, surely it would have surfaced in 

this location.  

 

Rather than restricting my arguments to written English language documents and 

methodologies, I have integrated Cree Nehinuw methodology with oral language use and 

historical evidence. This analysis has examined the actual use of Cree terminology for 

land and mother as part of the grammatical system of the animate and inanimate 

Algonquian linguistic structures. These structures defy submersion into the English 

classification system of the feminine and masculine. Creating a new hybrid word which 
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mixes an animate kin term like “my mother” with an inanimate concept such as land 

contradicts the most basic categorical structure in the Cree language. Even when Mother 

Earth is presented in metaphorical language it still poses a grammatical challenge and a 

conundrum. It is probably the reason why certain speakers now limit their concept of 

Mother Earth to Mamuwiwogawimaw, the all embracing mother of all while leaving out 

any mention of uskee, the land. This new form of Indigenization reflects the dynamism 

around the central issues of womanhood, environment and spiritual beliefs. The thinking 

around this concept will most likely continue to evolve in new and interesting ways 

among the Cree and other Indigenous peoples. New words and concepts will continue to 

evolve with all cultures where some are quickly forgotten while others will strike a chord 

and create a lasting impression. In either case a careful examination using languages, 

cultures and histories needs to be made. 

   

Nituskeenan - Land of the Spruce Island Cree   

 

From earliest contact through the fur trade era, the smallpox epidemics, the massive 

avulsion of 1874, the treaties, right up to the destructive impact of the E. B. Campbell 

Dam, the territorial land base and concepts of the Kaminstigominuhigoskak (Spruce 

Island) Cree of Cumberland House have surprisingly been retained and maintained with 

minimal change until the more recent times. Even when there was the great avulsion of 

1874 where a major ice jam on the Saskatchewan River was redirected northward to 

create a massive upheaval on the whole delta region to the west side of the Cumberland 
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Delta the people were able to adjust to the natural phenomena.510  People were able to 

adapt their lifestyle to a new situation where new advantanges and exciting new changes 

from the geophysical disruption in the delta. Lands, resources, and wildlife were affected 

by forestry practices after WWI and the creation of the registered trap line system just 

after World War II, but other than the depletion of the coniferous forest the change was 

again manageable. The most significant impact would end up to be the construction of a 

destructive hydroelectric development project (the E B Campbell Dam) in 1962. The 

E.B. Campbell Dam destroyed much of the people’s traditional way of life causing many 

to become dependent on government welfare. It also wreaked havoc on a rich, diverse 

and sensitive ecosystem that continues to impact the land today. For many centuries the 

land provided the basis for a rich hunting, gathering, fishing and trapping tradition. More 

than anything else, the hydro dam did cause the greatest upheaval to the land, resources 

and culture of the Spruce Island Cree. 

 

The people were told that the impact of the dam would be minimal but the hydro project 

ended up destroying a people’s way of life. It brought death and destruction to animals, 

birds, plants and a multitude of smaller organisms and caused major damage to the land, 

waters, and environment. As an example, over 95 per cent of muskrats were destroyed 

and nearly wiped out. Through the 1950s, up to 150,000 muskrats used to be harvested in 

some years in this delta region, but today very few muskrats are left. Large muskrats 

                                                 
510 Norman D. Smith, Rudy L. Slingerland, Marta Perez-Arlucea, and Galina S. Morozova, “The 1870s 

Avulsion of the Saskatchewan River,” Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences, 35, 4 (1998): 453-466.  
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with thick shiny rich fur were succeeded by smaller scrawnier animals. This drastically 

lowered the value and price of the pelts as well as vastly reducing their numbers. The 

abrupt, unpredictable releases of water by the dam throughout the year were especially 

damaging in the winter when the fur of the muskrats was scraped off their backs as the 

ice froze all the way to the bottom of the marshes and shallow areas of water. When 

there was criticism the company would state that the big spring floods were also 

“damaging”- but they neglected the fact that the new fresh water from the Rockies 

provided a positive revitalization that was teeming with new life after the natural spring 

floods. Further pressures on the delta occurred after the building of two other major 

upstream dams, the Gardiner on the South Saskatchewan and the Francois Finley Dam 

near Nipawin. Concern was raised when an unusual major summer flood came in the 

early 1990s but the people were told that with all the controls, this was a once in a 

hundred-year occurrence. Not long after, to the consternation of the people and 

particularly the traditional resource users of Cumberland House, two other major 

summer floods would again create havoc in the community. 

 

Prior to the completion of the E.B. Campbell Dam in 1962 there had been very little need 

for welfare support as the people had effectively adjusted to the yearly natural spring 

flood when they were out on the land and traplines. They were independent and self- 

determining rather than being dependent on governments or corporations. But then, the 

fishery which had included sturgeon, pickerel, northern pike, white fish and goldeye was 

shutdown following the release of mercury from the moss and soils as well as from all 

the floating debris which included up-rooted trees that had been left standing when the 
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area was flooded by the dam to create Tobin Lake upstream. Tobin Lake would 

eventually be beneficial as a sports fishing resort area for the citizens of Nipawin but it 

ended up poisoning the fishery and the fish in the downstream area of Cumberland 

House. Just as this was happening, Grassy Narrows in Ontario had been in the news 

about mercury poisoning through the eating of fish and labelled as Minimata disease. 

Minimata was a neurological disease caused by mercury poisoning. It was sometimes 

referred to as the shakes as its symptoms include numbness, shaking and loss of balance, 

vision, hearing and speech. Outsiders tended to blame the shakes on drinking but the 

government knew the dangers of mercury as it stopped the fishery for a period of time. 

People had asked for a study of the disease and of its health effects and symptoms but it 

was never completed. Recently the SaskPower Corporation reps were trying to say that 

releases of water from the dam were now “natural” but the people who are most affected 

say that these many releases have no similarity whatsoever with the historical natural 

spring floods of the past. The resource users have argued that the corporation has been 

gradually reneging on its responsibilities by giving an extremely narrow interpretation of 

the people’s right to compensatory damages flowing from the 1989 Agreement. 

Cumberland House people’s way of life continues to be hampered by the inopportune 

timing of the water releases as well as by the floods and floating debris. The lands, 

waterways, the wildlife, and the ecology were forever changed and destroyed.  

 

Prior to the dam, the people lived off the land and ate a strong healthy natural diet, but as 

their income capacity was severely diminished, there was a shift to buying more store 

bought foods - like canned spam or baloney, Their life style which had been invigorated 
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by fresh air, sunshine, plenty of exercise and hard work was changing to a greater 

sedentary experience. Their wild foods included moose, deer, caribou, rabbits, and 

especially the ducks, geese, beaver, muskrats and fish were greatly changed and 

destroyed.  Different wildlife and fish provided a variety of healthy nutrients and even in 

the case of muskrats who ate a medicinal plant called weeges or calamus root as part of 

their diet. The price of muskrats was not as high as that of other fur bearing animals but 

they were numerous and they were the main food source for the people from the end of 

February to the middle of May. Social aid or welfare which came in the late 1950s was 

relatively minimal because most people could live off the land. But when the dam was 

operationalized, the self-determined capacity of the Spruce Island or Cumberland Cree 

was greatly diminished. 

 

The destruction of the Cumberland Delta was the price to be paid so that the farms, 

villages, towns and cities to the south could be powered and lit up with hydro-electricity. 

While the south was immediately connected with “clean energy” from the hydroelectric 

power plant, the local community continued to use “dirty” power from diesel fuel for 

many years before they were connected to the power from the hydro power plant. When 

people raised concerns and questions prior to the construction of the dam, they were told 

that the impact would be minimal and things would be normalized over time. But the 

Cumberland Cree knew about the dams in Manitoba and the Island Falls Dam on the 

Churchill River in Sandy Bay, north eastern Saskatchewan. so they were quite skeptical. 

People used to balance their lifestyle by trapping in the spring then moving out to the 

mines and other industrial developments usually in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and 
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Alberta. Some of the people had worked in the hydro dams in Manitoba so quite a few 

ended up working at the hydro dam during the construction phase.   

 

The unnatural releases of water with little or no warning from the Sask Power 

Corporation flooded hunting, fishing, gathering and trapping spots at unexpected times 

leaving them flooded, then dry or muddy at other times. The freezing as well as the lack 

of oxygen in the shallower waters killed off a lot of fish and provided a feast and famine 

cycle for the predators. Travelling through the slush and getting wet up to your waist 

especially in 20-40 degrees below zero not only brought untold hardships - it was very 

dangerous even for the most skilled hunters and trappers. Larger game animals were also 

impacted. Up to 20 moose were often seen on the road into the community right up until 

the early 1960s but today they are seldom seen. In some years one could see 60-100 deer 

beside the road but now there are only a few. The feeding areas for geese and ducks were 

greatly altered or destroyed in what used to be one of the best waterfowl hunting areas in 

North America. The problem was exacerbated by the government resource policy which 

prevented the Cree cultural practice of early springtime burning of ustagunusk 

(phragmites) around traplines. Their overgrowth squeezed out other plants and eating 

areas for the wildlife as well as accentuating the process of drying out the land in critical 

trapping areas where a certain level of water was required. 

 

Earlier challenges such as the smallpox of 1781-1782 had been horrific but the rich delta 

had provided the means for the rebuilding and the revitalization of the Cumberland Cree 

connections to their land. Even after the massive avulsion of 1874 when the 
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Saskatchewan River was re-routed to the north and onto Cumberland Lake with new 

waterways and environmental transformations, the people successfully shifted their land 

use patterns and adapted to the natural challenge. The water levels at Agamigiskachiwun, 

the southern delta slowly became lower but the people made adjustments there as well as 

in the new modified delta to the west and northwest. But, the most significant and 

damaging impact to the land and environment was the E. B. Campbell Dam of 1962 and 

its destruction of the people’s way of life which included trapping, hunting, fishing, 

gathering, outfitting and other self-determined activities.  

 

After a long drawn-out process, the community did take the government to court and in 

1989, the government agreed to a compensation of 15 million dollars plus fifty thousand 

acres of land of which only six thousand acres have been selected. Although the federal 

government had a joint jurisdiction for environmental protection as well as oversight 

over treaty and Aboriginal rights, it did not provide compensation or contribute anything 

for the damages to the people’s livelihood and the destruction of their lands. It was only 

after 1995 when a federal/provincial/municipal infrastructure program was introduced, 

that each level of government would contribute one third to any community construction 

costs. The Cumberland Bridge cost $6 million so $2 million each was paid by the 

community, the province and the federal government. As a general rule, highways, roads 

and bridges were built by the provincial government and sometimes with federal dollars 

but in order to access the infrastructure program the municipality of Cumberland House 

and the First Nation band reluctantly agreed to pay the one third share of the costs from 

their compensation package. The people had waited far too long for a bridge that would 
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connect them with the rest of the province as well as improve their health and social and 

economic wellbeing.  More specifically the federal government which had joint 

responsibility for the people and for the protection of the land/environment and 

waterways, had not put a penny towards the over $20 million (cash and land) 

compensation for the destruction to the land. Finally, because of the infrastructure 

program they did pay their $2 million share towards the cost of the bridge.  

 

A few changes in the previous two hundred and fifty years had an impact. With regard to 

the land tenure patterns and the jurisdictional ownership sense of the Cumberland Cree, 

the fur trade had only a minimal impact. It was really smallpox and other diseases that 

impacted movements among the Cree communities from the latter half of the 1700s into 

the 1800s. While the N dialect Nehinuwehin (Cree) is the main dialect in Cumberland 

House today, most records from the early fur trade to at least the first quarter of the 

1800s showed that the TH or Rocky Cree dialect was the main dialect in the community 

and region. Some TH dialect speakers continue to live in the community today, and 

Sturgeon Landing which is only 25 miles to the northeast is a TH dialect community. 

There are also some Y dialect speakers in the community but the closest community to 

the south on Carrot River that speaks the Y dialect Cree is Red Earth whereas Shoal 

Lake, their next door neighbours to the east is home to mainly N dialect speakers. In 

Cumberland House where smallpox and other diseases ravaged the population, the TH 

dialect of Cree was gradually overtaken by the N dialect Cree in the mid-1800s and later. 

The Y dialect Cree speakers in the community are related to Red Earth, James Smith 

(Fort a la Corne), Muskoday, and Sturgeon Lake speakers. 
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With regard to the fur trade route into the northwest from the Sturgeon Weir-Churchill-

Athabasca waterways, it was once thought that the Y dialect Plains Cree were the ones 

who had moved into the Saskatchewan northwest. But, this is not the case because the Y 

dialect spoken in northwest Saskatchewan is directly related to the Sugawi-Iyiniwuk 

(Strong Woods Cree) Y dialect that is spoken in the north and north east Alberta.511 After 

the smallpox of 1781-1782 ravaged the area, the R speakers from the Athabasca River 

and the Th dialects from the northwest Misinipee (Churchill River) were then succeeded 

by the Y dialect Cree people of northeastern Alberta. The Strong Woods Cree (and the 

Dene as well) moved towards the fur trade into the northwest, rather than being 

displaced by the Plains Cree.  

  

By the late 1800s, government policies and actions as well as new laws regarding land 

and other matters gave preferential treatment for European settlers and corporations 

while First Nations and Metis were left with very little of their original land bases for 

economic viability over the long term. While Canadians often point to the Americans’ 

terrible record regarding Indigenous people, they overlook some specific Canadian 

policies. For any people, a good land base is important for successful development but in 

fact First Nations of the USA did have a distinct advantage as their total reservation area 

                                                 
511 The only Y dialect that is directly connected to the Y dialect Plains Cree in the Churchill River between 

Ile a la Crosse and La Ronge is the community of Pine House. This I believe was the result of commercial 

fishing after the early 1900s.  
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was over 20 times the reservation land base of First Nations people in Canada. The per 

capita basis for reservation lands in Canada ranged from 6 to 128 acres. When the 

treaties were signed, Commissioner Alexander Morris believed that the larger 

reservations in the USA had led to “Ìndian wars.” He was adamant that Indigenous 

strength needed to be contained or diminished so Canadian reserves were kept very small 

and scattered. 512 The land base for Treaty 1 and 2 was 160 acres per family of five but 

with the strong arguments for more land by Indigenous leaders the acreage in Treaty 3, 4 

and 6 was 640 acres per family of five. Treaty Commissioner Morris had stated on the 

second day at Fort Carlton, Treaty 6, that, “we think of the Indians all over the country, 

we cannot treat one better than another, it would not be just…”513 Yet when it came 

down to the central issue of land, the reservation base for Treaty 5 people in 1875 and 

1876 was not 640 acres per family of 5, it was instead 160 acres. First Nations in Treaty 

3, 4 and 6 had received four times more for reservation land than the First Nations of 

Treaty 5. This type of “justice” and “equal treatment” would be one of the central 

hallmarks of the times.  

 

Just as inequities were being set in place in the standards for treaty making, the 

Cumberland House area faced a challenge from the natural order. In 1874 a massive ice 

jam on the Saskatchewan River caused a huge breach or avulsion in the south west 

corner of the delta. Pugonechiwunohk describes the process as well as the location where 

                                                 
512 Morris, 287-288. 

513 Morris, 206. 
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avulsions such as this, took place. Pugoneya means making, boring or puncturing a hole 

through something, which in this case was the land. Other avulsions had taken place 

prior to 1874. For example, right beside Cumberland House to the west where the Big 

Stone River meets Cumberland Lake immediately above Pahistik, the Rapids before 

discharging into the Saskatchewan River, is a specific location called Ka Pugonechiyauk 

or the Cut-Off. The Cree name means the place where the tremendous force of the water 

shot right through the land. It not only evokes a powerful metaphoric visualization, it is a 

historic reminder that another major avulsion had happened before the one in 1874. 

  

After the avulsion of 1874, the Saskatchewan River around the Mosquito Point/ EB 

Campbell Dam area was redirected right into the west delta where it now joined with the 

Torch River (Numehi-Seepee meaning Sturgeon River) to recreate three Angling Rivers, 

and a major new Steamboat Channel which joined Muskego-Seepee (Mossy River) and 

Grassberry River from Pine Bluff to Windy Lake/Suggi Lake. At least three new major 

lakes appeared although they have since largely disappeared. A myriad network of 

streams, swamps, muskegs and lakes and islands was formed to create a new dynamic 

mosaic that was teeming with new life. This region would become a major trapping, 

hunting, fishing and gathering area. From that time, the delta would be provided with 

new fresh water from the mountains in the form of spring floods rather than just the run-

off from the muskegs, lands and watersheds. New adjustments were made in the 

traditional life of the people but there was always great excitement as the spring flood 

waters brought new life and new energy not only for the people but also for all the 

wildlife and plant life. The shift in the volume of water right into the west delta did cause 
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a slow drying out effect in Agamigiskachewan, the south delta, so that the Manpower and 

Dragline canals were built in the 1930s to aid in the trapping industry and managed later 

for hunting. Underlying all these changes, what was the Cumberland Cree concept of 

land and national territory?  

 

As discussed in chapter 1, uskee is the Cree Nehinuw word for land or country and is 

differentiated from water or nipee and the sky, keesik. Cree also distinguishes between 

various levels of grounding such as atamuskumik, underground (atampek is also used for 

underwater), and wuskituskumik, above ground. Keesik, refers to the sky, the heavens 

(keechiugeesigohk) or the universe. Uskee generally signifies the earth in the broad sense 

but as discussed earlier, it appears in the compounds, nitukeenan/kituskeenuw our land, 

inclusive and exclusive. In both these cases the land is inclusive of everything and every 

living being, entity and all other substances and forms. Some writers have assumed that 

the Crees had no form of possession or ownership with regard to land but this is an error. 

Not only does the Cree Nehinuw understanding of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw mean our 

land, our country and our national territory it is actually stated in the possessive form.  

 

Much recent research has been based on land use and occupancy studies or the mapping 

of place names. What has been missing is a guide to analyse the informational base and 

data that is based on Indigenous territorial frameworks. The Cumberland Cree Nation 

and the local Metis Nation have already completed a mapping of Metis and First Nations 

land. Previous land use and occupancy studies including the one in Cumberland House 

focused mainly on the identification of the land and spaces used by Cree people in big 
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game hunting (macheehin) and trapping areas (wuneegehina). For various reasons 

including the need to establish limitations as well as the protection of certain resources 

certain practices were not included.  From a Cree perspective these practices and 

resources are collectively referred to as pimachihowina. Pimachihowin is the overall 

generic term while pimachisowin is the active agentive form. Pimachihohina and 

pimachihisowina encompasses the skills and capabilities of the people as well as the life 

sources and resources of the land. These concepts have found expression in the 

Cumberland House mapping project where resource use, resource extraction and 

resource harvesting were recorded in the maps called uskee-usinuhiguna, or literally the 

land book or land writings. In this research the identification of land and resource use at 

the individual level provided a historical record of personal use with a further 

comparison of Metis and First Nations users. Even with the research focus on the 

mapping of individual use, both Metis and First Nations still referred to the land in 

collective territorial terms as nituskeenuw/kituskeenuw.  

 

The analysis of land use showed that the territorial areas covered by First Nations and 

Metis people were actually intertwined and interconnected in the use of the resources. 

There were really no separate defined areas that could be identified solely as Metis or 

First Nations. While land use was an important part of the analysis it did not identify the 

geopolitical terms of Cree Nehinuw territory. What was very important in the mapping 

project was the identification of pimachihohina, the resources that were acquired through 

the self-determined acts of living or lifehood. In this analysis, most of the pertinent 

resources used, as decided by the joint agreement of the First Nations and Metis were 
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identified. While the uses and use patterns were identified and mapped in the community 

project this research re-examines and summarizes the basic Nehinuw (Cree) territorial 

concept.  

 

The following provides a basic guide to the Spruce Island concept of Cree territoriality. 

While there are other interconnected concepts, the geopolitical components of the 

nituskeenan/kituskeenuw complex or national territory of the Spruce Island Cree 

Nehinuw of Kaminstigominuhigoskak are as follows - 

pimachihohina – life sources 

kupesihina - camps 

weeginanuskeeya - homelands 

eehitahina - places of existence 

ootenuw/oochenas - gathering centre  

Closely related topics of shared lands or weetusketohina, private lands and private 

property as uskeegana/uskeegansa and burial grounds, megauskana will also be 
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explained. This map from Google Maps was recreated and adapted by myself. The map 

outlines the different levels of the Territory of the Spruce Island Cree. 
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When talking about the earth or land in general people will say uskee ooma (this is the 

land) or misoweskumik (this is the land all over). Misowehite or misowehita can be used 

for the land which is internal or external to the territory. When it used specifically to 

denote the total area within the territory, misowehite ooma kituskeenuw signifies that all 

this area or expanse of land is within our territory. The community mapping was an 

excellent start on the main uses of the land, but depending on the wishes of the 

community for example as protection for their medicines and certain species that might 

endangered, a further extended mapping project would need to include the essential 

needs for pimachihisowin, the self-determined capacity for life and living. Further work 

would need to be done to map how closely certain resources were taken in the unique 

parts of the delta and how these evolved with the changes in the geopolitical history. 

Most importantly the new geopolitical and territorial identifications in this research 

would need to be included so that kituskeenuw/nituskeenan is more clearly understood in 

Nehinuw (Cree) terms. 

 

The first level of the geopolitical organization of the land is pimachihohina which refers 

to the life sources, resources and actions taken throughout the territory whether it’s 

gathering, hunting, trapping, fishing, and all other pursuits. It includes the animals, fish, 

birds, waterfowl and the various habitats as well as trees, logs, wood and all other 

animate and inanimate beings, entities and things. Some areas are used most of the time 

while other areas are allowed to rest and recover after natural upheavals or human 

created pressures. The next level of geopolitical organization for the Spruce Island 

Nehinuw (Cree) is kupesihina or camps. These were usually set up in strategic locations 
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as well as in temporary sites for various reasons including in response to weather 

conditions. More recent camps are called oski-gupesihina; keechigupesihina are the main 

long-term camps; and the more ancient camps are kuyasi-gupesihina. A modern 

derivative kupesihinigumik is the name for a hotel. The dwelling used in a camp is the 

tent or puguhaunigumik. More permanent dwellings such as meegiwapa, wigwams and 

meetigowapa wigwams that use more wood in the structure were also utilized. European-

style dwellings such as flat roofed cabins, nupugigumigosa and waskahigunsa came 

later.   

 

When the camp expanded to include more permanent dwellings, the geopolitical concept 

of camps shifted to homelands or weeginanuskiya. Whereas the European idea of posts 

and forts were linked with the idea of house or waskahigun, the Nehinuw Cree 

conceptualized their land at this level in terms of the home (neegi, my home, keegi, your 

home and weegi, his or her home). Weeginanuskee literally means the homeland. Thhis 

same pre stem weegi- is also linked to weegeetowin a shared partnership in a home or 

marriage. Neegimagun means my spouse. (Interestingly the Wet’suwet’en and other BC 

First Nations have a strong concept of territorial lands which includes “houses” while the 

Cree use “homes.”) Weeginanuskee or homeland in Cree signifies a camp with more 

permanent year-round dwellings. 

 

At the next geopolitical level after the homelands are eehitahina. Niteetahin translates as 

“my community’ or “my place of existence” and the word eehitaw, which is the 

etymological root of the word for community or oteetahin signifies existence. It 
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generally applies to the existence of any living being, entity, animal or person. When the 

entity is inanimate like a lake, river, hill or water then eehitugun is used. While eehitaw 

is a broad concept that includes any living entity or being, eehitahin is more narrowly 

confined to the locational existence of people as a community. Specifically, eehitahin as 

the translated name for a community literally means “a place of existence.” There may 

be one or more of these satellite communities or places of existence within the territory 

of a particular Cree nation. The smaller communities are called eehichahinsa. So rather 

than meaning "hunting ground" or traplines, oteetahina are satellite communities within 

a national territory.  Some examples of Cumberland Cree eehitahina were 

Kaminschigauchugasik (Pine Bluff), Kiskachiwunohk (Pemmican Portage), Wuskuy 

Seepeek (Birch River) and Bud’s Point. In his 1960 research study of Cumberland 

House, Michael Kew stated that only four satellite communities remained from the 10 

separate villages or encampments that were there before.514 Marie Louise Mackenzie 

mentioned that eehichahinisa used to exist in other locations including Cut Beaver to the 

south in Agamigiskachewun and another place to the northeast called 

Numepugituauhineehk or the Sturgeon Fishery which was in-between Pine Bluff and 

Cumberland House on the Mossy River.515 Based on the availability of resources there 

would have been flexibility in the historic formation of these small places of existence 

called eechahinsa.  

 

                                                 
514 Michael Kew, Cumberland House in 1960, (Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan, 1962), 8. 

515 Marie Louise McKenzie, interview by Keith Goulet, 2018. 
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Ootenuw is now used regularly as a reference for a city or town but historically, ootenuw 

signified the main or core gathering centre or centres of a particular Nehinuw (Cree) 

Nations like Kaminstigominuhigoskak (Cumberland), Opaskiyak (The Pas), 

Kapimichigumak (Cross Lake) or Misi-Pahistigohk (Grand Rapids). The major gathering 

centre is usually identified as the national centre of a Cree Nation. Europeans who had 

come from Montreal were called Mooniyawuk which is a Creeicized French 

pronunciation of Montreal. It simply indicates that many of the French and later the 

Scots, Irish and English came from their main gathering centre of Montreal. Another 

main centre for the Abenaki is called Odanak (compare Cree, ootenak) meaning at the 

gathering centre or town centre or city. The gathering centre for the Spruce Island Cree 

of Cumberland House is Kaminstigominuhigoskak. 

 

Weetusketowin is a generic term for land that is shared within the territory but it is also 

used for lands that are shared usually on the boundary areas of each nation. This sharing 

may include other Crees, other Indigenous nations or other people. When people invite 

each other from within their territory or also from outside their territory, this type of 

invitational hospitality is called weesuhamitowin. As an example, people from Opaskiyak 

(The Pas) may invite someone from Cumberland to come and hunt in their area and vice 

versa. Right up to the 1950s the former small community of Barrier which was about 

half way between The Pas and Cumberland was a shared land zone area where these 

community members moved back and forth to either community. Weechuhamitowin is 

used when people from either nation live in the same dwellings or in a cluster of 

dwellings. Weetusketowin is a broader term which means shared lands when people from 
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different First Nations are accepted into the community or when there is a flexible 

sharing of land and resources usually at mutually accessible border areas with the people 

from Amisko-Saguhignihk or Beaver Lake and Numehi-Saguhigunihk or Sturgeon Lake 

(Sturgeon Landing), Peechiponagunsihk, Barrier and areas at Suggi Lake/Windy Lake, 

Bud’s Point and the E.B. Campbell Dam.  

 

In Cree there is a conceptual differentiation between the collective lands of the whole 

people and the identification of private lands. While uskeegan initially meant any 

specially recognized bounded area, it came to refer to any surveyed property whether it 

was owned or leased. Features that exhibit a genuine naturalness like seepee (river), are 

distinguished from constructed artificial creations such as seepeegan, the canal or ditch. 

Uskeegan, the artificially bounded piece of land can be used for various purposes. The 

historical designation of Metis scrip lands and more recently the surveyed private 

property lots in a municipality are referred to as uskeeganisa or little artificial plots of 

land. In contrast to private property, uskee (land) becomes the main stem of 

nituskeenan/kituskeenuw, which means “our land, our country, or our national territory.” 

It is only recently that nituskee, my land, or nichuskees, my little plot of land has started 

being used by the younger generation for their municipal property lots as well as for 

outfitting camps, surveyed lots, etc.   

 

The first private property in Indigenous country began with the building of fur trade 

posts. After the initial protocols of respect which included the smoking of the pipe or 

ispaugun followed by pugitinasowin, tributary offerings, megehina, gifts as well as the 
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trade itself, the traders were allowed to build their tents and cabins on Indigenous lands. 

These initial precursors to private property would gradually become more formal as the 

traders built their fences and palisaded forts as a base for trade as well as for protection 

from their competitors both Indigenous and European. Fair-sized areas would be called 

uskeegana or artificial lands and smaller ones were called uskeegansa, the little artificial 

plots of land. The next major phase of private property development during the western 

fur trade was the Selkirk settlement which surrounded a major Indigenous gathering 

centre at the confluence of the Assiniboine and Red Rivers. Indigenous peoples who 

lived in these traditional gathering and fur trade centres would have had to react to the 

more possessive European settlers by refusing to move from their traditional lands, 

making way and sharing the land, or building within the new reconstituted centres. 

While private property was evolving in the Metis community by the early 1800s it was 

not until the Manitoba Act and the 1.4 million-acre settlement for Metis scrip that private 

property was introduced on a broader basis as a formal reality. Even in this regard the 

Cree had a different perspective from the Europeans, as these Metis scrip lots were 

called uskeegansa, the little artificial plots of land versus the genuine real land of the 

whole.  

 

There had long been a colonial desire by governments to break down community and 

“tribal” solidarity of Indigenous people with different proposals including the 

institutionalization of an individualized private property ethos. Two years after he was 

re-elected the John A. Macdonald Conservative government changed the Indian Act in 

1880 to launch the Certificate of Possession. Conservative administrators, Edgar 
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Dewdney and Hayter Reed would implement the policy wherein individual allotments 

could be created within the reserve. The policy states that: “individual members of a 

First Nation may be given allotments. An allotment is the right to use and occupy a 

parcel of reserve land. Allotments must be approved by the Band Council and the 

Minister. Once approved, the individual allotment holder has lawful possession of a 

parcel of land and may be issued a Certificate of Possession as evidence of their right. 

However, the legal title to the land remained with the Crown.”516 Policies were aimed at 

breaking down the ties within the communities with an individualist system, along with 

other measures. Later on in 1889, Reed initiated a policy of dividing reserves into 

allotments of 40 acres to which Indian males could be granted a “certificate of 

occupancy.”517 Reed was also instrumental in creating the notorious illegal “pass 

system” wherein First Nations needed written permission from the Indian agent when 

they wanted to visit their relatives in a neighbouring reserve or to practice their treaty 

rights to hunt, fishing or trap for food. In order to establish the bureaucratic and 

governmental voice of authority, in concert with other Indian agents, Reed withheld 

rations just at a time when the bison was being exterminated with the result that left 

people in a severely weakened state of sickness, hunger and death.518 He also withheld 

                                                 
516 “Land Management,” Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. [Online]. Available : https://www. 

aadnc- aandc.gc.ca/eng/1100100034737/1100100034738#ch2.5. 

517 E. Brian Titley, “Reed, Hayter,” in Dictionary of Canadian Biography, Vol. 16,  2003. 

518 See Daschuk; Hackett; and Maureen K. Lux, Medicine That Walks: Disease, Medicvine, and Canadian 

Plains Native People, 1880-1940 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001). 

https://www/
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the purchase of new farm equipment for the reserves because of the settlers complained 

of “unequal competition” and implemented a “peasant farming” approach with simple 

hand tools that was designed to fail.519 Much of the land would also be illegally 

surrendered.520  

 

But how did the Cree refer to the government-inspired reservation system and the 

Certificate of Possessions?  The word for the reserve is iskonigun and it means the land 

that has have been left over or saved. While the land of the whole territory has always 

been nituskeenan/ kituskeenuw, iskonigun, the left-over land was only a bounded part of 

the whole territory and therefore technically an uskeegan. A conceptual change occurred 

with the creation of reserves, with a new Indian Affairs policy - a shadow private 

property scheme to individualize First Nations landholding. The government created 

Certificates of Possession entitling holders to plots of land similar to private property 

off-reserve. In Cree, these plots were classified as uskeegansa. Despite the creation of 

surveyed private lands as uskeegana or uskeegansa within and outside the reservation 

system, the main territorial concept of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw, our land, our country, 

our national territory continues to be used by both Metis and First Nations in 

Cumberland House. While private lots had been available to the fur traders since the 

1700s, and  lots for churches and schools since the late 1800s, it was not until after 

                                                 
519 Ibid. See also Sarah Carter, Lost Harvests: Prairie Indian Reserve Farmers and Government Policy 

(Montreal & Kingston:McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1990). 

520 See Bartlett. 
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World War II that lots were available for newer schools as well as for the police, jails 

and government resource offices which incidentally started being fenced in 

(keemenigatewa), in Cumberland House.  

 

The Cree also recognize geographical spaces such as sugaw, the bush, puskau, the open 

plain, muskeg, the muskeg, muskoskaw, grass meadows, and asinskaw, rocky area. The 

people, ininiyuk were and are identified with geopolitical regions; for example 

Sugahinniyuk, Bush people, Puskauhinniyuk or Puspuskohinniyuk, Plains people, 

Muskoskahinniyuk, Grass Meadows people, Asinskahinniyuk, People of the Rock and 

Muskegowuk, the people of the Muskeg (glossed as the Swampy Cree). Words like 

nutimeek for upriver and mameek for downriver are used as identifiers: nutimee-inniyuk 

for upriver people or mamee-inniyuk for downriver people.  

 

Other geographical terms have to do with rivers, lakes, rapids, islands, bays, portages 

and peninsulas, and refer to the locations of animals, fish, birds, amphibians, insects and 

other living entities as well as spirit beings.  Indigenous peoples have been named for the 

major river systems they come from such as the Kiskachewun or the Saskatchewan 

River, Peegogumaw, the South Saskatchewan River, the Misinipee or Churchill River, 

(which is also known as Mantew Seepee or Strangers River in the downstream section 

past South Indian Lake), and Amisko Seepee, the Beaver River in northwestern 

Saskatchewan. The river name is combined with Inniyuk or people to create, for 

example, Kiskachiwuno-Inniyuk or the people of the Saskatchewan River. In this 
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instance the compounded word is additionally an actual place name within Spruce Island 

territory.  

10. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

 

After over a century of debate on Algonquian territoriality the most significant finding of 

this research was the fact that previous studies had not investigated the central Cree 

concepts underlying the peoples’ understanding of land, national territory and country. 

This research confirms that the Cumberland Cree concept of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw 

which means “our land, our country, and our national territory” provides the starting 

base and framework for articulating an understanding of Cree Nehinuw territoriality.  

Although past writers discussed communal land, tribal lands, and hunting grounds, there 

was little or no discussion about the most central basic terminology embedded in 

Algonquian languages including Cree. 

 

One of the reasons that key Cree concept and equivalent Algonquian concepts have not 

been given the intensive analysis in the literature is that most researchers were not fully 

fluent in the Algonquian languages researched. Not only do nuanced perspectives tend to 

be bypassed but certain central concepts can also left out. Scholarship tends to build on 

existing research whose parameters can constrain, limit and constrict the overall 

dimensions of the debates and findings especially in cases where different cultures and 

languages are used. Another reason is that the first phase of research on any new subject 

often replicates existing biases and ideologies and also leaves out some critical 

dimensions. Since most early research was related to land claims or as a response to 
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them, the adversarial nature of the courts and the law tended to limit and reject 

Indigenous claims in favour of settlers, corporations or governments. Finally, the 

ideological dimensions of explicit and implicit sexism, racism and colonialism have only 

been given the critical appraisal in the past half century. 

 

As a fluent Nehinuw (Cree) speaker who was raised in a Nehinuw traditional lifestyle in 

our territory of Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island or Cumberland House, I have 

used oral, written, material and environmental sources in my review of Algonquian lands 

and concepts of land. The review of research on land and territory in chapter 2 provided 

a background for understanding the Algonquian land tenure debates of the past century. I 

introduced written and oral evidence as well as insights afforded by close study of Cree 

language to analyse and challenge old assumptions as well as to introduce new 

knowledge, concepts and understandings. The following chapters traced the story of the 

colonial dispossession of Indigenous lands through economic/political/military pressures 

as well as through government policies, the rule of law, diseases, natural processes and 

the devastation of hydro development. They also included a discussion of 

methodological issues, an overview of the three major Nehinuw narrative structures and 

an investigation of selected discursive, grammatical and conceptual structures pertinent 

to the debate. 

 

This research points to the need for a more effective integration of Indigenous languages, 

cultures and perspectives into the writing of history. It’s not only a question of historical 

subject matter and facts: it is also about cultural concepts and frameworks that are 
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illuminated through study including how the minute details of the phonetic/phonemic 

structures of language relate to the broader parameters of life. Existing work has 

recognized two major Cree narrative forms of achimowin as stories of action and 

achunoogehin as legendary narratives but this research has now identified a third major 

form called ahtotumohina, the narrative of events. Events are very important to the 

writing of history and it is instructive that this very aspect is included as one of the three 

major forms of Cree narrative classification. This finding also adds a new dimension to 

the historiographical debates about history as action or history as event.  

 

 The policies and practices of individual and systemic racism and colonialism have had 

far-reaching effects in many areas of culture, life and language. In the case of 

Algonquian peoples, the grip and angst of colonialism has even become enmeshed in the 

very grammar of the Cree language. Listening to its effect on words and stories is one 

thing but its embeddedness in Cree grammar shows the in-depth reaches of its influence 

in a relatively short period of time in terms of language change. Values, meanings, and 

grammatical change are interwoven in the historical shift from ogimaw to ogimagan and 

uskee to uskeegan. As the original word for leader, ogimaw exudes a strong sense of real, 

genuine leadership whereas ogimagan the word now used for chief literally means an 

artificial or subordinate leader. Similarly, the meaning of uskee means the genuine real 

land of the people, whereas private property or uskeeganis is looked upon as an artificial 

substitute to the collective real land of the people. In order to move forward in a true 

spirit of reconciliation, the destructive tentacles of colonization and racism need to be 

exposed not only in policies, actions and historical narrative but also in the very reaches 
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of language use including grammatical structures. Certain aspects of language can 

change relatively quickly while other aspects reflect ancient history. Language, is 

therefore a dynamic living archive. When studied along with cognition, culture, history 

and the total environment it can become an additional potent force in the quest for a 

deeper knowledge and respectful understanding.  

 

The close study of Indigenous languages forces a rethinking of, and a constructive 

critical reflection on Euro-based knowledge systems. Most importantly, it brings to light 

Indigenous systems of historical and conceptual understanding that have been hidden in 

many cases. Just as Great Man theories of history focused on white male leadership, the 

history of private property and family hunting territories was given more attention than 

the “communal” or collective territorial systems of Indigenous peoples. Scholarship 

therefore became mired in debates about individual property rights and failed to achieve 

a deeper understanding of the primary geopolitical concepts of the collective national 

territory of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw, our land, our country. 

 

Bringing in oral history as part of a more comprehensive use of sources has been an 

important development. My only worry is that the professionalization of oral history like 

the professionalization of history in general may lead to excessively rigid and formulaic 

rules for uses of narrative, discourse and conceptual structures in life and in the courts. 

The living dynamic of people’s lives, has to be represented by dynamic living knowledge 

systems. As I reviewed the debates about oral history, I recognized an excessive focus on 

the pros and cons of memory. This focus, however has obscured the fact that thinking, 
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cognition and conceptual, understanding cannot be reduced to issues of memory. 

Memory questions need to be addressed but thinking, including historical thinking and 

reasoning, involves all the faculties of the mind and it is from this viewpoint that I 

approach all issues including history. We cannot avoid or prevent errors or bias, but we 

can offer a broader array of sources and perspectives from which to pursue the difficult 

task of writing history. 

 

I started by critiquing the limitations of the written record and what has been labelled as 

scriptocentric knowledge and concluded that a broader array of source systems which 

include writing, speaking, and all cultural and natural realities was the way to go. I have 

made it a point that the denial of any form of historical knowledge including myths or 

legends is a form of absolutism. I also introduced a short overview of Nehinuw (Cree) 

narrative and discourse structures. In addition to achunoogehin legends and achimowin 

everyday action stories I introduced the third major form of Nehinuw narrative, 

ahtotumowin, which is the story of events. I also introduced Nehinuw cognitive 

grammatical structures to explain nituskeenan/kituskeenuw our national territory and 

uskeeganis, the little artificial plot of land or private property. The –gan concept of 

artificial substitution was utilized to show that racism and colonialism were not only 

reflected in the stories, they also became embedded in the very grammar of the Cree 

Nehinuw language. It made me think that a knowledge system that exposed a greater 

degree and variety of explicitly operationalized subjective systems as reflected in the 

many subforms of the Cree narrative structure would invigorate the writing of history. 
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A re-examination of historical writing and documents related to land and land issues 

shows that Indigenous people continued to exercise a greater degree of control and 

authority over land and other matters than previous scholarship had admitted or even 

recognized. Close to two and a half centuries after the HBC built their first inland post in 

“Rupert’s Land”, the geopolitical territorial system of the Cree Nehinuw from 

Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce Island or Cumberland House was still largely intact. 

Even after the massive natural ice jam or avulsion of 1874 which re-routed the 

Saskatchewan River from the southern edge of the delta and recreated the whole western 

and northwestern part of the delta including a new Steamboat Channel, three Angling 

River channels and a myriad system of creeks, lakes, sandbars and islands, the people 

carried on and adjusted according to their traditional land and territorial patterns. It was 

not until the construction of the E. B. Campbell Dam in 1962 that the traditional way of 

life and the ecosystem of the delta were forever shattered, destroyed and altered. 150,000 

muskrats a year used to be harvested for food and fur, but after the dam was built the 

trapping way of life and the emphasis on looking after the land and responding to all the 

changes that were happening was greatly eroded. Even after this great devastation, 

people continued to talk about new possibilities for the future. They still have an 

outstanding selection of 44,000 acres of land in the 60 mile radius of the community 

from their settlement but a fair and equitable agreement will have to be made between 

the municipality and the First Nation. The First Nation also has an outstanding 

compensatory claim that arose from the illegal transfer of Cumberland Reserve 100A to 

the James Smith First Nation. This transfer took place without the full involvement or 

proper authorization from the chief and council and the people. The University of 
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Saskatchewan is presently doing a research study of the delta in cooperation with the 

community so new ideas may evolve from this. 

 

Racism and colonialism have impacted Indigenous peoples in many different ways but 

one of the most inequitable and wrongful excesses in Canadian history has been the 

dispossession of Indigenous lands. There have been improvements in policy and action 

over the past forty years or so, but much more needs to be done. The recognition of the 

duty to consult and accommodate has been a step on the right direction but what is 

needed is a true sharing of resources and revenues so that a new sustainable 

developmental strategy that pays due respect to the people and the environment can take 

place. Land policies of the day still continue to be more advantageous to newcomers, so 

it’s time to fast-track existing claims, and land entitlements as well as to develop new 

long-term land policies that will benefit Indigenous peoples and their partners. From an 

Indigenous perspective it is clear that the land was never surrendered. The strong concept 

of nituskeenan/kituskeenuw still remains for Algonquian peoples as does the mutually 

beneficial model of shared land areas. Resolving and reconceptualizing land claims as 

well as practicing weetusketowin, the sharing of lands including resource revenues 

should be the basis of reconciliation and a brighter future. A task of this sort will require 

federal, provincial, corporate, institutional and community cooperation. 

 

As I reflected back on my memories of growing up in the community, I realized the 

massive environmental impact on our way of life that was caused by the hydro 

development. A next stage of new mapping that takes into consideration both the Cree 
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concepts of land and the best of modern-day research needs to be done for the leadership, 

the community and the teaching of the new generations of children and youth. Some 

skills, knowledge, understanding and experience have indeed been lost but there can still 

be a substantive recovery given the Nehinuw language base that still exists as well as the 

resilience and self-determination of the people. Even as people still have to deal with the 

damaging effects of the dam, the land of the Spruce Island Cree is still one of the largest 

inland deltas in North America, with many possibilities for future development.  

 

Nituskeenan/kituskeenuw, our national territory of Kaminstigominuhigoskak, Spruce 

Island has always provided for the existence and the identity of our people and it will 

continue to do so. The land, the people and the language have been guides to life and 

they will continue to be basis for self-determination as well as being the living archives 

for future research and development. Ninunaskomon, I give thanks. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

CREE ORTHOGRAPHIC CHART 

I started teaching Cree at the University of Saskatchewan in 1972-73 and in 1973-74 I 

taught the first university accredited Cree course called Anthropology 140. My previous 

experience in teaching grades 2, 3, 4 and also grade 6 in Cree and Ojibwe communities 

gave me practical knowledge in the teaching of the language arts as well dealing with 

curriculum development. As well, the direct experience that I had gained from learning 

to read Cree hymn books and prayer books when I was growing up in Cumberland 

House not only gave me a practical experiential base that the elders and adults had 

experienced themselves. These experiences helped me in my position as a Cree language 

consultant for a school division in northern Saskatchewan in 1974. In the summer of 

1975, I also taught the Cree language Anthropology 140 course in La Ronge to teachers, 

civil servants, and Cree language instructors. By 1974 I had tested out the Standard 

Roman Orthography (SRO) as well as a couple of practical systems that didn’t use 

macrons. I also taught an accredited Cree language course in the Northern Teacher 

Education Program. By 1978 I did a review of writing systems with a special focus on 

the three main Cree syllabic systems as well as half a dozen alphabet systems.  

 

As a former Cree language teacher and consultant with experience in various syllabic 

and alphabet orthographies I have decided to use a practical phonetic orthography that is 

easier to learn and builds on the prior learning experiences of elders, adults, children as 

well as second language learners. This writing system takes into consideration the actual 
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pronunciation, speech and lived experience of many Cree elders as well as my own 

analytical and practical experience gained from teaching Cree since the early 1970s. This 

system is therefore a modification of the elders’ own learned experiences from the 

writing systems used in Cree hymn and prayer books as well as my experience as a 

language teacher in Cree and English. To reiterate, adults and elders are the most fluent 

Indigenous language speakers, yet they have trouble helping their children or 

grandchildren learn their own language especially when it’s written with macrons and 

diacritical marks – a system that is frustratingly outside their experience. I am therefore 

using a non-diacritical, practical orthography based on phonetics which pays due respect 

to existing speakers and elders and pays due respect to the local dialect rather than the 

more formalistic, less practical, and overtly abstract phonemic model.521  

                                                 
521 Once a very good dentist, Dr. Robinson who had taken the time to learn Cree, kept telling me seko, 

seko! I didn’t know what he was talking about, but because he had pushed a basin in front of me, and my 

mouth was full of drilled matter and water, I spit into the dish. He nodded in agreement and whenever he 

said “seko” I spit. Later on I realized that he was actually trying to say seego! If he had learned from a 

more phonetic writing system which recognized voiced and unvoiced sounds he would have pronounced 

the voiced aspect of “g” in the Cree language and I would have easily understood him. Excessive 

phonemic formalism leads to imprecision in pronunciation and  problematic when matching sound and 

symbol in the writing system. The phonemic based writing system as exemplified above teaches the 

younger generation to to pronounce seego as seko  when in fact there is a clear “g” sound in the word. The 

use of a phonemic writing system therefore leads to a change in the way the language is actually spoken 

especially with the new generation or new learners that are learning Cree. Children now pronounce 

grandmother as “nohkom “or even “kohkom” rather than “nohgom.”’ Any writing system will have certain 
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As a device for focus and recognition, Cree words and word stems will be italicized. I 

use a regular key board with no special programs or adjustments, and follow regular 

conventional rules for grammar and punctuation. A voice-activated Dragon Naturally 

Speaking program of the Preferred Edition types my words as I speak in English. It can 

also be trained to type out Cree words in a spelling system of my choice. I just say the 

Cree word mamuskach (unbelievable), and it types it out! I can italicize and bold a word 

by a simple command. From a research, writing and personal perspective, this allophonic 

and phonetic orthography does not require special fonts and more closely approximates 

and respects the way a particular and regional dialect is historically spoken than does a 

strict formalistic phonemic orthography.  

 

I have therefore decided to use a phonetic, allophonic, non-macron system rather than a 

phonemic macron system of writing for the following reasons. In a phonetic and 

allophonic system, proper pronunciation is given greater importance and significance as 

opposed to the focus on the standardization in one privileged dialect. This writing system 

takes into consideration the actual pronunciation, speech and lived experiences of 

Nehinuw speakers and elders. This writing system used is also flexible and respectful of 

each historical dialect as spoken at the community level. Because of its non-macron 

nature, it requires no special keyboard, programs or adjustments for typists or publishers 

as a regular keyboard is used. The words used for illustration in the following charts are 

                                                 
problems but a closer correspondence between sound and symbol will give a more truer and practical 

account of the way the language is actually spoken. It will also pay due respect to the different dialects. 
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from the ‘N’ Cree dialect pronunciation as spoken in Cumberland House, so the 

pronunciation varies for some of these words in other Cree dialects.  

Consonants 

      English                 Cree  

                                    p*                   pit               pimee (fat) 

t            tan               tansi (how are you?)  

                                    ch            cheap               cheeman (canoe) 

                                     k             kiss                kinipee (hurry) 

                                     b*              ebb                nibebeem (my baby) 

                                     d              sled                n’danis (my daughter) 

                                     j              major                n’jiyau (my cousin) 

                                     g              bag                 nigosis (my son) 

                                     m              miss                 misit (foot) 

                                      n              nap                 napew (man) 

                                      s              sit                 seepee (river) 

                                      y              yes                  yapew ( bull moose) 

 

*The unvoiced consonants of p, t, ch and k are used when they occur at the beginning of 

a word. Most of the time, when these consonants are in the medial or final position in a 

word, they become voiced consonants b, d, j and g. For example neeginan (our home), 

uskeeg (pail), and sigak (skunk), all use a ‘g’ in the medial or ending position. Note the 

word for skunk, sigak, remains spelled with a ‘k’ at the end of the word because that is 

how it is pronounced. An attempt is made to replicate the actual oral pronunciation. One 
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time when I was getting my cavities filled, a very good dentist kept saying “seko, seko.” 

I didn’t understand him but because my mouth was full of water and chopped up enamel 

I decided to spit. Later I realized that he was trying to say “seego, seego” of “spit, spit.” 

As a further example a word like kiskeneetum (s/he knows) becomes nigiskeneeten (I 

know it).  The second ‘k’ in this example doesn’t change to a ‘g’ sound because it is 

preceded by a consonant.    

 

Although the sounds are not exactly the same, this vowel chart is provided to illustrate 

the closest approximation of English/Cree pronunciation.  Within Cree there are more 

sounds than those represented here, but for practicality and simplicity, the writing system 

used in this book limits the spelling to these approximate vowel sounds. 

 

                                                     English                          Cree  

 

                           a                         ask                                 astum (come) 

               u*                   up                                 upi (sit) 

               i                   it                                 misit (foot) 

              ee                   see                                 seeseep (duck) 

              e                   Ester                     nete (over there) 

              o                   book                     mostos (cow) 

              oo                   soon                     moosa (moose) 

              au**                   Paul                     iskautem (door) 
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* When ‘u’ is used at the ending of a word in Cree, the pronunciation is difficult for 

people who are used to English endings and writing systems so an ‘a’ is used instead. So 

for example in the word koonu (snow), the ‘u” is changed to an ‘a’ as in koona. Spelling 

is often based on morphological and lexical context rather than a simple one to one 

correspondence so koona is regularly shortened to kona. In this particular instance, it 

happens to be similar to the SRO standard except for the macron of a line on top of the o. 

** This is one of the examples of dialect variation.  The ‘au’ sound of the ‘N’ dialect 

changes to a ‘wa’ sound (iskwatem) in some of the other Cree dialects such as the ‘Y’ 

dialect in southern Saskatchewan. There are times when the English form is close 

enough to the Cree that it is acceptable but in other cases it is unacceptable. Part of 

linguistic decolonization is making learning and teaching more practical and flexible to 

dialects and prior learning rather than trying to develop a formalistic “one size fits all” 

system that is congenial to linguistic experts but not to the elders, adults or the children 

of our many communities. 

 

I was initially excited about using the macron system that was based on the mathematical 

principle of a one to one correspondence between sound and symbol but quickly realized 

from my own teaching experience that language was not a simple mathematical formula. 

Language learning was experiential and contextual and I quickly saw that it did not pay 

due respect to the existing learning base of the students and most importantly it 

introduced a foreign system of writing that was outside the experience of the most fluent 

speakers in the community, the elders. Most elders were able to read and sing from 

alphabetic texts in churches without having received instruction just because they 
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applied their basic knowledge of reading from the basic phonics that they had applied 

from the English they had learned in school or the church. It was kiskinaumasowin or 

self-directed learning. They were also the kiskinaumagewuk (teachers) to the nuns who 

learned the Cree hymns from the Cree adults and elders of the day. We need both 

experiential and abstract knowledge systems but it has to be based more on Indigenous 

experiential knowledge rather than the imposition of untested, unnecessary and 

sometimes impractical abstract knowledge of outside experts.  
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APPENDIX B 

 

CREE NEHINUW NARRATIVES 

 

ahtotumowina                    achimowina                         achunoogehina 

(events)                            (life action)                               (legends) 

achimisowin (autobiographical)             achimostatowin (sharing stories) 

 

                   tapahtotumowin                               tapachimowin (retelling) 

                   kuyas-ahtotumowin                          kuyas-achimowin (long ago) 

                   minautotumowin                              minauchimowin (positive) 

                   muchahtotumowin                           muchachimowin (negative) 

  osamahtotumowin                           osamachimowin (exaggeration) 

                   kinaskahtotumowin                          kinaskachimowin (lying) 

                   kugeetahtotumowin                          kugeechimowin (bragging) 

                   mumeetahtotumowin                        mumeechimowin (pride) 

                   munatahtotumowin                           munatachimowin (empathetic) 

                   kitimagahtotumowin                         kitimagachimowin (tragic) 

    wiyutahtotumowin                            wiyutachimowin (wordplay fun) 

                  wiyusahtotumohin                             wiyusachimowin (humorous) 

                   weenahtotumowin                             weenachimowin (raunchy) 

     pisigautatotumowin                           pisigautachimowin (adulterous) 

              mamuskasahtotumowin                      mamuskasachimowin (extraordinary) 
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                    kostasahtotumowin                               kostasachimowin (fearful) 

                    soogahtotumowin                                 soogachimowin (powerful) 

         matawatotumowin                                matawachimowin(mysterious) 
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APPENDIX C 

 

LIFE FORCE SYSTEM 

The usual classification of the animate and inanimate as living and non-living is 

inadequate. For a more intensive analysis refer to the article and revised chart in Goulet, 

2007.522 

                Life-force (Animate)            Life-force Emanation (Inanimate)                      

   

                 1.  Cosmo-Natural                 1.  Processual-Cultural  

                 2.  Cause or source             2.  Effect or outcome 

                 3.  Whole                            3.  Part 

                 4.  Vital                                 4.  Regular 

                 5.  Essential                          5.  Usual 

                 6.  Moving                   6.  Stationary 

                 7.  Sacred                            7.  Secular  

                 8.  Powerful                         8.  Ordinary  

                 9.  Larger                              9.  Smaller 

  

                                                 
522 "Animate and Inanimate: the Cree Nehinuw View." In Material Histories: Interpreting Fur Trade 

Collections in Scotland. Aberdeen, Scotland: Marischal Museum, University of Aberdeen, 2007. 
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